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Abstract

Garrett and Munk use linear dynamics to synthesize frequency-wavenumber energy
spectra for internal waves (GM72, GM75, GM79). The GM internal wave models are
horizontally isotropic, vertically symmetric, purely propagating, and universal in both
time and space. This set of properties effectively eliminates all the interesting physics,
since such models do not allow localized sources and sinks of energy. Thus an important
step in understanding interoal wave dynamics is to make measurements of deviations
from the simple GM models.

This thesis continues the search for deviations from the GM models. It has three
advantages over earlier work: extensive data from an equatorial region, long time series (2
years), and relatively sophisticated linear internal wave models. Since the GM models are
based on mid-latitude data, having data from an equatorial region which has a strong mean
current system offers an opportunity to examine a region with a distinctly different basic
state. The longer time series mean there is a larger statistical ensemble of realizations,
making it possible to detect smaller internal wave signals. The internal wave models
include several important extensions to the GM models: horizontal anisotropy and vertical
asymmetry, resolution between standing modes and propagating waves, general vertical
structure, and kinematic effects of mean shear flow. Also investigated are the effects of
scattering on internal waves, effects that are especially strong on the equator because the
buoyancy frequency variability is a factor of ten higher than at mid-latitudes.

In the high frequency internal wave field considered (frequencies between .125 cph
and .458 cph), several features are found that are not included in the GM models. Both the
kinematic effects of a mean shear flow and the phase-locking that distinguishes standing
modes from propagating waves are observed. There is a seasonal dependence in energy
level of roughly 10% of the mean level. At times the wave field is zonally and vertically
asymmetric, with resulting energy fluxes that are a small (4% to 10%) fraction of the
maximum energy flux the internal wave field could support. The fluxes are, however, as
big as many of the postulated sources of energy for the internal wave field.
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Title: Associate Professor of Oceanography
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Chapter 1: Introduction and review

Introduction

Nearly fifteen years ago, Garrett and Munk published a paper which used linear dynamics

to synthesize a frequency-wavenumber energy spectrum for internal waves, a spectrum

that fit all the available internal wave measurements reasonably well (Garrett and Munk

1972, henceforth referred to as GM72). This synthesis has been (and continues to be)

a tremendous boon to the study of internal waves. For theoreticians it provides both a

compact summary of the experimental results and a challenge to explain its universality

and form. For the experimentalists it provides a standard to which new measurements

can be compared, telling them the time and space scales to expect and allowing them to

decide whether there is any new information in each new set of measurements.

One of the more powerful statements of GM72 is that the spectral level and scales

of the internal wave field are essentially the same throughout much of the world's oceans.

This universality has meant that the data from many different places has been compared

to the GM72 spectrum. The additional data has led to small changes in the GM model

(Garrett and Munk 1975 (GM75), Cairns and Williams 1976, Munk 1981 (GM79)). But

a universal model is in some sense too simple: such a model, for example, does not

allow localized sources and sinks of energy, a spatial diversity which would be expected

given the diversity of processes occurring in the ocean (Wunsch 1976). If differences

were found between one region and another, on the other hand, measurements of those

differences would provide experimental verification that the variety of processes do in

fact occur in the ocean. This has prompted many searches for anomalous regions, some

of which are discussed in later sections. In spite of these efforts, the GM models have

survived in large part intact.

This thesis continues the search for deviations from the GM universal models. There

are three ways in which the data and methods used here increase the chances for finding

differences from the GM models: the data is from a region whose basic state is different,

the time series are significantly longer, and the models are more general. The data used

in this thesis are from the Pacific EQUatorial Ocean Dynamics (PEQUOD) experiment,

an experiment whose field work took place in the equatorial Pacific. As will be shown

in section 1.2, the data incorporated into the GM models are almost all taken in rnid

latitude regions (though some equatorial-GM comparisons have been made, see Wunsch
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and Webb 1979). The equatorial basic state for high frequency internal waves differs

significantly from its mid-latitude counterpart. These differences include enhanced scat

tering due to the presence of low frequency equatorially trapped motions and non-zero

mean shear flow. The fact that the data are from much longer time series than were

used to synthesize the GM models means that there is a larger statistical ensemble of

realizations. The large ensemble allows detection of more subtle internal wave signatures

than is possible with earlier measurements. The models used in this thesis are more

general than those of GM in that they incorporate more dynamics and fewer arbitrary

assumptions, changes which allow differentiation between inadequacies of the dynamics

and inadequacies of the assumptions necessary to construct a simple result. This thesis

concludes that a large number of deviations from a simple model such as GM exist in the

measurements. These deviations are important because they reveal features of internal

wave dynamics previously overlOOked.

The first two chapters provide an introduction to internal waves and an introduction

to the PEQUOD dataset. Chapter 1 reviews the GM models: the data used in forming

the models, the linear internal wave theory, and the spectral analysis needed to connect

the theory with the measurements. This detailed review of Garrett and Munk is included

for two reasons. In some sense GM represents a widely held view of the internal wave

field; it is considered to be a concise description of the internal wave field (which is fine)

but it is also considered to be complete (which is not fine at all). To the extent that

this thesis attempts to give a new perspective on internal waves and their observation,

then, it is important to review the current perspective. But GM is also important in that

it represents a good zeroth order description of the internal wave field: it includes only

the simplest dynamics and wave symmetry properties and manages to describe a large

fraction of the signal. In that sense, then, a review of GM is a good starting point for

the more elaborate analyses that follow.

The first part of chapter 2 provides a reference description of the PEQUOD data that

is used in this thesis: the two-year time series from two current meter and temperature

pressure recorder moorings (Q and U) and the conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD)

and horizontal velocity profiles. The second part of the chapter presents some rough

measures of the non-GM dynamics present in the PEQUOD dataset. The possible impor

tance of the mean zonal velocity shear is estimated by looking at the expected doppler

shifts and Richardson numbers associated with the mean velocity profile. The scale of
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variation of the mean buoyancy frequency profile is shown to be smaller than the scales

of the low modes, suggesting the non-WKBJ effects should be considered in modeling

the data. Finally, a rough estimate of the expected size of energy fluxes is compared

with the data set's ability to measure them; this too gives a rough idea of the results to

expect from later chapters.

The zeroth order model that is given by GM79 blurs the distinction between prop

agating waves and vertically standing modes, modeling internal waves as a vertically

symmetric field of propagating waves but writing the spectral form as a sum of modes.

Chapter 3 shows that this attitude is insufficient for the PEQUOD data set: distinc

tions between propagating waves and modes are measurable, and the PEQUOD data set

suggests that the low wavenumber energy is modal in character.

Section 3.2 discusses two measurable components of the internal wave field's modal

character. The first component is the contrast between the discrete eigenvalues associated

with modes and the continuous vertical wavenumber associated with purely propagating

waves. The section shows that the only significant numerical effect of this discrete nature

is the low wavenumber cutoff: a continuous model with a low wavenumber cutoff is

indistinguishable in measurable cross-spectra from a discrete set of modes with the same

low wavenumber cutoff. In practice this is a very useful result because analytically

it can be quite convenient to use a model continuous in wavenumber (see Desaubies

1976), while numerically computing with a discrete sum of modes is much simpler than

approximating a continuous set of modes. The model fit of the concluding chapter (8)

uses a discrete set of wavenumbers, wavenumbers than correspond to the eigenvalues of

the lowest modes.

The second effect of a modal internal wave field is phase-locking between upward

and downward propagating waves. This effect is characterized in chapter 5 by comparing

the cross-power between upward and downward waves with the power in upward and

downward waves. In current meter data phase-locking is partially expressed as a differ

ence between coherence calculated from horizontal velocity data and coherence calculated

from displacement (temperature) data. Sections 3.1 and 3.3 use this property to show that

significant phase-locking exists in the PEQUOD data, quite unlike the GM79 prediction.

Chapter 3 thus has a mixed result as far as the comparison with GM79 is concerned.

Since it is not possible to measure the difference between the sum of discrete modes

and an integral of continuous waves except for the effect of the low mode cutoff, the
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smearing with cutoff of GM is partially adequate as far as measurements are concerned,

but the lack of phase locking at low modes is measurably wrong as well as having no

explicit theoretical justification.

The zeroth order model as given by any of the GM models presumes that the internal

wave field is horizontally isotropic and vertically symmetric. Chapter 4 uses a subset of

the possible current meter cross spectra to show that many of the assumptions made in

formulating GM79 (the latest version of the GM models) are not consistent with the

PEQUOD data. In fact the results go beyond showing that GM79 is inadequate to model

the PEQUOD data; the calculations show that any vertically symmetric, horizontally

isotropic model is inadequate to model the PEQUOD data. Chapter 4 concludes by

showing that the subset of the data considered (cross-spectra calculated from single current

meters) is consistent with two models: a zonally asymmetric modal internal wave field

model and a propagating internal wave field modified by the presence of a mean zonal

shear flow. It is then left to chapter 6 to use the general internal wave models of chapter

5 to differentiate between the two models.

Chapter 5 generalizes the linear internal wave theory of chapter 1, making it possible

to search for the aspects of the internal wave field that cause the misfit seen in chapter 4.

The generalizations allow vertical asymmetry, horizontal anisotropy, mixtures of vertically

propagating waves and vertically standing modes, and non-WKBJ solutions to the vertical

structure equation. This allows the exploration in chapter 6 of spectral features necessary

to explain what is seen in the PEQUOD data. Furthermore, chapter 5 looks at the effects

of a mean zonal shear flow on the internal wave field, effects shown in chapter 6 to be

necessary to adequately model the PEQUOD wavefield.

Chapter 6 considers the consistency of the generalized internal wave models with

the PEQUOD data It extends the results of chapter 4 in two ways: it considers all

of the spectra available from a single mooring, and it uses much more general internal

wave models. All the cross-spectra can be considered at the same time because rather

than checking each spectral component separately, the techniques of Miiller et at. 1978

are used to combine these linear 'consistency checks' into a single statistical quantity

(see section 6.2). This quantity (f2) can then be plotted against frequency, permitting

comparison of quite general models with the complete dataset. It turns out that the

most general model of an internal wave field in a resting basic state is not consistent

with the PEQUOD data. This means that the data cannot be considered statistically
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consistent with any internal wave field whose basic state contains no mean flow: allowing

horizontal anisotropy, vertical asymmetry, and mixtures of standing modes and vertically

propagating waves improves the fit but does not reduce the misfit to the size expected

of noise. An internal wave field modified by a mean shear flow, on the other hand, is

possibly consistent with the dataset. This means that either the assumption that waves

with different wavenumbers are uncorrelated is incorrect, or the assumption of a no mean

flow basic state must be dropped. Only then are there sufficiently varied model parameters

that the data can possibly be fit.

Chapter 7 considers the vertical structure of individual solutions to the internal wave

perturbation equation, results necessary for the shear mode fit that is performed in chapter

8. The chapter starts by comparing integrated and WKBJ solutions to the vertical structure

equation, pointing out that while the integrated solutions are 'more correct' for any given

profile of buoyancy frequency, it is not clear which solution is more appropriate when the

profiles contain noise. This is because only solutions which are robust in the presence of

profile variability are appropriate for modeling the averaged spectra.

The results of Hayes and Powell 1980 are used to characterize the profile variability

expected on the equator: the variability is enhanced by a factor of ten relative to that

expected for off-equatorial latitudes. This enhancement is attributed to the low frequency

waves that propagate in the equatorial waveguide and are thus closely trapped to the

equator. The chapter then uses analytic and numerical results to characterize the effects

of these fluctuations on the internal waves themselves. Low modes are shown to be

quite robust, almost unaffected by profile variability, while the higher modes are strongly

scattered. This supports the results of chapter 3 which suggest that the low wavenumbers

have a modal character, the behavior expected in the absence of dissipation or strong scat

tering. High modes, whose structure can be quite complicated, are strongly affected by

scatter, thus the complicated structures that an integration might produce are inappropriate

and simpler forms can equally well be used.

Chapter 8 uses a spectral inversion to optimally fit the PEQUOD central mooring

data with an internal wave model that includes the generalizations that chapters 3, 4, and 6

suggest are required. It is found that the internal wave field is both vertically and zonally

asymmetric, with some evidence of both the kinematic effects of a mean shear flow and

the phase-locking that distinguishes between modes and propagating waves. The chapter

also finds that some features of the internal wave field change in time, changes that are
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correlated with the phase of the 1982-1983 El Niiio event.

1.1 The Garrett and Monk internal wave spectrum

Because this thesis and much of the work in internal waves is essentially a variation

on the themes of GM72, GM75, and GM79, it is appropriate to review the methods

and results of the original papers. The current form of the Garrett and Munk spectrum

(GM79) describes the internal wave energy E1W as a function of frequency w and mode

number j,

where

E1W(w,j) = N(z)E(w,j) = N(z)EB(w)H(j) (l.l.1a)

B(w) = 2/
-7I'W-..;rw~2;=_===:/:;<2

. (P + j;)-l
H(J) = 2:~(j2 +i:)-l

iN B(w)dw = 1

00

LH(j) = 1
1

(l.l.1b)

(l.l.1c)

(l.l.1d)

The various constants and variables are defined as follows:

E(w,j) Internal wave spectral level in a 1 cph ocean

B (w) Normalized frequency dependence

H(j) Normalized vertical mode number dependence

J. Rolloff mode number (= 3)

E Dimensionless energy level (= 6.3 x 105 )

N(z) Local buoyancy frequency

No Extrapolated buoyancy frequency (3 cph)

b Exponential depth scale for N(z) (1.3 krn)

While it is confusing and somewhat dismaying to have such a large array of variables

and constants, the basic structure of equation 1.1.1a is simple: the internal wave energy

at any particular depth is factored such that it is proportional to the local buoyancy

frequency N(z), a function of frequency B(w), and a function of mode number H(i).

The factoring into separate functions of mode number and frequency is arbitrary, justified

only in that the data considered in the GM papers is consistent with such a factoring.

The function of frequency is such that there is a cusp at the inertial frequency, and well

away from that point the spectral level goes as w-2• The function of mode number is

14



such that it varies slowly when the mode number j is small « j.), and when j is large

the spectral level goes as j - 2
.

This GM79 spectrum is only the third in a series of what could be many. Already

changes have been suggested (Desaubies and Gregg 1981) to rid this model of certain

singularities; other results suggest that the explicit cusp at the inertial frequency is unnec

essary and can be found as a result of internal wave dynamics (Fu 1980 and Munk 1980).

But what is of interest here is not so much how correct GM79 (or GM75, or GM72) is,

but rather how such a form is fit to the data, what sorts of assumptions are necessary

for the fit to be made, and in the event that one finds data that disagrees with GM79,

what sorts of changes in the model would eliminate the disagreement. This process gets

somewhat complicated because none of the measurements measure E (w, j) directly: the

interpretation of each measurement involves using a linear internal wave model to relate

what is measured to the spectral level E (w, j).

1.2 The measurements incorporated into the GM models

One of the great powers of the GM spectral fits is their ability to explain many different

types of measurements. (see Jenkins and Watts 1968 for an introduction to spectra and

spectral statistics). The autospectra which were included in GM72 are summarized in

their figure 4, which is reproduced here as figure 1.2.1. The lower half of the figure gives

measurements of the distribution of energy with frequency, while the upper half of the

figure gives the distribution of energy with a component of the horizontal wavenumber.

The measurements which are used to determine the distribution of energy with frequency

are of two sorts: measurements from moored current meters and measurements from

neutrally buoyant floats.

The horizontally stippled area labeled 'Fofonoff, Site D' represents the data from

several depths at Site D in the western North Atlantic (Fofonoff 1966, 1969b; Webster

1968a,b). The spectra from each depth have been scaled by the local buoyancy frequency,

a transformation which reduces a lOdb range in energy level as a function of depth to a

3db range (Fofonoff 1969b). This scaling is consistent with WKBJ theory, a point that

will be made clearer in the next section. The site D data is bracketed by the data from

two other locations. The stippled area marked 'Gould' represents data from a 2 week time

series taken in the Bay of Biscay (Gould 1971). The area marked 'Perkins' represents two

months of data taken from the Mediterranean (Perkins 1970). The other moored data used

15
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Figure 1.2.1 Autospectra from GM72
This plot is a reproduction of figure 4 from GM72. The lower part of the plot (left

apd bottom axes) gives the frequency w dependence of the horizontal velocity spectra
Fu ' It is scaled by the local buoyancy frequency ( n in the plot). The top half of the
plot (top and right axes) gives the horizontal wavenumber component k (0<1 in the plot)
dependence of the displacement spectra P,.,. The displacement spectra are scaled by the
inverse of the local buoyancy frequency.
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is from Bermuda (Fofonoff 1966, 1969b; Webster 1970): it shows a w- 2 dependence

extending to high frequencies. Clearly the moored sensor measurements from widely

separate locations are quite similar. All the moored spectra as presented in the plot are

featureless except for a peak at the local inertial frequency. This result contrasts strongly

with the data from neutrally buoyant floats (Voorhis 1968). The Voorhis spectra cuts

off sharply at the local buoyancy frequency, unlike the moored spectra which show the

same w-2 slope well beyond the local buoyancy frequency. This cutoff is also found

in later isotherm follower float measurements (Cairns 1975). These measurements are

presented in figure 1.2.2 (which reproduces figure 2 from GM75). The models (GM72

GM75, and GM79 are indistinguishable on this plot) are given by the solid line: it

cuts off sharply at the buoyancy frequency (n). The data also cut off at the buoyancy

frequency. GM72 suggest (and subsequent work agrees) that this discrepancy between

the moored and float measurements is not a property of internal waves at all, rather it

is due to finestructure contamination of the moored spectra, contamination that the float

measurements are not subject to. Therefore the cusp at the inertial frequency, the general

w-2 frequency dependence, and the scaling as the local buoyancy frequency of energy

level are the features of the frequency spectra that the GM spectra try to characterize

with a combination of linear internal wave theory and empirical fit.

The measured distribution of displacement spectral energy with horizontal wavenum

ber is given in the top part of figure 1.2.1. The stippled areas marked Charnock and

LaFond respectively are from towed thermistor chains: the depth of a particular isotherm

is followed by interpolating between sensors (Charnock 1965 and LaFond and LaFond

1971). The measurements by Ewart, on the other hand, are made by a self propelled

isobaric vehicle so that he obtains the horizontal spectrum of temperature FT(K). That

spectrum is then converted to a displacement spectrum by dividing by the mean potential

temperature gradient squared. The cross marked 'Liebermann' gives the results from

measurements by Liebermann 1951 with thermistors mounted on a submarine. All the

results are consistent with one another (though there is little overlap in wavenumber).

The Ewart measurements are analogous to the moored measurements because they too

are at a fixed depth and are thus subject to the same sort of finestructure contamina

tion. The isotherm following measurements, on the other hand, are more like Voorhis's

neutrally buoyancy float measurements, and are not subject to the same contamination.

So in GM72 not much attempt was made to fit the Ewart measurements, and the model
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Figure 1.2.2 Moored autospectra and coherence from GM75
The spectrum of vertical displacement and the coherence for a vertical separation

of 100m from Cairns 1975. The solid curve that drops sharply at n could be any of the
three GM internal wave models (GM72, GM75, or GM79). The figure is copied from
GM75.
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(solid) curves drop off sharply. GM75, on the other hand, differs from GM72 in that it

does not have such a sharp cutoff, and is a much better fit to the towed measurements.

This improvement can be seen in figure 1.2.3 (taken from the correction to GM75) which

compares the GM72 model spectrum, the GM75 model spectrum, and tow measurements

from Katz 1974.

GM75, unlike GM72, also attempted to fit dropped spectra (DS), i.e. displacement

spectra as a function of vertical wavenumber. This plot (given here as figure 1.2.4) clearly

shows the difference between GM75 and GM72: GM72 simply bears no resemblance to

the dropped data. This result is exactly what Garrett and Munk expected to happened 

new information would force an update of the model.

Coherence measures the degree of correlation between two time series at a particular

frequency (see Jenkins and Watts 1968). While GM72 did look at some coherences

between moored instruments that had purely horizontal separation, the data were of low

quality and did not strongly influence their calculation. Measurements of coherence as

a function of vertical separation were relatively useful and are presented in GM72' s

figure 5 (here reproduced as figure 1.2.5). Coherence at the the Site D moorings was

characterized by Webster 1972 leading to "Webster's Rule": At any separation Z, the

frequency at which the coherence drops to ! W.l times the separation is equal to a
•

constant,

Wl.Z = 13 cph m
•

(1.2.1)

This rule is given by the 45° line in figure 1.2.5: it fits the Site D data quite well at

separations above 10m. The Siedler points are also from site D. Along with Webster's

measurements at short separations, the Siedler points suggest that coherence drops off

even faster as a function of frequency than Webster's rule would suggest. All these mea

surements are subject to the same finestructure contamination mentioned in the discussion

of autospectra. The measurements by Pinkel, on the other hand, are not subject to that

contamination, and in fact show no frequency dependence. Pinkel's result turns out to

be what is expected from internal wave theory. Thus GM72 conclude that the decrease

characterized by Webster's rule is due to finestructure contamination.

The lower part of figure 1.2.2 presents vertical coherence calculated by Cairns 1975.

These isotherm follower measurements are not subject to fine structure, and the plot

shows that the coherence is fairly independent of frequency until a buoyancy frequency
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Figure 1.2.3 Towed spectra from GM75 (corrected)
The nonnalized towed spectrum of vertical displacement from Katz 1974. The solid

line corresponds to the GM75 spectral fonn while the dashed curves correspond to GM72.
The figure is from the correction to GM75.
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Figure 1.2.4 Dropped spectra from GM75
The nonnalized dropped spectrum of vertical displacement from Millard 1972. The

heavy solid curve is from the OM7S model; the light line ('top hat') is from the OM72
model. The figure is from OM7S.
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Figure 1.2.5 Coherence between vertically separated sensors
This figure is a reproduction of figure 5 in GM72. The points give for a given

separation the frequency at which the coherence drops below .5. The open circles are
points from measurements that are subject to finestructure contamination, while the solid
circles are not. The 45° line is Webster's rule (see equation 1.2.1).
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Figure 1.2.6 Vertical coherence from Cairns and Williams 1976
This figure presents vertical coherence from Cairns and Williams 1976. The circles

are coherences from Cairns and Williams isotherm follower measurements; the triangles
are scaled data from the IWEX experiment. Each estimate is averaged over the subbuoy
ancy frequency range (0 :5 w :5 0.5N(z) and has approximately 660 degrees of freedom.
The expected variance of the coherence is .0016 and 95% confidence limits on phase are
±2.6°. This plot is the basis for the spectral form which is called GM79.
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cutoff, much as GM72 predicted.

Cairns and Williams 1976 made more isotherm follower measurements. Coherences

from the measurements are presented as circles in figure 1.2.6: IWEX data are presented

as well. These results suggested changing the H(i) function from what was used in

GM75 to the form used in GM79; it also detennined that the rolloff mode number j. is

3.

In some sense, then, GM79 contains the essential information presented in these six

plots. The problem now is to understand how linear internal wave theory is used by

the GM models to link the scaled spectral level E (w, j) to all of the different types of

measurements.

1.3 Linear internal waves

GM72 uses linear internal wave dynamics to devise a unified model for all the mea

surements in figures 1.2.1 through 1.2.6. This synthesis is done by using the dispersion

relation to relate frequency, horizontal wavenumber and vertical structure, and using po

larization relations to relate measurements of displacement and horizontal velocity. Both

the dispersion relation and the polarization relations are results of seeking wavelike so

lutions to the equations of motion.

The usual I -plane Boussinesq equations are

u. - Iv +P", = 0

v. + lu+ Py = 0

w. - b+ p. = 0

b. + N 2 (z)w = 0

(1.3.1a)

(1.3.1b)

(1.3.1c)

(1.3.1d)

(1.3.1e)

where b is the buoyancy perturbation and p is the pressure perturbation divided by the

mean density. Derivations of these equations can be found in several textbooks - Phillips

1980 and Gill 1982 are two possibilities - and they are also discussed in chapter 5. The

textbooks do a much deeper exploration of internal wave dynamics than this section

which is concerned only with the first order structure of the solutions: unlike this section

the textbooks include such important topics such as group velocity and energy transfer

by wave packets.
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While this section is reproducing the results of GM72, I have chosen notation to

match the later chapters of this thesis (and many other papers) rather than match GM72.

The table in figure 1.3.1 translates the notation of GM72 to that used in this discussion.

Since the coefficients of the equations are independent of time t and horizontal

position x, y, there are solutions wavelike in those three coordinates. That means that each

dynamical variable u,v,w,p,b can be written as the product of wavelike dependence,

a complex constant and a function of vertical position z. Inspection of the equations

suggests relations between those functions of vertical position. In particular, equations

1.3.1a, b suggest that u, v and p could all have the same vertical structure GAz), and

equation 1.3.1e relates that vertical structure to the vertical structure G(z) of w. Equation

1.3.1d relates the vertical structure of b to the vertical structure of w and the buoyancy

frequency profile N(z). Thus we seek solutions of the form

u uGAz)

v iJG.(z)

w (x,y,z,t) = wG(z)e'(k"'+/u-wt)

p pG.(z)

b bN2 (z)G(z)

(1.3.2)

where letters marked by a'denote complex constants (quantities independent of x, y, z, t).

Plugging the form 1.3.2 into the equations 1.3.1a, b, d, e then gives a set of algebraic

equations relating the complex constants to each other, and plugging the form 1.3.2 into

equation 1.3.1c gives an equation for G(z). That vertical structure equation is of the

form

where

2( ) = N
2 (z) - W

2
K2

m z 2 f2W -

(1.3.3a)

(1.3.3b)

and boundary conditions of no normal flow at a rigid top (z = 0) and rigid (and flat)

bottom (z = -D) become

G(O) = G(-D) = 0 (1.3.3c)

Equation 1.3.2 rewritten with explicit relationships between the hatted complex constants
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Notation

Variable GM72 Description
N(z) n buoyancy frequency

u u 1 zonal velocity
v u2 meridional velocity
w v vertical velocity
z -y vertical position (height)
K 0< horizontal wavenumber
k 0<1 zonal component of wavenumber
I 0<2 meridional component of wavenumber
w w frequency

Figure 1.3.1 Notation and GM72 equivalents
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gives the polarization relations,

U

v

w (x,y,z,t) =

p

b

(icosO- 5sinO).kGz(z)

(isinO + 5cos O).k Gz(z)
G(z) A(w, k, l)ei(kz+ly-wt j

.(w'-f'jG ( )
Z wK'l Z Z

-tN2 (z)G(z)

(1.3.4a)

where (k,l) = K(cosO,sinO). Using boldface to denote vectors, this becomes

u(x, y, z, t) = g(z, w, k, I)A(w, k, l)ei(kz+ly-wt j (1.3.4b)

The elements of u are written u i ' etc. Equation 1.3.4 reduces the problem of determining

the structure of internal waves to solving for G(z).

The vertical dependence of the buoyancy frequency N (z) is as yet unspecified. After

checking that the effect of a mixed layer is unimportant, GM72 consider the buoyancy

frequency to have an exponential profile.

(1.3.5)

where the vertical scale b is taken to be 1.3 Ian and the buoyancy frequency at the surface

No is 3 cph. They argue that this is a reasonable fit to the world's oceans (though the plot

they present shows that it is a coarse fit at best). More importantly, they continue, most

of the results depend only on the local buoyancy frequency N (z) and it does not matter

which model N (z) profile is chosen. These local properties can be found by using a

WKBJ approximation to solve equation 1.3.3a,b without the boundary conditions 1.3.3c.

G () M· ±iJ" m(z'jdz'
z = _r_e ".

± ~(z)

G±z(z) = ±i~(z)G(z)

(1.3.6a)

(1.3.6b)

where Nr(w, K) is a normalization constant that is to be determined. The difference

between the two solutions G+ and G_ are that G+ corresponds to a wave which has

upward phase propagation while G_ corresponds to a wave with downward phase prop

agation. Taking Zo = - D and imposing the bottom boundary condition from 1.3.3c

results in a solution

(1.3.7a)
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so that G(z) is proportional to sin f:om(z')dz' and thus is zero at the bottom z = -D.

Imposing the top boundary condition from 1.3.3c as well gives a constraint that

/
0 m(z')dzl = j1r

-D
(1.3.7b)

(1.3.8)

where the mode number j is an integer. Because j only takes on integer values, only a

discrete set of frequencies W are allowed for a given horizontal wavenumber K. This can

be expressed as W = wj(K), where the j is the mode number. In particular, were N(z)

constant then

N2 + (ft)2 f2
2(K) _ KDw· - 2

3 1 + (1~)

which suggests that as the index becomes large, the difference between the curves W j(K)

becomes small. Essentially the results that GM72 get by using exact solutions to 1.3.3

with an exponential N profile and then averaging can be obtained from the WKBJ solution

as long as f < W < N(z) (limits that GM72 explore by using the exact solutions).

Using equations 1.3.3 and 1.3.6, we can now determine an approximate expression for

the normalization constant N r (w, K). The mean square energy density normalized by

density (E) is

For a wave such as equation 1.3.4 with G(z) given by G+ (or G _) from 1.3.6, that

expression for averaged energy becomes

(1.3.9a)

(1.3.9b)

where the normalization N r has been chosen such that

(1.3.9c)

The approximation in equation 1.3.9b is to neglect the frequency W against the buoyancy

frequency N(z) (a hydrostatic approximation). By considering the exact solutions to the

exponential profile, GM72 conclude that this is a better approximation than retaining the
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non-hydrostatic effect in the WKBJ approximate solution. In any case, the mean square

velocity (U2 ) and mean square displacement (1/2 = (w/wJ2) are

which are identical to the results obtained by GM72 by averaging solutions to the expo

nential N(z) profile.

1.4 The wave continuum

The ultimate goal in GM72 is to write a wave energy spectrum E (w, k, 1) that uses the

internal wave structures just derived to fit the available measurements. The next step

in achieving that fit is to consider what happens when there are many waves with the

properties outlined in the last section. In particular, since m(z) depends on frequency

and wavenumber, for each value of the three component vector (w, k, 1) there are two

solutions G± (z) to the vertical structure equation. By using properties of the exact

solutions to the exponential profile (which are also properties of the general problem),

GM72 narrow the range of possible wavenumber values and solutions G± (z) .

One ofthe results obtained from GM72's exact solution to the exponential N profile

is that there is a discrete set of solutions G; (z) to the vertical structure equation. This is

also seen in the WKBJ solutions when the boundary conditions are imposed. The discrete

nature of the solutions is a consequence of applying top and bottom boundary conditions.

This result can be summarized by saying that the effect of having an finite depth ocean is

that, rather than having two solutions G± (z) for each choice of w and K, there is a single

solution G;(z) that corresponds to a curve in w-K space: w = w;(K). The questions

then becomes, how close are these curves w;(K)? If they are quite close together,

then any pair of values (w, K) can be found on or near some curve, and then the only

difference between the problem with and without boundary conditions is that there are

two solutions G± for each frequency-wavenumber pair when no boundary conditions are

imposed, while those two solutions are forced to have equal amplitude and a fixed phase

relationship (equation 1.3.7a) when the boundary conditions are imposed. GM72 cite

Munk and Phillips 1968 who show that the vertical distance z beyond which the coherence

is small is on the order of the reciprocal bandwidth z = 0 (.:lm-1), i.e. more waves
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imply a shorter coherence scale. This falling off of coherence with separation is due to

destructive interference of the waves with one another, a phenomena that can happen only

if waves of approximately the same wavenumber have approximately the same energy.

Because measurements show that the vertical coherence falls off rapidly with vertical

separation, a model which uses few modes with well separated w;(K) curves cannot

describe the observations. Consequently, GM72 consider the discrete modes as being an

equivalent continuum, where the solutions are considered to exist as continuous functions

of their index. Thus GM72 have ignored all the effects of top and bottom boundary

conditions except for the imposition of a lowest mode beyond which the spectrum does

not extend.

A second property of the internal wave spectrum that GM72 derive by considering

the exact solution to the exponential profile solutions is that the solutions become ex

ponentially small in regions where the frequency exceeds the local buoyancy frequency

(since the profile is monotonically decreasing, there can be at most one depth where the

buoyancy frequency makes the transition from being greater than to being less than the

wave frequency). GM72 incorporate this property into their internal wave spectrum by

not allowing any energy at frequencies which exceed the local buoyancy frequency.

In smoothing out a discrete series of modes into an equivalent continuum, GM72

force the amplitude of the upward (G+(z) and the downward solution (G _ (z)) to be the

same, thus introducing the idea of vertical symmetry. There is also a great simplification

if horizontal symmetry is assumed as well; i.e. the energy spectrum can be written as

E(w, K) and there is no dependence on the wavenumber direction. This simplification

is justified by the measurements available to GM72, which did not show any strong

indications of anisotropy. GM72 also points out that there is also some theoretical basis

in that strong resonant triad interactions (Phillips 1980, Martin et al. 1969) would lead

to horizontal isotropy. The explicit connection betweenE(w,K) and E(w, k,/) is

so that

E(w,K) = ! E(w,k,/)KdfJ

= 271'KE(w,k,l)
(1.4.1)

! E(w,K)dK = / E(w,k,/)dkdl

By using the dispersion relation 1.3.3b, E(w, K) can be rewritten in terms of the local
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vertical wavenumber m(z),

(1.4.2)

We would also like to define a vertical mode number i related in a simple way to

frequency and horizontal wavenumber. GM79 use the definition

i1f = b (1.4.3)

This relation can be justified by using the integral constraint equation 1.3.7b and an

exponential profile for N(z) = Noe z / b • The local vertical wavenumber m(z) can be

considered approximately exponential as well as long as w < N (z), so that equation

1.3.7b becomes

i1f = b[m(O) - m(-D)] ~ bm(O) (1.4.4)

which is the same as equation 1.4.3. This only justifies the approximate form of i, but

since that is the only version that will be used it is unnecessary to justify the exact form.

1.5 Theoretical spectra and cross-spectra

Using the assumptions of the last section, we are now in a position to relate measured

spectra and cross-spectra to an internal wave energy E(w,k,l). The assumption of

vertical symmetry means that the wave energy is equally split into upward and down

ward components. Thus the energy at a particular frequency and horizontal wavenumber

can be calculated by doubling the results for a single upward component. Equation

1.3.9b gives the single component energy density, relating it to a mean-square amplitude

(!A(w,k,IW). This suggests the following identification

(IA(w,k,IW) = E(w,k,l)dwdkdl

so that the averaged energy becomes

E = N(z) JdwJdkJdlE(w,k,l)

= N(z) Jdw JdK E(w,K)
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(1.5.3)

where the second expression is explicitly horizontally isotropic. The identification and the

vector notation introduced in equation 1.3.4 allow the cross-spectrum between any dynam

ical variable evaluated at location one U,(X 1,Yl' zl) and any dynamical variable evaluated

at location two uj (x2'Y2,z2) to be written in terms of the spectral level E(w,k,l) (This

will be more carefully derived in sections 3.7 and 3.8).

C 12(W) + iQ 12(w) = (U~(Xl'Yl,Zl)Uj(X2'Y2,Z2))

= /00 dk /00 dlE(w k l)g*(z w k l)g (z w k l)e'k(a;,-a;.)+'I(y,-y.)
" i l' " j 2' , ,

-00 -co

(1.5.2)

C12 is the cospectrum and Q12 is the quadrature spectrum. Since coherence is a normal

ized version of this cross-spectrum, and an autospectrum is the special case where the

location and dynamical variables are the same for both 1 and 2, equation 1.5.2 contains

all the information necessary for connecting the spectral level to the autospectra and

coherence calculated from moored sensor measurements. Explicit expressions for those

quantities are given in figure 1.5.1. The moored autospectra and component coherence

(MCC) correspond to data from a single current meter: time series of u, v, and T mea

sured at a single point. The expressions predict that the zonal velocity spectra and the

meridional velocity spectra will be equal, while the ratio of kinetic energy spectra to

potential energy spectra is a weak function of frequency

(u*u)(w) + (v*v)(w) w2 + P
-

N2 (z)(l)*l) (w)) w2 - p
Fofonoff (1969) calculated this ratio for internal waves in a constant N ocean, thus

this combination of kinetic and potential energy is frequently referred to as Fofonoff's

consistency check (see Wunsch 1976, Wunsch and Webb 1979). Neither equality of zonal

and meridional velocity autospectra nor Fofonoff's consistency check depend on the form

of E (w), thus they provide a check on the internal wave model independent of the spectral

form chosen for E(w). The moored component coherences are also independent of the

spectral form chosen for E(w): the velocity-displacement coherences are zero as long

as the spectra are either horizontally isotropic or vertically symmetric or both, and the

coherence between U and v holds as long as the waves are horizontally isotropic (the

phase difference between U and v corresponds to a clockwise rotation). The one linear.

combination that does depend on the form of E(w) is the total energy

(1.5.4)
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This provides the one check of the spectral form using moored autospectra and component

coherence. It does not constrain the wavenumber dependence at all.

The moored horizontal coherence (MIlC) gives the coherence as a function of purely

horizontal separation. The expression given in the figure is for a zonal separation, but

since the system is isotropic, the result holds when rotated to an arbitrary direction as

well. GM72 points out that this integral expression is invertible, so that in principle the

spectrum can be determined directly from the horizontal coherence and the function of

frequency E (w).

The moored vertical coherence (MVC) give the coherence as a function of purely

vertical separation. The result given here differs somewhat from what is given in GM72,

since GM72 give an expression that is only valid for short separations. (Their result is

equivalent to assuming that N (z) is constant over the vertical interval that the coherence

is being computed). Unlike the MC spectra and coherences, the moored vertical coher

ence (MVC) provides information about the wavenumber dependence of E (w, K). This

relation also can be inverted, so that in principle E(w, K) can be determined from the

MVC coherence to within the function of frequency E(w).

Expressions analogous to those just derived for moored sensors can be derived

for towed autospectra and coherence as well. Rather than write an exact analog to

equation 1.5.1, consider the towed version of just the displacement autospectra. A fast

tow will measure equal contributions from positive and negative horizontal wavenumbers.

Therefore

I. N 2 P /00
(7J*7J)(k)=N- 1 dw

w
~ [E(w,k,I)+E(w,-k,I)]dl

I w -00

= 4N- 1 iN100
E(w,k,l)dl

(1.5.5a)

(1.5.5b)

The second expression takes advantage of the horizontal isotropy of E(w, k, 1). Both

expressions assume the x axis is along the direction of the tow. Rewriting equation 1.5.5

in terms of E(w, K) gives the expressions in figure 1.5.2. Clearly these measurements

depend on both the frequency and wavenumber dependence of E (w, K).
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Autospectra and coherence from moored sensors
in terms of E(w, K)

E(w) = f"E(w, K)dK

Moored Autospectra
Horizontal velocity autospectra

(
w21- /2)(u*u}(w) = (v*v}(w) = !N(z) w2 E(w)

Displacement autospectra

(7/*7]) (w) = N- 1(z) (w2~/2) E(w)

Moored component coherence (MCC)
Velocity component coherence

'Y e</>u, = (u*v) = -i 2w/
uu J(u*u)(v*v) w2 + J2

Velocity-<iisplacement coherence

(u*7]) = (v*7/) = 0

Horizontal separation coherence (MHC)

'Y(X, w) = E- 1(w) L'" E(w, K)Jo(KX) dK

where Jo(KX) is the zeroth order Bessel function

Jo(KX) = 12

7< dO 2~ eKXoos9

</J=O
Vertical separation coherence (MVC)

z z we'</> = { E- 1 (w) loco E(w, K) cos KiP dK
'Y( l' 2' ) E-l(W) loCO E(w, K)e'Ko/JdK

where

1'2 m(z')
iP = --dz'

" K

1'2 N(z')
~ dz'

" Jw2 - /2
Figure 1.5.1 Moored sensor cross-spectra
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Autospectra and coherence from dropped and towed sensors
in terms of E(w, K)

Towed displacement autospectra (TS)

Towed vertical separation coherence (TVC)

(Ij.~(k); I;dw
w
';:/' It' E(w,K)(K2 - k2)-1/2 cosK</>dK

vertically symmetric

1 2 IN dw w '-/' roo E(w K)(K2 _ k2)-1/2eiK1>dK
(1j·Ij(k»" J w Jk '

vertically propagating

Dropped autospectra (DS)

Figure 1.5.2 Towed and Dropped sensor cross-spectra
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1.6 Predictions of GM79

Figures 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 give the autospectra and correlations in tenns of a general spectral

density E(w, K). In this section the particular fonn of the GM79 spectral level is used

to make concrete predictions for the measurements, that fonn being

E(w,j) = EB(w)HU) (1.1.1)

where B (w) and H U) are given in parts of equation 1.1.1. Most of the points and algebra

found in this section can be found in Desaubies 1976. Since some of the expressions

in figures 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 are in tenns of E(w, K), it is important to write the GM79

spectrum in tenns of those independent variables as well. Thus

E(w,K) = EB(w)H(K) (1.6.1a)

:J.K
H(K) = K; ~2+ • 10

00

H(K)dK = 1 (1.6.1b)

'II' .Jw2 - P .
K. = b No J. (1.6.1c)

While this expression is not precisely the same as using the dispersion relation 1.4.4 and

the relation E(w,j)oj = E(w, K)dK (as Munk 1981 gives as the correct procedure), it

is sufficiently close for comparisons with measured spectra. Note that the smearing of

modes into a continuum is implicit in the transfonnation of HU) to H(K). It is also

important that the horizontal wavenumber rolloff is a function of frequency, unlike the

rolloff mode number j. = 3.

The same can be done for E(w, m), where m is local vertical wavenumber.

E(w,m) = EB(w)H(m)

:J.
m 100

H(m) = ; • 2 H(m)dm= 1
m +m. 0

'II' N(z) .
m·=b~J·

o

(1.6.2a)

(1.6.2b)

(1.6.2c)

It is clear from the structure of 1.1.1 that the E(w) appearing in figure 1.5.1 is given

by

E(w) = EB(w) = E_r2=,=f=~
'II'w.Jw2 - P
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i.e. E(w) is only dependent on B(w) not on H(j).

Using the GM79 spectral fonn for E(w, K), figure 1.6.1 presents expressions for

each of the moored sensor spectra presented in figure 1.5.1. The moored autospectra only

depend on E(w), thus, since the fonn chosen in GM79 is separable, they only depend

on B (w). In the limit where the frequency w is much greater than the inertial frequency

f, both the horizontal velocity autospectra and the displacement autospectra have the

same frequency dependence w-2 • Near the inertial frequency, however, the displacement

autospectrum goes to zero while the horizontal velocity autospectra have an integrable

singularity. Munk 1981 and Fu 1980 point out that this singularity is a property of linear

internal waves that can be seen if the dynamics in the near inertial limit are done prop

erly: E (w) should be written without the explicit singularity and the corrected dynamics

would introduce it at this point. The final expressions for the moored autospectra, how

ever, would be unchanged. The velocity component coherence and velocity-displacement

coherence are both independent of the fonn of E (w, K); consequently they are the same

as they were in figure 1.5.1.

The horizontal separation coherence (MHC) depends on frequency only through the

rolloff wavenumber K. which is given by equation 1.6.1c. In figure 1.6.1 the coherence

is given as the difference between a modified Bessel function fo(K.X) and a modified

Struve function Lo(K.X), both of zeroth order (the integral is given in tenns of these

functions in Bateman 1954). Values of this difference are tabulated in Abramowitz and

Stegun 1972 page 501, and are plotted in figure 1.6.2. Using the GM79 choices of

parameters in K. (see equation 1.1.1) and a frequency of .2 cph, unit value of K.X

corresponds to horizontal separation X of 2 kIn (see Desaubies 1976).

The vertical separation coherence (MVC) has only a weak dependence on frequency

(as long as w < N(z) there is no frequency dependence). In the vertically symmetric

case (which is the prediction according to GM79), the coherence has an exponential

dependence and the phase is zero. In the vertically propagating case, the real part is

unchanged, but there is now an imaginary part given by the exponential integral functions

E 1 (K;1f;) and E;(K.!/J) (see Abramowitz and Stegun 1972 for definitions and properties

of the exponential integrals). Plots of the real part (H(K) cos K !/J)and the imaginary part

(H(K) sinK!/J) are in figure 1.6.3. Using the GM79 choices of parameters in K. (see

equation 1.1.1) and given the buoyancy frequency as a function of depth N (z), values of

K.!/J can be converted into physical separation. If the buoyancy frequency is a constant
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Autospectra and coherence from moored sensors
in tenus of GM79

Moored autospectra
Horizontal velocity autospectra

Displacement autospectra

Horizontal separation coherence (MHC)

'Jr vw2 - J2 .
K* = b N )*

o

Vertical separation coherence (MVC)

where .1z
•K* t/J = 'Jr)* VN2(Z') - w2dz'

bNo z,
'Jrj 1z

•~ -* N(z') dz'
bNo z,

t/J is always taken to be positive.

Figure 1.6.1 GM79 moored sensor cross-spectra
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Figure 1.6.2 Moored horizontal separation coherence
This figure gives the moored horizontal separation coherence (MIlC) for the GM79

model internal wave spectrum. It is the difference between a modified Bessel function
and a modified Struve function (see text).
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1 cph, then unit value of K. t/J corresponds to a vertical separation of 4l0m.

The same sorts of calculations can be done for the dropped and towed spectra as

well. The dropped spectra is fairly simple in that the frequency dependence integrates

out, leaving the mode number dependence to determine the dropped autospectra,

While the moored and dropped measurements separate fairly cleanly in that they are

either dependent on B(w) or H(j), the same is not true for the towed measurements.

Therefore, while explicit expressions can be written, there are more complicated than

those given in figure 1.6.1.

1.7 Summary

In summary, then, Garrett and Munk use linear internal wave theory, vertical symmetry,

and horizontal isotropy to relate each of the various measurable spectra to a normalized

internal wave spectrum E (w, K). Linear wave theory is used by finding WKBJ solutions

to the wave equations, then energy and measurable cross-spectra is calculated for each

wave solution. Then the assumptions of vertical symmetry and horizontal isotropy are

used to argue that the total cross-spectra is simply the sum of that due to each single

wave. Once those interrelations between measured cross-spectra are found, then a fit to

measurements of E (w, K) is done. The form chosen for GM79 is separable in frequency

and mode number, in part for convenience and in part because the measurements that

go into GM79 tend to be integrals over either mode number or frequency, so that they

are easily fit by separable functions. Comparison with the measurements that go into

GM79 shows a good fit, making GM79 immensely useful: it is a succinct summary

of a large fraction of the internal wave measurements. Even when more sophisticated

models are available, and more sophisticated measurements (such as direct frequency

wavenumber measurements) have shown aspects of the GM79 model to be wrong, its

simplicity combined with its essential correctness will make it useful for a long time to

come.
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Figure 1.6.3 Moored vertical separation coherence
This figure gives the moored vertical separation coherence (MVC). The real part is

given by a simple exponential while the imaginary part is the difference of two exponential
integral functions (see text).
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Chapter 2: The PEQUOD dataset

2.1 Data description

The primary objective of the Pacific Equatorial Dynamics Experiment (PEQUOD) was to

understand the dynamics of the equatorial ocean, deep equatorial dynamics in particular

(PEQUOD 1980). Inspired by the discovery by Luyten and Swallow 1976 of multiple

equatorially trapped high vertical wavenumber jets in the Indian Ocean and subsequent

observations of similar jets in the Pacific (Eriksen 1980a), a significant portion of the

PEQUOD experiment was devoted to definitive measurements of these equatorial jets:

intense currents (10-30 cm/s) found between 300m-3000m depths. These jets are small

both in meridional (0(200km)) and vertical (0(200m)) extent (Eriksen 1980a). The

PEQUOD experiment combines bimonthly velocity profiler sections (Firing 1982) with

a two year current meter array, providing much more information about the temporal

behavior of the jets than the earlier measurements.

Portions of the PEQUOD current meter array are used in this thesis to study high

frequency internal waves. The array consists of six moorings; the moorings are lettered

P-E-Q-U-O-D. The instrumentation, nominal depths, horizontal placements, and data re

turn are given in figure 2.1.1, while a full table of data records used is given in figure

2.1.2. The six moorings were in place for two years: January 1981 to March 1983 with

a redeployment in February 1982. The central moorings (Q,U) have twelve instruments

each (alternating Aanderaa current meters with temperature-pressure recorders) clustered

at three depths. This means that there is resolution of both fairly short (0(50 m)) and long

(O(lOOOm)) vertical scales. The remaining moorings (P,E,O,D) have less vertical reso

lution: P and D have a single current meter at each cluster depth (500 m, 1500 m, 3000 m)

while E and 0 have both a current meter and a TP recorder at each cluster depth. This

thesis focuses on data from the two central moorings (Q, U).

Aanderaa current meters are simple rotor-vane instruments which record temperature,

rotor count, and direction once a sampling interval (In PEQUOD, this was once an hour),

Differenced rotor counts divided by the sampling interval provide an average speed:

this speed is combined with the instantaneous direction measurement to get velocity

components. This scheme results in aliasing of direction, which restricts the extent to

which internal wave information can be extracted from the data. How this aliasing comes

about and the measures taken to circumvent it are discussed in Appendix A.
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Nominal Instrument Data Return
Depth Jan 81 - Feb 82 Feb 82 - Mar 83

500 current meter P E Q • o D P E Q u 0 D
575 TP recorder E Q u 0 E Q u 0
600 current meter Q U Q U
650 TP recorder Q U Q U

1500 current meter P E U 0 D P E Q u 0 D
1575 TP recorder E Q u 0 E Q u 0
1600 current meter Q U 0 U
1650 TP recorder Q Q u

3000 current meter P E Q u 0 D P E Q u 0 D
3075 TP recorder E Q u 0 E Q u 0
3100 current meter Q U Q U
3150 TP recorder Q U Q u

• missing 'U and v
0 short record for 'U and v

Figure 2.1.1 PEQUOD mooring summary
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Figure 2.1.2 PEQUOD time series table

Current meters and temperature-pressure (TP) recorders

Label Latitude Longitude Start time Length Depth
hrs m

Q101 0000.3S 144°40.9W 24 Jan 1981 9251 514.7
Q102(TP) 9241 589.7
Q103 9100 614.7
Q104(TP) 9100 664.6
Q106(TP) 9100 1590.0
Q107 8834 1615.0
Q108(TP) 9100 1664.9
Q109 8802 3015.0
Q110(TP) 9100 3090.0
Q111 9248 3114.9

U101 0020.7N 144°32.6W 29 Jan 1981 1582 491.7
U102(TP) 9184 566.6
U103 8659 591.6
Ul04(TP) 9184 641.6
Ul05 9095 1492.2
U106(TP) 9184 1567.3
U107 9037 1592.1
Ul09 9199 2992.4
UllO(TP) 9184 3067.4
U111 9198 3092.4
Ul12(TP) 9198 3142.4

Q201 0000.3S 144°40.9W 14 Feb 1982 9062 482.9
Q202(TP) 9052 557.7
Q203 8216 582.7
Q204(TP) 6016 632.7
Q205 6593 1482.3
Q207 7580 1582.2
Q208(TP) 9052 1632.2
Q209 9283 2981.5
Q210(TP) 9269 3056.5
Q211 9277 3081.5
Q212(TP) 9269 3131.5
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Figure 2.1.2 PEQUOD time series table (cont)

Depth
m

495.3
570.4
595.4
645.4

1495.7
1570.8
1595.8
1645.8
2996.3
3071.4
3096.4
3146.4

18 Feb 1982144°32.6'W

Current meters and temperature-pressure (TP) recorders

Latitude Longitude Start time Length
hrs

8978
8979
8978
6383
8979
8979
8979
8979
8979
8979
8979
8979

U201
U202(TP)
U203
U204(TP)
U205
U206(TP)
U207
U208
U209
U21O(TP)
U211
U212(TP)

Label

Ocean depth at Q mooring: 4250 m
Ocean depth at.U mooring: 4400 m
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The temperature-pressure recorders are the same as discussed by Wunsch and Dalen

(1974). The major distortion that the instruments introduce is the delayed response of

the thermistors relative to the pressure sensor; a delay that is primarily due to the thermal

mass of the sensor. For the instruments used in PEQUOD that delay (e-folding time) is

either three minutes or twenty-three minutes. This is much greater than the thermal mass

of the Aanderaa temperature sensors where the lag is on the order of seconds. Because

an e-folding time of 23 minutes corresponds to a phase lag as large as 50° at a period of

two hours, the temperature records were processed to remove the effects of thermal lag.

The transfer function used was

TJw) = (1 + iWA)Trn(w) (2.1.1)

where Trn (w) are the Fourier coefficients as calculated from the data, To (w) are the

corrected Fourier coefficients which are subsequently averaged to calculate spectra, w is

the frequency, and A is the e-folding time for the thermistor.

In addition to the moored array data, there are three sets of Whitehorse velocity pro

files taken in January 1981, February 1982, and April 1982 respectively. The Whitehorse

velocity profiler is a freely falling instrument which contains an acoustic transponder and

a CTD (Luyten and Swallow 1976). To make velocity measurements with the instrument,

first three acoustic transponders are dropped in a triangle, then the Whitehorse is released

on the center. As it drops, it is tracked acoustically relative to the three transponders. The

acoustic travel times can then be used to calculate the path of the instrument; differencing

furnishes the velocities. Profiles of temperature and salinity are calculated from the CTD

measurements.

There are 28 Whitehorse profiles taken near the sites of the moorings. Figure 2.1.3

gives a table of sites ('nets') and profiles that were used in calculating an average buoyancy

frequency profile (figure 2.1.4) and average velocity profiles (figure 2.1.5). The velocity

profiles give a detailed vertical structure which complements the detailed temporal records

of the current meter data. In particular, shear estimates from internal wave models are

compared with shear estimates from the direct but infrequent velocity profiles (see section

4.7). The buoyancy frequency profile is used is section 7.4 to calculate the structure of

vertically propagating waves in a basic state with no mean flow, while in section 7.5 both

profiles are used to calculate the vertical structure of waves in the presence of a mean

flow.
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Figure 2.1.3 Whitehorse drops

Net Cast Latitude Longitude Date Used in profile
N(z) Velocity

K 1 Q02'N 145°3'W 22 Jan 1981 Y Y
2 N Y
3 N Y
4 28 Jan 1981 Y Y
5 15 Feb 1982 Y Y
6 20 Feb 1982 Y Y
8 16 Apr 1982 Y Y
9 22 Apr 1982 Y Y

L 1 Q033'S 144°57'W 22 Jan 1981 Y Y
2 23 Jan 1981 Y Y
4 N y
5 14 Feb 1982 Y N
7 20 Feb 1982 Y y
8 16 Apr 1982 Y Y
9 21 Apr 1982 Y Y

M 1 1018'S 144°58'W 23 Jan 1981 Y Y
2 27 Jan 1981 Y Y
3 14 Feb 1982 Y Y
4 19 Feb 1982 Y Y
5 16 Apr 1982 Y Y
6 21 Apr 1982 Y Y

N 1 Q031'N 144°58'W 25 Jan 1981 Y N
3 29 Jan 1981 Y N
4 16 Feb 1982 Y N
6 16 Apr 1982 Y N
7 22 Apr 1982 Y N

0 1 1°16'N 145°Q'W 25 Jan 1981 Y Y
2 16 Feb 1982 Y y
3 21 Feb 1982 Y y
4 17 Apr 1982 Y y
5 22 Apr 1982 Y Y
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Figure 2.1.4 Averaged buoyancy frequency profile
Plotted as the solid curve is the buoyancy frequency calculated by averaging all 28

profiles, while the averages over each net separately are plotted as dotted lines.
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Figure 2.1.5 Whitehorse velocity profiles at (00, 145°W).
These profiles of east and north velocity are calculated from Whitehorse drops at

net K (00, 145°W). In addition to the profile averaged over all nine drops, averages over
three subgroups are also plotted: drops 1 through 4 (January 1981), drops 5 through 7
(February 1982), and drops 8 and 9 (April1982). Comparison of the mean curve with
the three curves computed from subsets shows that there is quite a bit of time variability.
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2.2 Rough estimates of non-GM dynamics

Without going into too much detail, it is possible to show that the presence of strong

mean flows at the equator mean that the dynamics included in the GM79 model are

not sufficient to model the PEQUOD dataset. Furthermore, some of the assumptions

of GM79 are unwarranted and inconsistent with other aspects of the model, leading to

modifications that should be made before modeling internal waves anywhere. Finally,

comparison of the expected size of fluxes in the internal wave field with the PEQUOD

array's ability to measure them suggest that it should be possible to see non-zero net

fluxes with the PEQUOD data.

As will be shown in detail in chapters 5 and 7, the most important effects of a

mean shear flow on the internal wave field can be measured with two parameters: the

Doppler shift d and the inverse root Richardson number A. The Doppler shift measures

the difference between the frequency w measured in a reference frame fixed with respect

to the earth and the intrinsic frequency u which measures the frequency in a reference

frame moving with the mean flow. The two frequencies are related by

u = w(l- dcosO) = w(l- U/ccosO) (2.2.1)

where c is the phase speed for the wave being considered, °is the direction the wave

is propagating, and U is the strength of the mean flow (presumed to be in the zonal

direction). When the intrinsic frequency u reaches zero (d = ±1) then the wave is

said to be critical and linear theory breaks down. If the wave is not critical, the effects

of Doppler shift are primarily local, i.e. only the local Doppler shift is important for

interpreting measurements at a particular point. Thus it is important to find both the

depths at which the Doppler shift reaches ±1 and the depths at which the Doppler shift

merely approaches 1.

It is clear from equation 2.2.1 that the strength of the Doppler shift very much

depends on the speed of the internal waves as well as the strength of the mean flow.

Plotted in right side of figure 2.2.1 is the Doppler shift for three selected modes. The

solid curve gives the Doppler shift for mode 1 (phase speed 2.69 m/s) and is almost

indistinguishable from zero except at the peak of the undercurrent. The dashed line

corresponds to mode 10 (phase speed .294 m/s): the Doppler shift is significant only at

the peak of the undercurrent. Since the current meter measurements are between 500m

and 3200m, as far as local Doppler shift effects are concerned mode lOis only slightly
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Figure 2.2.1 Doppler shifts and inverse root Richardson number
The left plot gives the Doppler shift das a function of depth for modes 1 (solid line),

10 (dashed line) and 50 (dotted line). The right plot gives the inverse root Richardson
number>. as a function of depth (the strength of the effect on internal waves does not
depend on wavenumber). Both plots are computed from a spline fit to the average of the
zonal (east) velocity profiles listed in figure 2.1.3: the Richardson number plot also uses
a spline fit to the buoyancy frequency plotted in figure 2.1.4. The plots show that for
depths below 500m, Doppler shifts are only important for high modes, while the shear
(Richardson number) effects are important at certain depths for all wavenumbers.
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affected by Doppler shifts. Finally, the dotted line shows that mode 50 (phase speed .056

m/s) has critical or almost critical Doppler shifts at many different depths. Only to the

extent that it is necessary to model the higher modes, then, will it be necessary to include

the effects of Doppler shifts.

The right side of figure 2.2.1 gives another measure of the effect of a mean shear

flow on the internal wave field, the inverse root Richardson number>. = Uz(Zl/N(z). As

will be made clear when the internal wave solutions are scaled in section 8.2, the addition

to the meridional component of vorticity made by the mean shear is only important to

the extent that it overwhelms the effect of gravity. The ratio between the two effects is

given by the inverse root Richardson number. This turns out to be a purely local effect

once the vertical structure equation is scaled (see chapter 7). Figure 2.2.1 shows that the

ratio reaches .5 at several depths that are near the depths of PEQUOD current meters,

suggesting that the mean shear can affect the measurements at those locations.

One of the assumptions made in forming the Garrett and Munk: spectra is that top and

boundary conditions are not important (see section 1.4). Consequently the internal wave

field is viewed as a purely propagating field of waves, energy being a continuous function

of wavenumber and frequency rather than being found only at the discrete wavenumbers

that can satisfy both top and bottom boundary conditions. Consider Miiller and albers

1975

"... an appreciable part of the internal wave energy is in high mode numbers,
i.e. has vertical length scales which are small in comparison with the vertical
length scale of the mean Brunt-Vliisiilii profile (~ 1.3 krn).

The concept of well-defined normal modes for the full water column,
however, appears rather questionable for high mode numbers, since typical
vertical propagation times of the wave field are comparable to typical interaction
times. The phases will thus be randomized before a mode can be formed."

Desaubies 1976 goes so far as to object to the sum of modes formulation that Cairns

and Williams 1976 give (equation 1.1.1d) on the grounds that interactions will destroy

the modal character. The notion that interactions destroy phase structure is given some

precision in McComas and Bretherton 1977 who classify wave-wave interactions into three

groups: elastic scattering, induced diffusion, and parametric subharmonic instability.

Elastic scattering in particular scatters vertically propagating waves into their oppositely

traveling counterpart so that not only does the wave loses phase information, the wave field

tends to become vertically symmetric. This tendency of the wavefield leads McComas
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(2.2.2)

and Bretherton to dismiss measurements of a net high-frequency vertical energy flux by

saying

"To see any significant vertical energy propagation at the higher frequencies,
one must be within a few wavelengths of the source!"

While these effects are important for high wavenumber waves, a closer look at the GM79

spectrum reveals that almost all of the energy is in low wavenumbers, wavenumbers

such that the entire watercolumn is 'within a few wavelengths' of the boundaries and

consequently that close to any possible source.

The continuous form of the GM79 wavenumber spectrum (Desaubies 1976) is given

in equation 1.6.1b, namely the wavenumber dependence H(K) is given by

:J.K
H(K) = K2" ~2.+

This expression is rather easily integrated to get T(K), a function which gives that total

amount of energy found in wavelengths shorter than wavenumber K,

(2.2.3)

where the ratio of wavenumbers K / K. is replaced by the ratio of mode numbers j Ii.
for convenience in the following comparisons. Not surprisingly, as the mode number j

goes to infinity the total energy approaches 1. Less obvious is how rapidly 1 is reached.

Since the rolloff mode number j. is 3, and the arctangent of of 1 is 'I, modes 1 through

3 contain 50% of the energy. Note that mode 3 has 1~ wavelengths between the top and

boundaries, so it is not significantly affected by scattering. If one presses a little farther,

one could argue that a wavenumber corresponding to mode 10 (5 wavelengths from top

to bottom) can support a vertical flux spanning most of the water column, even if it may

not be able to carry phase information from top to bottom. Evaluating T (j/ J~) for mode

10 shows that modes 1 through 10 contain 80% of the energy. Since low wavenumbers

have higher group velocities, they probably carry an even higher proportion of the total

vertical energy flux. So while rapid interaction strongly affects high wavenumbers and

thus can determine the overall shape of the wavenumber spectrum, the actual amount of

energy at high wavenumbers is relatively small and an analysis which concentrates on

the low wavenumbers will explain most of the energy density and fluxes. Waves at these

low wavenumbers do not fit the definition of 'high wavenumber waves' and thus could

possibly
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1) show some of the phase-locking characteristic of modes,

2) support a net vertical energy flux, and

3) have a vertical structure that is not given by the WKBJ approximation.

(Comparisons are made in chapter 7 between the exact and the WKBJ approximate

solutions to understand the character of the differences). There are thus good theoretical

reasons to consider extensions to the GM models.

Olbers notes in his review of internal wave models (Olbers 1983) that most of the

sources of energy postulated for the internal wave field result in vertical fluxes that are

roughly 1 erg/s/ cm2. Before starting an elaborate analysis of the internal wave field

it would be nice to know whether such a flux is distinguishable from zero using the

PEQUOD measurements.

The noise level can be roughly determined from the energy level and the degree of

spectral averaging. Since low wavenumbers and frequencies have higher group veloci

ties, consider the low wavenumber vertical energy flux estimated from a frequency band

centered at .158 cph with width 1/15 cph. According to the GM spectrum this band con

tains somewhat less than .7 erg/cm3
. If yearlong time series are used in computing the

spectral averages, this corresponds to 576 degrees of freedom and thus an uncertainty of

roughly .024 erg/cm3• This can be translated to a vertical energy flux knowing the energy

weighed average vertical group velocity (roughly 20 cm/s). Thus the uncertainty in the

vertical energy flux estimates is roughly ~ ergs/ s/ cm2, small enough to get significant

estimates of fluxes that are the expected size.

In summary, then, there are three facets of the GM model for which extensions

seem a priori necessary. Because of the presence of mean shear flows in the PEQUOD

region, some inclusion of mean shear effects should be made, though the effects of local

shear as measured by the Richardson number are more important for the energetic low

modes than the effects of Doppler shifts. Secondly, because most of the energy is in low

wavenumbers, there is a strong possibility that the phase-locking associated with modes

will be measurable or that net vertical fluxes will not scattered sufficiently to make the

wavefield vertically symmetric. Finally, the length of the time series available is sufficient

so that fluxes of the size postulated for many internal wave sources are distinguishable

from zero.
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Chapter 3: Vertical coherence calculations and interpretation

3.1 Vertical coherence comparison of PEQUOD data with GM79

Figures 1.5.1 and 1.6.1 list GM predictions for a set of spectral estimators that can be

calculated from moored sensor time series. These include the autospectra of each compo

nent (zonal velocity, meridional velocity, and displacement), the coherence between each

component at a single moored instrument (MCC), the coherence between like components

measured with moored sensors that have a purely horizontal separation (MHC), and the

coherence between like components measured with moored sensors that have a purely

vertical separation (MVC). The coherence between the PEQUOD Q and U moorings is

not significant at internal wave frequencies. The two moorings are roughly 40 kIn apart,

thus zero coherence is consistent with the GM predictions. Thus the moored horizontal

coherence MHC does not provide a very interesting comparison for the PEQUOD data

and the GM model. But both the moored vertical coherence MVC and the moored com

ponent coherence MCC are more interesting. Since the vertical coherence is somewhat

simpler to present than the moored component coherence, and because the GM papers

tend to focus on modeling coherence as function of separation rather than the moored

component coherence, we will consider the moored vertical coherence first.

The moored vertical coherences provide a check of the GM choice of wavenumber

dependence H (j). Comparison of the PEQUOD data with the GM79 model shows two

quite distinct results. For short separations the coherences observed with the PEQUOD

array are essentially the same as those predicted by GM79 (figure 3.1.1): the coherence

can be modeled as being due to a field of internal waves plus some finestructure which

is advected past the mooring. But for longer separations the results from PEQUOD are

distinctly different from the GM79 prediction (figures 3.1.3-5). This latter result is not

particularly surprising, since the GM79 model is based on relatively short separation

coherences. The PEQUOD-GM79 differences show that there are aspects of the internal

wave field that are measurable but not included in the GM models.

To facilitate a discussion of the short separation coherences, the moored vertical

coherences for the first year Q mooring data are plotted against separation in figure

3.1.1. The abscissa gives the WKBJ scaled separation i which is defined as

(3.1.1)
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where Zl is the depth of the first instrument, Z2 is the depth of the second, and N (z)

is in cycles per hour. This definition implies that if N(z) is a constant I cph then the

WKBJ scaled separation is identical to the actual separation. Consequently the WKBJ

scaled separation can be thought of as the equivalent separation in a I cph ocean. The

K • .p that appears as the dimensionless variable in the GM79 formula for MVC in figure

1.6.1 can be written in terms of the stretched separation ~.

where
1Tj.(l cph)

m.= bN
o

(3.1.2a)

(3.1.2b)

Equation 3.1.2b is equation 1.6.2c evaluated for a local buoyancy frequency of I cph.

The WKBJ separations available from the Q and U moorings fall into three distinct

ranges - short (lQ.-300m), medium (lOOO-1600m), and long (2250-2600m) - because

the instruments are arranged as three groups such that there are short spacings within

each group and long spacings between groups. The medium range measurements can be

further split into two subgroups: the 900-1100m spacings, which are between the center

and bottom group of instruments, and the 12OQ-1600m spacings, which are between

the center and top groups of instruments. Note the the slightly longer medium range

separations are between the center and bottom group of instruments, the opposite of what

would occur if actual separations rather than WKBJ separations were used: in that case

the longer medium separations would be between the center and bottom instruments.

The coherences in figure 3.1.1 are the separations shorter than 300m. They are dis

tinctly lower than the GM79 reference line. The symbols at a given separation are mostly

ordered such that the lower frequencies have higher coherence, suggesting that at these

separations the coherence decreases with increasing frequency. This decrease is quali

tatively consistent with the measurements used in GM. The difference between the GM

reference curve and the measurements is usually attributed to finestructure contamination

of the moored sensors. This supposition can be checked quantitatively by comparing

the data with Webster's rule for the frequency and separation at which the coherence

drops to k. The comparison is plotted in figure 1.2.5 for the data used in GM72. A

comparison with the PEQUOD data can be made by considering the dotted lines in figure

3.1.1. The separations at which the dotted lines give coherences of .5 are the separations
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Figure 3.1.1 Vertical temperature coherence as a function of short WKBJ stretched
separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical temperature coherence as a function of
WKBJ stretched separation for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph. The data used
are temperature measurements from the first year Q mooring records. Each symbol
corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158
cph and a frequency bin width of 1/15 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for
each estimate, and the corresponding 95% zero significance level is given by the dashed
line. The solid curve is the GM prediction based on the calculations of chapter 1. The
dotted lines are linear best fits of the coherence as a function of log separation for each
frequency. Their intercepts at a coherence of .5 form the basis of the comparison of the
data with Webster's rule given in figure 3.1.2. The short separation PEQUOD coherences
are roughly consistent with Webster's rule.
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Symbol
D
f':,

+
x
o

Separations at which the coherence drops to .5
Frequency Webster's Rule PEQUOD
.1583 cph 82m 100m
.2250 cph 58m SSm
.2916 cph 45m 30m
.3583 cph 36m 15m
.4250 cph 30m

Figure 3.1.2 Table of Webster's rule comparisons
This table compares Webster's rule with PEQUOD measurements. The first column

gives the symbol plotted in figure 3.1.1, while the second column gives the frequency.
The last two columns give the separation at which the coherence drops to ! for the rule
and the measurements respectively, showing that the two are about the same.

of half coherence for the five frequency bins. The intercepts are tabulated in figure 3.1.2

along with Webster's rule. These measurements suggest that there is roughly the same

finestructure in the PEQUOD measurements as in the mid-latitude data that GM summa

rize: the coherence drops to .5 at the same separations for a given frequency as Webster's

rule. On the other hand, while examining equatorial Indian ocean data (from INDEX),

Wunsch and Webb 1979 saw almost no vertical coherence above .5 between sensors that

had as little as 100m separations. Presuming that the coherence drops are in fact due

to finestructure, these results imply that the finestructure at the equatorial PEQUOD site

is closer to what is found at mid-latitudes than what is found at the equatorial INDEX

site. It is important to note, however, that the dotted lines are quite poor fits to the data,

suggesting that the short separation coherences are not modeled well by a function that

depends only on separation.

Coherences calculated from the PEQUOD measurements at lOOOm vertical sepa

rations are distinctly different from GM predictions. Figure 3.1.3a shows coherences

calculated from the first year Q mooring data plotted against linear axes. The short sepa

ration coherences are the coherences presented in figure 3.1.1, but figure 3.1.3a includes

the longer separations as well. Figure 3.1.3a shows that the measured coherences at

mooring Q are .2 ± .08 at l000m; all these measurements are significantly higher than

the .1 predicted by GM. The same thing is seen in figure 3.1.3b, which is calculated from

second year U mooring data. Furthermore, unlike smaller separations, there is no strong

indication of frequency dependence. At slightly longer separations (1200-l600m), many

measurements are greater than the GM prediction, and most of the estimates in the bin

centered at .158 cph are significant, but there are also many estimates indistinguishable
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from zero. There are a few significantly non-zero coherences at 2500m separations as

well; none of them correspond to .158 cph.

The OM model predicts that the coherence calculated between vertically separated

velocity sensors will be identical to the coherence calculated between vertically separated

temperature sensors. But the velocity coherences calculated from PEQUOD are distinctly

different from both the OM predictions and the PEQUOD temperature coherences. Figure

3.1.4a gives the moored vertical coherence (MVC) as calculated from the first year Q

mooring zonal velocity data, and figure 3.1.4b gives the same as calculated from the

second year U mooring data. Figures 3.1.5a and 3.1.5b give the corresponding plots for

the meridional velocity. The estimates at 1000m separation are centered about or below

the OM prediction, quite unlike the temperature coherence. But even more striking is the

fact that the coherence increases as separation increase above 1000m. In fact, the velocity

coherences at 2500m are as strong as the temperature coherences at lOOOm separation.

This mid-depth minimum in the coherence suggests that the energy that is responsible

for the coherence has some sort of modal structure that includes a node at mid-depths.

This hypothesis is supported by the phase plots for velocity and temperature.

As might be expected from the coherence calculations,in the PEQUOD measure

ments the phase differences calculated from velocity records are distinctly difference

from the phase differences calculated from temperature records. Figures 3.1.6a, b give

the phase differences calculated from the Ql temperature data and the U2 temperature

data respectively. The plots show that while all of the temperatures have phase differences

indistinguishable from zero at lOOOm separation, the few temperature phase differences

at 2500m that are significant are all close to 180°. Note that the two frequency bins that

have significant phases at 2500m separation are not contiguous: one is centered at .225

cph and the other is centered at .358 cph, and the intervening bin does not show any

significant phase differences above 1200m separation. The temperature phase differences

at 1500m separations are harder to characterize. The temperature phase difference for

.158 cph is zero for both the Q1 and U2 data. The phase difference for .225 cph is

slightly less than -45°, which is statistically indistinguishable from zero. Finally, one

of the two frequency bins which have significant phases differences at 2500m separation

has the same phase difference (180°) at approximately 1500m separations, and the high

est frequency bin has 180° phase differences at 1500m and no significant coherence at

2500m separation. So while there are some differences in the temperature phase structure
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WKBJ stretched depth
Q1T: frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph
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Figure 3.1.3a Vertical coherence calculated from Ql temperature data as a function
of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from temperature data for frequencies between .1 cph
and .5 cph. The data used are from the first year Q mooring records. Each symbol cor
responds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158 cph
and a binwidth of 1115 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for each estimate, and the·
corresponding 95% zero significance level is given by the dashed line. The solid curve
is the GM prediction based on the calculations of chapter 1. The measured coherences
at l000m separation are distinctly higher than the GM prediction.
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Coherence
WKBJ stretched depths
U2T: frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph
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Figure 3.1.3b Vertical coherence calculated from U2 temperature data as a function
of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from temperature data for frequencies between .1 cph
and .5 cph. The data used are from the second year U mooring records. Each symbol
corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158
cph and a binwidth of 1115 cph. The degree of averaging NT is 576 for each estimate,
and the corresponding 95% zero significance level is given by the dashed line. The
solid curve is the OM prediction based on the calculations of chapter 1. The measured
coherences at lOOOm separation are distinctly higher than the OM prediction.
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WKBJ stretched depths
Q1U: frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph
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Figure 3.I.4a Vertical coherence calculated from QI zonal velocity data as a func
tion of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from zonal velocity data for frequencies between .1 cph
and .5 cph. The data used are from the first year Q mooring records. Each symbol
corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158
cph and a binwidth of 1/15 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for each estimate,
and the corresponding 95% zero significance level is given by the dashed line. The ve
locity coherences do not match either the GM predictions or the temperature coherences,
especially at the longest separations.
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U2U: frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph
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Figure 3.1.4b Vertical coherence calculated from U2 zonal velocity data as a function
of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from zonal velocity data for frequencies between .1 cph
and .5 cph. The data used are from the second year U mooring records. Each symbol
corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158
cph and a binwidth of 1/15 cph. The degree of averaging N

r
is 576 for each estimate,

and the corresponding 95% zero significance level is given by the dashed line. The ve
locity coherences do not match either the GM predictions or the temperature coherences,
especially at the longest separations.
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Figure 3.1.Sa Vertical coherence from Ql meridional velocity data as a function of
WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from meridional velocity data for frequencies between
.1 cph and.5 cph. The data used are from the first year Q mooring records. Each symbol
corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158
cph and a binwidth of 1/15 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for each estimate,
and the corresponding 95% zero significance level is given by the dashed line. The solid
curve is the OM prediction based on the calculations of chapter 1. The velocity coher
ences do not match either the OM predictions or the temperature coherences, especially
at the longest separations.
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Figure 3.1.5b Vertical coherence from U2 meridional velocity data as a function of
WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from meridional velocity data for frequencies between
.1 cph and .5 cph. The data used are from the second year U mooring records. Each
symbol corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered
at .158 cph and a binwidth of 1115 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for each
estimate, and the corresponding 95% zero significance level is given by the dashed line.
The solid curve is the GM prediction based on the calculations of chapter 1. The veloc
ity coherences do not match either the GM predictions or the temperature coherences,
especially at the longest separations.
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as a function of frequency, there is no systematic trend with increasing frequency. Note

that all of the complicated phase structure is at separations where the coherence is rela

tively small. Small coherence means that only a small fraction of the energy is involved

in causing such motions, and that not modelling such a feature will only make a small

contribution to the model-data misfit. So a simple characterization of the temperature

data could ignore those complications and simply say that the coherence falls off from .2

to .1 between a separation of lDOOm and a separation of 1500m, and the phase difference

for all separations is zero.

Like the velocity coherence plots, the velocity phase plots differ from their tempera

ture counterparts. Figures 3.1.7a, b and 3.1.8a, b show the phase as a function of separa

tion calculated from zonal and meridional velocity data from both years. The meridional

velocity phases are quite simple to characterize: all separations greater than 1000rn have

1800 phase differences. The phase differences calculated from zonal velocities are some

what different in that, while the significant phases corresponding to separations greater

than 1200m are all 1800 ± 450
, the phase difference at 1000m separation is close to zero.

Note that the U2 zonal velocity data has very few significant phases, none of which are

at 100Orn, so the phase difference at lDOOm is not a very robust result. Thus a simple

characterization of the velocity data is that the coherence rises from approximately zero

at lDOOm separation to .2 at 2500m separation, with a phase difference of 1800 for all

separations greater than lDOOrn. This is exactly opposite to the simple characterization

of the temperature coherence and phase.

The temperature coherence for long separations can be simply characterized as de

creasing from .2 at 1DOOrn separation to .1 at 15DOm separation, with zero phase lag for

all separations, while the velocity coherence is characterized by increasing from roughly

zero at 1000m separation to .2 at 2500m separation with a 1800 phase difference for

all separations greater than lDOOm. These coherence structures represents a significant

deviation from OM, but it is not particularly surprising. Because the OM fit is separa

ble in frequency and wavenumber, the moored vertical coherence (MVC) depends only

on the choice of wavenumber dependence function H(j) (see chapter 1). The choice of

HU) used in OM79 is based largely on the measurements of Cairns and Williams 1976

presented in figure 1.1.6. The float measurements were only made for separations up

to 40rn and the IWEX measurements that were also included only went up to 140m.

Therefore the predictions for lDOOm and more are very great extrapolations indeed, and
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Phose
WKBJ stretched depth
Q1T: Points with expected error less than 45 deg are plotted.
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Figure 3.1.6a Phase difference from temperature as a function of WKBJ stretched
vertical separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical temperature phase difference as a function
of WKBJ stretched separation for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph. The data used
are temperature measurements from the first year Q mooring records. Each symbol
corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158
cph and a binwidth of 1115 cph. The degree of averaging N

r
is 576 for each estimate,

and only points with uncertainties less than 450 are plotted. The points with phases of
±180o are inconsistent with the GM model.
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Phose
WKBJ stretched depths
U2T: Points with expected error less than 45 deg are plotted.
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Figure 3.1.6b Phase difference from temperature as a function of WKBJ stretched
vertical separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical temperature phase difference as a function
of WKBJ stretched separation for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph. The data used
are temperature measurements from the second year U mooring records. Each symbol
corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158
cph and a binwidth of 1115 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for each estimate,
and only points with uncertainties less than 450 are plotted. The points with phases of
±180o are inconsistent with the GM model.
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WKBJ stretched depths
Q1U: Points with expected error less than 45 deg are plotted.
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Figure 3.1.7a Phase difference from zonal velocIty as a function of WKBJ stretched
vertical separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of zonal velocity phase difference as a function of
WKBJ stretched vertical separation for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph. The data
used are from the first year Q mooring records. Each symbol corresponds to a different
frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158 cph and a binwidth of
1115 cph. The degree of averaging Nr is 576 for each estimate, and only points with
uncertainties less than 450 are plotted. Unlike the temperature records, even the 1000 m
separations show 1800 phase differences.
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WKBJ stretched depths
U2U: Points with expected error less than 45 deg are plotted.
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Figure 3.1.7b Phase difference from zonal velocity as a function of WKBJ stretched
vertical separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of zonal velocity phase difference as a function
of WKBJ stretched vertical separation for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph. The
data used are from the second year U mooring records. Each symbol corresponds to a
different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158 cph and a binwidth
of 1/15 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for each estimate, and only points with
uncertainties less than 450 are plotted. Unlike the temperature records, even the 1000 m
separations show 1800 phase differences.
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WKBJ stretched depths
01V: Points with expected error less than 45 deg are plotted.
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Figure 3.t.Sa Phase difference from meridional velocity as a function of WKBJ
stretched vertical separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of meridional velocity phase difference as a function
of WKBJ stretched vertical separation for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph. The data
used are from the first year Q mooring records. Each symbol corresponds to a different
frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158 cph and a binwidth of
1115 cph. The degree of averaging N

r
is 576 for each estimate, and only points with

uncertainties less than 450 are plotted. Unlike the temperature records, even the 1000 m
separations show 1800 phase differences.
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WKBJ stretched depths
U2V: Points with expected error less than 45 deg are plotted.
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Figure 3.1.8b Phase difference from meridional velocity as a function of WKBJ
stretched vertical separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of meridional velocity phase difference as a function
of WKBJ stretched vertical separation for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph. The
data used are from the second year U mooring records. Each symbol corresponds to a
different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin centered at .158 cph and a binwidth
of 1/15 cph. The degree of averaging N r is 576 for each estimate, and only points with
uncertainties less than 450 are plotted. Unlike the temperature records, even the 1000 m
separations show 1800 phase differences.
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it would be quite surprising if the GM model would predict spectra accurately. The next

section considers the modifications necessary to transform GM79 into a model that can

adequately describe the PEQUOD data. Since the short separation behavior of PEQUOD

is qualitatively the same as the data used in designing GM79, it would be better if any

GM79 modifications were such that the short separation predictions of GM79 were un

changed. Then will the new model will be consistent with both the PEQUOD data and

the data that GM79 summarizes.

3.2 GM79 vertical coherence modifications

The GM model spectra predict the MVC of velocity and temperature to be the same.

Since that is not what is observed in the PEQUOD data, it is important to understand

which features of the GM model lead to this prediction, and what the effect would be if

these features were changed. While there are several mathematical perspectives to explain

this result, all are manifestations of the claim that top and bottom boundary conditions are

unimportant. This physical idea is a reasonable assumption under several circumstances.

In particular, it is a good assumption when the vertical separations considered are small,

and thus a good assumption for the data that Garrett and Munk consider (see Cairns and

Williams 1976); it is not a good assumption for the PEQUOD array with its lOOOm and

2500m separations.

The first step in discussing coherence is to consider the wave forms given in equation

1.3.4. The expressions for u, v, and ." are reproduced here,

[:] lx, y,.,.) ~m(w, ',1" ).'{h+',-••)

[

(icos 0 - t sinO) i Gz(Z)]
= (iSino+~cosO)iGAz) A(w,k,l)ei(k"'+ly-wt)

;;;G(z)

(3.2.1)

The vertical structure function G(z) depends on frequency w and vector wavenumber

(k,1) as well as depth z. Consider cross-spectra for a purely vertical separation. At a

particular frequency and horizontal wavenumber, the velocity cross-spectrum ep¥2 and the

displacement cross-spectrum ep'I2 for the two depths Zl and z2 are given in terms of the
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spectral level E = (A*A) by

cIir2(w,K) = (ii.;ii.2+ v;v2)(w,K)

= (1 + ~) Ii, G:(zl)GAZ2)E(w,K)

and

(3.2.2a)

(3.2.2b)
cIi12(w,K) = (i1;i12)(w,K)

= w
1
• G*(Zl)G(z2)E(w, K)

where for simplicity the direction factors have been eliminated by summing the velocity

cross-spectra. According to equation 1.5.2, the integral of these expressions over all

wavenumber gives the cross-spectra cIii2(w) and cIi~2(w) between two depths as measured

at fixed points (i.e. moored current meters). The problem of calculating cross-spectra

is thus reduced to finding an appropriate set of solutions G(z; w, K) and performing the

integral over wavenumber.

Propagating WKBJ solutions for G(z) were derived in chapter 1. This choice is

equivalent to the smearing of modes that Garrett and Munk did in their original paper

(GM72). Combining the solutions given in equations 1.3.6a, b with the normalization

given in equation 1.3.9c, gives expressions for the vertical structure of the upward and

downward propagating waves G± (z; w, K)

where

and

_.jw
2

- 12 ±ir m(,') do'
G±(z) - N(z) e

m(z) = N(z) K
yw2 -12

G,(z) = ±im(z)G(z)

(3.2.3)

(3.2.4)

(3.2.5)

Just as in figure 1.5.1, by defining a coordinate 'I/J we can get quite simple expressions

for the cross-spectra: 'I/J is given by

/
'. N(z')'I/J - dz'12 - J 2 - /2

'1 W

and the cross-spectra for velocity and displacement are
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(3.2.7b)

and

qii2(W) = (1 - ~ )(N(Zl)N(Z2))-1/2 f'" e±iKt/JuE(w, K) dK

where the plus sign holds for upward propagating waves and the minus sign for downward

propagating waves. These expressions for cross-spectra have identical dependence on

the equivalent vertical coordinate l/J, thus the velocity and displacement coherences are

identical,

upward propagating

vertically symmetric
(3.2.8)

This is the result that is given in figure 1.5.1. In figure 1.6.1, these expressions are

evaluated for the particular spectral form used in GM79: there the spectrum is vertically

symmetric so that the coherence "I(Zl' z2'w) = C(K*l/J12) is a purely real exponential

function of scaled separation, C(X) = e- 1x1 .

By comparing equations 3.2.2a and 3.2.2b, one can see that the MVC calculated

from velocities and the MVC calculated from displacement are the same only because

the WKBJ vertically propagating solutions have the property that the ratio

G:(Zl)Gz (Z2)
K2G*(z)G(z)

is independent of K. This would not be true if the solutions were not vertically propagat

ing or if the solutions were not WKBJ approximations. Only if both of these conditions

hold is the ratio between Gztz) and KG(z) strictly independent of K.

Including top and bottom boundary conditions has two effects on the solutions G (z) :

the upward and downward propagating waves become phase-locked, and the horizontal

wavenumber K takes on discrete rather than continuous values for any particular fre

quency (these two effects are given explicitly in equations 1.3.7a, b). The WKBJ solution

with the bottom boundary condition imposed is

where l/JD (z) is given by

~G(z) = V~ sin Kl/JD(z)

l/JD(z) = jZ N(z') dz'
-D y'w2 - J2
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This expression insures that the G(z) is zero at the bottom boundary. Imposing a upper

boundary condition results in a discrete set of possible values of K for a particular

frequency. In particular, the rigid lid upper boundary condition is G(O) = 0. This

restricts Kl/JD(O) to be a integral multiple of '11',

(3.2.11)

N is the depth averaged buoyancy frequency. This equation should be compared with

equation 1.6.1c, which is the discretization that Garrett and Munk derive by considering

solutions to a exponential profile. The condition that must be satisfied in order to have the

two expressions identical is that bNo = DN, a condition that is satisfied in the PEQUOD

area.

Consider the function C(X) defined to be

00

where

C(X) = L H(Kj ) cost1f;X)
j=l

E(w,Kj ) dKj
H(Kj ) = E(w)

(3.2.12)

(3.2.13)

Comparing equations 3.2.12 and 3.2.8 reveals that C(K.l/J) differs from the coherence

function for vertically propagating solutions in two ways: it is a sum rather than an

integral, and the sum starts from mode 1 rather than wavenumber zero. Using the

expression for C(X) in place of the expression in equation 3.2.8 modifies the MVC such

that it includes the discretization of wavenumber effect of imposing boundary conditions

(the effects of phase locking are considered in the next section). To the extent that

H(Kj ) is smooth, the sum is a close approxitnation to the integral, so that is not the

itnportant difference between the two equations. But the fact the the sum starts at 1

rather than zero is itnportant, precisely because the spectral form chosen by Garrett and

Munk has most of the energy in the lowest modes (over half the energy in the sum is

in the first four baroclinic modes). Combining these two ideas means that as far as the

discretization effect of boundary conditions is concemed, the imposition of boundary

conditions could be modeled as a low wavenumber cutoff of a continuous spectrum.

Figure 3.2.1 compares three versions of C(X) that use the wavenumber form chosen in
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(3.2.14)

GM79: a direct evaluation of equation 3.2.12 using equation 1.6.1b (labeled 'sum'), and

two continuous integral approximations for C (X),

{
e-!XI 'continuous'

C(X) = e-1xl_e , t ff'
1 e CU 0

where the 'continuous' version is the integral in equation 3.2.8 evaluated for K = 0, and

t = .106 is the contribution that the zero wavenumber mode makes to the integral. The

plot shows that the sum and the cutoff integral give identical results, emphasizing the

point that the only important effect of the discretization is the low wavenumber cutoff.

The important distinction between the continuous and discrete cases is that while the

first expression approaches 0 for large X, the second expression approaches -.1. This

limiting value of -.1 can be conceptualized as the signature of the missing zeroth mode.

Were the zeroth mode present in the sum, the limiting value of this coherence would be

zero. As discussed in section 1.4, this lack of coherence is due to the presence of many

modes. On the other hand, were the zeroth mode present by itself, motions would be

perfectly coherent for all depth pairs with no phase difference. Thus in the actual case,

when then zeroth mode is absent but all the other modes are present, what is seen is the

coherence structure that when added to the zeroth mode gives zero, i.e. a small amount

of energy with 1800 phase differences at long separations.

There is one difference between the 'sum' and the 'cutoff' versions of C (X): since

the sum is a fourier sum of cosines, it is periodic with a period that is determined by

the lowest mode. In this case that period is twice the depth of the ocean (8000m for the

functions plotted), so that between 4000m and 8000m separations, the sum version of

C (X) will show a dependence that is a simple reflection of its behavior between 0 and

4000m. While C (X) is not evaluated for such large separations in this section, in the

next section it will be shown that the phase locking effects can be expressed in terms of

C(X) evaluated at the sum of the two instrument depths. Thus the fact that the 4000m

to 8000m behavior of C (X) is a simple reflection of its 0 to 4000m behavior insures that

top boundary effects will be felt as well as bottom boundary effects. Therefore above

separations of 4000m, the cutoff approximation to C (X) should mirror the 0 to 4000m

behavior.

A modified C(X) function alone, however, cannot explain why velocity and dis

placement show different coherence structures. In order to model that difference, the

effects of phase-locking must be included.
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Figure 3.2.1 Vertical coherence function comparisons
This figure compares three approximations to the function C(X), a function which

gives the vertical coherence for an internal wave field that is purely vertically propagating.
The functions are plotted against WKBJ stretched separation ~, which is proportional to
the equivalent vertical coordinate 'IjJ as given in equation 3.1.2,

In this plot m. is 2.33 x 1O-3m-l. The plot shows that the continuous spectrum with a
low wavenumber cutoff is indistinguishable from the discrete sum of modes.
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As it turns out, the effects of phase-locking can be fairly simply expressed in terms

of the function C (X). This allows a fairly direct comparison of the cross-spectra from

the WKBJ propagating wave model with the cross-spectra from the WKBJ modal model.

The velocity and displacement cross-spectra using WKBJ modal solutions are

(3.2.15a)

and

00

ilii2(W) = (1 - S)[N(Zl)N(Z2)]-1/2 L sin(KtPDl) sin(KtPD2)E(w, K) (3.2.15b)
j=l

These two equations can be rewritten in terms of the function C (X) by using trigono

metric identities as

and

Note that the effect of the phase-locking is to add an extra term to the purely propagating

solution, an extra term that is a function of the average scaled depth tPau of the two

points being considered. This extra term means that the wave field is no longer verti

cally homogeneous, and the term is responsible for the differences between velocity and

displacement cross-spectra. As long as the two depths Zl and z2 being considered are

sufficiently far from the boundaries (according to figure 3.2.1, sufficiently far is such that

the sum of their WKBJ stretched separations from a boundaty is greater than 1500m and

less than 6500m), the added term will be the limiting value of C (X) for large argument.

That limiting value depends on the choice of function C (X). Choosing the expression in

equation 3.2.14 for C(X) (an expression that includes the zeroth mode) means that the

limiting value for large argument is zero and the expressions for velocity and displacement

cross-spectra are the same. On the other hand, choosing the second expression (which

excludes the zeroth mode) means that the limiting value is -.1 and there is a difference

between velocity and displacement cross-spectra. Thus both the effects of phase-locking
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and of the missing zeroth mode are required before there will be differences between the

velocity coherence and the temperature coherence.

OM along with the above two modifications predicts that for very long separations

the velocity cross-spectra is .2 with a phase difference of 1800
, while the displacement

cross-spectra goes to zero. In terms of WKBJ stretched depth, the crossover point where

the velocity phase difference goes from zero (for short separations) to 1800 (for long

separations) occurs at 800m, while the temperature phase difference is always zero.

This phase information matches the simple characterizations of the phase differences

from temperature and velocity observed in PEQUOD. The model also predicts that the

displacement cross-spectra at 800m WKBJ stretched depth should be twice what the

vertically propagating model predicts, which also is consistent with observations at 1000m

WKBJ stretched depth. Furthermore, the prediction says that the coherences at a WKBJ

stretched separation of 1500m are closer to the coherences at a WKBJ stretched separation

of 2500m than the coherences at a WKBJ stretched separation of lOOOm, something also

seen in the observations. Finally, these model predictions are such that the predicted

coherences at short separations are the same as the OM79 predictions, so that all the data

used in designing OM79 is also consistent with the modified model.

3.3 Coherence and phase from LOTUS

In order to see whether these modal effects can be seen in mid-latitude data, Dr. Briscoe

has kindly provided coherences calculated from four of the second year Long Term Upper

Ocean Study (LOTUS) current meter records. Details of the mooring structure are given

in a LOTUS technical report (Tarbell et ai. 1985). The instruments used are located at

lOOOm, 1500m, 2500m and 4000m depth. The mooring is in 5200m of water, thus all

the instruments are well away from the boundaries. The top (lOOOm) instrument is in

the bottom part of the thermocline, while the other instruments are well away from any

rapid changes in the buoyancy frequency. It turns out that all the coherences between the

lOOOm instrument and the other instruments are very low, not at all consistent with the

PEQUOD observations. This lack of coherence is probably due to thermocline effects

which are not included in the model of modal effects, thus the lOOOm record is omitted

from the remaining comparisons.

Figure 3.3.1 gives the local buoyancy frequency and the WKBJ stretched separa

tions for the LOTUS instruments used. Omitting the 1000m instrument leaves estimates at
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LOTUS WKBJ stretched separations

WKBJ depth WKBJ Separations
1000m 1500m

Depth

1000m
1500m
2500m
4000m

N
cph

1.384
.674
.576

1000
1692
2366
3230

692
1366
2230

674
1538

2500m

864

4000m

Frequency grid
Symbol Frequency

o .1700 cph
6. .2367 cph
+ .3033 cph
x .3700 cph
o .4367 cph

Figure 3.3.1 Frequency grid and WKBJ stretched separations for LOTUS instru
ments

674m, 864m, and 1538m WKBJ stretched separations, smaller separations than are avail

able from the PEQUOD mooring. This points out one of the difficulties with performing

long separation coherence calculations with mid-latitude records: the much deeper ther

mocline and the smaller deep water buoyancy frequency combine to limit the longest

WKBJ stretched separation to be distinctly shorter than in the equatorial Pacific. But the

LOTUS data does provide an interesting contrast to the PEQUOD data.

Figure 3.3.2 shows the temperature coherences for the three deep instruments. The

temperature records are for the most part incoherent, and the significant coherences that

exist are tied to the local buoyancy frequency. For example, the 2500m and 4000m

records are coherent for most of the frequencies between .1 and 1 cph. This fairly broad

peak is probably associated with frequencies approaching the local buoyancy frequency.

All the nearest neighbor pairs show some sort of peak near the local buoyancy frequency,

though none of the others are as broad as the peak in the 2500m-4000m case. Essentially

the temperature coherences are not conclusive: they are consistent with either a modal

or propagating internal wave model.

The velocity coherences, on the other hand, do show features similar to what was

found in the PEQUOD data. Both zonal and meridional velocities (zonal velocity is

shown) have a coherence of .2 with a 1800 phase difference for long separations in the .1

to .5 cph frequency band. There are no bumps at local buoyancy frequencies, though there

are bumps of significant coherence at frequencies above the buoyancy frequency. The
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Figure 3.3.2a Vertical coherence calculated from LOTUS temperature data as a
function of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from temperature data for frequencies between .1 cph and
.5 cph. Each symbol corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency
bin centered at .170 cph with a binwidth of 2/15 cph.
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Figure 3.3.2b Vertical phase calculated from LOTUS temperature data as a function
of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical phase as a function of WKBJ stretched
separation calculated from temperature data for frequencies between .1 cph and .5 cph.
Each symbol corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest frequency bin
centered at .170 cph with a binwidth of 2115 cph.
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Figure 3.3.3a Vertical coherence calculated from LOTUS zonal velocity data as a
function of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from zonal velocity data for frequencies between .1 cph
and .5 cph. Each symbol corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest
frequency bin centered at .170 cph with a binwidth of 2/15 cph.
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Figure 3.3.3b Vertical phase calculated from LOTUS zonal velocity data as a func
tion of WKBJ stretched separation

The figure contains a scatterplot of vertical coherence as a function of WKBJ
stretched separation calculated from zonal velocity data for frequencies between .1 cph
and .5 cph. Each symbol corresponds to a different frequency bin, with the lowest
frequency bin centered at .170 cph with a binwidth of 2/15 cph.
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coherence vs. frequency plots show that the 4000m records have significaot coherences

starting at frequencies below .1 cph aod continuing throughout the internal wave baod

with both 1500m and 2500m records. These coherences correspond to phase differences

of 1800
• The 1500m velocity records, on the other haod, are not coherent with the 2500m

records except at frequencies near the local buoyaocy frequency. This is similar to the

features in the PEQUOD data, except that it requires a model with a phase crossover

closer to 700m WKBJ stretched separation thao the 900m found with the PEQUOD data.

Thus the LOTUS velocity data is roughly consistent with low wavenumber energy

being modal in character. The temperature data is not so clear, mainly because the deep

water buoyaocy frequency is so low (.6 cph) that it is hard to separate the effects seen in

the PEQUOD data from the near-buoyaocy frequency effects (Desaubies 1975) discussed

in the next section.

3.4 Summary of vertical coherence results

The coherence aod phase as a function of vertical separation computed from PEQUOD

data show distinct differences from the GM predictions. The GM prediction using ver

tically propagating waves is that coherence should be ao exponential function of WKBJ

stretched separation, aod the phase difference should be zero for all separations. This

is modified somewhat by the presence of finestructure contamination of moored sensor

measurements. The short separation coherences are similar to what is expected from the

GM internal wave spectrum aod finestructure, but it is fairly clear that these coherences

do not depend simply on separation. Coherences and phases at separations of lOOOm aod

longer are also different from the GM predictions. Temperature coherence is .2 ± .08 at

lOOOm separation, significaotly higher thao the GM prediction, but it drops off quickly

so that by 1500m separations the coherence is indistinguishable from zero. In contrast,

velocity coherence is indistinguishable from zero at IOOOm separation, but increases for

longer separations so that it is roughly .2 at 2500m separations. Temperature phase cao

be roughly characterized as zero for all separations by ignoring some of the phases that

correspond to low coherences, while velocity phase is roughly characterized as 1800 for

all separations greater thao lOOOm. These characterizations cao be understood in terms

of a modified GM model which includes two effects that are a result of imposing top and

bottom boundaries: phase-locking between upward aod downward propagating waves to

form modes, aod a low wavenumber cutoff such that there is little energy below the
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first baroclinic mode. The data thus provides clear evidence of low wavenumber cutoff,

phase-locked behavior at frequencies throughout the supertidal to the subbuoyancy fre

quency range, the frequency range in which one would expect to see primarily internal

wave motions.

This is not the first experimental evidence that there is more modal character in

the internal wave field than is included in the GM model. Pinkel 1975 made upper

ocean observations from FLIP which indicate that there is phase-locking of upward and

downward propagating waves as the frequency considered approaches the local buoyancy

frequency. Peters 1980 and Peters 1983100k at the upper ocean internal wave field as seen

in the JASIN and GATE experiments respectively. He finds differences from GM which

are then modeled in in terms of shear modes, that is, modes where the effects of a mean

velocity shear are included. In fact, there is much experimental evidence (see Olbers

1983 and Levine 1985 for reviews that include discussions) that the upper ocean internal

wave field is quite variable and not well modeled by a stationary, universal model. But

observations of modal effects in the deep ocean internal wave field are not so numerous.

Desaubies 1975 predicts that there should be phase-locking as the frequency approaches

the local buoyancy frequency, and by using Airy function solutions in the region where the

two frequencies become equal, constructs predictions of enhanced spectra and coherence.

He notes that the IWEX data shows features that support his results. But the PEQUOD

results differ from these results in several respects. Most importantly, the measurements

are from sensors in the deep ocean, and the coherences are over separations which are a

sizable fraction of the ocean depth. Furthermore, the coherences show a modal character

that is uniform for a large part of the internal wave band, unlike the earlier results where

the modal character is confined to frequencies near the local buoyancy frequency. These

considerations suggest that the model that has modal effects due to boundaries is more

appropriate for the PEQUOD data.

Determining the low wavenumber cutoff and, more generally, determining the low

wavenumber distribution of energy are important because the low modes contain most

of the internal wave energy. Such an effect is even more pronounced when considering

energy fluxes, because not only are the low modes more energetic, they are also faster,

thus making proportionally an even stronger contribution to the energy flux. Thus it

is important to see whether the data can be used to determine such a cutoff. The GM

modifications discussed so far have only been compared to the data in a qualitative sense:
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no real attempt has been made to quantitatively allocate energy between a model spectrum

and noise to get a full accounting of the energy measured in the data. Furthermore, the

model is vertically symmetric and horizontally isotropic: such a model has net energy

fluxes that are identically zero. In the next section, PEQUOD records are examined for

evidence of vertical asymmetry and horizontal anisotropy. Later chapters do a quantitative

comparison, extracting the low mode information and deriving estimates of fluxes carried

by the internal wave field.
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Chapter 4: Single current meter data interpretation

4.1 Introduction

As a first comparison of data with an internal wave model, this chapter compares data

from single current meters with the Garrett and Munk internal wave spectrum (GM79).

While this comparison is superseded by the more elaborate calculations done in chapters

6 and 8 (which use all the available cross-spectra), the calculation is important in that

it shows that relatively simple analyses show many of the same anomalies. Confining

the information to that which can be obtained from a single current meter means that

the data consists of the autospectra of and the cross-spectra between east velocity (u),

north velocity (v) and temperature measured at a single depth. Using only a subset of the

available cross-spectra greatly simplifies the comparison without destroying its utility: if

there is a significant difference between the data and the model then the model needs to

be amended.

The model-data comparison is done in several steps. First the dynamics of inter

nal waves in a resting basic state are examined, specializing the results of section 1.5

to the spectra measurable from a single current meter at the equator. The next section

extrapolates the GM79 data fit given in section 1.1 to the equator, thus determining the

equatorial expected spectral level. As a result, the spectral covariance can be calculated:

the covariance exists both because variance is a fundamental property of spectral estima

tors and because of nonlinearities in the equations of motion. Finally, the comparison

between data and model is made. This chapter concludes that the PEQUOD data is actu

ally significantly different from the GM model, and explores some model modifications

and their respective abilities to account for the data-GM79 differences. The modifica

tions include additional dynamical mechanisms as well as relaxing assumptions such as

horizontal isotropy and (to a lesser extent) vertical symmetry, assumptions that have little

theoretical basis but are consistent with the data GM79 summarizes.
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(4.2.2)

a
I>"N
2

a
where

4.2 Dynamical model

The variables measured by a single current meter are zonal velocity u, meridional velocity

v, and temperature fluctuations T. Thus a nine-component cross-spectral matrix can be

calculated from single current meter data: three real autospectra (u*u)(w), (v*v)(w),

(T*T)(w), and three complex cross-spectra (u*v)(w), (u*T)(w), (v*T)(w). Linear

internal wave theory interrelates these nine components. Specializing the results given in

figure 1.5.1 to the equator by setting f to zero, the single current meter spectra can be

written in terms of thes pectralleve1 E (w )

[
::: ::: ::;] = [~: ~~ ~1] E(w) (4.2.1)
f*v. f*v 1'*1' a a

NT;

A linear relation has been used to go from displacement (TJ) to temperature fluctuation

(T). This result assumes that the internal wave field is horizontally isotropic, vertically

symmetric, and WKBJ vertically propagating (see section 1.4). The result also assumes

that the waves are hydrostatic. The single current meter cross-spectra can also be obtained

from the general internal wave models of chapter 5. In particular, the constant N results

of section 5.9 can be modified to be valid for WKBJ solutions a to the vertical structure

equation, giving the non-hydrostatic results:

[
~:~ ~:~ ~:TT: ] [PaNvu vv v =

f*v. f*v 1'*1' a

>.. = yl- w2 /N(z)2 (4.2.3)

and >"0 is evaluated for N = 1 cph. For the frequencies of interest there is little difference

between the hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic expressions since>.. is very close to one. The

calculations in this chapter are all based on the non-hydrostatic model.

To· simplify algebra later in this chapter, it is useful to define a wave amplitude

squared, which is related to the spectral level E(w),

,(w) = (>..N>"oE(w)) (4.2.4)

Note that the nine elements of the cross-spectral matrix have reduced to a single quantity,

,. , can then be related to the total energy

(4.2.5)
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So in the hydrostatic, noise-free limit the wave amplitude squared, is equal to the energy.

Equation 4.2.5 means that there are now two ways of estimating energy level: the direct

calculation, which is simply the left-hand-side of equation 4.2.5, and a calculation using

" which uses the relations in equation 4.2.2 to estimate, from the data and then uses

equation 4.2.5 to calculate the energy from ,. The advantage of estimating energy via

, is two-fold. Energy calculated this way is due only to waves with the proper relations

between all nine spectral components: the variability with orthogonal structure is filtered

out. Furthermore, unlike the energy density, there are three ways to estimate, (as will

be detailed below), so the expected variance in , (and anything calculated from it) is

smaller than it would be if there were only one estimate.

4.3 Model spectral level

While the linear theory of section 4.2 interrelates the cross-spectral components, the

overall model spectral level remains to be determined. To solve this problem, Garrett

and Munk did an empirical fit of the available data to a chosen spectral form, the most

recent version of which is GM79 (Munk 1981). The basic form and parameter definitions

are given in section 1.1. Unfortunately, the spectral form as written in section 1.1 is

singular at the equator. This singularity occurs because Garrett and Munk normalized

their spectrum so that the total energy (integrated from f to N) is a constant. This

assumption was not really tested in the data they originally used, since it was almost all

from mid-latitudes. As Munk points out (Munk 1981), there has subsequently been some

evidence that it is instead the energy density that is independent of latitude (Wunsch and

Webb 1979, Eriksen 1980b). This requires a slight renormalization, letting

(4.3.1)

(4.3.2)

and replacing f E with NoE. After making this adjustment, E (a) no longer goes to zero

as f goes to zero. Replacing all the parameters by their numerical values, the expected

spectral level at the equator is then

Fe{a) _ cm2 j s2 (.2 CPh) 2

N - 6.4 {cph)2 a

This is an expression for the total spectral density at a particular frequency, having

integrated over all wavenumbers. For example, the total spectral density in an ocean with

a buoyancy frequency of one cph at a frequency of .2 cph is 6.4 ergs.
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The linear model and the OM79 spectral level combine to detennine the model

cross-spectra. The next step is to construct estimators that compare the data to that

completed model. Equations 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 determine all nine components of the cross

spectral matrix given the squared wave-amplitude 'Y. To compare the nine measured

spectra with the model spectra, it would be nice to construct nine estimators that will

gauge the consistency of data and model. If there were no noise in the coefficients

of 'Y, then it would be sufficient simply to compare the measured cross-spectral matrix

with the model cross-spectral matrix: all the variance would be due to the measured

spectra, and the comparison would be simply checking the difference between the model

and the measurements against the expected variance of the measured spectra. But two

parameters (buoyancy frequency N and vertical temperature gradient Tz ) are measured

quantities (and thus random variables) as well. The next section (4.4) calculates the

covariances for both the cross-spectral estimators and the two parameters so that the

estimators to measure fit can be constructed (section 4.5).

4.4 Covariances

As long as the distribution can be approximated by a joint-normal distribution, the covari

ance matrix elements are the only distribution parameters required. The general properties

of the smoothed cross-spectral covariance matrix are discussed in Jenkins and Watts 1968

(see also appendix C). In particular, the smoothed spectral estimators have a covariance

which depends on the true cross-spectrum, X, and the degree of averaging, n r • In this

case, the true cross-spectra are determined from the OM model: the cross-spectra from

the OM model level (equation 4.3.2) are converted to wave amplitude squared 'Y (equa

tion 4.2.4), and then the cross-spectral matrix can be determined from equation 4.2.2. In

order for the covariance of the cross-spectral estimators to be a matrix, the cross-spectral

estimators must be rewritten into a vector. Thus equation 4.2.2 becomes
1
"2

u*v 0

v*f) !
2 (4.4.1)

ij,*1'
-

0

v*1' 0
1

(N) ,,')iT;

Using this vector as the true cross-spectra, it is apparent that true cross-powers are all zero.
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That means that u, v, T are independent, and the covariance matrix for the cross-spectral

estimates is diagonal.

P;", 0 0 0 0 0

0 P",,,,Pvv 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 P;v 0 0 0

n r 0 0 0 P",,,,PTT 0 0
(4.4.2)

0 0 0 0 P••PTT 0

0 0 0 0 0 P:j.T

where P",,,, denotes the true value of (u*u), etc. Note that the variance for the cross-

powers is evenly split between the real (co-spectrum) and imaginary (quadrature spec-

trum) parts.

The second contribution to the variance comes from noise in buoyancy frequency N

and vertical temperature gradient Tz . These variables are in the coefficients of equation

4.4.1, thus under certain circumstances they can make a significant contribution to the

noise in the final result. A major contribution to their variability is the internal wave field

itself advecting the isopycnals and isotherms up and down. Desaubies and Smith (1982)

show the connection between the variance and internal wave strain as follows: first define

I) as internal wave displacement, and let 4> represent either density or temperature. Then

(4.4.3)

where 4>0 denotes the basic state (where I) _ 0). The approximate equation

(4.4.4)

follows: the approximation is valid as long as 4>oz/4>ozz > I)/I)z i.e. the scale of the

mean is much greater than the scale of the motion. The resulting variance is simply,

(4.4.5)

By choosing a spectral form (similar to OM but with an additional high wavenumber

cutoff), they find the mean square strain rate ,\2 = .25 (,\ = .5) for the data they

considered. Thus there is an expected variance of 50 percent in temperature gradient and

25 percent in buoyancy frequency. They are quick to point out this is not what would
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be measured in a finite difference approximation to the gradients: differencing over 5

meters depth produces an apparent strain rate '\ of .35, differencing over 20 meters depth

produces Ae = .2. In interpreting the linear internal wave model, the percentage error of

Tz and N will be taken to be 50% and 25% respectively. Having such a large percentage

error in some of the model coefficients alters the best choice of estimator for squared

wave amplitude significantly. Having such a large error in these coefficients is not a new

idea. Wunsch (1976) figures a factor of two uncertainty in N, and thus concentrates on

making estimates with velocities. The next section will explore the effect on the optimal

estimators of these errors in N and Tz • Note that this model predicts the errors in Nand

Tz to be completely correlated. In the actual ocean there are other sources of error, so

they will not be completely correlated - the effects of different choices of correlation

will also be looked at in section 4.5. Furthermore, to the extent that the physics of the

internal wave model is inadequate and the true mean vector calculated from GM79 is

inaccurate, the variances might have to be altered. For example, were temperature and/or

velocity finestructure a significant fraction of the total variance, the true mean vector

(equation 4.4.1) would have to be altered. This is not a serious problem, however, since

the largest uncertainty is not in the spectral quantities. The largest uncertainties are in the

buoyancy frequency and temperature gradient values, thus changing the estimated noise

level in the spectral estimators will make little difference.
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4.5 Wave amplitude and fit estimators

Equations 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 detennine all nine components of the cross-spectral matrix

given the squared wave amplitude '"Y. If the only quantities with noise were the cross

spectra, comparing the data with the model would be simply a matter of checking the

difference between the model values and the measurements again the expected noise in

the measurements. Unfortunately the coefficients of '"Y in equation 4.2.2 depend on the

noisy variables N and Tz • It would be simpler if all the variables that contained random

noise were on the same side. This is equivalent to solving for the model parameters such

as '"Y.

First consider estimating '"Y in a system that assumes a WKBJ vertical dependence.

That implies that '"Y is proportional to buoyancy frequency as evidenced by equation

4.2.2, where the wave amplitude component E (which is the WKBJ solution) has to be

multiplied by N to get '"Y (N ::;l> u so that). is one). Thus there are the following three

estimators for square wave amplitude '"Y

A

B

o

2(No/N) (u*u)

2(No/N) (v*v)

(No/N)(N2
- (

2 )/T;(T*T)

(A) = (B) = (0) = '"Y

(4.5.1)

where No is the true value of N. Appendix F describes how to optimally combine

correlated estimates of some random variable. The optimal estimator is given by equation

FA and requires only the covariance matrix. First define

\2( ) = Ng+a
2

1\ a N 2 2o-a

The covariance matrix of the estimates A, B, 0 is then

(ee)

...L + (ee)
nr

(e8) - ).2(ee)
(4.5.2)

where e is the percentage error in N = No(1 + e) and 8 is the percentage error in

Tz = Tzo (1 + 8).

Another model differs only in the presumed vertical dependence. Rather than as

suming a WKBJ vertical dependence, it assumes energy is depth independent. There
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is no particular theoretical basis for this, it is merely presented by way of contrast: a

simpler alternate theory. The three estimators in this case are

A

B

C

2(u*u}

2(v*v}

(N2
- a 2 )/T;(T*T)

(A) = (B) = (C) = "'I

(4.5.3)

The covariance matrix in this case is much simpler since the three estimators are inde

pendent.

o

o
(4.5.4)

The five lines of figure 4.5.1 illustrate the wave amplitude and energy estimators for

various choices of the parameters for both models. The parameters varied are

nr measure of spectral averaging,

€ percentage error in buoyancy frequency,

8 percentage error in temperature gradient, and

r(N,Tz ) correlation of Nand Tz .

The first two lines show the estimators for the simple (not WKBJ) model. Unless there

is very little spectral averaging, the best estimator is in fact using just the horizontal

kinetic energy as a measure of energy level. The WKBJ model results are somewhat

different. The third line shows the estimators assuming 20 percent error in both Nand

Tz calculations. This choice might be made as it seems reasonable in light· of the 20

percent error seen in finite differenced N calculations. The weighing is much more even

than the simple model. The fourth line has N and Tz still uncorrelated, but the error

levels correspond to Desaubies and Smith's results: 25 percent error in Nand 50 percent

error in Tz • The C estimator is downweighed relative to the less noisy case. Finally,

the last line shows the case where correlation is included. While error in the best-fit

estimator is the same, the relative weighing is vastly different. The C estimator is now

subtracted from the other two: since the three estimates are positively correlated, the

optimal estimator now subtracts the noisiest estimate. This final choice of parameters is
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Figure 4.5.1 Weights for combining A, E, and C estimators

N'K c <5 r WA+ B We

Isotropic model

110 ~0.25 ffij] ~ ~ ~O.10

wmJ ~0.25 ~ [@0,JlJ ~2~ 10.00

WKBJ model

ts%{~~ ~0.20 ~0.20 10.00 WZ5) ~O.25

WlhJ ~025 [{HI 10.00 WJX~ ~0.10

W3i9J ~0.25 [1i~ fm§yJlJ f%%%{~ -O.2B~

Figure 4.5.1 Weights for combining A, B, and C estimators
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the most reasonable, and it results in an estimator that is considerably different from the

estimator one might pick at first glance.

Plotted in figures 4.5.2 are several different estimators of the energy leveL Each

curve is plotted twice: once on the lower half of the page, where all the curves are

correctly scaled, and once on the top of the page, where each curve is offset by a decade

relative to its nearest neighbors. The solid straight line gives the level predicted by GM79

(equation 4.3.2); on either side are dashed lines which give the 95% confidence limits.

The other solid line gives the level as estimated from the data using the estimator that

corresponds to the third WKBJ weighing of figure 4.5.1. The dotted line gives the level

as estimated from the data using the second isotropic model weighing of figure 4.5.1.

Finally, the dashed curve gives the direct estimate of energy, i.e.

21 such plots were made from data taken with the PEQUOD central moorings Q and U,

one plot for each yearlong current meter (u, v, T) record (there were two missing records

in the first year, and one in the second). Eight plots are presented here as a summary:

they are figures 4.5.2a through 4.5.2h. Each figure refers to its original set of time series

by instrument label, and figure 2.1.2 translates those labels into horizontal location, start

times, duration, and depth. Figure 4.5.2a contains the results for instrument Q103, which

is the first year data from the 6l5m depth current meter on the Q mooring. It is quite

typical of the results seen in the other 20 plots. There is a strong peak in energy in

the frequency bin centered at 12i hour period which is tidal. This peak appears to

divide the frequency range into two parts: frequencies lower than that tidal peak, where

all three estimators are significantly lower than the GM79 level, and frequencies higher

than that tidal peak, where all three levels are consistent with the GM79 leveL It is

important to realize that the GM79 error bars are due to both spectral estimator noise and

noise in buoyancy frequency N(z) and vertical temperature gradient Tz • For the spectral

estimators, each frequency is independent, and were the noise entirely due to spectral

noise the estimators would distribute evenly about the expected mean (which in this case

is GM79). But part of the noise is due to the buoyancy frequency and the temperature

gradient, and as far as that noise is concerned different frequencies are not independent

realizations. Thus it is not surprising that the variability in figure 4.5.2a is not centered

about GM79.
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What difference there is between the three estimators appears primarily at higher

frequencies. The differences are due to temperature variance in excess of that expected

from GM79. The plot shows the direct energy estimator is larger than the isotropic

model estimator which is larger than the WKBJ model estimator. Since the isotropic

model estimator essentially ignores the temperature data, the WKBJ model estimator

subtracts it from the kinetic energy (since there is correlated noise between them), and

the direct energy estimator adds the temperature data to the kinetic energy, the estimators'

relative sizes indicate excess temperature variance. This will be more easily seen in the

plots of figure 4.5.4.

By way of comparison, figure 4.5.2b presents the energy estimates from instrument

UI03, the first year data from the 592m instrument on mooring U. It is almost indis

tinguishable from the plot from instrument Q103, indicating that there is little difference

between the two moorings Q and U, a result that is also true of the other plots. Figure

4.5.2c presents the energy estimates from instrument Q203, the second year version of

Q103. Again all the differences are within the error bars, though the three estimators

appear closer to each other and to GM79 then before (not a statistically significant dif

ference, though). The same can be said of figure 4.5.2d, which presents the second

year mooring U data from approximately the same depth. Figures 4.5.2e through 4.5.2h

present a series of plots from the second year U mooring data that are successively deeper.

The results are not different from figures 4.5.2a - d, though the plots of the data from

U209 and U211 serve as a visual reminder that the internal wave model used breaks down

as the buoyancy frequency is approached. There is some suggestion in figure 4.5.2h that

the spectral slope calculated from the data might be less than the -2 used in the GM79

model, a result seen in some of the plots that are not shown too, but the difference is not

statistically significant, and it is in a frequency range where the model is not particularly

appropriate. Thus these eight plots, typifying the full set of 21, suggest that there is no

statistically significant difference in energy level from GM79 above the tidal peak, results

that do not depend on year, mooring, or depth. There also appears to be little difference

between the three energy estimators.

The energy levels computed in the last section are directly related to the squared

wave amplitude "I. There are eight other model parameters which together with "I span

the nine-dimensional data space. They all have true value zero, though in the presence

of noise the corresponding estimators will not necessarily be zero. Once a true mean has
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Energy estimates from a single current meter
Instrumen\: Ql03
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Figure 4.5.2a Energy estimates from QI03
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79. The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Energy estimates from a single current meter
Instrument: U103
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Figure 4.5.2b Energy estimates from UI03
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79. The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Energy estimates from a single current meter
Instrument: Q203
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Figure 4.5.2c Energy estimates from Q203
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79. The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Energy estimates from a single current meter
Instrument: U203
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Figure 4.5.2d Energy estimates from U203
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79. The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Energy estimates from a single current meter

Instrument: U205
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Figure 4.S.2e Energy estimates from U20S
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79. The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Energy estimates from a single current meter
Instrument: U207
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Figure 4.5.2/ Energy estimates from U207
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79. The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Energy estimates from a single current meter
Instrument: U209
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Figure 4.5.2g Energy estimates from U209
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79, The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Energy estimates from a single current meter
Instrument: U211
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Figure 4.5.2h Energy estimates from U211
This plot compares three different estimators of energy level with that expected from

GM79. The bottom half of the plot has the three curves properly scaled; the top of the
plot has each plot offset by a decade relative to its neighbors.
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Figure 4.5.3 Table of zero mean estimators

Estimator
"1 - "10

(RK(T*T) - (u*u) - (v*v))

(u*u) - (v*v)

(u*v)

(u*T)

(v*T)

Equation
(4.5.5a)

(4.5.5b)
(4.5.5c)

(4.5.5d, e)

(4.5.5/, g)

(4.5.5h, i)

been chosen, there is a ninth estimator that has true value zero: the difference between

the estimator "1 and its true value "10' There is some freedom in choosing the eight

estimators, but they are more useful statistically independent. These nine zero mean

estimators (consistency checks) are given in figure 4.5.3 where

and "1err is computed using equation 2.3.5.

In the plots 4.5.3 these estimators have been normalized so that they are all unit

variance. Estimator 4.5.5a compares the level as measured by the WKBJ estimator

to that expected by GM79. It thus duplicates the information presented in the plots

of energy estimators 4.5.2 (though there is a small difference in that here a normal

distribution is used to calculate confidence limits from the expected variance, while a chi

squared distribution is used in the energy estimator plot). Estimator 4.5.5b compares the

relative sizes of the kinetic and potential energies to the relationship expected for internal

waves. It was introduced in section 1.5 and is usually called Fofonoff's consistency check

(Fofonoff 1969, see also Wunsch 1976, Wunsch and Webb 1979). Estimator 4.5.5c

measures the difference between zonal and meridional kinetic energy; positive values

correspond to excess zonal kinetic energy. The remaining estimators are normalized

cross-spectra. Estimator 4.5.5d gives the real part of (u*v) while estimator 4.5.5e gives

the corresponding imaginary part. Estimator 4.5.5/ gives the real part of (u*T) while

estimator 4.5.5g gives the corresponding imaginary part. And estimator 4.5.5h and 4.5.5i

give respectively the real and imaginary parts of (v*T). Note that the estimators 4.5.5b-i

are the same for both the simple and the WKBJ models. That is because their expected

value is zero, so that variations in the coefficient (to first order) have no effect.
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Like the energy estimator plots, there are 21 plots of these nine zero-mean estimators

from the central mooring PEQUOD data. But because the results are so much more

complicated, they are much harder to summarize with a selection of plots. So while

figure 4.5.4 presents the results of eight particular instruments, figures 4.6.1 and 4.6.2

present two additional tabulations of the the results.

Figure 4.5.5a compares the data from instrument Q103 with GM79. The estimator

4.5.5a indicates that the measured level is less than that expected from GM79 for fre

quencies below the large tidal peak at roughly 12i hour period, much higher than GM79

at the tidal peak, and roughly consistent at higher frequencies. This is the part of the

information that was presented on the spectral level plot. The estimator 4.5.5b indicates a

slight excess of temperature variance over what is expected from Fofonoff's consistency

check, most of the excess being between the two vertical lines that mark the Nyquist

frequency and two octaves below the Nyquist frequency. This is the range where the

Aanderaa aliasing problem arises (see Appendix A), and so anomalies in that frequency

range must be viewed with suspicion. The only other estimator that shows significant de

viation from GM79 for QI03 is estimator 4.5.5c, which indicates an excess of meridional

kinetic energy, an excess no doubt exaggerated by the effects of the Aanderaas.

Figure 4.5.4b compares the data from U103 with GM79. It shows the same devia

tions as Q103, suggesting that the two central moorings U and Q behave very much as

two realizations of the same thing and are pretty much interchangeable. Figure 4.5.4c

compares the data from Q203 with GM79. The deviations of estimator 4.5.5c noted in

QI03 and U103 are present, plus there appears to be significant positive (v*T) in-phase

correlation indicated by estimator 4.5.5h. But there are no significant deviations in 4.5.5b.

The data from U203 (presented in figure 4.5.4d) also has nothing in 4.5.5b. U203 also

has nothing in estimator 4.5.5h. So the only result that is found at this depth independent

of time and mooring is the there is excess meridional kinetic energy, and that is only in

a frequency range that is possibly badly affected by aliasing.

The results at somewhat deeper instruments are much more dramatic. Figure 4.5.4c

presents the comparison of U105 data with GM79. Here estimator 4.5.5f indicates a

strongly significant positive in-phase uT correlation at all frequencies, while estimator

4.5.5g indicates that there is a significant positive quadrature (out-of-phase) uT correlation

at high frequencies. To a lesser extent estimator 4.5.5h indicates that there is a significant

positive in-phase vT correlation as well. These correlations are found in all three of the
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records taken at this depth (as can be verified by looking at the tables in figure 4.6.1 and

4.6.2).

In stark contrast, the data from instruments 100m lower have a strong correlation

with opposite sign. Figure 4.5.4/ shows the data from U107. Here estimator 4.5.5/

indicates a strong negative in-phase uT correlation, while estimator 4.5.5g indicates a

barely significant negative out-of-phase correlation for uT. Estimator 4.5.5h, on the other

hand, shows a tendency towards a positive vT correlation, but it is not clearly significant.

Figures 4.5.4g and 4.5.4h show the comparison with GM79 using U109 and Ulll

data respectively. Neither plot shows much except for a slight excess of meridional

kinetic energy at high frequencies. Clearly there is a great deal of depth dependence in

the strength of the cross-power between horizontal velocities and temperature.

4.6 Isotropic model results

Two summaries of the GM79 - PEQUOD current meter data comparisons are presented

in figures 4.6.1 and 4.6.2. Figure 4.6.1 is a rough visual survey of the significant deviations

found for frequencies higher than .1 cph. Deviations are given to the nearest two standard

deviations, and deviations less than 2 are omitted. Figure 4.6.2 presents the deviations

averaged over the frequency band [.lcph, .125cph]. Here the deviations are truncated to

an integer number of standard deviations. Like figure 4.6.1, deviations less than 2 are

omitted. The surveys differ in that the visual survey considers data from frequencies

higher than .125 in determining a value, while the numerical survey does not. Both

these tables bear out what was found in the discussions of individual plots in the last

section. Primarily the PEQUOD data differed from GM79 in two ways. Most records

had meridional velocity spectra higher than the zonal, though the difference was not

statistically significant in some of the records. The significance of this excess meridional

energy is hard to judge since it occurs exclusively in the frequency range where Aanderaas

have trouble (see appendix A). The other major significant deviation occurred in (u*T).

The in-phase component of the uT correlation is very much outside the 95% confidence

limits for the mid-depth (1500m and 1600m) records (labels of the form -05 and 

07). It is also outside the 95% confidence limits at other depths as well, though not so

spectacularly. The in-phase component of the vT correlation is also significantly non

zero for the -07 records for both surveys, and for the -05 records in the visual survey but

the not numerical average. To some extent the out-of-phase uT correlation is significant,
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Single current meter data vs. GM79
Instrument: Q103
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Figure 4.5.4a QI03 data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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CSingle current meter data vs. GM79
Instrument: U103
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Figure 4.5.4b UI03 data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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Single current meter data vs. GM79
Instrument: Q203
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Figure 4.5.4c Q203 data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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Single current meter data VS. GM79
Instrument: U203
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Figure 4.5.4d U203 data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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Single current meter data vs. GM79
Instrument: Ul05
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Figure 4.5.4e UI05 data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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Single current meter data vs. GM79
Instrument: Ul07
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Figure 4.5.4f UI07 data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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Single current meter data vs, GM79
Instrument: U109
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Figure 4.S.4g UI09 data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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Single current meter data vs. GM79
Instrument: Ul11
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Figure 4.5.4h DIll data compared to GM79
These nine plots compare the zero mean estimators of figure 4.5.3 to their expected

noise levels. The 95% confidence limits are given by the dashed lines. The pairs of
vertical lines mark the Nyquist frequency (.5 cph) and a point two octaves below the
Nyquist frequency. This is the frequency range in which the Aanderaas are expected to
have trouble (see Appendix A). Curves are omitted at the points which are further than
six standard deviations from the mean.
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too: the visual survey shows significant deviations for the --05 instruments. But certainly

the most robust results are the positive uT correlation at the --05 instruments, and the

negative uT correlations at the --07 instruments. It is this signal that the remainder of

this section will attempt to explain.

Alternate models

The next step is to determine which of the many possible modifications to the GM79

model can possibly account for those two major differences between the model and data:

the tendency to have more meridional energy than zonal energy, and the strong in-phase

(uT) correlations. The possible modifications can be broadly grouped as instrumental

errors, alternate assumptions, and additional dynamics.

One possible instrument problem has been referred to several times and is discussed

at length in appendix A: the Aanderaa current meter's sampling scheme introduces an

aliasing error which forces discarding the highest two octaves of data. The essence of

the the argument is simple. The Aanderaa is a standard rotor-vane (RV) current meter: it

periodically stores direction and rotor count. By differencing rotor counts, an averaged

speed is calculated. That speed is then combined with the instantaneous direction to get

velocity components. This creates an aliasing problem in direction. To avoid that aliasing

problem, a vector averaging current meter (VACM) stores vector averaged velocities in

addition to the variables that the RV instruments store. Since a VACM stores both kinds of

records, one can compare the two different sampling schemes for a particular environment.

Comparisons using this property of VACM's have already been done for JASIN wind

measurements by Weller et at. 1978. Because the aliasing process is inherently non

linear, it is not possible to directly transfer results calculated on atmospheric data to

results for oceanic data. Thus a comparison made with oceanic data is necessary, and it

is presented in figure 4.6.3. It is calculated with data from the Indian Ocean Experiment

(INDEX79), an equatorial experiment made in the Indian Ocean. The figure shows clear

differences in both velocity components, with the Aanderaas showing excess energy,

but the differences are small for frequencies less than two octaves below the Nyquist

frequency. So these sorts of aliasing errors could not account for all the discrepancies

between GM79 and the measurements.

Mooring motion is another possible instrumental problem, but mooring motions

cannot account for the model-measurement differences. Strong temperature-pressure
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Instrument (4.S.Sa) (4.S.5b) (4.5.5c) (4.5.5d) (4.S.5e) (4.5.51) (4.5.5g) (4.5.5h) (4.S.Si)
QlOl -2 2
Q20l -2 2
U20l -2 2

Q103
Ul03
Q203
U203

UlOS
Q20S
U20S

Ql07
U107
U207

Ql09
U109
Q209
U209

Qlll
UIll
Q2Il
U2Il

2
2

-2
-2
-2
-2

-2

-2
-2
-2

-2
-2

-2

4 2
6 2
6 2

-6
-6 -2
-2

2

2

-2

-2
-4

2

2

2
2
-2

-2
-2

Figure 4.6.1 Table of significant deviations
This table presents the results of a qualitative survey of the single current meter vs. GM79

plots. The numbers are standard deviations exceeded, that number being truncated to the nearest
multiple of 2.
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Instrument (4.5.Sa) (4.5.5b) (4.5.5c) (4.S.Sd) (4.S.5e) (4.5.51) (4.5.5g) (4.S.5h) (4.5.5i)
QIOI 2
Q201 -2
U201 -2 -2 2

Q103 -2 -2
U103 -2
Q203
U203 -2

UlOS -2 6 2
Q20S S
U20S -2 S

Q107 -2 -6 2
UlO7 -2 -4 2
U207 -2 -3

Q109 4
U109 -3 2
Q209 -2 2
U209 -2

Qll1 -2
Ull1 -2
Q211 -2
U211 -2 -3

Figure 4.6.2 Table of averaged deviations
This table presents the deviations averaged over a frequency band that encompasses periods

from 10 to 8 hours. The deviations are from the single current meter vs. GM79 plots. The
numbers are standard deviations exceeded, that number being truncated to the nearest integer
and numbers less than 2 are omitted.
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Figure 4.6.3 Current autospectra from VACM/RVCM
Autospectra of current comparing a vector averaged version of an INDEX79 record

to a standard rotor-vane version of the same record. The top plot compares zonal kinetic
energy calculated from vector-averaged data (VACM) to the rotor-vane version (RVCM).
The rotor-vane version shows excess energy. The bottom plot compares meridional kinetic
energy calculated from vector-averaged data (VACM) to the rotor-vane version (RVCM).
Just as with the zonal kinetic energy case, the rotor-vane version shows excess energy.
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correlations should be evident if mooring motion is significant, but the temperature

pressure records do not show the simple phase lag that would be expected if the correlation

were due to advection of the instrument. Furthermore, strong (uT) correlations are only

found at the mid-depth instruments, but the mid-depth 1P records are not particularly

different from the other 1P records.

Another sort of model modification that may help explain the model-data differences

is to alter some of the symmetry assumptions of the isotropic internal wave models.

The general internal wave models in chapter 5 define a four component generalized

spectral level (E, t>., P, Q) which allows a quantitative measure of the possible degrees

of asymmetry in an internal wave model (see section 5.8). E is the spectral level and

is much the same as the E in section 4.2. t>. is the difference between upward and

downward propagating energy. P and Q are the two components of modal energy (the

relative proportion of energy between P and Q gives the depths of the zero crossings).

Thus the ratio of t>. to E gives the percentage vertical asymmetry of the wavefield, while

the ratio of Vp2 + Q2 to E gives the percentage modal character of the wavefield.

Thus the assumptions of vertical symmetry and WKBJ vertically propagating that were

made in forming GM79 are equivalent to saying that three of the wave amplitude vector

components (t>., P, Q) are identically zero. By defining an equivalent vertical coordinate

r/>

r/> = 2 j% m(z') dz'
%0

and using the definition of >. given by equation 4.2.3, a relatively general version of

equation 4.2.2 that allows asymmetries can be written: equation 4.6.2.

It is clear from equation 4.6.2 that this vertical asymmetry (t>.) affects only the

imaginary parts of the current meter cross-spectra, thus it cannot account for either the

discrepancies seen in the 4.5.5c estimator or the discrepancies seen in the 4.5.5f estimator.

It could, however, account for the variations seen in 4.5.5g if they were sufficiently strong

to consider modeling. Allowing non-zero P and Q would be equivalent to allowing modes

in addition to the vertically propagating waves. Equation 5.9.6 suggests that a vertical

array such as those discussed in chapters 5 and 6 would be much better at distinguishing

between propagating waves and standing modes, since E and P and Q are expressed

differently in the measured cross-spectra that involve spatial separation. So most of the

discussion will be delayed until those expanded data sets can be examined. But the
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possibility of using P and Q to explain the uT in-phase correlations can be qualitatively

explored with data limited to a single current meter. Equation 4.6.2 gives the cross

spectral matrix obtained from a single current meter in terms of the vector spectral level

(E, A, P, Q). In particular, it gives the real part of the cross-power between u and T at

zero separation as

Re(u*T) = Ao~(Z) [(cosllsin</>P) - (cos II cos </>Q)J (4.6.3)
o

For the particular case of understanding the results at the -05 and -07 instruments, choose

a reference depth Zo between them. Then </> will be positive at the depths of the -as
instruments, and negative at the depths of the -07 instruments. Thus the results that

uT in-phase correlations are positive at -05 instruments and negative at -07 instruments

could be explained by P modal energy that has a direction dependence cos II. (P modal

energy has an anti-node at the reference depth, which in this case would be positive.) If

modal energy had simply been added to an isotropic wave field, then energy would be

manifest both in E and P (see section 5.8). But a cos II dependence in E does not affect

the measured cross-spectra: equation 4.6.2 shows that only the isotropic and cos 211 parts

of E get expressed in the single current meter cross-spectra. So a zonally oriented modal

component to the wave field is consistent with the anomalies found. It remains to be seen

in chapters 5 and 6 whether the model is still an adequate description when cross-spectra

involving spatial separations are considered.
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Another type of possible model modification is to alter the physics behind the model.

Small scale vertical temperature structure can be advected by internal waves, producing

signals as measured by current meters that do not have the structure of simple internal

waves. This temperature finestructure accounts for some types of differences between

the GM79 model spectra and spectra from moored sensors (GM72) and is the generally

accepted explanation for the phenomena characterized by Webster's rule (see section 1.2).

Joyce and Desaubies (1977) conclude that finestructure contamination accounts for 10%

of the auto-spectral level in the internal wave frequency band. This might help explain

the excess temperature variance observed in the energy estimator plots of figure 4.5.2.

But an enhanced auto-spectra cannot account for the large uT coherence; it, in fact,

would decrease that coherence.

A second possible modification to the physics would be to include the effects of shear

on the internal wave field. The standard WKBJ theories of waves in a wind (Lighthill

1978) or shear flow (Olbers 1981) deal with the limit of wave packets that are small

relative to the scale of the flow (for more references and discussion see section 5.1).

Since the changes in the mean flow are gradual compared to the oscillations of the waves

themselves, the dynamical balances which determine the interrelationships of u, v, and

T for the waves are unaffected by the shear: the mean shear only affects the amplitude

as the waves travel from one part of the flow to another. The polarization relations

are consequently unchanged, so the rejection of the isotropic no-mean-shear model also

implies the rejection of the isotropic mean-shear model. Of course, the presence of mean

shear implies the possibility of critical layers, in which case parts of the spectrum cannot

propagate in certain regions, and the energy spectrum is no longer isotropic. But equation

4.6.2 clearly indicates that that would not lead to uT correlations: non-zero P or Q is

required. Furthermore, the shears at the fairly deep (500m+) PEQUOD instruments are

not really sufficient for critical layers as far as the energetic (low wavenumber) waves are

concerned (see section 5.6).
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4.7 Shear-modified waves

While the small wave-packet theory of the previous section does not alter the polariza

tion relations and thus does not change the relation between the vector spectral level

(E, t.., P, Q) and the measured cross-spectra from a single current meter, sufficiently

small scale shear modifications of internal waves can affect the polarization relations that

we have been using in the model-data comparisons. The dynamics of internal waves in

a mean shear flow are examined in section 5.5. The section discusses and justifies some

scaling assumptions, and then calculates single wave solutions. Section 5.10 uses these

single wave solutions along with a WKBJ solution to the vertical structure equation to

outline how to expand the cross-spectral matrix in terms of the four-component spectral

level (E, t.., P, Q). Consider a propagating wave model, so that the modal components

P and Q are assumed to be zero. Performing the wave expansion for the current meter

cross-spectra then results in the following relations

u*u+v*v = [~K2U;+(N2-a2)K2+KaUzzcosO-~K2U;cos20]E/ma2 (4.7.1a)

u*u - v*v = [lK2U2 + lKaU cosO + (N2 - a2 - lU2)K2cos204 z 2 zz 2 z

+~KaUzzcos30 + ±K2U;cos40]E/ma2

(4.7.1b)
u*v = [lKaU sinO + 1(N2 - a 2 - lU2)K2sin 20 + lKaU sin304 zz 2 2 z 4 zz

+lK2U; sin40]E/ma2 - it..K sinOUz/a

u*1/ = ~[-1 + cos 20JUzK 2E /ma2 - it..K cos O/a

v*1/ = ~ sin 20UzK 2E /ma2 - it..K sinO /0"

1/*1/ = K 2E /m0"2

where the dispersion relation is

(4.7.1c)

(4.7.1d)

(4.7.1e)

(4.7.1/)

(4.7.2)

and 1/ can be related linearly to temperature fluctuations T. Equation 4.7.1d indicates

that as long as the mean zonal velocity shear Uz is non-zero an isotropic E will result

in a non-zero uT correlation. So this is a possible mechanism for that part of the

observations. Those correlations depend on the vertical gradient of mean velocity Uz .

Without knowledge of what that gradient might be, there is no way to do the comparison
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(4.7.4)

as it was done for the stationary basic state case. It is possible, however, to estimate what

sort of shear is necessary for the observed correlations, and compare those estimates with

the direct measurements available, namely the White Horse velocity profiles.

Estimating mean shear from high frequency internal waves

The next step is to determine an estimator for the mean zonal velocity shear using the

measured spectral quantities. Equation 4.7.1d gives the cross-spectrum of zonal velocity u

and displacement I'J. If one considers only the real part, the cross-spectra only depends on

the E component of the vector spectral level. One manipulation of the second moments

in equation 4.7.1 that returns the mean velocity shear is then to take the ratio of the

real part of the zonal velocity-vertical displacement cross-spectra and the displacement

autospectra.

(4.7.3)

To the extent that the wave field does not have quadrapole symmetry horizontally (by

being horizontally isotropic, for example), the second term is smaller than the first. Thus

it is an approximate expression for the vertical gradient of mean velocity (as perceived

by the internal wave field). The actual measurements are in terms of temperature, so the

final expression is,

Uz = 2Tz Real ( ~;:~~ )

That ratio of cross spectra is the transfer (or admittance) function for velocity considered

a function of temperature only, and selected plots from the PEQUOD data set are in

figure 4.7.1. There are several things to be noted. At the depths where there are strong

(uT) correlations, the strong correlations are present at both the moorings (Q and U).

The ratio does not have much frequency dependence, which is what is expected from the

theory. Finally, there is a striking sign reversal between the -0S and -07 instruments,

instruments that are only separated by one hundred meters.
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Figure 4.7.1 Transfer function of east velocity as a function of temperature
The solid curves give the real part of the transfer function of east velocity being

considered a function of temperature. The dashed lines give the the zero significance level
(doubled standard deviations). This noise level is taken from the covariance matrix of
the cross-spectral estimators. It presumes a normal distribution, which is reasonable with
high degrees of spectral averaging. Doubling one standard deviation gives the following
expression for the smallest transfer function that can be distinguished from zero at 96%
confidence:

(~) (u*u)
n r (T*T)

This translates linearly to a smallest detectable mean shear.
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Comparison with other mean shear estimates

Finding independent measurements of these mean shears is rather difficult. The shears

calculated from the internal wave spectra shears have been averaged for a year, and direct

shear measurements were not made with the moored measurements. There are, however,

instantaneous shear measurements made with the White Horse acoustic dropsonde. These

are plotted in figure 2.1.5. The depths of the moored instrnments are given in figure

2.1.3. Note that only the mid-depth instruments (depths between l500-l600m, depths

which correspond to instrument labels -05 and -07) are in a place where the shear could

be constant from year to year: shear at other depths vary in sign as well as magnitude.

This is consistent with the mean shear estimates calculated from the moored data, which

have the strongest signals at mid-depths. The table of results (figure 4.7.2) confirms this

result.

Several assumptions were made in deriving this result that merit further discussion.

The assumption that there is less energy in the quadrapole symmetric part of E than in the

isotropic part of E seems quite reasonable: were there any asymmetry in E it seems more

likely that it will be found oriented either along the zonal or the meridional direction,

which would be dipole symmetry. The assumptions of zero P and Q are somewhat

more arbitrary. As the discussion in section 4.6 points out, allowing a modal component

(non-zero P and Q) could account for the uT correlation even without shear effects, so

that allowing them to be non-zero means that both modes and mean shears could cause

correlations. It remains to be seen whether the spatially separated cross-spectra used in

chapters 5 and 6 can distinguish between the two possibilities.
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Figure 4.7.2 Table of Zonal Shear Estimates Uz

cmls per 100m

Whitehorse Velocity Profiles Internal wave estimates
Total Jan 81 Feb 82 Apr 82 Jan 81 to Feb 82

Nets: 1-9 1-4 5-7 8-9 estimate zero sig.
Depth

525m 1.50 -9.30 3.60 20.00 20.00 10.00
600m -1.20 4.50 -9.70 0.00 5.50 4.80
625m -4.80 9.60 -22.00 -8.40

1500m 1.60 .80 11.00 -11.00 6.10 3.00
1600m -10.00 -12.00 -9.50 -7.20 -6.00 2.90
1625m -13.00 -12.00 -9.70 -21.00 -8.20 2.80
3000m -0.84 -2.90 -6.70 12.00
3025m 3.80 5.50 2.00 3.00 2.10 1.40
3100m 0.09 -2.40 -.67 6.20
3125m -6.40 -8.50 -3.70 -6.40 -1.80 1.70
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Chapter 5: Internal wave models

5.1 Introduction

The Garrett and Munk models reviewed in chapter 1 interpret current meter data in terms

of a horizontally isotropic, vertically symmetric, WKBJ vertically propagating internal

wave field. But chapters 2 through 4 show that such a model is inadequate, and suggest

four changes. Vertical asymmetry and horizontal anisotropy are suggested both by the

theoretical considerations in chapter 2 and by the data fits of chapter 4. A more careful

determination of the vertical structure is suggested in chapter 2 on the grounds that the

WKBJ approximation is inappropriate for determining the structure of low wavenumbers,

a change that couId be important since low wavenumbers contain most of the energy.

Including both modes and propagating waves in the internal wave field could both explain

the observations in chapter 3 and be consistent with the theoretical considerations which

show that higher wavenumbers are scattered and thus lose the phase-locking characteristic

of modes. Finally, mean shear effects on the internal wave field are both expected from

a consideration of the relevant parameters (chapter 2) and offer a possible explanation

for features in the single current meter cross-spectra (chapter 4). This chapter does the

theory necessary to incorporate these generalizations of GM into the internal wave model.

Past work in internal waves has covered many parts of the problem, though the full set

of changes suggested above have never been incorporated into a single model. Lighthill

1968 and Phillips 1980 both provide extensive theoretical discussions of the properties of

internal waves in a motionless basic state. Muller et at. 1978 use a WKBJ version of such

waves to analyze the IWEX data set. Their final fit to the data is strongly parameterized,

but they do allow some vertical asymmetry and some horizontal anisotropy. While they

do not attempt a model that includes both standing modes and propagating waves, they

do try to see whether the IWEX data is better fit by a field of standing modes or a field of

propagating waves, concluding that there was little evidence favoring modes apart from

frequencies near the local buoyancy frequency. The model derived here will have the

dual advantage that it will be much less parameterized and that it allows a mixture of

modes and propagating waves.

Vertically standing modes frequently are computed without making the WKBJ ap

proximation (see Phillips 1980, for example), but the equivalent calculation for vertically
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propagating waves is much less common. Philauder 1978 aud Gent aud Luyten 1985

both calculate the vertical structure of non-WKBJ propagating waves in their respective

attempts to determine how much energy propagates from the surface into the abyssal

equatorial oceau. Despite using the same method, the two papers came to opposite con

clusions. While the technique of determining the vertical structure used in this chapter is

the same as these two earlier papers, the use of the vertical structure in modelling the data

is quite different in that this chapter does not assume that all the energy is propagating

downwards in the deep oceau, avoiding the problems that leave the two papers in total

disagreement.

Work on internal waves in a parallel shear flow has generally been one of two sorts:

either vertically propagating WKBJ waves in a slowly varying basic state or vertically

standing modes in a basic state which is allowed to vary arbitrarily rapidly. (the one

exception to this two part division is albers 1981b, a paper which uses a scattering

approximation to find solutions in the limit that the variations in U (z) aud N (z) are

much smaller thau the scale of the internal waves (Born approximation». WKBJ waves

in a shear flow are examined in three papers by Fraucis Bretherton: Bretherton 1966,

which is one of the earliest papers to deal with internal wave groups propagating in

a shear flow, Bretherton aud Garrett 1969, which considers general WKBJ waves in

inhomogeneous basic states, aud Booker aud Bretherton 1966, which examines what

happens to internal wave packets as they approach critical layers. Other papers that look

at WKBJ wave packets include albers 1981a, which looks at internal wave packets in a

geostrophic flow, aud Jones 1968, which extends the results of Booker aud Bretherton

1966 to include rotation.

Vertically standing modes in a meau shear flow are discussed by Phillips 1980: the

eigenvalue problem that corresponds to shear modes is derived for a fairly general basic

state. Peters 1983 uses shear modes to aualyze upper ocean data from GATE (GARP

Atlautic Tropical Experiment) (GARP is the Global Atmospheric Research Program).

The work is similar to the Miiller et at. 1978 interpretation of lWEX data in that the

results are heavily parameterized, but the work is not a best fit of the data. Rather it is

a qualitative comparison of the spectral features seen in the data aud the features seen

in the spectral models. Peters finds that while some spectral features are explained by

kinematic shear effects, a horizontal auisotropy is required as well (since the aualysis is

in terms of modes there is no vertical auisotropy).
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While there are no papers that have considered both standing modes and propagating

waves, the critical layer problems as they are examined by Booker and Bretherton 1966

and Jones 1968 are in some sense midway between the true WKBJ propagating solutions

and vertically standing modes. The vertical structure equation that is solved (the Taylor

Goldstein equation) is the same for both the critical layer problem and the shear mode

problem, the primary difference being the choice of boundary conditions: the critical

layer investigations match to a vertically propagating solution away from the critical

layer while the shear mode calculations impose reflecting boundaries at the ocean top

and bottom. The critical layer papers thus can be considered as bridging the gap between

the papers that consider only vertically propagating waves and the papers that consider

only vertically standing modes.

The analysis in this chapter is divided into three major parts. The first part determines

the properties of the equatorial basic state and derives the equations of motion for small

perturbations about that state. Section 5.2 examines the basic state itself: it is shown

that it is possible to characterize the basic state by a mean zonal velocity U (y, z) and

a buoyancy frequency profile N(y,z). Section 5.3 then derives the equations of motion

for small perturbations to this basic state. But allowing the mean zonal velocity U and

the buoyancy frequency N to depend on meridional position y is more general than is

necessary to interpret high-frequency current meter spectra. Scaling arguments in section

5.5 show that it is consistent to consider the basic state as being characterized by a

mean zonal flow, U(Z), and a buoyancy frequency profile N(z) that are functions only of

depth (i.e. the meridional variations of the two basic state functions U (y, Z) and N (y, Z)

can be sufficiently small that they do not alter the first order dynamics of the wavelike

perturbations).

The second part of the analysis focuses on the wave solutions that can exist in

the equatorial basic state. Characterizing these wave solutions falls naturally into two

parts: polarizations such as equation 1.3.4 which relate different dynamical variables

u, v, '1, ... to the wave amplitude, and dispersion relations such as equation 1.3.3b which

interrelate frequency and wavenumber. Because U(Z) and N(z) depend on the vertical

coordinate z, the dispersion relation depends on z as well. Consequently the dispersion

relation is incorporated into the wave solutions in the process of finding solutions to the

vertical structure equation (1.3.3a in section 1.3). Section 5.4 finds the polarization and

dispersion relations for equatorial internal waves in a stationary basic state, while section
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5.5 finds the polarization and dispersion relations for the basic state where the mean zonal

flow U (z) is not necessarily zero. Section 5.6 then looks at the basic properties of the

dispersion relation/vertical structure equation.

The third part of the analysis relates the wave solutions to the current meter cross

spectra. Relating waves to cross-spectra involves a mixture of statistics and linear wave

dynamics: sections 5.7 through 5.10 focus on wave properties, while the statistical aspects

are dealt with in chapters 6 and 8. Sections 5.9 and 5.10 are essentially examples, showing

what spectra look like using the internal waves found in section 5.4 and 5.5. Section

5.8 is more general: it develops the connection between the measured cross-spectra and

the four component wave spectra (E, t., P, Q), the difference components of which give

the relative strength of upward propagating waves, downward propagating waves, and

standing modes. Section 5.8 not only shows that propagating waves and standing modes

can co-exist, it shows how the measured cross-spectra can be used to distinguish between

propagating waves and standing modes.

5.2 Equatorial Basic State

As an approximation to the Pacific background flow, consider a purely zonal flow U(y, z)

that is steady and zonally independent. Cane, 1980, discusses equatorial currents and their

dynamics for more general forms of solution, but for the relevant case of steady zonally

independent zonal flow the essential dynamics reduce to geostrophic balance of the zonal

current and hydrostatic balance of vertical momentum. The corresponding equations are:

1
(5.2.1a)fU = --P

p !J

-gp = Pz (5.2.1b)

P =0 (5.2.1c)
'"

V=W=O (5.2.1d)

where (U, V, W) is the velocity vector, p is the density, P is the pressure, (x, y, z) is

the position with the x direction being eastward, and subscripts denote differentiation.

Combined, these equations give a thermal wind balance

(5.2.2)
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As far as this chapter is concerned, this time independent flow is important only insofar

as the internal waves are affected. To develop this connection; first consider a density

field whose meridional dependence is only a small perturbation on a density field that

has only vertical variation

p(y,z) = Po(z) + p'(y,z) p' <t: Po (5.2.3)

Further define a buoyancyfrequency N(y, z) such that

N 2 (y,z) = -!!.a P~ -.!La P (5.2.4)
P z Po z

As will become clear in section 5.3, as far as the internal waves are concerned the basic

state can be characterized by two functions: the zonal velocity U(y, z) and the buoyancy

frequency N(y, z). These functions are not independent, however. To see the connection,

rewrite the thermal wind balance (equation 5.2.2 in terms of N 2 •

1
f-azz(pU) = -ayN 2 (y,z)

Po

The Boussinesq approximation leads to a further simplification

(5.2.5)

(5.2.6)

Thus non-zero curvature in the zonal velocity requires meridional dependence in the

buoyancy frequency. For example, consider a separable form for U with a gaussian

meridional dependence

(5.2.7)

By making the equatorial ,B-plane approximation, f = ,By, the equation 5.2.6 becomes

(5.2.8)

The chosen form for U(y, z) has a first meridional derivative proportional to y times

itself, so equation 5.2.8 immediately suggests the solution

(5.2.9)

This makes quite explicit the connection between vertical curvature of velocity and merid

ional dependence of N 2 (y,z). However, in section 5.5 it is demonstrated that the effect

on the waves of the meridional dependence of N and U are actually quite small. Thus

meridional dependence of the basic state be ignored in determining the structure of the

wavelike solutions.
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5.3 Equatorial beta plane perturbation equations

This section derives equations for perturbations around the basic state outlined in section

5.2. In particular, it scales the equations to show that, as far as the internal waves are

concerned, the basic state is sufficiently characterized by the mean velocity U (y, z) and

the buoyancy frequency N(y, z). The equations for perturbations around an equatorial

mean zonal flow are given by Eriksen, 1985. The linear, inviscid, incompressible and

Boussinesq equations are

where

U t + Uu", + w(Uz + I H) - Iv + P'" = 0

Vt+UV'" +lu+Py=O

Wt + UW'" -IHu-b+Pz = 0

8 15
bt + Ub", - vg_Y

- + wN2 = 0
Po

U'" + vy+Wz = 0

p(y,z) = 15(Y,Z) - PO b
9

15(Y,Z) = PO(z) + p'(y,Z)

(5.3.1a)

(5.3.1b)

(5.3.1c)

(5.3.1d)

(5.3.1e)

(5.3.11)

(5.2.3)

u,v,w

U(y,z)

P

b

I
I H

IJ

denote velocity perturbations,

denotes the basic state velocity,

denotes reduced pressure,

denotes buoyancy fluctuations,

denotes the vertical component of the Coriolis vector 20 sin IJ,

denotes the horizontal component of the Coriolis vector 20 cos IJ, and

is the latitude.

The buoyancy equation (5.3.1d) is the only equation where information about the mean

density field other than that provided by the buoyancy frequency N(y, z) is necessary.

But a scaling argument shows that meridional advection of buoyancy can be neglected

with respect to vertical advection. This can be seen by using the thermal wind relation

to rewrite the ratio of the two terms

vfo8y15 _..!:. (3yUz
wN2 W N2
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(5.3.3)I.!!..I« I~Iw ,ByUz

As Eriksen, 1985, points out, for relevant values of the parameters (y < 40 lan, N =
1 cph, and Uz < 1O-3 s- 1), the right hand side is 3000 or greater. Thus equation 5.3.3

does not constrain Iv/w I very much. The revised version of the buoyancy equation is

then

The equatorial ,B-plane approximation has been used to write f = ,By. The ratio of the

two terms being small is equivalent to a restriction on the ratio of meridional to vertical

velocity,

(5.3.1d')

Note that the set of equations 5.3.1a, b, c, d', e, f only depend on the basic state through

the mean zonal velocity U(y,z) and the buoyancy frequency N(y,z).

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions have not yet been specified. If the solutions have horizontal scales

much smaller than the basin, the ocean can be considered horizontally infinite. This

assumption can be verified once the solutions have actually been found. The underlying

argument behind this assumption is that, while in an inviscid, unforced, linear ocean

moving the boundaries far away is not the same as removing them entirely, to the extent

that the ocean is weakly viscous, forced, and non-linear, any phase-locking of waves (or

other boundary effects) will be destroyed once far enough from the boundaries. It is

in that sense, then, that the ocean can be considered infinite. Vertically the situation is

similar. The bottom boundary layer and the top mixed layer are not properly described

by the inviscid, adiabatic perturbation equations, and it is not clear what sort of apparent

boundary conditions they might present to the interior flow. In previous work, investiga

tors have used either radiation boundary conditions which lead to vertically propagating

solutions, or they have used reflecting walls at the ocean top and bottom, which lead

to modal solutions (see section 5.1). This chapter chooses to not impose top and bot

tom boundary conditions, allowing both the solutions to radiation boundary conditions

(vertically propagating waves) and the solutions to perfectly reflecting top and bottom

boundaries (modes). So the work that follows is new in the sense that the boundary

conditions are not imposed: an inviscid, unforced, linear domain is chosen, and the

boundary values remain unspecified. In order to have wave solutions that are separable
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in the vertical, however, the maximum depth of the region of interest must be constant.

Since the region of interest need not intersect the bottom, this is not a strong constraint.

Furthermore, assuming constant depth is appropriate in interpreting the PEQUOD data

since the bottom is relatively flat in the area of the the current meter array (see chapter

2). So, while boundary values are arbitrary, they are specified at a single depth to allow

vertical separation.

5.4 Single wave solutions: motionless basic state

Waves in a motionless basic state are presented here for two reasons. First of all, the

derivation is more straightforward than the derivation for waves in the presence of a

mean flow, so the problem is an important intermediate step to the more general problem.

Secondly, in trying to understand the data it is important to show that a relatively simple

model (i.e. waves in a motionless basic state) does not quite work before proceeding to

the more complicated model (mean velocity shear modified waves). This section finds

the wavelike perturbations when the mean velocity shear is identically zero.

In the case where there is no mean flow, equation 5.2.6 implies that the buoyancy

frequency N(y,z) is actually independent of meridional dependence y. That greatly

simplifies finding wavelike solutions to the system of equations 5.3.1. The simplified

equations are

Ut + fHw - f3yv = -P",

vt + f3yu = -Py

[att + N 2(z)]w - fHut = -Pzt

(5.4.1a)

(5.4.1b)

(5.4.1e)

(5.4.1d)

At this point there are a number of ways to proceed (see Gill 1982, for an approach that

differs from that used here, while Munk 1980 uses a scheme which is essentially the

same). These equations are independent of x and t, so zonal plane waves are possible

solutions (see Lanczos 1961 for a very good presentation of how to deal with general

linear systems). For a particular frequency a, and if the terms involving the horizontal

component of the Coriolis vector f H are neglected, the equations are separable in z

(Nonzero fH will be dealt with in section 5.5). Choosing solutions of the form

w = w*(y)G(z)e'(kx-ut)
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give the following separations and equations

u = u*(y)Gz(z)ei(ka;-ut)

v = v*(y)GAz)ei(ka;-ut)

P = p*(y)Gz(z)ei(ka;-ut)

-iau* - {3yv* + ikP* = 0

-iav* + {3yu* + P; = 0

iku* + v; + w* = 0

(N2 - ( 2)w*G(Z) - iaP*Gzz(z) = 0

Equation S.4.4d is separable, which is easily seen when it is rewritten

(N2(z) - ( 2)G(z) iaP*(y) 2
-'--~G"::-zz~(z--")-'--~ = w* (y) =-c

(S.4.3a)

(S.4.3b)

(S.4.3c)

(S.4.4a)

(S.4.4b)

(S.4.4c)

(S.4.4d)

(S.4.S)

The first expression is only a function of z, while the second is only a function of y; thus

they are equal to a separation constant denoted -c2 . Consequently equation 5.4.5 can

be split into both an equation for the vertical structure and an equation for the horizontal

structure. Two more equations are thus added to the list (equation S.4.4),

* 'U7 *W =--P
c2

(N2 _ ( 2)
GzAz) + 2 G(z) = 0

c

and equation S.4.4c can be rewritten

. * * 'to' *"Iku +v - -P =0
Y c2

(S.4.4e)

(S.4.4J)

(S.4.4c')

The next step in finding wavelike solutions is to solve the three horizontal structure

equations S.4.4a, b, c/. These equations can be combined into a single equation for v,

V yy + 12(y)v = 0

2 f2
12(y) = a ~ _ k 2 _ 13k / a

c
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Eriksen, 1980b, gives this equation along with a discussion of the equatorially confined

solutions appropriate to a meridional1y unbounded (.8-plane) ocean.

To explore the particular case of the high frequency solutions, rewrite equation

5.4.6b,

(5.4.7)

Writing the equation in this form makes it clear that, if a 2 ~ f3e/2 and k ~ 13/2a, the

dispersion relation is the same as the one for I-plane internal waves (see Gill 1982).

(5.4.8)

If in addition, a 2 ~ 12 , then I can be dropped as well, and the irrotationa1 dispersion

relation is appropriate. Because of the equatorial f3-p1ane approximation I = f3y, this

becomes a condition on y.

a ~ f3y implies y < a/f3 (5.4.9)

Since a 2 ~ f3e/2, at its most restrictive this condition says that y < Ve/13, which

is roughly 300 kIn. If the frequencies of interest are higher, then this condition ceases

to be a restriction because the limit approaches the size of the earth. For example, for

frequencies .1 cph and higher, the constraint becomes y < 7640 kIn, which is three

quarters the distance from pole to equator. So as long as a 2 ~ f3e/2, k ~ 13/2a, and

the latitude of interest is sufficiently close to the equator (a constraint that disappears

at high frequencies), the dispersion relation for internal waves in an ocean that is not

rotating is an adequate approximation.

(5.4.10)

For the latitudes of the PEQUOD array, the conditions are easily met.

The polarization vector gives the amplitude for each of the dynamical variables

u, v, w, P in terms of a wave amplitude A. It can be found by using the simplified

equations 5.4.4 with 13 = 0 and meridional wavenumber, I, constant.

-iau' + ikP' = 0

-iav' + ilP' = 0

w' + !~P' = 0
e
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Therefore
u cosO 0

v sinO 0

'r/ 0 G~(z)Ai + lie Gi(z)Ai (5.4.12)

w 0 -iule

P e 0

where

a(x, y, t) = aei(kx+ly-ut)

(k,l) = K(cosO,sinO)

-zu'r/ = w

and Ai is the amplitude corresponding to the ith solution of the vertical structure equa

tion. (Here a represents any of the dynamical variables u, v, 'r/, w, or P). The vertical

displacement 'r/ has been introduced because it is roughly proportional to temperature.

Since the system is linear, any quantity proportional to Ai will function just as well as

Ai: it is an arbitrary choice to make it such that p. = eA.

In future references, equation 5.4.12 will be written in more compact vector notation

(using boldface small letters to denote vectors and boldface capital letters to denote

matrices).

Ii = sG~(z)Ai + rGi(z)Ai .

ui(x, y, z, t) = ,i(z)ei(k",+ly-ut).
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5.5 Single wave solution: high frequency waves with mean flow

Allowing a non-zero mean flow is one possible generalization of the problem solved in

section 5.4. Not surprisingly, the equations of motion are somewhat less tractable when

the non-zero mean flow is allowed. Fortunately, section 5.4 shows that the beta effect

can be neglected as long as the frequency of interest is sufficiently high. By neglecting

the beta effect from the beginning, the equations of motion 5.3.1 can be simplified while

retaining the non-zero mean flow. (Note that Jones 1968 solves the equations while

retaining both an f-plane rotation and a nonzero mean flow). Further simplification is

desirable, however, since there is a meridional dependence in the equations from both the

mean velocity U(y, z) and the buoyancy frequency N(y, z). This dependence eliminates

the possibility of exact solutions that are wavelike in the meridional direction. But when

the meridional scale of the basic state mean flow is much greater than the scale of the

wave motion, the solutions are approximately wavelike. These are the sorts of solutions

that are found in this section. The scaling for the most part is taken from Eriksen 1985.

Since we are interested in equatorial regions, neglecting beta effect terms means that

the vertical component of the Coriolis vector is negligible. The equations of motion near

the equator without the beta effect are, from equation 5.3.1,

(at + Ua,,)u + w(Uz + fH) + P'" = 0 (5.5.la)

(at + ua",)v + Py = 0 (5.5.lb)

[(at + ua,Y + N 2(y,z)Jw - fH(at + ua,,)u + (at + ua,,)pz = 0 (5.5.le)

u'" + vy + W z = 0 (5.5.ld)

(at + ua",)." = W (5.5.le)

Combine 5.5.la, 5.5.lb, and 5.5.ld to get

(5.5.2)

In combining equation 5.5.2 with equation 5.5.le, the meridional dependence of U and

N 2 create some additional terms (as compared to the case where U and N 2 have no

meridional dependence). These terms arise in the following context

(a",,,, + ayy)[(at + Ua",)2 + N 2(y,z)]w = [(at + Ua",)2 + N 2(y,z)](a",,,, + ayy)w

+{[4Uy(at + Ua",)a",y + 2Uyy (at + Ua",)a",+2(Uy)2a",,,, + ayyN 2+ 2ay(N2)ay]w}

(5.5.3a)
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The terms in braces are the terms that arise because of the meridional dependence of the

basic state. Similar terms arise in manipulating the the P term of equation 5.5.1e,

(oxx + 0yy)(Ot + Uox)P = (Ot + UOx)(oxx + Oyy)P + {[UyyOX + 2UyoxlPz}

(5.5.3b)

In addition, there is an extra term that arises when the total derivative (Ot + Uox ) is

applied to equation 5.5.2:

(5.5.3e)

a relation which follows from 5.5.1b. Given certain scaling assumptions, all these new

terms are insignificant. The first term of the right hand side of equation 5.5.3a can be

scaled as

(5.5.4a)

where K 2 scales total horizontal wavenumber, and 0' scales intrinsic frequency (w 

U(z)k). The terms in curly brackets can all be neglected with respect to terms in 5.5.4a

as long as

K ~ l/Lu (5.5.5a)

K ~ l/LN > (5.5.5b)

where

Lu = U/Uy (5.5.5e)

LN > = N 2 /N; (5.5.5d)

Using the particular form of equation 5.2.7, these conditions can be rewritten

K 2 ~ 1/L2

K 2 ~ (3Uzz / N 2

(5.5.5a' )

(5.5.5b' )

Once these conditions are satisfied, the meridional dependence of N2 and U is

unimportant relative to the other terms. Since the problem is now homogeneous in x

and y, assume a wave-like solution: all variables have their x, y, t dependence given

by ei(kx+ly-wt) (w denotes the local frequency while 0' denotes the intrinsic frequency
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w - kU). Then the equations 5.5.1 can be rewritten

-iau + w(Uz + f H) +ikP = 0

-zav + ilP = 0

(N2 - ( 2)w + iafHu - iaPz = 0

iku + ilv + wz = 0

-zaT/ = w

Combine 5.5.6a, 5.5.6b, and 5.5.6d to get

(k2 +12)P - ik(Uz + fH)w - iawz = 0

(5.5.6a)

(5.5.6b)

(5.5.6e)

(5.5.6d)

(5.5.6e)

(5.5.7)

Equation 5.5.7 can be substituted into 5.5.6a, b to get polarization relations and into

5.5.6a, e to get a vertical structure equation:

(5.5.8a)

(5.5.8b)

(5.5.8e)

(5.5.8d)

(5.5.8e)

where

(5.5.8f)

The ratio of the term that is due to the horizontal Coriolis vector to the first term on the

right-hand side is

where Ri is the Richardson number (see appendix D). The approximation holds as long

as. N 2 - a2 is order N2. Since N is an order of magnitude greater than f H' and

the inverse Richardson number is less than four for stable flow, the term involving the

horizontal Coriolis vector is negligible. Note that the ratio of the two remaining terms

that contribute to m 2 is approximately
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In order for this ratio to be order one and 5.5.5b' to still be valid, K 2 » (3K/1J or

152 » (315/ K(= (3c), which is the same condition that allows use of the dispersion

relation for a non-rotating ocean. (see the discussion leading up to equation 5.4.8). Thus

it is reasonable to retain the curvature term. This is different from the WKBJ work such

as Olbers 1981a where the basic state is presumed to vary slowly, so slowly that its

curvature is unimportant.

In the case where m(z) varies slowly in the vertical (m- 2 (x)8 z m(z) « 1), m

can be considered the local vertical wavenumber. In any case, equation 5.5.8e indicates

that the solutions have a separable vertical structure. To bring out the parallels with the

no mean current solutions (equations 5.4.12), equations 5.5.8 can be rewritten in vector

form:
u cosO - sin2 OKUz /1J

v sinO sinO cosOKUz / 15

'fJ - 0 GiAi + K/IJ GiAi
z

W 0 -iK
p IJ/K cos OUz

(5.5.9)

where

In compact vector notation this will be written as

Ii = (sG: + rGi)Ai

ui = iiiei(ka:+ly-wt)
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5.6 Vertical structure

Both vertical structure equations (5.4.4/,5.5.8e) are of the form

(5.6.1)

where m is a specified real function of z (and frequency and wavenumber). Because

this is a second order linear differential equation, it has two linearly independent solu

tions, the exact choice of which is somewhat arbitrary. In the case of depth-independent

m 2 , vertically propagating solutions take the form of complex exponentials e±irn.z, while

standing modes would be written as sin(mz) and cos(mz). The standing modes can

thus be thought of as being a pair of vertically propagating solutions with a fixed phase

relationship. The different solutions can be distinguished on the basis of boundary con

ditions. For example, in the m 2 constant case, the two independent solutions a(z) and

"Y(z) satisfy:

(5.6.2b)

(5.6.2a){
az = -ima at z = Zo

a=ao atz=zo

{
"Yz = im"Y at z = Zo

"Y = "Yo at z = Zo

where Zo could be the ocean surface or bottom or any other fixed reference point. In this

thesis, the reference point will usually be taken to be near the ocean bottom.

In the more general cases of depth dependent m(z), functions which satisfy the

boundary conditions in equation 5.6.2 can still be found.

at z = Zo

at z = Zo
(5.6.3)

{
"Yz = zm"Y at z = Zo

"Yzz + m2 (zh = 0 (5.6.4)
"Y="Yo(a,k) atz"=zo

where k denotes the horizontal wavenumber vector (k, I), and the reference values a o
and "Yo are real. Since the functions a and "Y are solutions to linear equations, they have

arbitrary (complex) amplitude. So the choice of a o and "Yo real at z = Zo is an arbitrary

one. The choice of them as real, however, has the advantage that as long as m (z) is real,

the complex conjugate of a, a*, satisfies the same equation and boundary conditions as

"Y. Thus an arbitrary solution can be expressed as Aa(z) + B a* (z). The normalization

ao(a, k) is chosen based on the desired units for A and B: In what follows it will usually
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be chosen so that a(z) is a mode with unit energy density. Note that unlike the constant

m case, the first boundary condition (linking az and a) only holds at z = zo0 So while a

has purely downward phase at z = zo' it will be some mixture of upward and downward

at another depth, a mixture that depends on m(z). This idea is explored further in what

follows.

To gain a better understanding of the function a(z), Gent and Luyten 1985 choose to

decompose the vertical structure equation into two coupled first order linear differential

equations. This decomposition is not unique, however the decomposition they have

chosen is especially useful for buoyancy frequency profiles where m(z) varies slowly in

certain depth ranges. Suppose

a(z) = m-1/2(z)[D(z) + U(z)]

az(z) = im1/2(z)[D(z) - U(z)]

(5.6.5a)

(5.6.5b)

Then the following coupled first order linear differential equations are consistent with

equation 5.6.3:

(8 - im)D = U....!-. dm
z 2m dz

(8 - im)U = D....!-. dm
z 2m dz

(5.6.6a)

(5.6.6b)

So D corresponds to upward phase (downward energy) while U corresponds to downward

phase (upward energy).

Equations 5.6.6 have an interesting physical interpretation. Within depth ranges

where m(z) is constant (or almost constant), the right-hand sides are essentially zero, and

the two equations are decoupled. The solutions are then simple exponentials, D = ei>nz

and U = e-i>nz. For example, suppose that near a reference depth U is non-zero, Dis

zero, and m(z) is constant. As equations 5.6.6 are integrated away from the reference

point, D ~ 0 as long as m varies negligibly. If m has a sharp gradient, the right-hand

sides of the equations grow large, and the variance in U is transferred into D. At such

a depth there is both downward and upward propagating energy. The problem is now to

show that a(z) corresponds to this thought experiment. First rewrite azz to see that a
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does indeed satisfy equation 5.6.3.

= im-l/2~ dm (D _ U) + im1/ 2 (D - U )azz 2 dz • z

= im-1/2! dm (D _ U) + im1/2 [im(D + U) + (U _ D).2- dm]
2 dz 2m dz

= _m3
/

2 (D + U)

The first boundary condition of that equation rewritten in terms of D and U becomes

therefore

at z = Zo

(5.7.1)

Thus the case of having the energy propagating exclusively upward at the reference depth

(D(zo) = 0, U(zo) I- 0) is equivalent to the solution designated a(z). Conversely, a*(z)

corresponds to the case of energy propagating exclusively downward at the reference

depth (D(zo) I- 0 and U(zo) = 0).

5.7 Sum of single wave solutions

The last three sections have looked at the properties of wavelike solutions to the equations

of motion found in section 5.3. The form of these solutions was chosen to facilitate

solving the equations, and it does not necessarily correspond to what might be found

in the actual ocean. Because the equations are linear, these wavelike solutions can be

linearly combined to find another solution. To analyze the measurements, one reverses the

process: a given oceanic state is decomposed into a sum of wavelike solutions. Note that

while it may be difficult to prove for a given linear system that this is always possible,

in practice the proof is not necessary, since one can always check to see whether the

sum of waves matches the measurements. Furthermore, to the extent that Fourier theory

applies (Bracewell 1978), the proof can be given. In any case, this section examines

properties of sums of wavelike solutions. Sections 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 can be summarized

mathematically as

·~ m~ '(Ao(.) + Bo'(.)) + ,(AoA') + Bo;(.))

= (ra(z) + saz(z))A + (ra* (z) + sa:(z))B
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where

and

u,v,ij
r,s

a

A,B

(J = w - Uk

are functions of w, k, and z,

are functions of (J and k,

is a function of (J, k , and z,

are functions of w and k,

is a function of w, k,and z.

Equations 5.4.12 and 5.5.8 give explicit expressions for r and s, while section 5.6

discusses the properties of a. All three are functions determined by the equations of

motion. A is the upward propagating wave's amplitude, while B is the amplitude of the

downward propagating wave. So far, then, this a a sum of two waves. To express an

arbitrary solution u(x, y, z, t) possibly a sum of many waves is needed. On an infinite

domain the integral Fourier transform (Bracewell 1978) provides a mapping between

frequency-wavenumber space and physical space.

a(x,y,t) = (2~)3 JJJa(w,k,l)ei(k",+ly-wt)dwdkdl

a(w,k,l) = JJJa(x,y,t)e-i(k",+/y-wt)dxdydt

(5.7.2a)

(5.7.2b)

where a represents any component of the dynamic vector u, i.e. u, v, 11, w, and P. Thus

if we were considering a single component (u, for example) at a single depth (so the the

z coordinate can be omitted), we could be certain that any solution u(x, y, t) could be

expressed as a sum of waves.

In practice, a measured function a(x, y, t) is specified on a finite domain. With

no loss of generality on that finite range, the function a(x, y, t) can be represented as

periodic outside the range of interest. That is, if the size of the area of interest is L

in x and y, T in time, the function is considered to repeat spatially with period Land

temporally with period T. This means the function can be represented as a sum of discrete

Fourier components (see Koopmans 1974 p.22) (Koopmans extends the following results

by showing that they are true for almost periodic functions as well.)

00 00 00

a(x,y,t) = L L L aijnei(k,,,,+ljy-wnt)

i=-<:x> ;=-00 n=-oo

where {k,}, {lj}, and {wn } are infinite sets of discrete wavenumbers and frequencies

ordered so that their members monotonically increase with index (ko = 10 = Wo = 0).
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The vector of dynamical variables can thus be represented as a sum of wave pairs ii, each

wave pair being detennined by the pair of amplitudes A;jn' B;jn and the detenninistic

wave functions r, s, and a.

Symmetry properties of A and B

The symmetry properties of A and B are detennined by the symmetry properties of ii and

the coefficients in equation 5.7.1, namely r,s, and a. Since ii is the Fourier transform of

a real vector, it has the property that

ii(-a, -k) = ii*(a, k) (5.7.4)

i.e., it is a vector of Hennitian functions. By inspecting equations 5.6.3, 5.5.9, and 5.4.12

it is clear that

r(-a,-k) = r*(a,k)

s(-a,-k) =s*(a,k)

a(-a,-k) = a*(a,k)

Imposing 5.7.4 and 5.7.5 on 5.7.1 implies

A(-a,-k) = B*(a,k)

B(-a,-k) = A*(a,k)

which are the symmetry properties of A and B.
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(5.8.1)

5.8 Wave expansion of cross-spectra

The eventual use of this wave expansion is to examine the ways in which the data and

models constrain each other. The next step in that process is to express the cross-spectra

in terms of the wave expansion of the last section. Define the inner product of two

complex variables a and b as

1 JT/2 JL/2 JL/2
(ab) = lim £2T dt dx dy a*(x,y,t)b(x,y,t)

I::::;;:; -T/2 -L/2 -L/2

The covariance of a and b can then be expressed (see the discussion on autocovariance

in Koopmans 1974)

cov(a, b) = (a(x, y, t)b(x + X, y + Y, t + r)) (5.8.2)

Note that this is a purely deterministic definition of covariance: covariance is a triple

integral over space and time normalized by the size of the area. In the actual comparison

with data, statistical concepts make it possible to use ensemble averages to estimate

these spatial (and temporal) integrals. But for the theoretical manipulations only the

deterministic definition is necessary. If a and b are periodic the covariance can be

expressed in terms of the Fourier coefficients aiin , biin .

(a(x,y,t)b(x + X,y +Y,t + r))

= '" '" a~. b ei(koX+CpY-w,T)(e-i(k;x+CjV-wnt) ei(kox+Cpv-w,t))L...J L....J 1-3n opq ,

l.in opq

= '" a~. b.. ei(k;X+CjY-wnT)
L...J 1-jn "'3n
iin

(5.8.3)

This expression shows that the cross-spectrum between a pair of variables a and b is

simply aiinbiin' (see Jenkins and Watts 1968 for a more statistical approach.) The

important simplification in equation 5.8.3 is that the inner product of waves that have

different frequencies or horizontal wavenumber vectors is zero, so that the six-fold sum

reduces to a three-fold sum. In particular, cross-spectra due to solutions which correspond

to each value of the frequency-wavenumber vector (w, k,l) can be computed separately

and the results combined to compute the total cross-spectra. The next part of this section

applies this simplification to the wave expansion of section 5.7.

Because equation 5.8.3 applies equally to all the dynamic variables u, the cross

spectral matrix (ii*iiT ) (using T to denote vector transpose) can be expressed in terms
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of A* A, B*B, A *B through equation 5.7.1. Using (fJ~fJD to represent the cross-spectra

between all the variables measured at location I and location 2,

( -*-T)
"1"2

=(r~a~ + s~a~z)(rIa 2 + SIa2z )A*A + (rra1 + sra1z)(rIa; + sIa;z)B*B

+(rrar + srarz)(rIa; + sIa;z)A*B + (rra 1+ sralz)(rIa 2 + sIa 2z )B*A

(5.8.4a)
* * a*a* A*Aa 1a2 a 1a 2 1 2 a 1a 2
* * a*a* B*B

-[ *rT r*sT sOrT S*ST J
0: 1 Q:2z 0: 1 0:2z 1 2z 0: 1 Q 2z- r1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 * * a* a* A*Ba 1za2 0: 1z0:2 1z 2 a 1za 2
* * a* a* 0: 1z 0:2 z

B*A0:: 1z0:2z 0: 1z0:2z 1z 2z

(5.8.4b)

The notation of 5.8.4b requires some explanation. First and foremost, it is merely a

rewriting of 5.8.4a, so in the event of any confusion consult 5.8.4a. The first term on

the right hand side of 5.8.4b is a row vector which will be called RS. It is a vector of

matrices, but each matrix is considered a single element as far as the matrix multiplication

is concerned.

So far, this section has mapped from cross-spectra as a function of location to the

cross-spectra of up and down wave amplitudes at a particular frequency and horizontal

wavenumber vector. Of the four elements of the complex vector (A*A, B*B, A*B,B*A),

two are real, and the other two form a complex conjugate pair. That suggests the trans

formation
E

~

P

Q

1 1 0 0

1 -1 0 0
- o 0 1 1

o 0 ~ -~

A*A

B*B

A*B

B*A

(5.8.5a)

This transformation can be inverted as:

A*A

B*B

A*B

B*A

1

1 1
-

2 0

o

1 0 0

-1 0 0

o 1 -~

o 1 ~

E

~

P

Q

(5.8.5b)

E, ~, P, and Q are all real variables. Their physical meanings will become more

apparent in the next two sections, where this wave expansion of cross spectra is done for
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the particular physical models derived in sections 5.4 and 5.5. Some general statements,

however, can be made. E is, roughly speaking, the total (both up and down) wave

action, while A is the difference (up minus down) between up and down wave action.

P is twice the cospectrum of up with down, and Q is twice the quadrature spectrum

of up with down. If A is zero, the wave field is vertically symmetric (there is as

much upgoing energy as downgoing energy). Modes can be thought of as phase-locked

vertically propagating waves (see section 5.3): the perfectly reflecting boundary condition

requires phase matching at the boundary. Thus P and Q would be non-zero if modes

were present. In fact the eigenvalues -\ of the wave amplitude covariance matrix

are such that

[
A'A A'B]
B'A B'B

Al + A2 = E

(AI - A2)2 = A2 + p 2 + Q2

(5.8.6)

(5.8.7a)

(5.8.7b)

It can be writtenThe polarization is a normalized difference in covariance eigenvalues.

in terms of E, A, P, Q as well:

I
.. Al - A2 'IiA2 + p2 + Q2 (

po anzatlon = Al + A
2

E 5.8.8)

So that the polarization being zero means that the two eigenvalues are identical (equal

distribution of energy), and a polarization of one indicates one eigenvalue is zero (all the

energy is in one mode). Note that there are different possibilities when the polarization

is one. E = A implies all the action is propagating upwards, while E 2 = p 2 + Q2

means there is a perfectly reflecting boundary, and a single modal solution contains all

the energy. Section 8.3 does an explicit mapping between the four spectral parameters

EAPQ and the energy of modes and propagating waves.

Rewriting equation 5.8.4b in terms of the real variables E, A, P, Q:

( -'-T) ([' T 'TU 1U2 = r1r2 r1s2
Re(Q;~Q;2)

Re(Q;~Q;2z)

Re(Q;~zQ;2)

Re( Q;~zQ;2z)

s'rT S'ST j.1 2 1 2

iIm(Q;~ Q;2)

iIm(Q;~Q;2J

iIm(Q;~ z Q;2)

iIm(Q;~zQ;2z)
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Re( Q;l Q;2)

Re( Q; 1Q;2 z)

Re(Q;lzQ;2)

Re(Q;lzQ;2zl

- Im(Q;1 Q;2)

-Im(Q;1Q;2z)

-Im(Q;lzQ;2)

-Im(Q;lzQ;2z)

E

A
p)

Q

(5.8.9)



In both the single wave solutions considered (for internal waves that are in a basic state

that is at rest, and for high frequency waves in a mean flow), rand s are both purely

real when restricted to the measurable variables u, v, T/ (see equations 5.4.10 and 5.5.3).

Consequently, equation 5.8.6 implies that ~(w, k) determines the imaginary part of the

measured cross spectra, while E, P, Q combine to determine the real part.

Symmetry properties of E,~,P, Q

The symmetry properties of A and B (equation 5.7.6) quickly give the corresponding

properties of E, ~, P, Q:

E(-a, -k) = E(a, k)

~(-a,-k) = -~(a,k)

P(-a,-k) = P(a,k)

Q(-a,-k) = Q(a,k)

(5.8.l0a)

(5.8.lOb)

(5.8.lOe)

(5.8.l0d)

5.9 Cross spectra for a basic state at rest

This section derives the wave expansion of cross spectra for a particular choice of dy

namics: high frequency internal waves in a resting, constant buoyancy frequency basic

state. Then the variables E, ~, P, Q defined in the last section can be related to the

cross-spectra measurable from current meter data. The variables can also be related to

energy densities and fluxes. Ultimately, then, the energy densities and fluxes can be

related to the data, even though the densities and fluxes have not been directly measured.

The polarization vectors for high frequency internal waves are given in equation

5.4.12; the dispersion relation is given in equation 5.4.8, and the vertical structure equa

tion is 5.4.10. The vertical structure function a is then:

where
v'N2 - a2K

m=-----
a

(k,l) = K(cosO,sinO)
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The normalization a o(w, k) is chosen to be

(5.9.2)

This normalizes the waves to have unit energy density in a sense that will become explicit

later. Define the following quantities to make the notation relatively compact

(5.9.3a)

(5.9.3b)

(5.9.3c)

where Zl is depth of the first instrument, Z2 is depth of the second instrument, and Zo

is the reference depth. Note that if u ~ N, >.. is fairly close to one. In terms of these

variables the a matrix (see equation 5.8.9), is

cosm~z isinm~z cosmz sinmz

(;Kr msinm~z -imcosm~z -m sin mz mcosmz

-msinm~z imcosm~z -msinmz mcosmz
(5.9.4)

m2cosm~z im2sinm~z -m2cosmz -m2sinmz

The row vector of matrices RS (again see equation 5.8.9) is given in equation 5.9.5: the

matrices are quite sparse. Then the matrix product suggested in equation 5.8.9 is carried

out, and the result is given in equation 5.9.6.

The 3 x 3 submatrix in the upper left comer corresponds to the quantities that can be

measured with a current meter (if vertical displacement is calculated from temperature).

The cross spectra calculated from a current meter array are functions of frequency and

position: the expressions in equation 5.9.6 must be integrated over k. Short of doing

that integration (and its inverse), some general comments can be made. First of all, the

imaginary parts of the measured cross-spectra are dependent only on ~, and there is one

linear combination of the imaginary parts that is constrained to be zero ( a consistency

check)

(5.9.7)

E, P and Q together determine the real part.

The energy equation for this system is

(5.9.8)
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Equation 5.9.5

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

• T 0 0 1 i". 0r 1r 2 = c' -02

0 0 i". ".' 0c' c>
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

• T ~ COS () ~ sin () 0 0 1r 182 =
i". cos () i". sin () 0 0 tac c

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 ~ cos () -i". cos () 0c

0 0 1 sin() -i". sin () 0c c

• T 0 0 0 0 08 1r 2 =
0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 -ta 0

cos2 () cos () sin () 0 0 c cos ()

cos () sin () sin2
() 0 0 c sin ()

• T 0 0 0 0 08 182 =
0 0 0 0 0

c cos () c sin () 0 0 c2

The products of variables uP, vP, ... can be thought of as covariances evaluated at zero

separation. Consequently equation 5.8.3 provides a way to write those products in terms

of elements of the cross-spectral matrix,

(uP} = 1-:1-:1-: ii' Pdadk (5.9.9)

Cross-spectra are expanded in terms of E, Ll, P, Q in equation 5.9.6. This makes it

possible to write the energy density and energy fluxes in terms of the spectral parameters

E, Ll, P, Q. Evaluated at a single depth, the cross spectral expansion gives
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Equation 5.9.6
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':(u*u + ii*ii + w*w + N 2fj*fj) = .:( ':>.2(1 + cos 2(1) + ":>.2(1_ cos 2(1) + a2jN2 + 1)E
2 2 2 2

11 2 12
+-(-->. (1 + cos 2(1) - ->. (1- cos 2(1) +a2 jN2 + 1) cosmzp

2 2 2
111

+-(__>.2(1 + cos 2(1) - _>.2(1 - cos 2(1) + a 2 jN 2 + 1) sin mzQ
2 2 2

= E + a 2 jN2 (Pcosmz + Q sinmz) (5.9.lOa)

_*p- N
2

- a
2

a II(E p' Q)u = N2 K cos - cosmz - smmz

_* p N
2

- a
2

a . II(E . Q)v = N2 K sm - cosmzp - smmz

_*- VN2- a2 a2 .,
w P= N2 K(~+t(smmzP-cosmzQ))

(5.9.lOb)

(5.9.10c)

(5.9.lOd)

P and Q do not contribute to the average product (wP). This is because they do

not contribute to the wavenumber-frequency integral of 5.9.lOd, since they are both even

under frequency reflection (see equation 5.8.9), while their coefficients in 5.9.10d are odd

under that reflection. The remaining terms in the expressions for the fluxes (5.9.lOb, c, d)

have a simple interpretation as the products of group velocities and energy densities. By

definition, the group velocity is the gradient of frequency in wavenumber space,

(5.9.11)

This can be calculated explicitly by using the dispersion relation (equation 5.9.1c)

(
N 2 _a2 a N2_ a2 a. VN2-a2a2)

cg = N2 Kcos ll , N2 K smll, N2 K (5.9.12)

The expressions for the fluxes can then be rewritten

u*p = :~ (E - cosmzp - sinmzQ)

_* - aa( p' Q)v P=afE-cosmz -smmz

w*p = aa ~
am

(5.9.13a)

(5.9.13b)

(5.9.13c)

Consider the case of vertically propagating wave (P = Q = 0). The two horizontal fluxes

are simply the total energy density times the group velocity component in that direction.

Note that positive ~ corresponds to net upward energy flux.
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Now consider the case of a perfectly reflecting boundary at z = 0, i.e. w = 0 at

z = O. The polarization vectors (equation 5.4.12) translate that to the condition on wave

amplitudes that A = -B. Thus the perfectly reflecting boundary at z = 0 implies

P=-E and Do=Q=O (5.9.14)

(5.10.1)

If the boundary were at some other depth other than zero, there would be a redistribution

of energy between P and Q. In either case the interpretation is again straightforward.

The vertical flux is zero, as expected in the presence of a perfectly reflecting boundary.

The zonal flux varies from °to 2E depending on whether the mode has a node or a

peak at that particular depth. The meridional flux behaves in the same way. Note that

there is a small amount of additional energy (a2 / N 2 terms in equation 5.9.lOa) due to

the non-hydrostatic character of the dynamics. This energy is fixed in the sense that it is

not involved in any of the fluxes.

In general solutions will have both modal and vertically propagating characteristics

(partially reflecting boundaries). In that case a combination of the two flux interpretations

is appropriate.

5.10 Cross spectra for waves in a mean flow

The variables E, Do, P, Q have a slightly different physical interpretation in this case of

high frequency waves in a mean shear flow. This section first outlines how those variables

are related to measurable cross spectra, and then looks in detail at how they are related

to energy density and fluxes.

The polarization relations, the dispersion relation, and the vertical structure equation

for high frequency internal waves in a mean flow, are all given in equation 5.5.9. The

vertical structure equation is presumed to have WKBJ solutions

1/2 -;J' m(z)dza = ao(a, k)m- (z)e '0

From this an a matrix (see section 5.9) can be calculated. This matrix, combined with

the RS products (equation 5.10.4), and equation 5.8.6, gives the cross-spectra. Thus the

measurable cross-spectra can be related to E, Do, P and Q.

The energy equation for this system is

(5.10.2)
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Equation 5.10.4
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where

(5.10.3)

and P is the pressure. Just as in section 5.9, the products of variables in the energy

equation can be thought of as covariances evaluated at zero separation. For example,

JOO Joo Joo -
(uP) = -00 -00 -00 ii* Pdadk (5.9.9)

m-1 0 m-1 cos rf> m-1 sinrf>

0 -t - sin rf> cos rf>

0 t - sinrf> cos rf>

m 0 -mcos rf> -msinrf>

rf> = 21' m(z)dz
'0

where

The next step is to write these cross-spectra using E, I:l, P, and Q. The a matrix for

zero separation is

a o has been chosen to be one.

The terms of the cross spectral matrix that are related to terms in the energy equation

can now be expanded (omitting terms that are lost in the integration 5.9.9),

:(u*iL+ii*il+w*w+N2i/*i/) = (K: (N2 + U; /4) + K ~os 0U•• _ ~2~; cos 20) E
2 a a a m

(
K

2
(2 2/) K cos 0U K

2
U2 0) P cos rf> + Q sin rf> ( )+ -2 a + U. 4 - .. - -2 • cos2 5.l0.5a

a 2a 4a m

u*P = (:U•• + [(N2 - a2)K/a - K U;]cosO+ :U.. COS20+ 4
K

U;COS30) E
2 4a 2 a m

(
U.. [(N2 2) U;] K 0 U.. 0 KU; 30) P cos rf> + Q sin rf>- - + -a + - -cos + -cosZ - --cos

Z 4a Z 4a m

-cos ZOU.(Psin rf> - Qcosrf» (5.1O.5b)

ii* P = ([(N2 _ a2)K/a _ K U2]sinO +:U sinZO + K U; sin 30) E
4a • 2 zz 4a m

( K 1 K.) Pcos rf> + Q sin rf>
+ _[(N2 - a2)K/a + -U;] sinO - -U.. sin 20 + -U; sm30

4a 2 4a m

- sin ZOU.(P sin rf> - Q cos rf» (5.1O.5c)
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w·p = aA

i'i,·w=KcosOA

(5.1O.5d)

(5.1O.5e)

In this system of waves in a mean flow, energy is not conserved. This is manifest in

equation 5.10.2 by the interaction term (uw)Uz which is the energy exchanged by the

waves and the mean flow. There is, however, an action conservation equation for the

system. Once the last two terms in equation 5.10.2 have been written in terms of A, it

becomes clear that they can be combined into the vertical derivative of a single quantity:

Bz(wP) + uwUz = Bz(aA) + K COSOUzA

= BAaA) -azA

=aB Az

(5.10.6)

So the energy equation can be transformed into a conservation equation by dividing

through by the intrinsic frequency a,

(5.10.7)

This equation is the statement of wave action conservation: j;Ia is the wave action, and

A is the vertical flux of wave action.

5.11 Summary

This chapter examines properties of high frequency internal wave fluctuations in two

possible oceanic basic states. In particular, single wave solutions are found for high

frequencies in both a resting and zonally flowing mean state. General solutions are made

up of sums of these single wave solutions. Statistical arguments show that the cross

spectra of the general solutions are simply sums of the cross spectra of the single wave

solutions, i.e. waves of differing frequency or horizontal wavenumber are orthogonal.

Finally, properties of the single wave cross-spectra for the two basic states considered are

demonstrated: how the wave parameters E, A, P, Q are related to the measurable cross

spectra, and how these parameters are related to energy or action densities and fluxes.

The next chapter examines how well different versions of these models fit the data.
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Chapter 6: Consistency checks

6.1 Consistency checks

Consistency checks are model-data comparisons that are independent of the values of

the model parameters. They form necessary but insufficient conditions for models to

be considered consistent with data: in order for the model and data to be considered

consistent, the deviations of the consistency checks from the model predictions must

be statistically insignificant. Without loss of generality, each consistency check defined

here has been chosen to have a predicted value of zero. As an example, consider the

incomplete set of consistency checks for the OM models that were discussed in section 1.5.

Consistency checks that were discussed include Fofonoff's consistency check (which fixes

the ratio of potential and kinetic energy), the velocity-displacement coherences (which

OM predicts will be zero), and the zonal velocity-meridional velocity coherence (which is

predicted to be a function offrequency and Coriolis parameter). Each of these predictions

can be rewritten as a linear combination of cross-spectra, a combination whose expected

value is zero. Furthermore, each of these predictions is independent of the spectral level

E(w), consequently each prediction is independent of the OM model parameters. Finally,

while it is necessary that all of the consistency checks hold in order for the OM79 model

to be considered consistent with a given data set, it is clearly not sufficient: among other

things, the auto- and cross-spectral levels measured should agree with OM79 as well in

order for the OM79 model to be considered correct.

For models with small numbers of parameters consistency checks are unnecessary,

since any modeling of data can provide some measure of the model-data misfit. Consis

tency checks become useful when the number of consistency checks is (far) smaller than

the number of model parameters (since the internal wave spectral level is a continuous

function of wavenumber, the internal wave models have an infinite number of model

parameters and this condition is satisfied). For complicated models consistency checks

are useful in two closely related ways: model rejection and model reduction. In model

rejection, if the consistency checks are violated the model can be rejected without going

to the trouble of determining all the model parameters. Similarly, models can be reduced

in size by arbitrarily eliminating some of the model parameters and using any consistency

checks that result to see if the reduced model is possibly consistent with the data. These
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two uses differ more in degree than in kind: since most models can be considered to be

special cases of some more general model, there is no essential difference between the

two cases.

Miiller and Siedler 1976 derive complete sets of consistency checks for a WKBJ

vertically propagating internal wave field and for a field of standing modes. These results,

in tum, are extended by Miiller et at. 1978 in their systematic comparison of the IWEX

data with a series of internal wave models. In both cases they write the consistency

checks as linear combinations of the cross-spectra. The linearity allows the statistics

of the consistency checks to be straightforwardly calculated from the statistics of the

spectral estimators. This chapter adopts their techniques of considering and combining

linear combinations of cross-spectra; in fact, many of the linear combinations are identical

to those calculated in the IWEX analysis. But the analysis of these linear combinations

done in this chapter is in terms of internal wave models that are more general than those

used in the IWEX analysis. In particular, mixtures of vertically propagating and modal

solutions are allowed, and the propagating solutions are not necessarily restricted to being

WKBJ approximations. As it turns out, the PEQUOD data are inconsistent with a large

and quite general class of internal wave models. This indicates that a more sophisticated

model is required in order to explain these observations. Consistency checks constrain

this new model only in that the new model cannot require the consistency checks that

are violated. Quite naturally a wide class of models satisfy that condition. The class of

models which fail is such that all the models consider the internal wave field to be in a

resting basic state, i.e. there is no mean flow. One model which has no linear consistency

checks is a general internal wave field in the presence of an unknown mean flow which

has vertical shear. The violation of consistency checks for the no mean flow internal

wave model and the absence of those checks in the model that includes a mean shear

flow is taken as evidence that a model which includes the effects of a mean vertical shear

flow could be adequate to model the PEQUOD data. This model is presented explicitly

in chapter 8.

The remainder of this chapter looks in detail at the consistency check calculation.

Consistency checks have three facets that need to be presented: their expression in terms

of data, their expression in terms of the symmetries of the internal wave field, and the

derivation that makes that connection between model and data possible. Section 6.2

presents consistency checks as they are calculated from data: it discusses the consistency
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check statistics and their evaluation using the framework used by Muller et al. 1978.

Section 6.3 discusses consistency checks from a model perspective: it expresses the basic

symmetries of an internal wavefie1d in terms of the generalized spectral level (E, ~, P, Q)

and shows by example how the symmetries can be related to consistency checks. Section

6.4 discusses the model simplification results from PEQUOD, showing how particular .

model parameters can be considered indistinguishable from zero. Section 6.5 examines

the internal wave symmetries as measured using the PEQUOD results, essentially by

combining many of the results of section 6.4. The examination concludes that the internal

wave models without a mean shear flow are inadequate and thus an extended model is

required. One possibly adequate model is an internal wave field that is subject to mean

shear flow.

The sections following section 6.5 are appendical: they contain the derivations of

consistency checks from various internal wave models. Section 6.6 derives the consistency

checks for the general internal wave models presented in chapter 5. Section 6.7 considers

the more restricted class of models that uses WKBJ approximations to solve the wave

equation. Finally, section 6.8 demonstrates that the most general internal wave model

that includes the effects of mean shear is not constrained by the consistency checks of the

simpler resting basic state internal wave model, thus a field of internal waves modified

by the presence of a mean shear flow it is a possible model for the internal wave field

measured in PEQUOD.
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6.2 Consistency check statistics and evaluation

Following Miiller et at. 1978, the consistency checks considered in this chapter are based

on the linear combinations of the measured cross-spectra that the model predicts are zero.

The internal wave model that is being evaluated for consistency with the data determines

which linear combinations need be considered (sections 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 give detailed

derivations of the linear combinations appropriate for several internal wave models). Once

the linear combinations with expected value zero have been determined, the statistics

and evaluation of the consistency checks depend only on the statistics and values of

the measured cross-spectra. This section is primarily concerned with the statistics and

evaluation of the consistency checks, and for the most part will take the choice of linear

combinations to be given by a general linear form.

Let the linear combinations that have expected value zero be written as a vector e

given by a linear transformation of the measured cross-spectra y (the following discussion

closely follows Miiller et at. 1978). Writing the set of cross-spectral estimators as a vector

y means that the linear transformation can be written as a matrix L so that

e=Ly (6.2.1)

Each element of e corresponds to a different linear consistency check. As an example,

consider checking a horizontally isotropic resting basic state internal wave model against

data from four current meters on the same mooring. Because the model wave field is

horizontally isotropic, the model predicts the zonal spectra to be the same as the merid

ional spectra at any depth. This prediction is incorporated in the vector e by assigning

to the first four elements of e the difference between the zonal velocity autospectra and

the meridional velocity autospectra at each of the four depths. Furthermore, such a hor

izontally isotropic model predicts the cross-spectra between the zonal and meridional

velocities to be zero as well. So all the cross-spectra between the zonal and meridional

velocities at the same or different depths would be elements of e as well. And so on,

until all the zero mean linear combinations of spectra have been included in the vector.

The next step is to relate the statistics of the linear combinations e to the statistics of

the cross-spectral estimators y. With no loss of generality, insist that the transformation·

matrix L be such that all the elements of e are real, and let Moe be the number of

elements of e. Then there are M ee linear combinations and e consists of M ee zero mean
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real random variables. The covariance matrix T of these random variables e is readily

determined from the (true) covariance matrix S = (y*yT) of the spectral estimators

(6.2.2)

(The true covariance matrix of the spectral estimators is calculated following Jenkins

and Watts 1968, a calculation which is briefly summarized in appendix C). In order to

efficiently combine the Me<> linear combinations into a single statistical quantity, Muller

et at. calculate the statistic £2 which is given by

1
Mee 2

2 '" e·£ = --L.., -'-
M T ..

cc i=l 'u.

(6.2.3)

(6.2.5)

They argue that £2 is distributed as a reduced X2 variable (Bevington 1969) of M err
degrees of freedom, .; X~r ,where the effective number of degrees of freedom M rr~ill ~ill e

is given by

M efr = M~ [~ Ti~~;'i' ] -1 (6.2.4)

This means that £2 has expected value unity and expected deviation from one that is

determined from the properties of X2 • While considering the distribution of £2 to be

:J'ffX"t'ff is not rigorously justified for all possible covariance matrices T, it is the rigor

ously correct distribution both in the linlit of uncorrelated consistency checks (diagonal

T), and in the limit of all the linear combinations being included twice (i.e. the limit

where all the linear combinations are perfectly correlated with exactly one other member

of the set), making it at least a reasonable choice for the general case which presumably

falls somewhere between those two extremes.

As an example of the statistic £2, consider a vector of linear combinations e which

has only two elements: the difference between zonal and meridional kinetic energy at

depth 1, and the difference between zonal and meridional kinetic energy at depth 2.

e1 = (U~U1) - (V~Vl)

The true covariance of the cross-spectral estimators is a function of the true value of

the cross-spectra and the degree of averaging N r (see appendix C). In this case suppose
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(6.2.6)

that the true values for both zonal and meridional velocity autospectra at both depths are

all the same: denote that value by <1>0' Then the variance about the true autospectra for

all of the autospectral estimators (uiu,), (viv,) is given by Ji, <1>5 and the covariance

between any of the four spectral estimators is zero. This allows the covariance matrix

T. . = (e.e.) to be calculated,
~3 1. 3

T=-.!-[2<1>5 0]
N r 0 2<1>5

The two arises because the variance ofthe sum (or difference) of two independent random

variables is simply the sum of the variances of each of the random variables. Now the

statistic €2 can be written explicitly as

(6.2.7)

(6.2.8)

In this case, then, €2 is simply the normalized average of the squares of the two differ

ences. Thus it is entirely correct that €2 is considered distributed as a reduced X2 variable

Ai'ff Xir'ff with Meff = 2 effective degrees of freedom.

In practice, the true value <1>0 is not known, and an estimate must be used instead. If

N r is large then the estimate is a good approximation to <1>0 and little error is introduced

by the substitution. This means that the expression for €2 changes from equation 6.2.7 to

2 1 [ ((utul) - (vtvl))2 ((u;u2) - (V;v2))2 ]
€ = 2' J,W(uiul) + (Vi Vl)])2 + J,(![(u;u2) + (v;v2)])2

Here the mean value at a particular depth is used instead of the true value.

It is important to note that, while perfect agreement between the model predictions

and the data would mean that all the elements of e and thus €2 would be identically

zero, the expected value of €2 is one, not zero. In fact, it is just as unlikely for €2 to be

very close to zero as it is to be very large. This is because it is expected that there be

a certain amount of noise in the spectral estimators, thus it is expected that there be a

certain amount of noise in the linear combinations used as consistency checks. It can be

seen explicitly in equation 6.2.7, for example, that if the measured variance (numerators

in the two fractions) matches the theoretical prediction for the variance in the spectral

estimators (denominators in the two fractions) then the value of €2 will be one. In effect,

then comparing €2 to its 95% confidence limits tests both the internal wave model and
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the statistical prediction of the size of the noise level. Only if both predictions are correct

will E2 be within its 95% confidence limits.

The consistency checks are presented by plotting the E
2 statistic for each model

against its 95% confidence limits.

6.3 Symmetries of the internal wave spectrum

In order to systematically discuss the symmetries of the internal wave spectrum, this

section relates some of the basic symmetries to the generalized spectral level (E, .6., P, Q)

defined in chapter 5. After listing the symmetries of interest, it is demonstrated that, by

expanding each of the components E,.6., P, Q in a Fourier series, each symmetry can be

expressed as a constraint which forces a set of model parameters to zero. Since each

model parameter can be expressed as a linear combination of the measured cross-spectra,

this procedure gives a set of linear consistency checks of the form given in equation

6.2.1.

Even though the GM72 paper bases its discussion of the problem in terms of about

a smeared set of modes, the GM internal wave spectral models essentially consider the

internal wave field to consist of vertically propagating waves with as much energy propa

gating upwards as downwards. This allows the internal wave energy to be expressed as a

single spectral level E(w, K, 0), a function only of frequency w, horizontal wavenumber

amplitude K, and horizontal wavenumber direction 0. In order to consider wavefields

where there is more energy propagating in one vertical direction than another, chapter

5 introduced the spectral component .6.(w,K,O), which gives the difference in spectral

level between waves propagating upwards and waves propagating downwards. E remains

the total upwards-plus-downwards spectral level. Generalizing still further in order to

allow modes as well as vertically propagating waves, chapter 5 introduced the spectral

components P(w,K,O),Q(w,K,O) which give the level of the energy that has a modal

character: P gives the level of the energy that has a maximum at the reference level,

which Q gives the level of the energy that has a zero at the reference level (the reference

level is some chosen depth, see section 5.6). E is now the total upwards-plus-downward

plus-modal spectral level (For a concrete example, look at the end of section 5.9, which

derives for a constant buoyancy frequency ocean expressions for the energy density and

its fluxes in terms of E, .6., P, and Q).

We are now in a position to connect vertical symmetry properties of the wavefield to
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properties of the generalized spectral level (E, A, P, Q). When the wavefield has as much

energy propagating upwards as it does downwards, the wavefield is said to be vertically

symmetric. This is equivalent to A(w, K, II) being identically zero. If all the energy in

a constant buoyancy frequency ocean is in vertically propagating waves, then there is no

depth dependence of energy: the wavefield is then said to be vertically homogeneous.

This is equivalent to P and Q being identically zero. In the more general case where

the buoyancy frequency is not constant, to the extent that the WKBJ approximation pro

vides adequate solutions to the vertical structure equation the measurements and vertical

separations can be scaled to an equivalent constant buoyancy frequency ocean and the

wavefield can be said to be (scaled) vertically homogeneous. Even in the more general

case where the WKBJ approximation is inadequate, one can still talk about a purely

propagating wavefield (P = Q = 0) vs. a wavefield that is comprised of a mixture of

vertically propagating waves and standing modes (P, Q i- 0).

The horizontal symmetry properties reduce to a set of zeroed model parameters in a

similar way. If all four of the spectral level components are written as functions of fre

quency and horizontal wavenumber vector exclusively, we have implicitly assumed that

there is no dependence of energy on absolute horizontal position: the wavefield is hori

zontally homogeneous. To the extent that the ocean is not horizontally homogeneous, this

is a potential problem, but the scaling done in chapter 5 shows that as long as the frequen

cies of interest are above .1 cph then horizontal homogeneity is appropriate. Furthermore,

since the PEQUOD mooring measurements offer little horizontal resolution, horizontal

inhomogeneities are effectively filtered out of the data and thus such inhomogeneities

cannot be responsible for model-data misfits.

The OM models have the same amount of energy propagating in all directions,

I.e. the wavefield is horizontally isotropic and the spectral level consequently shows

no azimuthal dependence. Because the consistency checks are all in the form of linear

combinations of cross-spectra that have expected value zero, it would be nice to express

the existence of a symmetry as a set of linear combinations that have expected value zero.

Horizontal isotropy can be expressed as a "zeroed set of parameters" if we consider each

of the spectral level components to have a Fourier expansion in direction II
co

X(w,K,II) = Xo(w,K) + 2 L[Xcn(w,K) cos nil + Xsn(w,K) sinnllJ
n=l

(6.3.1)

where X represents in tum E, A, P, Q and the normalizations have been chosen for later
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convenience. Given this expansion, there are rather simple expressions for the inverse

transformation of calculating the coefficients X cn' X. n ' X o from X(0)

1 12
"X o = - X(O) dO = (X)

21l' 0

X cn = (cos nOX)

X m = (sinnOX)

(6.3.2a)

(6.3.2b)

(6.3.2c)

Consequently the cosine and sine moments are directly equivalent to Fourier coefficients,

and the notation (cos nOX) (and (sin nOX)) will be used for the Fourier coefficients

and for the cosine (and sine) moments, while (X) will be used for the zeroth Fourier

coefficient which is also the average over all directions.

With this Fourier expansion horizontal, meridional, and zonal symmetries can be

simply related to sets of zeroed Fourier coefficients. If the wavefield is zonally symmetric,

then all of the cosine moments for the components of the generalized spectral level will

be zero. If the wavefield is meridionally symmetric, then all of the sine moments of the

components of the generalized spectral level will be zero. Finally, if the wavefield is

horizontally isotropic, both the cosine and sine moments will be zero, leaving only the

zeroth coefficient (X) non-zero for each of the spectral level components.

The results of this section are summarized in figure 6.3.1.
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Wavefield symmetries in terms of generalized spectral level

Wavefield property
Vertical symmetry
(Scaled) vertical homogeneity
Purely vertically propagating
Purely modal
Zonally symmetric
Meridionally symmetric
Horizontally isotropic

Expression in terms of (E, A, P, Q)
A=O

P=Q=O
P=Q=O

A=O
(cos n()X) = 0
(sin n()X) = 0

(cosn()X) = (sinn()X) = 0

• X represents any/all of the components E, A, P, and Q.

• Horizontal homogeneity is presumed by all the models.

Figure 6.3.1 Section 6.3 summary

Summary of section 6.3 relating the basic symmetries of the field of internal waves
to moments of the generalized spectral level.
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6.4 Model reduction results from PEQUOD

As will be derived in detail in the appendical half of this chapter (sections 6.6 and 6.7),

some linear combinations of the spectra computed from current meters are directly related

to the direction moments of the generalized spectral level. Zero values for these moments

can be interpreted as statements on the symmetry properties of the internal wave field (see

section 6.3). Using portions of the PEQUOD data set, this section checks whether some

of the generalized spectral level moments of a no mean flow model for internal waves

can be considered zero for the PEQUOD area. As it turns out, most of the moments

are significantly non-zero. Furthermore, the violations in the PEQUOD data tend to be

stronger along the zonal axis than along the meridional axis, an observation which is

consistent with the effects being due to the presence of a mean zonal velocity shear.

The cross-spectra used in the comparison are taken from the first year current meter

data from mooring Q (QI data) and the second year current meter data from mooring

U (U2 data). The two sets of year-long records were chosen because they have better

data return and thus better depth coverage than the Q2 and U1 records. Only current

meter data are used because the additional temperature measurements provided by the

TP recorders do not provide additional consistency checks.

As demonstrated explicitly in section 6.6, the imaginary parts of the current meter

cross-spectra are completely determined by the direction moments of A. This is true both

for internal wave models that include the effects of mean shear flow and for internal wave

models that do not. The A direction moments for a no mean flow internal wave model

calculated from the QI and U2 cross-spectra are presented in figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2

respectively. Note that a series of very heavily averaged frequency bins are presented,

and signals on the order of one percent can be distinguished from zero. Note that only

the values for frequencies higher than .1 cph can be reasonably interpreted in terms of

the high frequency internal wave models. This is because the no mean flow model used

to connect the current meter spectra to the generalized spectral level makes assumptions

valid only for these higher frequencies. Furthermore, the energy in the .1 cph bin is

dominated by the tides, a forced motion not well modeled by the internal wave spectral

model. The lower frequencies are included on the plots to help in the interpretation of

the results for frequencies higher than .1 cph i.e. to clearly show the nature of the tidal

peak and reveal whether the character of the energy at higher frequencies is of the same

or very different nature than that tidal peak.
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Q1 Moments
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Figure 6.4.1 Zero ~ moment consistency checks using Ql data
The ~2 statistic is plotted for the five ~ moments using an internal wave model

whose basic state has no mean flow. First year Q mooring data are used to compute the
cross-spectra. The pairs of dashed lines give the 95% confidence limits for each moment
being zero, and the upward pointing tic marks on the frequency axis give the centers of
the frequency bins.

Aside from the tidal energy included in the .1 cph frequency bin, which shows a
strong violation in the meridional asymmetry (~sin 20), the violations in the supertidal
frequencies are confined to the isotropic(~) and first zonally asymmetric (~cos ())
moments. The violations are strongly peaked above, not including, the tides. These
results are consistent with the zonal mean flow being the causal agent.
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U2 Moments
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Figure 6.4.2 Zero .6. mc;lment consistency checks using U2 data
The £2 statistic is plotted for the five .6. moments using an internal wave model

whose basic state has no mean flow. Second year U mooring data are used to compute
the cross-spectra. The pairs of dashed lines give the 95% confidence limits for each
moment being zero, and the upward pointing 'tic marks on the frequency axis give the
centers of the frequency bins.

Aside from the tidal energy included in the .1 cph frequency bin, which shows a
strong violation in the meridional asymmetry (.6. sin 20), the violations in the supertidal
frequencies are confined to the isotropic (.6.) and first zonally asymmetric (.6. cos 0)
moments. The violations seem fairly uniform in strength at all frequencies above and
including the'tides. These results are consistent with the ,zonal mean flow being the causal
agent.
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The bottom curve in figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 is the £2 statistic for presuming that the

isotropic moment for the upwards minus downwards spectral level difference (~) is zero.

Since the curve is outside the 95% confidence limits for frequencies above .1 cph in both

figures, there is a significant difference between the horizontally isotropic portions of the

upward and downward propagating energy at those frequencies.

The second curve from the bottom in each of the two figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 presents

the results of presuming that the first sine moment of the up-down difference (~sin ()) is

zero. Since the curve is within the 95% confidence limits for the supertidal frequencies,

the data is. consistent with this moment being zero. To the extent that the only other sine

moment of ~ resolved by the data ((~ sin 2())) is zero as well, the up-down difference

is meridionally symmetric: i.e. there is no difference between northward and southward

vertically propagating energy.

The middle curve in each of the two figures presents the first cosine moment of the

up-down difference (~cos ()). In both plots the moment is significantly non-zero for the

supertidal frequencies. This means that there is a significant difference between eastward

and westward energy if the data are to be interpreted in terms of a no mean flow model.

The next curve in each of the two figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 shows the results for the

second sine moment of the up-down difference (~sin 2()). The moment is significantly

non-zero for the tidally dominated .1 cph frequency bin, but drops rapidly and is consistent

with zero for the supertidal frequencies. Since the first sine moment is consistent with

zero as well, this shows that the up-down difference can be considered meridionally

symmetric.

The top curve in each of the two figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 presents the second cosine

moment of the up-down difference (~cos 2()). In both cases it is consistent with zero.

This means that the zonal asymmetry is sufficiently described by a cos () dependence on

direction: the four-lobed character of the second cosine moment is not present in the

data. Since chapter 5 showed that the higher direction moments (n > 2) are not related

to the measured cross-spectra, the plots present a complete set of direction moments for

the internal wave models that have a resting basic state.

In summary, then, there is a significant up-down difference in the PEQUOD data.

Interpreted in terms of a no mean flow model, the isotropic and first cosine moments

of the up-down difference are the only moments significantly different from zero for the

supertidal frequencies. Even for an internal wave model that includes the effects of a
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mean shear flow, these results require a significant up-down difference (appendix D).

The remaining components of the generalized spectral level (E, P, Q) are related

to the real parts of the measured (current meter) cross-spectra. Again this is true for

internal wave models with and without the effects of mean shear flow. While the current

meter consistency checks do not distinguish between the different components E, P, Q,

the checks do distinguish between the different direction moments of the grouped spectral

level components. It is thus possible to test whether, for example, three of the first cosine

moments (E cos 0), (P cos 0), and (Q cos 0) are all zero. As it turns out, all of the real

part moments tested are significantly different from zero, with the zonal moments more

strongly in violation of isotropy than the meridional moments. These results, like the

up-down difference results, are possibly consistent with the effects of a mean zonal shear

flow.

Because the consistency checks are unable to determine the relative contributions

of E, P, Q, a new variable R is used to represent the mixture (it can be thought of

as representing the 'real part', since it is calculated from the real part of the current

meter cross-spectra). Figures 6.4.3 and 6.4.4 present the R moments calculated from the

Q1 and U2 data respectively. For the most part the results for the two data sets are the

same, with zonal asymmetries (cosine moments) being distinctly stronger than meridional

asymmetries (sine moments).

The top curve in figures 6.4.3 and 6.4.4 is the e2 statistic for presuming that the

isotropic R moment is zero. Since the curve is far outside the 95% confidence limits for

frequencies above .1 cph in both figures, there is significant isotropic energy of either

propagating or modal character at these frequencies. That fact that the violation is so

much stronger for the isotropic moments of R than it is for the remaining moments of

R is consistent with the GM idea that the internal wave field is predominantly isotropic

and vertically symmetric.

The bottom curve in each figure gives the e2 statistic for the first sine moment

(R sin 0), while the center curve gives the e2 statistic for the second sine moment

(R sin 20). In both figures they are significantly non-zero for all frequencies above

.1 cph: this means that the internal wave field is consistent with neither a meridionally

symmetric wave field in a resting basic state nor a meridionally symmetric internal wave

field that includes the effects of a zonal shear flow: some north-south differences in the

generalized spectral level are required for consistency with the PEQUOD data.
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Figure 6.4.3 Zero R moment consistency checks using Ql data
The E2 statistic is plotted for the five R moments using an internal wave model

whose basic state has no mean flow. First year Q mooring data are used to compute the
cross-spectra. The pairs of dashed lines give the 95% confidence limits for each moment
being zero, and the upward pointing tic marks on the frequency axis give the centers of
the frequency bins.

Comparison of the isotropic moment (R) with the other moments indicates that
the wave field is predominantly isotropic, while the fact the the other moments are
significantly non-zero indicates that an isotropic model is inadequate.
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Figure 6.4.4 Zero R moment consistency checks using U2 data
The €2 statistic is plotted for the five R moments using an internal wave model

whose basic state has no mean flow. Second year U mooring data are used to compute
the cross-spectra. The pairs of dashed lines give the 95% confidence limits for each
moment being zero, and the upward pointing tic marks on the frequency axis give the
centers of the frequency bins.

Comparison of the isotropic moment (R) with the other moments indicates that
the wave field is predominantly isotropic, while the fact the the other moments are
significantly non-zero indicates that an isotropic model is inadequate.
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Counting from the top, the second and fourth curves give the £2 statistic for the first

cosine moment (R cos O) and the second cosine moment (R cos 20) respectively. They

are significantly different from zero for all frequencies greater than .1 cph, signifying that

a strong zonal asymmetry in the generalized spectral level would be required for the no

mean flow internal wave model to be consistent with the PEQUOD data, results that are

also consistent with a internal wave model that includes the effects of a zonal shear flow.

These cosine moments are distinctly larger than the sine moments, indicating that zonal

asymmetries are much stronger than meridional asymmetries.

6.5 Internal wave symmetry results from PEQUOD

In addition to relating direction moments of the generalized spectral level to cross-spectra

calculated from current meter data, the no mean flow internal wave models also predict

that certain components of the current meter cross-spectra must be depth independent, and

that certain components of the current meter cross spectra must be zero. After presenting

the depth independence checks by themselves, this section goes on to combine linear

consistency checks and look at whether certain simplified models are possibly consistent

with the PEQUOD data. These simplified models include making all the symmetry

assumptions of GM79, as well as various subsets thereof: thus all of the symmetries of

section 6.3 are discussed. In light of the results of section 6.4, it should not be surprising

that many of these simplified models are not consistent with the data, and a more elaborate

model, such as an asymmetric internal wave field that includes the effects of mean shear,

is required.

Figure 6.5.1 checks the depth independence of (u~711) (5 in table 3 of figure 6.6.3)

and (v~711) (7 in table 3 of figure 6.6.3) using both the Q1 and U2 datasets. In the no

mean flow model depth independence of 5 and 7 are equivalent to depth independence of

(A cos O) and (A sin O) (moments which are depth independent as a result of conservation

of wave action); in the model of internal waves in a mean shear flow that equivalence

no longer exists (so that while the moments (A cos O) and (A sin O) are still depth inde

pendent when the model includes the effects on mean shear, the quantities (u~711) and

(V~1)l) are not predicted by the model to be depth independent). The plots show that in

the meridional direction the cross-spectra are consistent with depth independence, while

in the zonal direction the cross-spectra are not. It is important to note that figures 6.4.1

and 6.4.2 show that A sin 0 has a large peak at the tides but is indistinguishable from
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zero at supertidal frequencies: thus the new meridional information in figure 6.5.1 is that

the tidal peak is in fact depth independent. The misfit in the zonal direction for higher

frequencies is consistent with the idea that the effects are due to mean zonal currents.

Plotted in figures 6.5.2 and 6.5.3 are the e2 statistics for several no mean flow internal

wave models. The 'General no mean flow' checks include the linear combinations of

the current meter cross-spectra for which all the internal wave models which have a

resting basic state predict a value of zero. As will be shown in section 6.6, these

linear combinations have the form (u~v2) - (V~u2)' where the subscripts denote depth

and all single depths and depth pairs are considered in tum. The depth independence

checks looked at earlier in this section are included as well. The figures show that

the consistency checks are violated for most of the supertidal frequencies, though the

deviation is small compared to the less general models that follow. This inconsistency

could be a consequence of the presence of a mean shear flow. First of all, the "all depth

pair" check results from the isotropy of the basic state, thus it is violated when a mean

shear flow is introduced. Likewise, the depth independence of 5 and 7 depends both on

the isotropy of the basic state and on action flux conservation (action flux conservation

is equivalent to ';5« lX' lXz ) being independent of depth). In the case of a mean shear flow,

the isotropy is lost, which is sufficient to unconstrain 5 and 7. Note that is also possible

to lose the constraint in the presence of forcing or dissipation. For example, were there a

critical layer at some depth that acted as a sink of wave action, the action fluxes measured

above and below the level would be different, and the consistency check that checks depth

independence across the layer could become significantly nonzero.

The remaining consistency checks show that several of the assumptions used in

simplifYing the GM models are not valid for the PEQUOD data. 'Vertically symmetric'

checks whether the up-down difference tl. can be considered zero. Plotted is the e2

statistic that combines all the different tl. direction moment checks presented in section

6.4. Since the individual tl. moments were found to be significantly non-zero, it is not

surprising that the tl. cannot be considered identically zero at almost all frequencies. Thus

a vertically symmetric model cannot adequately explain the PEQUOD measurements.

'Horizontal isotropy' checks whether the generalized spectral level can be considered

independent of direction. Plotted is the e2 statistic that combines all of the R and tl.

cosine and sine moments that are presented in section 6.4 with the uv check included

in the generalized no mean flow check discussed above. As was noted in section 6.4,
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Figure 6.5.1 Depth independence consistency checks
The e2 statistic is plotted for the two single current meter cross-spectra that should

be depth independent in the general no mean flow model. First year Q mooring data
(QI) and second year U mooring data (U2) are used to compute the cross-spectra. The
pairs of dashed lines give the 95% confidence limits for each model, and the upward
pointing tic marks on the frequency axis give the centers of the frequency bins.

The plots show that the zonal component (ur1J1) is not depth independent while
the meridional component (vr1J 1) is depth independent. Since the calculations of section
6.4 show the measured meridional component to be indistinguishable from zero at all
supertidal frequencies, the only new information about the meridional component is that
the meridional component is depth independent at the tidal peak. The fact that the zonal
component is not depth independent is consistent with mean zonal sheaf flow effects.
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Figure 6.5.2 No mean flow model checks using Ql data
The £2 statistic is plotted for five internal wave models whose basic state has no

mean flow. First year Q mooring data (QI) are used to compute the cross-spectra, The
pairs of dashed lines give the 95% confidence limits for each model, and the upward
pointing tic marks on the frequency axis give the centers of the frequency bins. The plots
show that no mean flow models are inadequate to explain the PEQUOD data at supertidal
frequencies.
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U2 Consistency checks
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Figure 6.5.3 No mean flow model checks using U2 data
The €2 statistic is plotted for five internal wave models whose basic state has no

mean flow. Second year U mooring data (U2) are used to compute the cross-spectra.
The pairs of dashed lines give the 95% confidence limits for each model, and the upward
pointing tic marks on the frequency axis give the centers of the frequency bins. The plots
show that no mean flow models are inadequate to explain the PEQUOD data at supertidal
frequencies.
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many of those moments are significantly non-zero, and thus the assumption of horizontal

isotropy is strongly violated at all frequencies. Thus a horizontally isotropic model cannot

be considered consistent with the PEQUOD data.

'WKBJ vertical structure' uses the consistency checks derived in section 6.7 to see

whether WKBJ approximate solutions can be used to solve the vertical structure equation

without destroying the ability of the model to fit the data. The strong violations seen

at high frequencies show that such an approximation is not adequate. Finally, 'WKBJ

vertically propagating' makes the further restriction to the WKBJ model that the solutions

must be vertically propagating: the modal components of the generalized spectral level

(P, Q) are set to zero. Not surprisingly, the violation of this consistency check is even

stronger than the violation of the 'WKBJ vertical structure' consistency check.

Combining these results shows that a internal wave model in a resting basic state is

inconsistent with the PEQUOD data set, and many of the symmetry assumptions com

monly made make the misfit very much worse. The fact that so many of the assumptions

used in simplifying the OM model are not consistent with the PEQUOD data is only

partially due to differences between the mid-latitude and equatorial environment. While

the analysis presented in this chapter is quite close to the analysis done by Muller et

al. 1978 on lWEX data, lWEX lasted for only forty days, while PEQUOD lasted for

two years. It is possible that if these techniques of Miiller et al. 1978 were applied to

a set of yearlong mid-latitude time series, violations of the basic symmetry assumptions

might also be found. The fact, however, that the violations tend to be zonal in nature in

PEQUOD suggests that at least some of the violations seen here are due to the equatorial

environment. The next step is to see whether an internal wave model that includes the

effects of a mean zonal shear flow is adequate to explain the spectral features seen in the

PEQUOD data.
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6.6 Consistency checks for no mean lIow models with general vertical structure

The remaining sections of this chapter are appendical. The consistency checks for the

no mean flow basic state general solution a(z) to the vertical structure equation models

are given in figure 6.6.1. As mentioned earlier, the consistency checks are derived by

considering the expansion of the cross-spectra in terms of the generalized spectral level

(E,/:;.,P,Q) (see section 5.8). The first table in figure 6.6.1 gives the expansion of the

cross-spectra between flow components vertically separated on the same mooring (e.g.

two current meters that have a non-zero vertical separation), while the last table in figure

6.6.1 gives the expansion of cross-spectra between components at a single depth (e.g.

sensors on a single current meter. The expansion for the general no mean flow model

is derived using the equations of chapter 5: the polarization vectors given in equations

5.4.12 and 5.4.13 are used in the cross-spectral expansion given in equation 5.8.9. As an

example of how the expansions are calculated and linear combinations chosen, compare

the expansion for the cross-spectra between u at depth zl and vat depth z2' (u~v2)' with

the expansion for the cross-spectra between v at depth zl and u at depth z2' (V~U2)'

(U~V2)(W) = !(sin20[lR(a~za2.)E + lR(a1.a2z )P - S'(a1.a2.)Q])

+!i('S(a~za2.) sin 20/:;.) (6.6.1a)

(V~U2)(W) = !(sin20[lR(a~za2.)E + lR(a1za2z)P - S'(alza2.)Q])

+!i('S(a~.a2.) sin 2M) (6.6.1b)

where lR( ...) denotes the real part and S'(...) denotes the imaginary part. In this case, the

expansions are identical, and the difference (u~v2) - (v~u2) will be zero for all choices

of generalized spectral level and vertical structure function. In the more common case

where the expansions are not identical, the properties of the terms in the expansions need

be considered. Though it is not written explicitly in figure 6.6.1, the generalized spectral

level (E, /:;., P, Q) is a function of frequency w and wavenumber (k, I) = K(cos 0, sin 0),

and the vertical structure function a 1 is a function of frequency, horizontal wavenum

ber,and depth a(w, K, Zl)' as is its vertical derivative az(w, K, zl)' Furthermore, the

angle brackets (...) represents an average over all waves (which can also be thought of

as an integral over horizontal wavenumber and direction).

Since the generalized spectral levels are a priori unknown, the consistency checks

have to be valid for all choices of functions (E, /:;., P, Q). An example which illustrates
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the use of these considerations is the kinetic energy difference. Consider the following

expansions,

(U~U2) = !(COs21J[lR(a~za2z)E + lR(alza2z)P - S'(alza 2zlQJ)

+!i(S'(a~za2.) COS
2 M) (6.6.2a)

(v~vJ = !(sin21J[lR(a~za2.)E + lR(a1.a2zlP - S'(alza2z)Q])

+!i(S'(a~za2zl sin2 M) (6.6.2b)

Both expansions have identical vertical structure function dependence: they differ only

in that the average over waves for the zonal velocity involves a cos2 IJ weighing while

the meridional velocity has sin2 IJ weighing. By considering the Fourier properties of the

generalized spectral level, this similarity of structure can be converted into a constraint on

the possible symmetries of the generalized spectral level. Consider each of the spectral

level components to have a Fourier expansion in direction IJ as discussed in section 6.3.

Then the sum and difference of the expressions in equations 6.6.2a, b are directly related

to the Fourier coefficients of the generalized spectral levels. The first table in figure

6.6.1 presents expansions for a complete set of linear combinations of the cross-spectra

between two vertically separated current meters. Those expansions are used to derive

the second table in figure 6.6.1, a table which gives linear combinations that are zero

for three of the models plotted in figures 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 (an entry of '0' means that

the real part is zero for the model, while an entry of 'iO' means that the imaginary part

is zero). The 'General no mean flow' model includes only the consistency checks that

hold for all the no mean flow models: in addition to the consistency check derived in

the example (equation 6.6.1) there is the consistency check based on the conservation of

vertical action flux (see section 6.5) that will be derived shortly. A relatively restrictive

model 'Horizontal isotropy' assumes that there is no directional dependence in any of

the generalized spectral levels. Another restrictive model 'vertical symmetry' is based on

the assumption that the difference between upward and downward propagating spectral

level (Ll) is zero: it results in zero imaginary part for all spectral components.

The consistency checks discussed so far are independent of the choice of the vertical

structure function a(w, K, z): none of the properties of the vertical structure equation

have been used. As it turns out, there is one property of the general solution a to
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the vertical structure equation 5.6.1 that can be used to form consistency checks: the

imaginary part ~(a*(z)aztz)) is independent of depth. This is straightforwardly proven

by taking the vertical derivative of the product

oz(a*aJ = laz l2 + a*azz

= laz l2 - m2 (z)laI2
(6.6.5)

The final expression is purely real, so that the imaginary part of the original expression

must be zero. This relation holds as long as the equation is not singular; this means it

holds even if m2 is negative (beyond a turning point), but it does not hold if m 2 goes

to infinity (a critical layer). In the no mean flow model, this independence of depth is

equivalent to the vertical flux of energy being constant (see section 5.9). More generally,

it is equivalent to the vertical action flux being constant (see section 5.10). In either case,

the single current meter cross-spectra whose expansions are given in the last table in figure

6.6.1 can be used to take advantage of this property of a. The table shows that there are

two cross-spectra (5, 7) that are independent of depth as a consequence of equation 6.6.5.

Therefore taking differences between the values of 5 and 7 at different depths results in

additional consistency checks. While in theory one could take differences between all

depths, because the same data would be used in many differences such consistency checks

would be highly correlated. Thus in the figures depth independence is tested by checking

whether nearest neighbor differences are statistically consistent with zero.
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Consistency checks for vertically separated instruments in a resting basic state
General solutions a to the vertical structure equation

18 real moments per current meter pair

linear combinations
of cross-spectra (e)

(ViU2) - (Ui V2)
(UiU2) - (Vi V2)
(U;V2) + (V;U2)

(Ui'72)
('7iU2)
(Vi'72)
('7iV2)

(UiU2) + (Vi V2)
('7i'72)

Spectral level expansion

o + ro
(cos 20[!R(aiza2zlE + ll/(alza2z)P - S'(a'za2z)Q]) + i(S'(aiza2zl cos 20~}
(sin20[ll/(a;za2z )E + ll/(a'za2z)P - S'(a'za2z)Q]) + i(S'(a;za2z) sin20~}(t cos 0[ll/(aLa2)E + ll/(alza2)P - S'(a'z a2)Q]) + i(S'(a;za2) 1 cos O~}
(- cos 0[ll/(aia2z)E + ll/(a , a2z )P - S'(a, a2z )Q]) + i(S'(a; a2z )1cos M}
(1 sin 0[ll/(a;za2)E + ll/(alza2)P - S'(a'za2)Q]) + i(S'(a;z(2) i sin O~}(! sin O[ll/(a; a2z)E + ll/(a, a2z)P - S'(a, a2z )Q]) + i(S'(a;a2z)! sin M}

(ll/(aLa2j')E + ll/(a'z a2z)P - S'(a'z a2z)Q) + i(S'(aLa2z)~}
(ll/(a;a2l;;.·E + ll/(a, a2) c~ P - S'(a, a2) c~ Q} + i(S'(a;a2) ,',~}

linear combinations
of cross-spectra (e)

(V;U2) - (U;V2)
(U;U2) - (V;V2)
(U;V2) + (V;U2)

(U;'72)
('7iu.)
(Vi'72)
('7;V2)

(U;U2) + (ViV2)
('7i'72)

General no
mean How

O+iO

Horizontal
Isotropy

O+iO
O+iO
O+iO
O+iO
O+iO
O+iO
O+iO

Vertical
symmetry

iO
iO
iO
iO
iO
iO
iO
iO
iO

Consistency checks for single current meter measurements in a resting basic state
General solutions a to the vertical structure equation

9 real moments per current meter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

linear combinations
of cross-spectra (e)

(ViU1) - (U;V1)
(U;U1) - (v; V1)
(U;V1) + (V;U1)
(U;'71) + ('7;U1)
(U;'71) - ('7;U1)
(vi'll) + ('7;V1)
(vi'll) - (l);V1)
(U;Ul) + (V;V1)

(l);'71)

Spectral level expansion

iO
(cos 20[ll/(a;za, zlE + ll/(alza,zlP - S'(alza ,z )Q])
(sin 20[ll/(a;za'z )E + ll/(a'za,z)P - S'(alza , zlQ])
2(~ cos O[!R(aiza,jE + ll/(a'za,)p - S'(a'za,)Q]}

2i(S'(ai.a,) ~ cos O~}
2( ~ sin 0[ll/(a;z "1) E + ll/(alza,jP - S'(a'za, )Q]}

2i(S'(aiza,j ~ sin M}
(!R(a;zalz)E + ll/(alzalz)P - S'(alza ,z )Q)
(ll/(a;a,) c~ E + !R(a,a , ) c', P - S'(a, a , ) c~ Q}

Depth independence checks
S'(arzal) is independent of depth, thus 5 and 7 are independent of depth. 'General no
mean flow' checks the depth independence of 5 and 7 as well as the paired consistency
check given in the second table of this figure.

Figure 6.6.1 General vertical structure consistency checks
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Consistency checks for vertically separated instruments in a resting basic state
General solutions a to the vertical structure equation

18 real moments per current meter pair

Zero parameter checks

Linear combinations (R) (Rcos 0) (R sin 0) (Rcos 20) (R sin 20)
of the cross-spectra (e)

(vru2) - (U~V2)
(u~u2) - (Vrv2) 0
(U~v2) + (vru2) 0

(U~112) 0
(11~u2) 0
(vr112) 0
(11rv2) 0

(u~u() + (vrv2) 0
11r112) 0

linear combinations (b.) (b. cos 0) (b. sin 0) (b. cos 20) (b. sin 20)
of the cross-spectra (e)

(vru2) - (u~v2)
(u~u2) - (vrv2) iO
(u~v2) + (vru2) iO

(u~112) iO
(11ru2) iO
(v~112) iO
(11~V2) iO

(u~U2) + (vrv2) iO
(11~112) iO

Figure 6.6.2 Zero parameter checks for no mean flow models
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6.7 Consistency checks for no mean flow models with WKBJ vertical structure

If the vertical structure a is further restricted to WKBJ solutions (equation 5.10.1) are

used, there are consistency checks in addition to those already found for general Q.

The two linear combinations of second order a products that form the basis of the new

consistency checks are,

(6.7.1)

and

(6.7.2)

These relations are more conveniently incorporated into the consistency checks by defining

a scaled vertical structure function

VN:(3. = --'a.
, c ' (6.7.3)

By using these relations in the expansion of the cross-spectra, the set ofWKBJ consistency

checks are found. As expected, the set of WKBJ consistency checks is larger than the set

of consistency checks for the general vertical structure case. The first table in figure 6.7.1

gives the cross-spectral expansion using WKBJ solutions, while the second table gives

the resulting consistency checks for two WKBJ models: 'WKBJ vertical structure', which

allows both modes and vertically propagating waves, and 'WKBJ vertically propagating',

which allows only propagating waves (P = Q = 0).
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The WKBJ single current meter consistency checks

For the special case of relations between flow components at the same location (a 'single

current meter'), the following are depth independent:

(6.7.4)

Consequently the WKBJ models predict that several of the single current meter moments

can be scaled to be depth independent. 1 is zero even in the general vertical structure

case (see section 6.6), and 5 and 7 are depth independent even in the general vertical

structure case. 9 is depth independent for both WKBJ models. The remaining consistency

checks all show differences between the model that allows modes and the model that is

purely vertically propagating. 4 and 6 are zero only in the WKBJ vertically propagating

case: they are the single current meter specialization of the WKBJ current meter pair

relations 4 and 6. Likewise 8 is zero only for the vertically propagating model: it is the

specialization of Fofonoff's consistency check (equation 1.5.3) to the equator. Finally, 2

and 3 are depth independent only for the WKBJ vertically propagating modeL

Depth independence is tested by checking whether nearest neighbor differences are

statistically consistent with zero.
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Consistency checks for vertically separated measurements in a resting basic state
WKBJ solutions a to the vertical structure equation

18 real moments per current meter pair

linear combinations Spectral level expansion
of the cross-spectra (e)

(V~U2) - (U~V2) 0 + iO
v'N~N' [(u~U2) - (v~V2) I (cos 20 [W(.Bi,82)E - W(.B,.B2)P + <;S(.Bl.B2)Q]) + i (<;S(.B~ .B2) cos 20 L'.)

v'N~N' [(U~V2) + (V~U2)] (sin20[W(.B~.B2)E - W(.B,.B2)P+ <;S(.B,.B2)Q]) + i(<;S(.B~.B2) sin2eLl)

v'N~N, [N2(U~'l2) + N, ('l~U2)I 2(cos 0[<;S(.B,.B2)P + W(.B, .B2)Q])
v'N~N, [N2(u~ '12) - N, ('l~ U2)] - 2(cos O<;S(.B~ .B2) E) + 2i(W(.B~ .B2) cos 0L'.)

v'N~N, [N2(V~'l2) + Nd'l~v2)1 2(sinO[<;S(.Bl.B2)P + W(.B,.B2)Q])
v'N~N' [N2(V~ '12) - N, ('l~V2) I -2(sin O<;S(.B~.B2)E) + 2i (W(.B~.B2) sin eLl)

v'N~N, [(U~U2) + (V~V2) - N,N2('l~'l2)1 2(-W(,8,.B2)P + S«.B,.B2)Q])
v'N~N' [(U~U2) + (V~V2) + N,N2('l~'l2)1 2(W(.B~.B2)E) + 2i(<;S(.B~.B2)L'.)

linear combinations WKBJ vertical WKBJ vertically
of the cross-spectra (e) structure propagating

1 (V~U2) - (UiV2) O+iO O+iO
2 (U~U2) - (V~V2)

3 (UiV2) + (V~U2)

4 N2(U~'l2) + N, ('l~U2) iO O+iO
5 N2(ui'l2) - N, ('l~U2)
6 N2(viT/2) + Nl('l~V2) iO O+iO
7 N2(V~'l2) - N'('l~V2)
8 (U~U2) + (V~V2) - N,N2('l~'l2) iO O+iO
9 (U~U2) + (V~V2) + N,N2('l~'l2)

Consistency checks for single current meters in a resting basic state
WKBJ solutions

9 real moments per current meter

linear combinations WKBJ vertical WKBJ vertically
of the cross-spectra (e) structure propagating

1 (V~Ul) - (UiVl) iO iO
2 [(U~Ul) - (V~V')I!N, depth independent
3 [(UiVl) + (v~u,)l/N, depth independent
4 (Ui'll) + ('l~Ul) 0
5 (Ui'll) - ('l~Ul) depth independent depth independent
6 (V~'ll) + ('l~Vl) 0
7 (V~'ll) - ('l~Vl) depth independent depth independent
8 [(U~Ul) + (V~Vl) - Nr('l~'l,)l/N, 0
9 [(UiUl) + (V~Vl) + N'f.('l~'ll)]/N, depth independent depth independent

Figure 6.7.1 WKBJ consistency checks for a no mean flow basic state
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6.8 Consistency checks for internal waves in a mean shear flow

The most general version of the model for internal waves in an unknown mean shear flow

has no consistency checks. The search for such checks can be greatly shortened by noting

that since the no mean flow models are special cases of the models that include a mean

shear flow, any consistency checks for models that include mean velocity shear must be

subsets of the consistency checks for the most general no mean flow model. This is

because consistency checks are in some sense the complement of a model, thus the more

general models have fewer consistency checks. The no mean flow model's consistency

check has several components: one entry from the paired current meter consistency check

table in figure 6.6.1 that holds for all separations, and two entries from the single current

meter table in figure 6.6.1 that check the depth independence of linear combinations of

the single current meter cross-spectra. As it turns out, none of these tests hold for the

model that includes a mean shear flow. Consider first the imaginary parts of the cross

spectra between velocity and displacement at a single point. The polarization vectors r

and s for internal waves in a steady shear flow are given in equations 5.5.9 and 5.5.10.

The cross-spectra of velocity and displacement can then be calculated by using r and s

in equation 5.8.9. In particular, the imaginary parts are given by

S'((U*I7)(w,z») = (!cosOS'(a*(w,k,z)a (w,k,z))~(w,k)) (6.8.1)c z

S'( (V*I7)(W,Z») = (! sinOS'(a*(w, k, z)aAw, k, z))~(w,k)) (6.8.2)
c

where c = wiK - U(z) cos 0 and the averaging process (...) includes an integral over all

wavenumber k. If c were depth-independent then the expressions 6.8.1 and 6.8.2 would be

independent of depth, and consistency checks could be formed by taking nearest neighbor

differences. But because c depends on depth in the model with a mean shear flow the

two cross-spectra also depend on depth, and the consistency check is lost. The results do

suggest, however, that if two depths have the same mean flow that the two cross-spectra

ought to be the same. Similarly, when one compares the cross-spectra (u !v2) with the

cross-spectra (v!u2) one also gets terms that depend on the mean flow,

(v!u2) - (t/,!v2) =

(sin 0u'l;d [!R(a! a2z )E + !R(a1 ( 2)P - S« a 1 a2z)Q]) + is'(a~a2z)~)

+(sin 0u·l;·l [!R(a~za2)E + !R(al$(2)P - S« a l$( 2)Q]) + is<(a~z(2)~)

(6.8.3)
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Thus the possible presence of a mean shear flow means that none of the consistency

checks need be satisfied.
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Chapter 7: Single internal waves in a vertically varying basic state

7.1 Introduction

Chapter 6 shows that the PEQUOD data set cannot be considered consistent with a field

of internal waves in a resting basic state and thus a more sophisticated model, such as

an internal wave field modified by the presence of a mean shear flow, is required. But

chapter 6 merely says that a more sophisticated model could possibly fit the PEQUOD

data, it does not calculate the internal wave spectrum that optimally fits. This chapter

does the first step in calculating such a spectrum: it finds internal wave solutions both

in a resting and in a shear-modified basic state. In considering one wave at a time, this

chapter concentrates the basic physics of the internal wave solutions. This leaves the

complexity of dealing with many waves together to chapter 8, the chapter which fits sets

of shear-modified waves to the mooring data.

Chapter 7 looks at a series of increasingly complicated problems culminating in the

vertical structure of internal waves in a measured mean zonal shear flow. Each of the

solutions to these problems are written in terms of the formalism developed in chapter

5. The formalism separates the solutions into several parts: the dispersion relation, the

polarization vectors, the vertical structure function G(W, k, Z) and its vertical derivative

Gz(W, k, Z). The dispersion relations and polarization vectors for internal waves with and

without mean zonal shear flow have already been given in sections 5.4 and 5.5, but G

and Gz have not. The calculation of G and Gz starts in section 7.2, which introduces

the vertical structure equation. The section primarily reviews section 5.6, but it extends

the earlier section's results by rewriting the equations in terms of amplitude and phase, a

separation that helps clarify some of the later results of this chapter. Section 7.3 provides

background by presenting the solution to a step profile in m(zj: this solution is referred

to in interpreting the more complicated numerical results. Section 7.4 considers internal

waves in the measured resting basic state. It finds and compares numerically integrated

and WKBJ approximate solutions. The WKBJ solutions are important not only because

they are frequently used as approxitnate solutions in the literature, but also because

by being sitnpler they clarify the physics of the more complicated numerical solutions.

Furthermore, while the integrated solutions are more accurate for any given profile, some

of the integrated solutions contain features which are sensitive to small changes in the
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buoyancy frequency profile. Given the presence of variability in the buoyancy frequency

profile, it is not clear that these sensitive integrated solutions are better than the WKBJ

solutions for modeling the spectra computed from a long time series.

Because of the sensitivity of certain solutions to small features in the buoyancy

frequency profile, section 7.5 looks at the expected variability in the buoyancy frequency

profile and its effect on the structure of the internal waves. While the PEQUOD CTD

casts are inadequate to fully determine the vertical wavenumber structure of the buoyancy

frequency fluctuations, some estimates can be made, and those results are extrapolated

using the observations of Hayes and Powell 1980 and Toole and Hayes 1984: the density

gradient variability at the PEQUOD site is consistent with what Hayes and Powell find

and is an order of magnitude higher than what is expected at mid-latitudes (Desaubies

and Smith 1982 present a buoyancy frequency variability calculation for mid-latitude

regions). The enhancement of equatorial variability relative to mid-latitudes is probably

due to low frequency waves trapped in the equatorial waveguide and thus the variability

appears as frozen finestructure to the internal wave field. The effect of this enhanced

variability on internal waves is computed both by using analytical techniques of WPRM

(wave propagation in random media) theory and by using a straightforward numerical

technique. It is found that waves which correspond to mode numbers greater than 15 are

significantly scattered and thus will not display the phase-locking characteristic of modes.

Section 7.6 introduces the effects of mean flows by considering solutions to the

equations that include a simplified mean zonal velocity. Section 7.7 continues by looking

at waves in measured mean flows. It is found that the most important effect of the mean

flows at the depths considered is the effects of mean shear Uz through the polarization

relations: doppler shifts Uk and the effects of mean velocity curvature Uzz do not

significantly affect the internal wave shapes for low wavenumbers, and effects of buoyancy

frequency variability are much stronger than mean flow effects at higher wavenumbers.

The results of the chapter are summarized in section 7.8. Since scattering so strongly

affects modes with high wavenumbers (the transition being at roughly mode 15), a precise

determination of vertical structure is only relevant for the low modes. For these low modes

the two effects of shear that change the dispersion relation are minimal: Doppler shifts

are small and significant mean velocity curvature only occurs over small distances. Thus

it is sufficient to use the dispersion relation for a resting basic state in determining the

vertical structure functions G(Z) and Gz(Z).
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7.2 The vertical structure equation revisited

Both the internal waves in the no mean flow basic state and the internal waves in the

basic state with a mean shear flow reduce to finding a solution G to a vertical structure

equation of the form

where

{

N'(zl-w' 2
2 'w', K no mean flow

m (Z) = N'(z)-u' 2 kU
::':-~'~2;-:-K + =.u. mean zonal flowu u

a =w- Uk

(7.2.1)

(7.2.2)

In the case of internal waves in a resting basic state, G (z) is the vertical structure func

tion for vertical displacement and vertical velocity, while Gz (z) is the vertical structure

function for horizontal velocities and reduced pressure (see equation 5.4.2). The situation

where there is a mean zonal shear flow is more complicated (see equation 5.5.9): G(z)

is still the vertical structure function for vertical displacement and vertical velocity, but a

linear combination of G and G z is required to describe the the vertical structure of the

horizontal velocities and reduced pressure. As section 5.6 discusses, since equation 7.2.1

is a second order linear differential equation, any solution G (Z) can be written as a linear

combination of a pair of basis solutions, each of which satisfy the differential equation

7.2.1. There is some freedom in choosing these basis functions, and the choice made

in section 5.6 is to use the solution that satisfies a pair of conditions at some reference

depth zo' as the first basis function, Q(z), and its complex conjugate Q*(Z) as the second.

These conditions are

Q(Zo) = Qo(a, K)

Qz(Zo) = -im(z)Q(zo)

(7.2.3a)

(7.2.3b)

Q o must be real in order for Q*(Z) to be a complementary basis function for Q. In

the case where m(z) is a constant, Q(Z) is clearly the upward (energy) propagating wave

(downward phase propagation), while its complex conjugate is the downward wave. In the

general m(z) case, the interpretation as upward and downward waves is more complicated,

and some discussion loosely based on Gent and Luyten 1985 is in section 5.6. Essentially,

while the wave Q starts out at Zo as a purely upward propagating wave, rapid variation in

m(z) causes reflections so that there is a mixture of both upward and downward energy.

Its counterpart, Q*, will have exactly the opposite mixture.
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Armed with that definition, it is straightforward to integrate equation 7.2.1 from

initial conditions 7.2.3a, b for any given profile of m{z) to find the solution 0< (a calcu

lation that is done in Gent and Luyten 1985 and Philander 1978). While not necessary

mathematically, it is instructive to rewrite the problem in terms of a polar decomposition

for o«z),

o<{Z) = R{Z)Ci8 (z) (7.2.4)

This transformation is a variant of the Madelung transformation, which is suggested

by Acton 1970 as appropriate for numerical integration of this equation. Its numerical

properties aside, it transforms the complex differential equation 7.2.1 into a pair of real

equations, one differential and one simple quadrature. The result is straightforwardly

derived. By substituting 7.2.4 into 7.2.1, the following pair of equations result

(7.2.5a)

(7.2.5b)

The second equation (7.2.5b) is separable and can be readily integrated. Using the initial

conditions to determine the constant of integration gives the final results: a differential

equation containing only the amplitude R{z),

with initial conditions
R(zo) = 0<0

Rz(zo) = 0

and a simple quadrature relation for phase 0(z),

j z m 0<2

O{z) =- ~dz
zo R

(7.2.6a)

(7.2.6b)

(7.2.6c)

The solution for constant m 2 {z) (= m5) can be found by inspection of 7.2.6: the

amplitude R(z) is equal to its initial value 0<0 throughout the water column, and the

phase O(z) is a linear function of depth. Several insights into the solutions, R(z), O(Z),

for general m 2 (z) can be gained from the system of equations 7.2.6 as well. First of all,

the phase O(z) tends to be smoother than the amplitude, since the phase is an integral of

a smooth function of the amplitude. This suggests that the phase results will be more
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robust than amplitude results in the presence of noise. At the very least, because the

phase is an integral of a positive definite quantity, it is a single valued function of depth.

Furthermore, equation 7.2.6a makes it clear that R cannot smoothly go to zero. If forced

towards zero, the amplitude R responds by oscillating rapidly (an oscillation that would

enhance mixing and dissipation effects were they included in the system).

In fact equation 7.2.6a is also the radial equation of motion for a mass moving in

a plane while connected to a central pivot by a variable spring (see figure 7.2.1). While

admittedly a somewhat contrived problem, it does provide an example where the physics

is fairly clear.

(7.2.7)

where R(t) is the radius of the particle at time t, Ks(t) is the spring constant normalized

by the particle mass and is a given function of t, and A is the normalized angular

momentum at the initial time. Since there are only radial forces, the angular momentum

A = R 2(t){}t(t) is conserved. R2(Z){}z(Z) is the analogous quantity for the oceanographic

vertical structure problem, showing that as long as m2 (Z) is not infinite, neither the

gradient of phase nor the amplitude can go to zero unless one of them is initially (and

almost always) zero. Having both the amplitude and the vertical phase gradient nonzero

is a very useful constraint, and it is important to realize that it is a result of the initial

conditions 7.2.3b. There is no loss of generality, however, because arbitrary values of G

and G z at the reference depth Zo can be matched by using linear combinations of a and

a*.

It is also instructive to relate az(z) to R(z) and (}(z). It is then possible to see

that the phase behavior of ll!z(Z) is potentially different from the smooth, single-valued

behavior of (}(Z). Taking the vertical derivative of equation 7.2.4 gives

(7.2.8a)

(7.2.8b)

It is then a straightforward matter to use the explicit solution for phase given in equation

7.2.6c to get an expression entirely in terms of R(z) and ll!(Z) .

.moll!~ ( . RRz )ll!z(Z) = -t-
R2

1 +t--2 a(z)
(z) moll!o

As long as m 2(z) does not go to infinity, R(z) is positive definite, so the factoring done

in going from equation 7.2.8a to equation 7.2.8b does not introduce any phase changes
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8(0)

Figure 7.2.1 Mass moving in a plane
A problem analogous to the vertical structure equation with a non-constant m 2 (z) is

the problem of a mass connected to a pivot by a variable spring. The normalized spring
constant K.(t) corresponds to the variable local vertical scale m 2 (z}.
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(7.2.9)

or singularities. Thus the phase difference between U(z) and Uz(Z) is due entirely to the

factor
. ( . RRz )-~ 1+~--2

maua

This means that the phase difference will fluctuate around -900 in a manner determined

by the rate of change of the amplitude R. In the case of constant m 2 (Z), then, the phase

difference will be a constant -900
• In the more general case of a varying m 2 (z), the

fluctuations will be non-zero. They will, however, be constrained to be less than 900
,

since the phase of the factor in parentheses is within the interval (-900
, 900

), the extreme

values approached only as R(z) rapidly goes to infinity.

7.3 Step m(z) profile

To develop a basis for understanding the more complicated solutions to measured m 2 (z)

profiles, consider the solutions to the vertical structure equations where the vertical de

pendence of m(z) is a single step at some height of transition~. (Solutions to other

theoretical profiles can be found in Gent and Luyten 1985 and Philander 1978). There

are now two regions where m(z) is constant: region 1 (above the transition height) which

contains the reference height za, and region 2 (below the transition height). The solutions

where m(z) is constant are complex exponentials whose vertical scale is given by the

local m(Z). Since region 1 contains the reference height, its solution is a purely upward

propagating wave, while the solution in region 2 is going to be some mixture of the

upward and downward propagating solutions.

(7.3.1)

By matching u and U z at the transition height, A and B are readily determined.

z > zT

Z < zT

(7.3.2)

The amplitude of the solution in equation 7.3.2 is

z > zT

z < zT

(7.3.3)
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(7.4.1)

The amplitude and phase of one such solution is plotted in figure 7.3.1. This solution

suggests that rapid changes in N(z) (resulting in rapid changes in m(z») will result in

solutions that have amplitudes that oscillate with twice the local vertical wavenumber,

and the size of those oscillations will be proportional to the percentage change in m(z).

Phase, on the other hand, will be relatively smooth. Equation 7.2.6c shows that phase

is an integral over amplitude. Furthermore, since the vertical scale of the variation in

amplitude is half the vertical scale of the wave, the variations will tend to integrate out

exactly over one wave period, resulting in a even greater smoothing effect than one would

expect from integration through random noise.

7.4 Integrated wave solutions in the absence of mean flow

This section looks at the upward solutions a(z) to equation 7.2.1 with a dispersion relation

appropriate for waves in a motionless basic state.

N 2 (z) _w2

m 2 (z) = K 2

w2

Given the true buoyancy frequency profile N (Z), it is straightforward to integrate from

the boundary conditions (equation 7.2.3) given at the reference depth Zo and calculate

a for all z. There are two parameters in the dispersion relation and thus the results are

functions of two parameters as well: frequency wand horizontal wavenumber K. To the

extent that the hydrostatic approximation is appropriate (m2 (z) = N 2 (z)K2 /W 2 ), these

two parameters can be combined: only their ratio (the horizontal phase speed) affects the

vertical structure equation. Since the solutions are in fact essentially hydrostatic (which

will be demonstrated later in this section), all the solutions presented will arbitrarily be

at the same frequency (.2 cph) and different choices of horizontal wavenumber will be

made to illustrate the possible behaviors of solutions.

Determining a 'true' buoyancy frequency profile is not particularly simple. In fact,

it is not clear that such a concept has much validity: in the real ocean there are changes

in the profile and those changes are reflected in the structure of the internal waves. For

the integrations presented in this section, two profiles were calculated by averaging over

the 28 PEQUOD CTD profiles listed in section 2.1: one profile is computed using a set

of pressure bins spaced every 100 WKBJ stretched meters (wsm), while the other profile

is computed using a set of pressure bins that are spaced every 25 wsm. These WKBJ

grids were chosen in order to be able to consider the variability in buoyancy frequency to
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Figure 7.3.1 Solution to step change in m(z)
The plot gives the solution where the dispersion relation is

and the reference height is chosen to be in region 1 (In this plot the frequency w is .2
cph and the horizontal wavenumber K is 2 cpkm).
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be stationary with depth, a point that will be greatly elaborated in section 7.5. As it turns

out, the buoyancy frequency variability can quite strongly affect internal waves, so it is

a factor that must be considered in order to correctly determine internal wave solutions.

Figure 7.4.1 shows an integration for a vertically propagating wave that corresponds

to the first baroclinic mode (i.e. the first baroclinic mode is comprised of this up

ward propagating wave and its downward propagating counterpart at the same horizontal

wavenumber). The left plot gives the buoyancy frequency profile computed on a 25

WKBJ stretched decibar grid: the mean profile is sharply peaked around 150m and fairly

smooth otherwise. The other two plots give amplitude R(z) and phase O(Z). The phase

decreases with height, as is appropriate for a wave with upward energy. The amplitude

varies slowly as N varies, though it is somewhat smoother: it never gets very far from

the unit amplitude it has at 1000m (the reference depth). The oscillations seen in the

solution to a step profile found in section 5.3 are not readily apparent in figure 7.4.1 be

cause the water column does not extend sufficiently beyond the height of the thermocline.

Furthermore, a single step profile is not a good approximation to the thermocline. An

analytical solution much more analogous to the thermocline is done in Gent and Luyten

1985: there they consider a three layer stratified ocean.

Figure 7.4.2 shows an integration for a much higher horizontal wavenumber K = .5:

this corresponds to a mode number of 25. The left-hand plot again gives the local vertical

wavenumber m(z): The values are different (since the wave is much smaller) but the shape

of the curve has not changed at all. The middle plot gives the amplitude: the curve has

much more structure that the low wavenumber (first mode) solution's amplitude did. In

light of the step profile solution of section 5.3 this solution makes a good deal of sense;

the wiggles are caused by phase-locking between upward and downward propagating

waves, their amplitude increasing as the value of the buoyancy frequency lessens. The

right-hand plot gives the phase (the plot is such that the line is broken each time the

phase goes from -180° to 180°). The phase plot shows much less structure than the

amplitude plot: this is because phase is an integral over a function of amplitude, thus all

the small scale fluctuations in amplitude are averaged out. As will be shown in section

7.5, this large amount of structure in the amplitude is quite sensitive to changes in the

buoyancy frequency profile. This is equivalent to saying that these waves are strongly

scattered, which means these waves not only do not contribute to non-zero coherences

over large separations, they are unable to form modes, making energy at these wavelengths
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Run: P28W25
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Figure 7.4.1 Low wavenumber wave integrated through a 25 wsm averaged N
profile

This plot gives the integrated solution for a(z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and
a horizontal wavenumber K of .021 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to the first
baroclinic mode. The left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is
almost proportional to the buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency profile
is computed from PEQUQD data using bins every 25 wsm. The center plot gives the
amplitude of a(z), and the right plot gives the phase of a(z). The solution is quite smooth
and is basically not dependent on small fluctuations in the buoyancy frequency profiles.
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Figure 7.4.2 Medium wavenumber wave integrated through a 25 wsm averaged
N(z) profile

This plot gives the integrated solution for a(z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and a
horizontal wavenumber K of .5 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to mode 25. The
left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is almost proportional to the
buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency profile is computed from PEQUOD
data using bins every 25 wsm. The center plot gives the amplitude of a(z), and the right
plot gives the phase of a(z). The solution show wiggles in amplitude that are quite
similar to those seen in the step function solutions. Phase, on the other hand, is still quite
smooth.
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essentially propagating in character.

While one could argue that mode 25 (which was discussed in the last paragraph)

is as high as a mode as one would want to consider (a point of view which is given

empirical and dynamical support in section 7.5), it is quite informative to consider higher

modes as welL Figure 7.4.3 presents the integration for the wave that corresponds to

mode 100. The buoyancy frequency profile used was computes with a grid of pressure

bins that were spaced every 25 wsm. The wiggles in amplitude are even more pronounced

than they were for the mode 25 wave. But now consider figure 7.4.4, which presents the

same wave integrated through the buoyancy frequency profile that was computed using

a 100 wsm grid. The wave in that figure is quite smooth: the amplitude varies slowly in

inverse proportion to the variations in buoyancy frequency.

The smooth solution is in some sense the solution one might have expected: the

wave scale is much smaller than that of the mean flow, and thus the wave amplitude

varies in a WKBJ sense, inversely proportional to the square root of the local vertical

wavenumber. t But the solution integrated through the 25 wsm profile did not show the

same character at all. The difference in the character of the high wavenumber solutions

is due to the difference in high wavenumber content of the two buoyancy frequency

profiles: the 100 wsm profile filters high wavenumber variability more thoroughly than

the 25 wsm profile. For lower wavenumbers the high wavenumber content of the profile

is less important: comparing figure 7.4.2 to figure 7.4.5 shows that solutions for medium

wavenumbers do not depend on which profile is used. So the problem is accentuated for

higher wavenurnbers, and the difference between the two high wavenumber integrations

points out the important of correctly determining the high wavenumber content of the

N 2 (z) profile. That determination is in section 7.5.

t WKBJ solutions are discussed in more detail later in this section.
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Figure 7.4.3 Very high wavenumber wave integrated through a 25 wsm averaged
N(z) profile

This plot gives the integrated solution for a«Z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and a
horizontal wavenumber K of 2 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to mode 100. The
left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is almost proportional to the
buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency profile is computed from PEQUOD
data using bins every 25 wsm. The center plot gives the amplitude of a«Z), and the right
plot gives the phase of a«Z). The solution show wiggles in amplitude that are even bigger
than those seen in the mode 25 solution.
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Figure 7.4.4 Very high wavenumber wave integrated through a 100 wsm averaged
N(z) profile

This plot gives the integrated solution for a«Z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and a
horizontal wavenumber K of 2 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to mode 100. The
left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is almost proportional to the
buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency profile is computed from PEQUOD
data using bins every 100 wsm. The center plot gives the amplitude of a«z), and the right
plot gives the phase of a«Z). The solution is quite smooth. The smoothness, however, is
not necessarily a property of the ocean: the solution is smooth because the scale of the
wave is smaller than the scale of the smoothing used to compute the buoyancy frequency
profile.
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Figure 7.4.5 Medium wavenumber wave integrated through a 100 wsm N(z) profile
This plot gives the integrated solution for a(z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and a

horizontal wavenumber K of .5 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to mode 25. The
left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is almost proportional to the
buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency profile is computed from PEQUOD
data using bins every 100 wsm. The center plot gives the amplitude of a(Z), and the
right plot gives the phase of a(z). The solution show wiggles in amplitude that are quite
similar to those seen in the integration through the 25 wsm averaged buoyancy frequency
profile plotted in figure 7.4.2. This is because, unlike the mode 100 case, the vertical
wavelength of this wave is longer than the cutoff wavenumber of the filtered buoyancy
frequency profile for both the 100 wsm and the 25 wsm profiles.
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Horizontal velocity structure function solutions

The last part of section 7.2 points out that it is possible that the horizontal velocity struc

ture function O<z(z) could have quite different phase behavior from the vertical velocity

structure function o«Z). But the computations with the measured profiles that are pre

sented here indicate that the potential for peculiar phase behavior is not realized: the O<z

plots are qualitatively the same as the 0< plots.

Figure 7.4.6 presents O<z for the first mode horizontal wavenumber (figure 7.4.1

presented 0< at the same wavenumber). The amplitude behavior of O<z is in some sense

opposite to that of 0<: the amplitude of O<z decreases where the amplitude of 0< increases.

The phase behavior is almost exact the same, except that there is an almost constant 90°

difference between the two. This is even more apparent in figure 7.4.9, where the left

plot presents the deviations from the 90° phase offset for this wavenumber.

Figure 7.4.7 presents a solution for medium wavenumbers. The wavenumber used

is the same as for figure 7.4.2. The amplitude offers no surprises: the wiggles found

in 0< are also in O<z, the only difference being that wherever 0< increases, O<z decreases,

and vice versa. The phase of O<z' too, is qualitatively the same as the phase of 0<:

it appears just as smooth, unlike the prediction of section 7.2. The resolution of this

apparent conflict is in the center plot of figure 7.4.7. Here it is clear that the erratic phase

behavior predicted in section 7.2 is going on, but because the phase is varying so rapidly,

the random perturbations are so small as to be undetectable. In conclusion, then, the

behavior of the horizontal velocity structure function O<z is qualitatively indistinguishable

from the behavior of the vertical velocity structure function 0<.

Figure 7.4.8 presents a solution in the very high wavenumber limit (roughly mode

100). The solution is computed using the profile that is averaged on a 25 wsm grid,

consequently it is not identical to the solution computed using the WKBJ approximation:

the amplitude has wiggles that vary twice as fast as the wave itself. This solution is

like the medium (mode 25) wavenumber solution in that the o<,(Z) solution has the same

character as the o«z) solution. It is interesting to note that, unlike the mode 25 solution,

the phase difference between o«Z) and o<,(Z) does not continue increasing with distance

from the reference depth zo: a maximum amplitude of 45° is reached and more or less

maintained.
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Figure 7.4.6 Low wavenumber wave integrated through an averaged N profile
This plot gives the integrated solution for az(z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and

a horizontal wavenumber K of .021 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to the first
baroclinic mode. The left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is
almost strictly proportional to the buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency
profile is computed from PEQUOD data using bins every 25 wsm. The center plot gives
the amplitude of a)z), and the right plot gives the phase of a)z). The amplitude tends to
vary with the local vertical wavenumber, and the structure of the phase is quite similar to
the structure of the a(z) phase; there is an almost constant 900 phase difference between
the two.
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Figure 7.4.7 Medium wavenumber wave integrated through an averaged N(z) pro
file

This plot gives the integrated solution for o<)z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and a
horizontal wavenumber K of .5 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to mode 25. The
left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is almost proportional to the
buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency profile is computed from PEQUOD
data using bins every 25 wsm. The center plot gives the amplitude of O<z(Z), and the right
plot gives the phase of O<z(Z). The solution show wiggles in amplitude that are quite
similar to those seen in the solutions for o«Z). Like the o«z) solutions, the phase is quite
smooth.
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Figure 7.4.8 Very high wavenumber wave integrated through a variable N(z) profile

This plot gives the integrated solution for C<z(z) at a frequency w of .2 cph and a
horizontal wavenumber K of 2 cpkm. This wavenumber corresponds to mode 100. The
left plot gives the local vertical wavenumber profile (which is almost proportional to the
buoyancy frequency profile): the buoyancy frequency profile is computed from PEQUOD
data using bins every 25 wsm. The center plot gives the amplitude of c<)Z), and the right
plot gives the phase of c<)Z). The solution show wiggles in amplitude that are quite
similar to those seen in the solutions for c« z). The phase, however, is quite smooth.
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Figure 7.4.9 Variations in the phase difference between Ci and Ciz '

These three plots give the deviation from -900 of the phase difference between IX

and Ciz ' The left plot gives this offset phase difference for a horizontal wavenumber K of
.021 cpkm, the center plot gives the offset phase difference for a horizontal wavenumber
K of .5 cpkm, and the right plot gives the offset phase for a horizontal wavenumber K
of 2. cpkm. The plots show that there is some variability in the phase difference between
IX and Ciz for the higher modes, even though the plots of the Ciz and Ci show basically
the same character.
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Comparison with WKBJ solutions

In many analyses of data, rather than integrating through the buoyancy frequency profile,

as has been done so far, the analyses use the physical optics (WKBJ) approximation to

solve the vertical structure equation. It is thus interesting to note the differences between

these integrated solutions for a(z) and the WKBJ solutions that might otherwise be used.

As it turns out, because of the presence of variability in the buoyancy frequency profile,

for higher modes the WKBJ solution is in some ways better than the integrated solution,

even though the integrated solution is more accurate for any given buoyancy frequency

profile.

The WKBJ solution simply has the amplitude as inversely proportional to the square

root of m(z), while the phase is still given by equation 7.2.6c.

(7.4.2)

It is a good approximation as long as m varies much more slowly than the scale of the

wave, i.e.
m
~~m
m

(7.4.3)

This is clearly not the case in the low wavenumber limit, and figure 7.4.10 compares the

WKBJ solution to the integrated solution in that limit. The solid line is the integrated

solution, the dashed line is the WKBJ solution, and the dotted line is an integrated solution

using the hydrostatic dispersion relation

(7.4.4)

The hydrostaticity is not an important issue for this frequency and wavenumber: there is

no detectable difference between the integrated hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic solutions.

The percentage differences between the WKBJ and integrated solutions appear to be

large near the surface, and there is some phase difference between the solutions below

the thermocline if the separation is sufficiently high.

In the very high wavenumber limit, if the 100 wsm profile were used the integrated

and WKBJ solutions would be indistinguishable. This is because the conditions for

validity of the WKBJ approximation (equation 7.4.3) are satisfied. If, however, the

25 wsm profile is used, the solutions are quite different from one another, just as the

difference medium wavenumber solutions differ from one another. Figure 7.4.11 gives
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Figure 7.4.10 Comparison of WKBJ solutions with integrated solutions in the low
wavenumber limit

The integrated solution for a(z) is given by the solid line, the WKBJ solution by the
dashed line, and the integrated hydrostatic solution by the dotted line. In all three cases
the frequency w is .2 cph and the horizontal wavenumber K is .021 cpkm. The profile
used is calculated on a 25 wsm grid.
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the comparison for the medium wavenumber (mode 25) wave. Again the WKBJ solution

is given as the dashed line, the hydrostatic solution is given by the dotted line, and

the integrated solution is given by the solid line. Note that in this case the hydrostatic

solution is somewhat different that the non-hydrostatic solutions: in particular the phase

is somewhat different when sufficiently far from the reference depth. On the other hand,

the WKBJ and integrated solutions differ quite a bit in amplitude, but match quite well

in phase. In fact, the amplitude of the WKBJ solution looks like a biased fit to the

wiggles of the true solution. This presents an interesting question: it is precisely the

wiggles of the true solution that are the most sensitive to changes in the N profile, so

that to the extent that there are small spatial and temporal variations in N (Z), the wiggles

in the medium wavenumber waves are not well determined. Therefore in experimental

situations, despite the fact that the WKBJ solution is not mathematically justified (i.e. it

is not an accurate solution to the vertical structure equation), the WKBJ and the integrated

solutions are equally (in)appropriate for medium to high wavenumbers. This becomes

more evident in the next section, which looks at the effects of N profile variations on

the propagating waves.

7.5 Effects of buoyancy frequency profile variability

The local buoyancy frequency N (Z) is proportional to the local vertical density gradient.

This section explores the effects of vertical density gradient variability on internal waves

in a basic state with no mean shear flow. To some extent this problem has been considered

by the previous section which argued that waves with vertical structure that is complicated

is also highly dependent on the buoyancy frequency profile: to the extent that there is

variability in that profile an averaged structure would be more appropriate than some

very precise but also highly variable solution. Determining such an average structure

is equivalent to determining the scattering of internal waves by buoyancy frequency

fluctuations, a problem that is discussed in the vast literature on wave propagation in

random media (WPRM). The WPRM literature deals both directly and indirectly with

the problems of internal waves. After summarizing the buoyancy frequency variability by

determining a vertical wavenumber spectrum for those fluctuations, this section reviews

some of the relevant WPRM work and derives an analytic expression for the fluctuations

effect on internal waves. This analytic analysis is somewhat limited because simplifying

assumptions must be made in order to arrive at an analytic solution. Thus a numerical
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Figure 7.4.11 Comparison of WKBJ solutions with integrated solutions for medium
wavenumber waves

The integrated solution for a«Z) is given by the solid line, the WKBJ solution by the
dashed line, and the integrated hydrostatic solution by the dotted line. In all three cases
the frequency w is .2 cph and the horizontal wavenumber K is .5 cpkm. The profile
used is calculated on a 25 wsm grid. The plot shows the WKBJ solution to appear to
be a best fit to the wiggles of the integrated solution: in a experimental situation, then,
where the variability of the buoyancy frequency profile causes the wiggles to be poorly
determined, the WKBJ solutions could very well be more appropriate then the relatively
precise integrated solutions.
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analysis is made as well, verifying and extending the analytic results. It is found that

low mode internal waves are not strongly affected by buoyancy frequency variability,

while the higher modes are affected in two ways: the scattering decreases the measurable

coherence due to the higher modes, and the scattering destroys the phase-locking of

upward and downward waves characteristic of vertical modes, leaving the higher mode

wavefield with a propagating rather than modal character.

As will be shown in the latter part of this section, the effect on internal waves

of vertical density gradient variability is dependent on that variability's distribution as

a function of vertical wavenumber. The variability of the vertical density gradient is

here modeled as being due to advection of the mean density profile by oceanic motions.

This model is discussed by Desaubies and Smith 1982 in their paper which models

buoyancy frequency fluctuations as being due to a field of internal waves, a work which

is reviewed in chapter 4 in its discussion of buoyancy frequency variability. Their results

can be summarized by the following equation, an equation which relates the variance of

the squared buoyancy frequency N 2 (z) to the variance of the vertical strain 'I)z'

(7.5.1)

where Ng(z) is the true profile: Ng(z) is best estimated by (N2 (z»). This expression also

relates the vertical wavenumber spectrum of both the buoyancy frequency perturbations

and the vertical strain. Furthermore, since vertical wavenumber spectrum of displacement

('1)*'1)) ({3) is easily related to the spectrum of vertical strain,

(7.5.2)

buoyancy frequency variability can be related to displacement spectra as well.

Hayes and Powell 1980 characterize equatorial displacement spectra both on and

off the equator in the eastern equatorial Pacific. They find that the displacement spectra

is an order of magnitude higher directly on the equator as compared to five degrees

north or south: this is shown in figure 7.5.1. The spectral level shown (3 x 103m3 / cyc

at .01 cpm) and the spectral slope of roughly -2 are equivalent to a strain spectrum

that is white (spectral density independent of frequency) with a level of 11.8 cpm- 1.

This matches calculations from the PEQUOD eTD data which show that the buoyancy

frequency perturbation have a white spectrum with a level of 11 cpm- 1 .
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Figure 7.5.1 Equatorial Pacific displacement spectra
These curves compare vertical wavenumber spectra of displacement calculated from

both equatorial (lOS-ION) and non-equatorial (BON-lOON) groups of stations, The
straight line gives. the GM75 model spectrum using parameters from Hayes 1978. The
plots show that the equatorial displacement spectra is a factor of ten larger than the more
mid-latitude displacement spectra. The equatorial spectra presented here are levels mea
sured here are comparable in shape and level to calculations made from the PEQUOD
data (this figure is figure 5 from Hayes and Powell 1980).
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Considering the strain spectrum to be white is neither a complete nor a sufficient

characterization of the strain fluctuations as far as computing the effects on internal waves

is concerned. Though it is not readily apparent from the Hayes and Powell figure (7.5.1),

there is evidence that there is a .1 cpm vertical wavenumber cutoff of the displacement

spectrum both on and off the equator. Toole and Hayes 1984 note that there is distinct

evidence of a sharp drop in energy at .1 cpm in velocity shear spectra and less distinct

evidence for the same cutoff in strain spectra: they further point out that aliasing effects

could account for fact that the cutoff is less distinct in the strain spectra. The level

they measure for strain spectra is also roughly comparable to the Hayes and Powell (and

PEQUOD) levels. The measurements can thus be characterized as being constant up to

.1 cpm and then dropping off quickly for higher wavenumbers. A simple model for the

strain spectrum that is consistent with this characterization is

(7.5.3)

where II(x) is the rectangle function t and the cutoff wavenumber f3c is .1 cpm.

t The rectangle function II (x) is defined to be

Ixl <!
Ixl = ~

Ixl >!

see Bracewell 1978.
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Analytic analysis of internal wave scattering due to bnoyancy frequency variability

The general problem of a wave propagating in a random medium (WPRM) has a vast

literature with contributions from many of the sciences and the engineering fields. Mysak

1978 reviews some of the oceanic WPRM literature. It is a rather difficult presentation,

mostly mathematics and statistics with little attention paid to dynamics, but it does survey

many of the mathematical tools used in the subject. The book edited by Platte (1979), on

the other hand, is quite clear and spends quite a bit of time discussing physical properties:

it unfortunately focuses exclusively on the problems posed by sound propagating through

a fluctuating ocean. Not only is Platte easier to comprehend, but it is more useful for our

purposes because the methods presented by Platte allow the calculation of the effect of

scattering on two point statistics such as coherence and cross-spectra, while the methods

reviewed by Mysak focus on one point averages such as expected wave amplitude or

energy. Since the analysis will eventually be applied in interpreting measured cross

spectra, the methods presented in Platte 1979 are the ones utilized here.

Internal waves are solutions to the vertical structure equation 7.2.1. Random fluctu

ations in the buoyancy frequency profile lead to random fluctuations in the local vertical

wavenumber m(z). Rewriting equation 7.2.1 to explicitly include those fluctuations leads

to the following equation:

(7.5.4)

This is a fairly general equation, the only step that has been taken is to write the local

vertical wavenumber as the sum of a deterministic part mo(z) and a normalized random

part Jl(Z). For the particular case of internal waves in a resting basic state, and making the

hydrostatic approximation, we can relate both the deterministic and random parts of the

local vertical wavenumber to the mean and deviation from the mean buoyancy frequency,

(7.5.5)

and
[N(z) - No(z»)]

Jl = (7.5.6)
No{z)

Note that the 'true' buoyancy frequency No{z) is estimated as the square root of the mean

vertical density gradient instead of begin estimated as the mean buoyancy frequency. As

demonstrated in the next section, the scattering of internal waves depends on the vertical
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wavenumber spectrum of the local vertical wavenumber fluctuations (/-t*/-t) ({3). Using

equation 7.5.6, this spectrum can be related to the strain spectrum

where the fluctuations about the mean vertical density gradient have been presumed small

so that a linearization of the square root could be made.

The next step is to solve the vertical structure equation 7.5.4 with non-zero random

fluctuations /-t. The following discussion will demonstrate that

(7.5.8a)

is an adequate solution to the random differential equation 7.5.4, where Go(Z) is the

solution to the deterministic equation (/-t == 0) and ¢> is an integral over the random phase

fluctuations

¢> = r mo(z)/-t(Z') dz' (7.5.8b)
lzo

This solution is in effect making the geometrical optics approximation for the part of the

solution that is due to random fluctuations. As will be shown shortly, such a solution is

certainly valid to the extent that the deterministic solution Go(Z) is a valid geometrical

optics solution; it is also valid in a statistical sense for a wider class of deterministic

solutions.

In order to facilitate finding a solution G(z) to the random differential equation 7.5.4,

write G(Z) in the following form:

(7.5.9)

where Go(Z) is the solution to the deterministic problem, Gt(z) is the part of the solution

that we will eventually set equal to ei 1>, and €(Z) is the part of the solution that is left

over. After expanding out the curvature term and subtracting the deterministic equation

for Go(Z), equation 7.5.4 becomes

(7.5.10)

Note the fluctuations /-t are presumed to be small in order to make the operator operating

on £ deterministic. Since we are only interested in the size of £ the accuracy of this

approximation is not particularly important.
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By forcing Gt(Z) to be given by ei </> and substituting into equation 7.5.10, the validity

of the geometric optics solution 7.5.8 can be determined,

(7.5.11)

This is a deterministic operator equation for f(Z) with random forcing modulated by the

deterministic solution Go{Z). The first thing to note about this equation is that when

Go(Z) is given by geometric optics and if Go has upward propagating phase (i.e. if

G oz = imo{z)Go)' then € is identically zero (the same could be said of a wave with

downward propagating phase if G t were changed to e-</». More generally, to the extent

that geometric optics is appropriate for the deterministic solution Go' equation 7.5.8 will

provide an approximate solution to the random vertical structure equation. Furthermore,

the equation for the statistical average of the error (€) indicates that in a statistical sense

€ should stay small, i.e.

(7.5.12)

and ({lei</» should tend to remain small. Thus equation 7.5.8 is vindicated as being a

reasonable solution.

Note that the weighing factor mo{z) in equation 7.5.8 can be made implicit by

defining a WKBJ stretched depth ~ as was done in chapter 3,

(3.1.1)

This means that equation 7.5.8b becomes

(7.5.8b')

where qo is the wavenumber in a 1 cph ocean, qo - (lcph) ~ (see chapter 3). Because

the equations will then be simpler with no loss of generality, for the remainder of this

section the depth will be taken to be WKBJ stretched, i.e. equation 7.5.8b' will be used

with z written for ~.

Eventually these scattering-modified waves are used to compute spectra equivalent

to the measured cross-spectra. So what is important is not so much how the individual

waves are modified by scatter (equation 7.5.8), what is important is how the coherence
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structure that is the average over many realizations of such waves at many different

frequencies and wavenumbers is modified by scatter. As a simplified problem, consider

the scatter-induced modifications to the coherence structure of a single wave. In the

absence of buoyancy frequency fluctuations, there is no scattering and if all motions at

any given time are due to a single wave then all points are perfectly coherent with one

another. In the presence of fluctuations, the vertical structure of the wave G(z) can be

written according to equation 7.5.8 so that the cross power between two depths zl and

Z2 is given by

(7.5.13a)

where

(7.5.13b)

Note that the integral no longer depends on the reference depth Zo of the wave. This is

a consequence of the geometric optics approximation in the solution for the random part

of the solution, and would not hold true if either a more general method for solution had

to be used, or if the problem ceased being one dimensional.

If we normalize the cross-power to get the coherence ')'(zl' Z2) between the two

depths, the dependence on the deterministic solution Go (Z) drops out, leaving the simpler

expression,

(7.5.13c)

Therefore, as long as we are primarily interested in calculating the scattering effects, the

discussion can focus on the coherence')' rather than the cross-power.

Equation 7.5.13a shows that the effect of scattering is to multiply the determinis

tic cross-spectral contribution by a factor that depends on the scattering: the ensemble

average value (e i 1>l. Assume that the local vertical wavenumber fluctuations f.J,(z) are dis

tributed as Gaussian random normal variables. It then follows that, because ¢> is simply

a sum over the f.J,(Z) at different depths, the random phase difference ¢> is also a Gaussian

random norm variable. As it turns out, it is straightforward to show that as long as ¢> is
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(7.5.14)

Gaussian then (e i 4» is given by e-!"", where cr2 is the variance of the phase ¢, namely

(ei4» = _1_ JOO ei4>e-4>' /2"" d¢
cr..;2if -00

= J-: ei2rr!(2rr)-1/'".jke-rrk' dk

_.1 ".'= e >

So the problem has reduced to finding the variance cr2 of the phase ¢ for a fixed range

[zp Z2]'

In order to write the phase variance cr2 in terms of the spectrum of local vertical

wavenumber fluctuations (It'lt) (P), the double integral that is part of the definition of cr2

must be expanded.

(7.5.15a)

(7.5.15b)

(7.5.16b)

(7.5.16a)

Here p represents the autocorrelation function for the local wavenumber variations (i.e.

P(z) is the Fourier transform of the spectrum). By changing the variables of integration

from zl and z2 to a suitably rescaled sum and difference of the two coordinates, the

double integral can be reduced to the relatively compact form

cr2 =q~R21: A(f)P(Rf)d(f)

=q~RI: sinc
2
(l/)(It'It)(l//R)dl/

where R = z2 - zl is the separation between the two points, 1/ is a dimensionless vertical

wavenumber, A(z) is the triangle function t , and sinc(x) is the sinc function. :j: Some

t The triangle function is defined to be

Ixl < 1

otherwise

The triangle function's Fourier transform is the sinc function squared (Bracewell 1978).
:j: The sinc function used here is defined for frequencies in cycles per unit, i.e.

. sin 1rX
SlllC(X) =-

1rX
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Fourier properties are used in going from equation 7.5.16a to equation 7.5.16b. The

form of this final equation shows that the relation between the doininant scales of the

fluctuations (information contained in (/1,*p,)«(3» and the separation R between the points

of interest determine the strength of the correlation.

We are now in a position to calculate the effects of equatorial finestructure scattering

on internal waves. By using the explicit form for the strain spectra given in equation

7.5.3, we find the following expression for the local vertical wavenumber fluctuations

spectra (p,* p,) (P),

(7.5.17)

where the amplitude Po is roughly 3 cpm- 1 and the cutoff wavenumber Pc is .1 cpm. This

explicit function can then be used to calculate the phase variance 172 by using equation

7.5.16,

17
2 = q~Ri: sinc(v)PoII(~v/[RPc]) (7.5.18)

For realistic values of the parameters, this expression can be simplified considerably. As

long as the separation being considered R is much greater than the cutoff wavelength

p- 1 (lOrn in this case), the rectangle function is unity over the range in v that contributes

significantly to the integral, making the integral in equation 7.5.17 essentially the infinite

integral of sinc2
. That integral turns out to be exactly one.t This means that for sep

arations significantly greater than 10m, the phase variance is simply proportional to the

(stretched) separation R, i.e. 172 = q~PoR. This means that the coherence ')'(Zl,Z2) is a

simple exponential

(7.5.19)

where the coherence decay scale LEis given by

(7.5.20)

The second expression uses the value of 3 cpm-1 from equation 7.5.17 for the strain

spectral size Po'

t The infinite integral is easily evaluated by recognizing that the integral is the fourier

transform evaluated at zero. The fourier transform of sinc2 (k) is the triangle function

I\(X), thus the integral is 1\(0) = 1.
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The results embodied in equation 7.5.20 suggest that long waves are unaffected by

scatter, while shorter waves can be scattered quite strongly. The formula states that a

wave with a vertical wavelength of 1 Ian will have a exponential decay scale of 100 Ian,

i.e. it will not decay at all. A 100m wave, on the other hand, has an exponential decay

of 1 Ian, which means it would decay significantly in propagating between the top and

bottom of the ocean. This suggests that while there may be a significant modal character

to the 1 Ian waves (since they can feel the top and bottom), the 100m waves will be

strictly propagating, having lost all top and bottom phase information through scattering

off finestructure. The transition wavelength is roughly 300m, which is the wave whose

exponential decay is 10 Ian (roughly the distance from top to bottom and back again).

This wave corresponds roughly to mode 30, thus a model of the internal wave field that

is primarily modal up to mode 30, and primarily propagating for modes higher than

30, is suggested. This is supported of the results of chapter 3, which showed that the

long wavelength energy is modal in character. To the extent that the higher modes carry

little energy, experimental verification of the propagating nature of the higher modes is

difficult.

As a partial check on the assumptions made in deriving the analytic results for the

scattering of internal waves due to equatorial finestructure, some numerical simulations

were made using CTD data from the PEQUOD site. Because of the averaging necessary to

compute buoyancy frequency from noisy data, the variability contained in the buoyancy

frequency computed from the PEQUOD CTD profiles is reduced from the level that

actually exists at the PEQUOD site. As discussed in section 7.4, the buoyancy frequency

profiles were calculated on a pressure grid with bins such that there are estimates every

25 wsm (WKBJ stretched meters). Linear interpolation is then used in order to estimate

the buoyancy frequency between grid points.

The process of spatial interpolation filters the spectrum of the buoyancy frequency

variability, and the particular filter that corresponds to linear interpolation is readily com

puted using the Fourier properties of the relevant functions. Because linear interpolation

is equivalent to convolution with a triangle function (see Bracewell 1978), the filtered

spectrum is proportional to the Fourier transform of that triangle function squared. Since

the Fourier transform of the triangle function is sinc2
, the true spectrum has been mul

tiplied by a function proportional to sinc4 • Therefore, if the true strain spectrum were

white, the filtered spectrum would be proportional to sinc4 (this is also true if the true
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spectral form is given by a 'top hat' shape such as equation 7.5.17 where the cutoff

wavelength is smaller than 25 wsm),

(7.5.21)

where oz = 25 wsm is the grid spacing of the interpolation scheme.

In order to get a analytical estimate for the effect of this filtered buoyancy frequency

variability on internal waves, simply substitute this new form for the spectral shape in

equation 7.5.16b and proceed as we did for the rectangle function spectral form. As it

turns out, the manipulations are somewhat more tractable in the spatial rather than the

Fourier domain, so we use equation 7.5.16a to get an expression for the phase variance,

(7.5.22)

where A = R / 0Z is the ratio of the separation to the grid spacing used in the linear

interpolation, and * denotes convolution. Nothing more than tedious algebra is required

to evaluate this expression: the answer is

A<l

1<A<2

2<A

(7.5.23)

Note that for separations much large than the grid size, the leading behavior is an expo

nential decay e-R!L., where the decay scale is given by

(7.5.24)

This decay scale is simply three times what was found for the 'top hat' spectral form

(equation 7.5.17). A normalized version ¢(A) of the phase variance is plotted for small

separation in figure 7.5.2.

(7.5.25)

These analytic results now need to be compared to the numerical results.
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Figure 7.5.2 Phase variance for linearly interpolated profiles
Plotted is the normalized phase variance <p against the scaled separation >. (the

separation is scaled by the grid spacing of the interpolation). The curve is a line with
slope one for large argument: that is the limit given in equation 7.5.24 which shows the
phase variance is proportional to the separation R with scale LE' For smaller separations,
there is some deviation from that simple relation.
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Numerical analysis of internal wave scattering off buoyancy frequency variability

The numerical calculations of buoyancy frequency variability are presented in three parts.

First a rough estimate is made of the size of the effect on internal waves at various

wavenumbers by overplotting integrations through different realizations of the buoyancy

frequency profile. If the wave is not particularly dependent on which realization of the

buoyancy frequency profile is used, then it can be safely concluded that the wave at that

particular wavenumber is not strongly scattered. If, on the other hand, the wave varies

considerably depending on which realization is used, then the wave is strongly scattered.

The second part of the numerical calculation considers a more quantitative measure, the

coherence between any two depths due to waves at a particular wavenumber. When

considering motions at a single wavenumber, the coherence between any two points

is computed by averaging over all realizations of the wave. If the wave shows little

difference between realizations, then the coherence between all depths will be unity. If the

wave varies wildly from realization to realization, then the average over all realizations

of cross-power will be much smaller than the power itself, and the coherence will be

small. One important result of these coherence calculations is that separation determines

most of the loss of coherence: away from the thermocline average depth of the two

points being considered in the coherence is not nearly as important as the difference in

depth between the two points. This facilitates the third part of the numerical calculations,

where it is assumed that the effects of scattering are primarily determined by separation

so that numerical estimates of the e-folding length L E can be made. It turns out that the

numerical estimates of the effects of scattering are from 4 to 10 times the estimates of

the analytical calculation, though the form of the analytical result is not unreasonable.

Thus a modified version of equation 7.5.20 is deemed adequate to summarize the effects

of scattering.

As a rough measure of the effect of buoyancy frequency variability on internal waves,

integrations through individual profiles were overplotted on the integrations through the

25 wsm mean profile that were discussed in section 7.4. The 28 profiles that go into the

mean profile were each averaged on a pressure grid that corresponds to a grid equally

spaced every 25 wsm (WKBJ stretched meters). The profiles were then averaged together

on pressure surfaces to get the mean profile. For figures 7.5.3 and 7.5.4, integrations

through the individual profiles from the K site (see chapter 2) were plotted on top of

the integrations through the mean profile. Figure 7.5.3 shows the results for the first
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(7.5.26)

baroclinic mode (K = .021 cpkm): there is a factor of two variation in amplitude and

almost no variation in phase. Despite the variation between realizations, each realization

of the amplitude is quite smooth. But, as we shall see, the phase variations are much more

important than amplitude variations, and variations such as these amplitude changes are

not as important. The variations for the twenty-fifth mode (K = .5 cpkm), on the other

hand, are much larger than the mean. Figure 7.5.4 shows that not only are the amplitude

variations very large, but the phase changes are significant as well. These wavenumbers

are at opposite ends of a continuum of scattering effects: intermediate wavenumbers are

affected by scattering to a degree somewhere between the two extremes.

In order to get a more quantitative measure of the effect of buoyancy frequency

variability on internal waves, consider the coherence ')'(Zl' z2) between two depths due

to motion at a particular wavenumber.

I
(G*(Zl)G(Z2)) I

')'(zl' z2) = IG(Zl)IIG(Z2) I

where the average (...) is over all realizations, and G is the wavefunction for the

wavenumber of interest. If the wavefunction G(z) shows little dependence on wavenum

ber, then the coherence will be one for all separations. This is illustrated in figure 7.5.5,

which shows the coherence pattern due to a wave of horizontal wavenumber K = .021

cpkm (the first baroclinic mode). Plotted are contours of coherence with a contour in

terval of .1. The left and bottom axes given the WKBJ stretched depth, while the top

axis gives the corresponding true depths. This wavenumber showed little dependence

on realization in figure 7.5.3, so it is not surprising that the coherence is essentially one

for all depth pairs. This is in stark contrast to the coherence pattern seen for horizontal

wavenumber K = .5 cpkm (mode 25) given in figure 7.5.6. Here there is quite a lot of

structure, but there are only a few features we need make note of for the remainder of this

calculation. First of all, there is a sharp drop in coherence at the thermocline. The coun

terpoint to that is that away from the thermocline (below 500 true meters), the contours

roughly parallel the I contour, which means that the coherence can be considered to be

dependent primarily on separation in the deep water. Since all the PEQUOD instruments

are below 500m, this result is sufficient to interpret the current meter spectra in chapter

8. Finally, while this plot is for the coherence calculated from horizontal velocity, the

plot for displacement is essentially the same, and no distinction need be made between

the two dynamic variables in computing scattering. This last point confirms the results of
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Upward propagating waves

Run: P28W25 OJ 0.2 cph
K 0.021 cpkm
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Figure 7.5.3 Effect of N variability on low wavenumber waves
The solid line is the solution a(z) calculated for the averaged profile, while the

dotted lines are integrations through individual profiles (see text for a more complete
description). The frequency is .2 cph and the horizontal wavenumber is .021 cpkm.
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Upward propagating waves
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Figure 7.5.4 Effect of N variability on medium wavenumber waves
The solid line is the solution a(z) calculated for the averaged profile, while the dotted

lines are waves calculated for some individual profiles. All the solutions are calculated
for a frequency w of .2 cph and a horizontal wavelength K of .5 cpkm. (See text for a
more complete description).
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section 7.4, which showed that the vertical structure function a and its vertical derivative

a z have roughly the same character.

The contour plot in figure 7.5.6 suggests that it is reasonable to consider coherence

to be a function of separation for depths below the thennocline. Figure 7.5.7 shows a

plot of coherence against separation for a horizontal wavenumber of .3 cpkm (roughly

mode 15). The coherence shows regular oscillations about a fairly linear trend. The

oscillations have a vertical wavenumber of 3 cpkm which is exactly twice the wave's

WKBJ stretched vertical wavenumber of 1.5 cpkm, the signature of reflection and sub

sequent interaction of upward and downward propagating energy (see section 7.3). At

this horizontal wavenumber the coherence drops to .5 at a separation of roughly 3.2 km,

which means that the e-folding distance is roughly 6.3 km.

Figure 7.5.8 shows coherence as a function of separation for a horizontal wavenum

ber of .5 cpkm. The curve again shows half wavelength oscillations about a linearly

decreasing mean, but the decease is distinctly more rapid in the .5 cpkm case than it is in

the .3 cpkm case. The linear decrease on these two log-linear plots shows that the expo

nential fonn e-R / LE that the analytic analysis gives for the dependence of coherence on

separation is quite reasonable the most serious omission being the half wavelength oscil

lations. Knowing that the fonn is reasonable, we can now compare numerical estimates

of the e-folding length L E to the analytic calculations.

The table in figure 7.5.9 compares numerical estimates of the e-folding length L E

with analytic estimates using geometric optics with two different choices of noise spectral

fonn. The column marked 'Estimated L E ' is calculated from straight-line fits to curves

such as 7.5.7 and 7.5.8 which consider coherence to be an exponential function ofWKBJ

stretched separation. The column marked 'Top hat L E' is calculated using the spectral

fonn given in equation 7.5.17, i.e. it is an analytic result assuming that the noise spectrum

is white up to a cutoff of .1 cpm. The column marked 'Linear L E ' is calculated using

the noise spectrum after it has been filtered by the wavenumber equivalent of a 25 wsm

linear spatial interpolation. The resulting LEis simply three times the L E from the top

hat spectrum. The final column gives the ratio between the top hat calculation and the

estimated value of L E : it is more or less four, though there is quite a bit of scatter. It is not

surprising that the numerical calculations show a more rapid decrease in coherence than

the analytic calculations for any given wavenumber: the numerical calculations include

more physics that the geometrical optics approximation allows the analytic solutions to
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Coherence pattern due to scattering
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Figure 7.5.5 Coherence pattern due to scattering
This is the coherence pattern due to scattering for the fust baroclinic mode (K = .021

cpkm). The left and bottom axes give the WKBJ stretched depth; while the top axis gives
the corresponding true depths. The plot shows that the first baroclinic mode is essentially
not effected by scattering.
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Figure 7.5.6 Coherence pattern due to scattering
This is the coherence pattern due to scattering for the twenty-fifth baroclinic mode

(K = .5 cpkm). The left and bottom axes give the WKBJ stretched depth, while the top
axis gives the corresponding true depths. The plot is of the coherence calculated from
horizontal velocity (the plot for coherence calculated from displacement is essentially the
same). The plot shows that there is significant scattering at this vertical wavenumber,
both at the thermocline and in the deep water (the deep water scattering seems to be
primarily a function of separation).
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Coherence loss due to scattering
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Figure 7.5.7 Coherence as a function of separation
This figure shows coherence as a function of WKBJ stretched vertical separation

for a wave whose horizontal wavenumber is .3 cpkm (roughly mode 15). The buoyancy
frequency for each profile was computed on a pressure grid which corresponded to an
equally spaced grid of 25 wsm. Aside from the half wavelength oscillations, coherence is
modeled well by a linear fit on this log-linear plot. This results in the same exponential
dependence of coherence on separation that charilcterizes the analytic solutions.
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Coherence loss due to scattering
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Figure 7.5.8 Coherence as a function of separation
This figure shows coherence as a function of WKBJ stretched vertical separation

for a wave whose horizontal wavenumber is .5 cpkm (roughly mode 25). The buoyancy
frequency for each profile was computed on a pressure grid which corresponded to an
equally spaced grid of 25 wsm. Aside from the half wavelength oscillations, coherence is
modeled well by a linear fit on this log-linear plot, a line which is distinctly steeper than
the corresponding line on the K = .3cpkm plot (figure 7.5.7). The linear fit results in the
same exponential dependence of coherence on separation that characterizes the analytic
solutions.
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include. But the fact that the ratio is roughly constant shows that the estimated L E

is roughly proportional to the analytic calculations of L E' Thus the analytic form can

be used to extrapolate the numerical results to wavelengths and separations not directly

measured.

While the last column of the table shows the ratio between the estimated values

and the top hat estimates, another possible comparison is between the linear interpolation

value of L E and the estimated value. Since the linear interpolation value is simply three

times the top hat value, the linear interpolation value of LEis a factor of ten larger

than the corresponding numerical value. At this point one has to make a choice. If

one believes that the high wavenumber buoyancy frequency variability is due to high

frequency motions, then the filtering done in the numerical simulations is appropriate and

the ratio given in the table should be used to correct the analytic results. If, however,

one believes that the high wavenumber variability is due to low frequency equatorial

motions, then the filtering is inappropriate and some conversion of the numerical results

is necessary. Since the analytic results for the 'top hat' and filtered 'top hat' spectra

differ by a factor of three, it is reasonable to expect that the numerical results for the

filtered and unfiltered cases would also differ by a factor of three. Thus the ratio should

be considered closer to ten than to four. In either case, the calculations have shown

that the e-folding length L E can be considered to have the wavenumber dependence

predicted by the analytic calculation, but that the e-folding length L E has a factor of

four to ten decrease in going from the lI!lalytic to the numeric results, a decrease that

reduces coherence for any given separation. The important simplifying result is that the

coherence can be considered to be given by the simple analytic form of the analytic

theory e-R / LE with a modified e-folding length L E that depends only on the inverse

square vertical wavenumber qC;2.
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Comparison of numerical and analytic results

Vertical Mode Estimated Estimated Top hat Linear Top hat
Wavenumber coherence L E L E L E Estimate

(cplan) at 0 wsm (lan) (lan) (lan) ratio
.105 1 1 9600 29000
.465 5 1 490 1500
.945 10 .91 30 119 360 4
1.5 15 .83 6.3 47 140 7
2.5 25 .80 3.5 17 51 5
3.0 30 .71 3.9 12 35 3
3.5 35 .68 2.9 9 26 3

The vertical wavenumber qo is related to the horizontal wavenumber K by qo =
1 cphK/w.

Figure 7.5.9 Numerical and analytic estimates of L E
This table contains the numerical and two analytic estimates of the e-fo1ding length

L E • The column marked 'Estimated L E ' is calculated from straight-line fits to curves
such as 7.5.7 and 7.5.8 which consider coherence to be an exponential function ofWKBJ
stretched separation. The column marked 'Top hat L E' is calculated using the analytic
form given in equation 7.5.17, i.e. it is an analytic result assuming that the noise spectrum
is white up to a cutoff of.l cpm. The column marked 'Linear L E 'is calculated using the
noise spectrum after it has been filtered by a 25 wsm linear interpolation. The resulting
LEis simply three times the L E from the top hat spectrum. The final column gives the
ratio between the top hat calculation and the estimated value of L E: it is more or less
four, though there is quite a bit of scatter.
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Summary of buoyancy frequency variability results

The analysis of buoyancy frequency variability's effect on internal waves was split into

three parts: characterizing the variability, an analytic calculation of the resulting scattering

of internal waves, and a numerical calculation of the scattering. By using the works of

Hayes and Powell 1980 and Toole and Hayes 1984 to extrapolate the PEQUOD em
measurements, it was decided that the variability spectrum was adequately characterized

by a rectangle function with amplitude of 3 cpm-1 and cutoff wavenumber (3c of .1 cpm.

The analytic calculation showed that the internal wave scattering resulted in a loss of

coherence given by a exponential function of separation R, namely

(7.5.27)

where the decay scale LEis proportional to the inverse square vertical wavenumber qo'

(7.5.28)

The analytic calculation fixed the constant La at .1 m cpm2 for the equatorial buoyancy

frequency variability spectrum. The numerical calculation confirmed this functional form,

though the constant La is decreased by a factor between four and ten. Making the

conservative choice (La = .025 m cpm2) means that a vertical wavenumber of 1.5 cpkm

(corresponding to mode 15) has a decay scale of 6.3 km, sufficient to prevent it (and all

shorter waves) from showing much modal character.
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7.6 Integrated wave solutions in an idealized mean flow

This section and the next examine the upward solutions O«Z) to the vertical structure

equation (7.2.1) with a dispersion relation appropriate for waves in a basic state that has

a mean zonal velocity shear. This section looks at solutions in a simplified mean velocity

shear, while section 7.7 looks at solutions in a mean shear similar to that measured at

the PEQUOD site.

The effects of a mean shear flow on internal wave can be expressed with a set of

three non-dimensional parameters

d U(z)K/w the Doppler shift,

A = U.(z)/N(z) the inverse root Richardson number, and

/l-•• = Nf(.) U'Rz
) the scaled mean curvature.

In terms of the these parameters the dispersion relation 5.5.8f for a wave (w, K, 0)

becomes

(7.6.1)

where the intrinsic frequency a = w(l- dcos 0). Note that the dispersion relation 7.6.1

only depends on two of the mean velocity parameters: the Doppler shift d(z) and the

scaled curvature /l-•• (Z). The inverse root Richardson number A(Z) along with the Doppler

shift determine the changes in the polarization relations (given originally in equation 5.5.9

and scaled in equation 8.2.8). So while A does not affect the dispersion relation, it does

affect the prediction for measured (current-meter) cross-spectra.

The form of the vertical structure equation (7.2.1) is the same whether or not the basic

state contains a mean shear flow, consequently it seems reasonable to expect the solutions

in a mean flow to have much the same character as the solutions in a resting basic state

as long as m 2 (z) has roughly the same character. But the presence of a mean velocity

profile introduces some important dynamical changes. Because the intrinsic frequency

a depends on vertical position through its dependence on the mean velocity, there is

the possibility that, for sufficiently strong mean flows and/or slow waves, the intrinsic

frequency may go to zero at certain depths. This causes the local vertical wavenumber

to go to infinity, creating a singularity in the vertical structure equation. Such waves are

called critical and the depth range near the depth where the intrinsic frequency approaches·

zero is called a critical layer.

In addition to critical layers, there now exists the possibility that I/l-z. I is larger than
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one, making the squared local vertical wavenumber negative for waves propagating in

certain directions. This means that there will be parts of the water column where the

solutions are exponentially growing/decaying (evanescent regions). While this was also a

possibility in the no mean flow system (wherever the buoyancy frequency N(z) became

less than the frequency w), in the system with non-zero mean velocity curvature it can

happen for all frequencies. This is because Itzz is inversely proportional to the horizontal

wavenumber K so that, as the wavenumber K goes to zero some angles of propagation

have negative m 2 (z).

Consider waves in a basic state where the mean velocity is zero except for a small

eastward jet at mid-depths as depicted in figure 7.6.1. This velocity jet was arbitrarily

chosen to be gaussian, i.e. it is of the form

(7.6.2)

Here the maximum velocity Um is 10 cmls, the width Zw is 100m, and the center depth

zc is lOOOm. This parameters are chosen to give a mean profile that has properties of

the same size as the measured profiles (which will be presented shortly). The buoyancy

frequency N is chosen to be a constant 1 cph, so that all the variations in the local

vertical wavenumber m(z) are due to the mean velocity profile.

As a rough measure of the effects of a mean shear flow on internal waves, the

three non-dimensional shear parameters for the gaussian velocity profile are plotted in

figure 7.6.2. The center plot presents the inverse root Richardson number A. It shows a

maximum of roughly 40%, showing that the polarization relations will be significantly

affected in the vicinity of the current jet. It is important to remember that changes

in the polarization relations are purely local: in computing the coherence between an

instrument in still water above the current jet with an instrument in still water below

the jet, for example, the shear effects in the polarization relations would be zero since

both instruments are in still water. This is in contradistinction to the dispersion relation

changes, which can affect the coherence between the two instruments.

The right plot in figure 7.6.2 gives the scaled mean velocity curvature Itzz' The

curvature is potentially important when It.. is greater than one so that m 2 (z) becomes

negative for some choice of propagation direction. Plotted are Itzz for wavenumbers

than roughly correspond to modes 5, 15 and 25. The plot shows that for this simple

profile mode 5 has a region of negative squared local vertical wavenumber m 2 (z): a
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Figure 7.6.1 Gaussian velocity jet
These plots show the mean zonal velocity and its first and second vertical derivatives

for the gaussian profile studied in this section.
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Figure 7.6.2 Normalized zonal velocity at w = .2 cph.
These plots are nonnalized velocities in the sense that the profiles in figure 7.6.1

have been scaled to show their effect on internal waves. The left plot gives the Doppler
shift for wavenumbers that correspond to modes 5 (solid line), 15 (dashed line), and 25
(dotted line). The right plot gives the nonnalized mean velocity curvature J1-zz for the
same three wavenumbers. The center plot gives the inverse root Richardson number >...
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more extensive study would show that modes with number 10 or less all have such a

region.

The left-hand plot gives the Doppler shift for modes 5, 15 and 25. The plot shows

that while mode 5 is not significantly affected by Doppler shift even at the peak: of the

jet, mode 25 has a Doppler shift close to 1. This means that the intrinsic frequency is

close to zero for waves propagating eastward, and a critical layer will exist for these

waves at 1000m depth. Essentially this critical layer represents a region where the linear

inviscid statistically stationary dynamics of the model are inadequate. Several of the

approximations made in deriving the equations (section 5.5) are invalid as well. Thus

the critical layer is a region where the structure of the internal wave solutions no longer

provides a reasonable framework for interpreting cross-spectra. As long as an instrument

is not actually at a critical level, the details of what occurs inside the critical layer is

unimportant for interpreting spectra. What is important is the structure of the wave on

both sides of the critical layer, and whether or not motions on opposite sides of the layer

are coherent. Booker and Bretherton 1967 find solutions to the problem of propagation

through such a critical layer by using an initial value problem to avoid the singularity.

They find solutions that exponentially decay within the critical layer, so that as long

as the mean flow is stable (Richardson number much greater than .25), the wave cannot

propagate past the depth at which the critical layer occurs - they are effectively absorbed.

The initial value problem is mathematically equivalent to postulating a friction where the

frictional force is proportional to the dynamical variable itself (Newtonian cooling for

the all the dynamical variables). This friction leaves the dynamical equations (5.5.6)

unchanged, except that the intrinsic frequency u now has a frictional component,

u = w - U (z)k - ir (7.6.3)

where r is the coefficient of friction so that the frictional force in the ith momentum (or

buoyancy equation) is given by rUi (u = (u, v, w, b)). Because the presence of friction

adds a purely imaginary component, the equations are no longer singular even when the

real part of the intrinsic frequency vanishes, and one can actually envision propagating

waves through such a region. But the friction acting on the rapidly varying solution

quickly damps it out, and waves cannot propagate through a layer of finite thickness.

Furthermore, in the presence of rotation (Jones 1968) or rotation with mean flow vorticity
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(Kunze 1985), the double singularity of equation 7.6.1 separates into two singularities,

2 N 2 (Z)K2

m (Z) = 2 1.2
W - eff

(7.6.4)

where leff is given by Kunze as being the planetary I plus a contribution from the

mean flow. Unlike equation 7.6.1, where m 2 (z) is positive on both sides of the critical

point (where a vanishes), here there are two separate critical points (a = ±/eff), and

m 2 (z) is strongly negative between them. This would be a region of strong exponential

growth/decay, suggesting that the solutions could be even more effectively stopped than

the non-rotating case.

Away from the critical layers, the dynamics remain essentially frictionless to the

extent the friction parameter makes an insignificant contribution to the intrinsic frequency

equation 7.6.3.

Three solutions to the vertical structure equation for a fairly low wavenumber (mode

5) are presented in figure 7.6.3. The solid line shows the solution for a wave oriented

perpendicular to the mean flow, while the dotted and dashed lines correspond to waves

propagating along and against the mean flow. Note that the wave propagating perpen

dicular to the mean flow is completely unaffected by it: the solution is identical to that

found in the no mean flow case. So comparing the solid line to the dotted and dashed

gives some measure of how important the inclusion of the mean flow is to the dynamics.

The left-hand plot gives the local vertical wavenumber, i.e. the square root of the

absolute value of equation 7.6.1 times the sign, so that negative M = m(z) signifies a

region of exponential growth/decay rather than a region where propagation takes place.

The center and right-hand plots give the amplitude and phase of the upward propagating

solutions (the reference depth is 3000m). The wave propagating along the mean flow

(dotted line) has a roughly hundred meter region where m(z) is negative, but the effect on

the solution is fairly small, especially as far as phase in concerned. The wave propagating

westward (dashed line) also nearly identical to the meridionally propagating waves. Note

that m(z) is not symmetrically altered for westward and eastward waves: this is due to

Doppler shifting in the intrinsic frequency. Comparing all three curves suggests that the

effects of curvature is not particularly important, since only waves with low wavenumber

are affected and they are relatively immune to short variations in the vertical profile

because of their long wavelength.
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Figure 7.6.3 Low wavenumber solutions in an idealized mean flow.
The dotted lines are the solutions ex for the wave propagating eastward (along the

meao eastward flow), the solid lines are for a wave propagating meridionally, aod the
dashed lines are for a westward wave.
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Figure 7.6.4 shows wave solutions for waves with somewhat higher wavenumber.

Here different directions show distinctly different behaviors. The meridional wave (solid

line) is a simple complex exponential, the solution to a constant N profile with no

contribution from the mean flow. The westward wave (dashed line) shows the phase

locking expected from a pair of bumps in m{z): the solution looks much like the step

profile solution after encountering the first bump, then shifts so that the amplitude is

centered on that of the meridional wave after encountering the second bump and the

phase is shifted by roughly 300
• The eastward wave shows distinctly different behavior.

The amplitude deviates from one only in the vicinity of the jet - the downward wave

has not been excited. The phase shift is distinctly greater, being roughly 900
• The

wavenumber is sufficiently high that the curvature effect for the eastward wave has been

effectively eliminated: the double lumps that are in both the curvature profile (figure

7.6.1) and the m(z) profile for the westward wave have disappeared.

The final figure of the section (figure 7.6.5) shows a critical layer start to form.

The local vertical wavenumber for the eastward wave now gets quite large, and there

are several complete cycles in the span of a few hundred meters. The amplitude for

the eastward wave is essentially one once the velocity jet is passed, making the solution

identical to that obtained from a WKBJ approximation. This is as expected, since the

large local vertical wavenumber in the critical layer satisfies the validity requirements for

WKBJ (equation 7.4.3).

In summary, there are two major changes to the local vertical wavenumber m 2 (z) due

to the presence of mean flow. The existence of curvature in the local vertical wavenumber

means that at all frequencies there will be horizontal wavevector choices which result in

regions of negative m 2 (z). But the waves that are affected are all quite long, and the

effect of a small region of negative m 2 (z) is unimportant. On the other hand, the presence

of a mean flow introduces the possibility of critical layers, layers which radically alter

the propagation and structure of high wavenumber waves. Whether these altered waves

are important or not in terms of interpreting the data very much depends on the mean

velocity profile (which will determine which waves are critical), and on the wavefield

itself, which mayor may not have significant energy at those high wavenumbers.
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Figure 7.6.4 Mode 15 wavenumber solutions in an idealized mean flow.
The dotted lines are the solution a(z) for the wave propagating eastward (along the

mean eastward flow), the solid lines are for a wave propagating meridionally, and the
dashed lines are for a westward wave.
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Figure 7.6.5 Nearly critical wavenumber solutions in an idealized mean flow.
The dotted lines are the solutions a for the wave propagating eastward (along the

mean eastward flow), the solid lines are for a wave propagating meridionally, and the
dashed lines are for a westward wave.
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7.7 Integrated wave solutions in a measured mean flow

Section 7.6 looks at the character of the effects of a mean shear flow on internal wave

structures by considering waves in a single zonal velocity jet in a constant buoyancy

frequency ocean. This section looks at the more complicated situation where measured

velocity and buoyancy frequency profiles are used as the basic state.

The buoyancy frequency profiles used are identical to those used in the no mean

flow analysis (section 7.4), and are discussed in section :2.1. The velocity profiles are

taken from the White Horse casts as well. A glance at figure 2.1.5 shows the large

variability in the velocity profiles, a variability which makes it quite difficult to determine

mean profiles of velocity, velocity gradient, and velocity curvature. To some extent this

variability is due to high frequency motions and thus truly is noise that the estimate of a

mean velocity must filter out. Some of the variability, however, could be due to long-term

time variability and spatial variations: that latter sort of variability, to the extent that the

mean velocity significantly affects the waves, causes enhanced variability in the modes,

amplifying the sort of noise seen in sections 7.4 and 7.5. Despite recognizing that this

mechanism may be a source of misfit between measured cross-spectra and any fit to a

set of internal waves, the mean profile still determines the basic internal wave field. A

best fit spline with adjustable knots is used to get reasonable estimates of velocity, slope

and curvature (see deBoor and Rice 1968). The knot spacing determines the amount of

vertical smoothing that is done.' Figure 7.7.1 compares two such spline fits with the data

that is being fit. The dotted curve is the average profile computed from the Whitehorse

drops. The solid curve is a spline fit that uses many (21) knots in an attempt to include

all the structure in the profile. It is indistinguishable from the average profile everywhere

except a small region near 1400m depth. By choosing more knots (or different knot

placements), even that discrepancy could have been eliminated. On the other hand, there

is the dashed line, which shows a fit using many fewer knots. It misses most of the

structure in the profile, responding to rapid variations with a gentle curve.

Choosing between such profiles requires knowing whether the variability is due to

time dependent motions captured in the instantaneous profiles, or due to some significant

long term or spatial variations. The rest of this section will focus on the solid curve

which reproduces almost all of the structure of the averaged profile. This is because in

some ways this is a worst case: if the mean flows are going to affect the internal wave

field at all, they will do so when all the structure is included. This does not guarantee
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Figure 7.7.1 Mean velocity spline fit comparison
This is a plot of two spline fits and the averaged profile that they fit. The dotted

curve is the averaged profile, the solid curve is a spline fit with relatively high vertical
resolution, while the dashed curve is a spline fit with more vertical averaging.
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that the spectral fit that is done in chapter 8 will be improved by using waves with more

structure. That result can only be determined by actually doing the fit, and if the fit is

better, supports the choice of basic state.

Figure 7.7.2 shows the smoothed velocity profile corresponding to the solid curve

of figure 7.7.1, along with its first and second derivatives. The depth range is confined to

be between 500 and 3500 meters: this is the range that has instruments in the PEQUOD

experiment, and confining the analysis to this range avoids the complications that occur

in the strong current near the surface. The velocity magnitudes are fairly small, 5cmls in

either direction. The piecewise linear character of the curvature is an artifact: since the

velocity is being fit with a piecewise cubic spline, its second derivative is being fit with

a series of lines. But this is almost inevitable: the curvature is difficult to measure, and

its calculated values will always reflect the vertical averaging required to get significant

results.

Figure 7.7.3 shows the non-dimensional shear parameters calculated from the mean

velocity and its derivatives for this measured profile, just as figure 7.6.2 did for the

idealized velocity profile of the last section. The inverse root Richardson number >..

is given in the center plot. While >.. is close to one above and below the Equatorial

Undercurrent, below 500m >.. rarely gets as high as.5. Since>.. only affects the polarization

relations and is thus a local effect as far as interpreting cross-spectra is concerned, the

values near the three groups of instruments (600m, 1600m, 3l00m) are the values of

interest. The plot suggests that the instruments in the center group are the most strongly

affected by Richardson number effects.

The scaled curvature P,zz is given in the right-hand plot. The plot shows that

curvature effects are fairly strong for mode 5 (solid curve) and mode 15 (dashed curve)

has regions where p, is large though but less than one. Thus modes 10 and less certainly

have regions of exponential growth/decay for certain wave propagation directions. But

because these regions occur for only the longest (low mode) waves, small regions of

exponential growth/decay could have little effect. Thus the actual solutions must be

found before it can be determined that these regions actually have an important effect on

the structure of the waves.

The left-hand plot in figure 7.7.3 gives the Doppler shift for modes 5, 15 and 25.

The plots show that even mode 5 is critical in the Undercurrent, but below 500m none of

the modes plotted are particularly effected. Away from the Undercurrent, then, criticality
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Figure 7.7.2 Mean velocity, slope and curvature from Whitehorse data
This are plots of the mean velocity and its first two vertical derivatives used in

the wave calculations for the remainder of this section. The profile is a spline fit to an
averaged White Horse velocity profile: it is the same as the solid curve in figure 7.7.1.
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Figure 7.7.3 Normalized measured zonal velocity
These plots are normalized velocities in the sense that the profiles in figure 7.7.1

have been scaled to show their effect on internal waves. The left plot gives the Doppler
shift for wavenurnbers that correspond to modes 5 (solid line), 15 (dashed line), and 25
(dotted line). The right plot gives the normalized mean velocity curvature /-£zz for the
same three wavenumbers. The center plot gives the inverse root Richardson number A.
To the extent that the low modes have most of the energy, the last two effect dominate
measurable spectra.
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only involves quite high mode numbers. The fact that even mode 5 is critical in the

Undercurrent suggests that only modes 1 through 3 can possibly show the phase-locking

characteristic of modes: the strong velocity shear in the Undercurrent strongly affects

higher modes.

Over the reduced depth range that spans the instruments (500m-3100m), vertical

variations in the local vertical wavenumber profiles are primarily due to variations in the

velocity profile. Figure 7.7.4 shows the local vertical wavenumber for a eastward wave

whose wavelength is quite long (roughly mode 5). The buoyancy frequency is quite

smooth, showing no major features and a gradual decrease from roughly 2 cph at 500m

to ~ cph at 3000m. Some small scale variations in N near the top appear in the local

vertical wavenumber as well, but most of the small scale features of the local vertical

wavenumber are due to the presence of a mean flow.

The wave solutions confirm some of the conclusions about the effects of Doppler

shift and normalized velocity curvature p,. Like the low wavenumber waves in the previous

section, low wavenumber waves in these measured profiles show little dependence on the

small scale variations in the basic state. Figure 7.7.5 shows eastward, northward, and

westward waves with a horizontal wavelength of 10 km (roughly mode 5). The solid line

represents the northward wave: for it there are no mean zonal velocity effects, so that the

solid line can also be considered the reference point where the mean flow is eliminated

entirely. The dotted line is the eastward propagating solution, while the dashed line is

the westward propagating solution. In both cases, despite large changes in local vertical

wavenumber the modes are quite smooth and similar to one another: the modes are quite

independent of mean zonal shear effects as as far as the Doppler shift and the curvature

are concerned. Thus the only effect of the shear flow on the low modes is though the

polarization relations, and that is dominated by the local mean shear (.A.) effects. Since

the low modes contain most of the energy, local mean shear effects will be most of the

shear modifications in the internal wave structures.

Figure 7.7.6 shows solutions at horizontal wavenumber K = .5 cpkm, and the

character of the three waves is basically the same, even though the waves are by no

means identical. There are in fact distinct phase differences, as well as quite a bit of

amplitude wiggle. But this is the wavenumber range which section 5.4 shows to have large

amplitude variations in the waves caused by variations in the local vertical wavenumber

profile. The variations in amplitude and phase due to the presence of a mean zonal
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Figure 7.7.4 Local vertical wavenumber for mode 5
This plot provides an example of the local vertical wavenumber m( z) can be affected

by variations in the mean velocity profile. The wave is comparable to the eastward wave
plotted in figure 7.7.5.
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Figure 7.7.5 Low wavenumber solutions in a measured mean flow
The dotted lines correspond to the eastward wave, the dashed lines correspond to

the westward wave, and the solid lines gives the solution for the northward wave (which
is also the solution in the absence of zonal mean flow). The closeness of the three
solutions suggests that local vertical wavenumber changes due to the presence of a mean
flow are not very important for low modes. That means that only the local mean shear
modifications of the polarization relations will be very important.
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Figure 7.7.6 Mode 25 wavenumber solutions in a measured mean flow
The dotted lines correspond to the eastward wave, the dashed lines correspond to the

westward wave, and the solid lines gives the solution for the northward wave (which is
also the solution in the absence of zonal meao flow). The variations due to the presence
of a meao shear flow seen in this plot are much smaller thao the variations due to internal
wave scattering seen in section 7.5, thus the meao flow effects in the dispersion relation
are not directly detectable in the current meter spectra.
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velocity shear flow are much small than the variations due to changes in the buoyancy

frequency profile seen in section 7.5, so that even if the changes due to the flow were

present in the current meter spectra, they would be undetectable in the presence of the

buoyancy frequency variability. Thus mean shear effects are not important for these

higher modes as far as the measurements are concerned.

In conclusion, then, the low wavenumber waves are quite robust, showing little

dependence on velocity or buoyancy frequency. The fact that mean curvature is such that

the squared local vertical wavenumber is negative in many places for these waves turns out

to not be particularly important, so that the only important effect of the mean shear flow

is the local velocity shear in the polarization relations. Somewhat higher wavenumbers

show more velocity profile effects, differentiating between waves propagating in different

directions. Once fairly high wavenumbers are reached (K ~ .5 cpkm), the waves are

distinctly different, but variability in the buoyancy frequency profiles causes internal wave

scattering that is much larger than the mean velocity shear effects. Thus as far as the fit

of shear modes in chapter 8 is concerned, most of the effect of the presence of a zonal

mean shear flow is through the polarization relations, effects that are fairly independent

of mode number and thus affect even the energetic low modes.

7.8 Summary

This chapter determines the physical effects of the vertical structure equations that need

to be included in the spectral inversion of chapter 8. By looking at solutions to the

vertical structure equation in both a resting basic state and a basic state that includes a

mean flow, the chapter is able to determine which features of the basic states significantly

affect the internal wave field.

Section 7.4 looked at solutions in a resting basic state. It found that while low

wavenumber solutions are quite robust, high wavenumber solutions are quite sensitive

to the high wavenumber content of the buoyancy frequency profile. Because of this

sensitivity, section 7.5 looked at the expected variability in the buoyancy frequency profile

and its effect on the structure of the internal waves. The observations of Hayes and Powell

1980 and Toole 1984 show that the density gradient variability in the Equatorial Pacific

is an order of magnitude higher than what is expected at mid-latitudes, results consistent

with the measurements at the PEQUOD site. The enhancement of equatorial variability

relative to mid-latitudes is probably due to low frequency waves trapped in the equatorial
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waveguide and thus appears as frozen finestructure to the internal wave field. The effect

of this enhanced variability on internal waves is that waves which correspond to mode

numbers greater than 15 are significantly scattered and thus will not display the phase

locking characteristic of modes.

Section 7.7 finds that the most important effects of the mean flows at depth act

through the polarization relations: Doppler shifts Uk and the effects of mean velocity

curvature Uzz do not significantly affect the internal wave shapes for low wavenumbers,

and effects of buoyancy frequency variability are much stronger than mean flow effects at

higher wavenumbers. Furthermore, because of the strong shear effects in the Equatorial

Undercurrent, only very low wavenumbers (modes 1 through 3) are likely to show the

phase-locking expected of modes.

Since scattering so strongly affects modes with high wavenumbers, a precise deter

mination of vertical structure is only relevant for the low modes. For these low modes

the two effects of shear that change the dispersion relation are minimal: Doppler shifts

are small and significant mean velocity curvature only occurs over small distances. Thus

it is sufficient to use the dispersion relation for a resting basic state in determining the

vertical structure functions G(Z) and Gz(Z), though shear effects shOuld be included in

the polarization relations. To the extent that one is interested in higher wavenumbers,

the WKBJ approximation should suffice, not because it is an accurate approximation but

because the variability in the solution is rather high and the WKBJ solution is closer

to the average than an integration through any particular realization. A careful study of

high wavenumbers should include the enhanced variability as well the the WKBJ average

structure.
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Chapter 8: Spectral estimates

8.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 presents the Garrett and Munk (GM) model as a universal description of the

world's internal wave field. The calculations in chapters 3, 4, and 6 show that the

GM model is an inadequate description of the equatorial internal wave field: a more

sophisticated model is required to be consistent with the PEQUOD data. The changes in

the model suggested by these chapters include considering standing modes in combination

with propagating waves, including a mean shear flow in the basic state, and allowing

vertical asymmetry and horizontal anisotropy in the wave field itself. This chapter uses

a spectral inversion to optimally fit the PEQUOD central mooring data with an internal

wave model that incorporates these changes.

Section 8.2 is a brief review of linear internal wave theory and scaling as it is needed

for the spectral inversion. It uses the results of chapters 5 and 7 to construct the set of

internal waves that are used to interpret the equatorial data.

Section 8.3 reviews the transition from a linear wave model to a spectral model

derived in chapter 5. The internal wave spectrum is written in terms of direction moments

of the spectral parameters E,6.,P,Q, and an interpretation of E,6.,P,Q in terms of

propagating waves and modes is given to complement the earlier interpretation in terms

of correlated propagating waves given in section 5.8.

The next two sections consider the problems of spectral estimation and inversion.

Section 8.4 is a review of wavenumber estimation and spectral estimator statistics. It

considers some of the estimators reviewed by Bretherton and McWilliams 1980, though

their rigorous formalism is not presented. The ideas used in formulating the beamforming

and Capon estimators in particular provide the basis of the spectral inversion.

Section 8.5 presents the spectral inversion used to calculate the results of sections

8.6 and 8.7. This estimator improves upon the estimators reviewed in section 8.4 in

that it copes with the problem of having many waves that cannot be fully resolved and

manages to incorporate the spectral properties of the spectral parameters, namely that the

energies of the waves represented by the parameters be positive definite. The inversion is

a modification of the spectral inversion proposed by Bretherton and McWilliams 1980: it

differs in that the model is less arbitrarily parameterized and the model-model covariance
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matrix is modified to include the spectral character of the estimates. The section finishes

by deriving the particular model-model covariance structure necessary to calculate the

direction moments of the E, fl., P, Q parameters.

Section 8.6 looks at the resolving power of the PEQUOD current meter arrays, i.e.

the array's ability to distinguish between internal waves that have different wavenumbers.

It considers three measures of resolution: model rank, response to a smooth spectral

model, and response to unit impulses at particular wavenumbers. An understanding of

the resolution helps interpret the results of the final sections.

In order to understand which spectral features are necessary to interpret the PEQUOD

data, section 8.7 applies a series of models to the data. It starts with the OM model of

chapter 1: an internal wave model that is highly parameterized, horizontally isotropic,

vertically symmetric, purely propagating and has a WKBJ approximate vertical structure.

Section 8.7 then proceeds to relax each of these assumptions, noting the effects of each

change on the fit to the PEQUOD data. The section concludes that the wavefield is

both vertically asymmetric and horizontally anisotropic, with some evidence of both the

kinematic effects of a mean shear flow and the phase locking that distinguishes between

modes and propagating waves. The section also finds that some features of the internal

wave field change in time, changes that are correlated with the phase of the 1982-1983

EI Niiio event.
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8.2 Internal wave review and scaling

This chapter interprets the current meter spectra as the linear superposition of internal

waves. As far as the process of spectral estimation is concerned, the internal wave model

is fully expressed by a linear relation

(8.2.1)

I.e. at a particular frequency the Fourier transform (in time) of the ith time series di

can be expressed as a linear superposition of waves, the contribution of the a th wave

being proportional to its amplitude au' This section reviews the theory that goes into

determining the wave structure Hi for a wave, paving the way for the spectral (squared

Fourier coefficient/squared wave amplitude) model considered in section 8.3.

Sections 5.4 and 5.5 show that the problem of determining wavelike solutions

Aei(kx+ly-wt)C(Z) to the equations for small perturbations to the equatorial basic state

reduces to solving the vertical structure equation,

(8.2.2)

where the squared local vertical wavenumber m 2 (z) for internal waves in a mean shear

flow is given by

(8.2.3)

a = w - KU cos 0 is the intrinsic frequency, and the horizontal wavevector has been writ

ten in polar coordinates (k,l) = K(cos 0, sin 0). As shown in chapter 7, low wavenumber

solutions to equation 8.2.2 are smooth and insensitive to the detailed structure of the lo

cal vertical wavenumber m(Z), while high wavenumber solutions can be quite intricate

and that detailed structure is strongly dependent on small features in m(z). Since the

m(z) profile is to some extent uncertain and is likely to vary if long periods of time are

considered, the highly detailed structure of the high wavenumbers is both uncertain and

not particularly useful for representing long-term spectral averages. For the purposes of

spectral modeling, then, we are primarily interested in the structure of the low modes.

Because of the focus on low modes, of the four terms on the right hand side of equation
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8.2.3, only the first is important in the analysis of equatorial internal waves. The fourth

term includes the effects of the horizontal component of the Coriolis force - it can be

neglected relative to the first term (see section 5.5). The third term contains the effects

of curvature in the mean velocity profile. While the third term can make a significant

contribution to the local vertical wavenumber if the wave is very long (small K), the cal

culations of chapter 7 show that very long waves are not affected much by short vertical

scale perturbations in the mean velocity profile U (z) or the buoyancy frequency profile

N (z). Thus the third term does not have a significant effect on the structure of solutions.

The second term contains the non-hydrostatic effects. The term is locally important

. where the intrinsic frequency (J is a significant fraction of the local buoyancy frequency

N (Z). The term significantly affects the structure of solutions only if it is locally im

portant over a vertical distance comparable to the vertical wavelength of the wave. The

integrations of chapter 7 demonstrate that this term has little effect on the low baroclinic

modes at the frequencies of interest (w ~ .2 cph).

The upshot is that the vertical structure solutions necessary for low wavenumber

analysis can be obtained by considering only the first term: Le. solving the hydrostatic

resting basic state vertical structure equation. Some solutions for upward propagating

waves are plotted in chapter 7. Note, however, that neither a resting basic state nor

the hydrostatic equations are used to simplify the polarization relations (which will be

discussed later in this section): in the polarization relations the kinematic effects of mean

shear are not smoothed out by the large vertical scales of the low modes.
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(8.2.4)

Boundary conditions

Section 5.6 discusses the expansion of the general solution of the vertical structure equa

tion in terms of a pair of orthogonal solutions. What follows here is a brief review of

that discussion.

Since the vertical structure equation 8.2.2 is a linear second order differential equa

tion, there are two independent solutions which can be combined linearly to get the

general solution. As was done in section 5.6, the choice made here is to use the gen

eralized upward and downward propagating solutions as the pair of basis functions. So

define the upward propagating solution a(z) such that it satisfies the following pair of

conditions

a(zo) = 1

where the reference depth Zo is here taken to be the bottom. Note that a(Z) is the solution

with upward energy - the phase propagates downwards. The solution with downward

propagating energy is given by the complex conjugate of the upward propagating solution,

namelya*(z).

The discussion so far leaves untouched the question of appropriate top and bottom

boundary conditions. If one believes that the ocean is essentially unbounded in the high

frequency internal wave range (and there are a number of mechanisms that make this seem

like a reasonable point of view, see chapter 5), then the two propagating solutions are the

appropriate solutions and boundary conditions are unimportant. But the calculations in

chapter 7 show that scattering in particular is not strong enough to affect low wavenumber

energy, and the coherences in chapter 3 suggest that there are aspects of the current meter

data that are better explained by a modal rather than a propagating model. Modes satisfy

a no flow condition at the (flat) bottom boundary, namely

G(Zo) = 0 (8.2.5)

which means that modes can be written as the difference of the two propagating solutions,

G(Z) = i(a(z) - a* (Z») (8.2.6)

Modes also satisfy an upper boundary condition which has affects the solutions by only

allowing discrete values of horizontal wavenumber K for a given value of the frequency
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w. In the computations made in this chapter a free surface boundary condition is used at

the surface, but the wavenumbers found differ little from the wavenumbers that would be

found were the rigid lid approximation made, an approximation which gives the upper

boundary condition

G(O) = 0 (8.2.7)

In the model used to analyze the current meter data mixtures of propagating waves and

modes are allowed, leaving the current meter data to determine whether the internal wave

field is of a primarily modal or propagating character.

Polarization relations

Given an internal wave solution a"ei(ka;+/y-wt)G"(Z), the problem remains to write the

Fourier transformed time series u(w), v(w), 17(W) in terms of the wave solution. This

connection is made by using the polarization relations derived in section 5.5. For an

array of sensors that includes only vertical separations, the Fourier coefficients u, v, 17 at

frequency w and position Zi are given by

(8.2.8)

where

di = N (Zi)17i normalized displacement

<Pi = [KN(Zi)/ui]G(Zi) dimensionless mode/wave shape

'l/Ji = Gz (Zi) vertical derivative of mode/wave shape

>.; = (Uz(Zi) + fH)/N(Zi) inverse root Richardson number

ui = w - U (zi)K cos 0 intrinsic frequency

Equation 8.2.8 gives the sought after linear relation between the wave amplitudes

a" and the Fourier coefficients di .

(8.2.9)

Note that here di is used to represent any of the normalized current meter variables

u i ' Vi' di • Hid. thus contains all of the internal wave physics expressed in the vertical

structure equation 8.2.2 and the polarization relations 8.2.8.
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8.3 Spectral model

Section 8.2 uses the model matrix Hi" to relate the wave amplitudes a" to the Fourier

transform of the current meter data di . This section looks at how this relation translates

to a relation between the current meter cross-spectral estimates (d7di) and the energy in

each internal wave (a:aJ, a relation given earlier as equation 5.8.9. The derivation here

differs from that given in section 5.8 in that it exactly matches the calculations performed

on the data.

The essence of the spectral model is to average over many realizations of the internal

wave field. For a particular realization ,,/, the current meter measurements d~7) are related

to the wave amplitudes a~7) by equation 8.2.9,

d~7) = '" H. a (7 )
'J. .L...J 'loa a

"
(8.3.1)

It is important to note that the model matrix H does not depend on realization, only

the wave amplitudes and data change from one realization to another. By assuming

ergodicity multiple realizations can be found by breaking a long time series into pieces

and considering each piece as a separate realization. Thus for each piece equation 8.3.1

gives the relation between the Fourier transform of the current meter data and the wave
amplitudes.

The current meter cross-spectral matrix is the set of products of the form d7 d
i

averaged over all realizations, namely (d7di)'

1 N,
(d~d.) = - '" d\'1)* dC•7l

"'3 NLJ." 3
r 7=1

(8.3.2)

where N r is the number of realizations (pieces) averaged over. The same relation holds

between the averaged squared wave amplitude s" = (a:a,,) and the amplitudes for each
realization a (7 ),

1 N,
S = (a*a ) = - '" a (7 )* a(7 )

a aa NL.-ta a
r '1=1

(8.3.3)

At this point it is a simple matter to combine equations 8.3.1-8.3.3 to relate the current

meter cross-spectra to the averaged wave energy,

(d~d.) = '" H~ H. s." 3 L.-t 1.0: 30: a
a
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This is the basic relation between wave energy and current meter cross-spectra, and the

rest of this chapter is concerned with inverting this equation, i.e. determining as much

as possible about the energy of each internal wave s a given the cross-spectra computed

from the current meter array.

There are several important features of equation 8.3.4. First of all, it has been

assumed that different waves are uncorrelated, i.e. (a~afJ) = 0 whenever a 'f {3. This

greatly simplifies the right-hand side of equation 8.3.4. This orthogonality comes not

from any property of the linear system discussed in section 8.2, rather it is due to the

presumption that in a long term average the internal waves are forced randomly and

without correlation. The presumption is based on the idea that, while a single forcing

event creates a set of waves that are coherent with each other, when many unrelated

forcing events are including by averaging over many realizations that coherence is lost.

Furthermore, non-linear effects and dissapation will also destroy any coherence. If the

forcing is deterministic (the tides, for example) then forced coherence is not lost by

averaging, and the assumption of uncorrelated waves can break down.

The second important feature of equation 8.3.4 is that it is a linear relation between

the current meter cross-spectra and the wave energy. Thus techniques of linear inver

sion can be used to calculate the wave energy sa from the current meter cross-spectra.

The spectral problem uses stationarity and egodicity to greatly condense the size of the

modeling problem. The original linear problem (8.3.1) relates the 2Nr N t • real random

variables that are the data to 2Nr N M wave amplitudes (again counting the real and imag

inary parts separately). The spectral problem, on the other hand, relates Nt~ real random

variables (the current meter cross-spectra) to NM real model parameters (the spectral

energies sa)' Since there are many more realizations N r than there are time series Nt.,

the model is a quite concise description of the data set.

The internal waves propagating in a given direction 0 consist of a mixture of upward

propagating waves, downward propagating waves, and vertically standing modes. Thus

the wave energy sa is a function of several independent variables: frequency w (which

will be left implicit), wavenumber K, direction 0, and a discrete parameter 9 that covers

the possibilities of being upward, downward, or modal. As will become quickly apparent

if it is not obvious already, a current meter array cannot resolve energies corresponding

to all values of these independent variables. In light of this lack of resolution it makes

more sense to map the wave energy s(K,O,g) to a different (and much smaller) set of
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parameters that are well measured by the array. This mapping will be done in two stages:

first the mapping to the spectral parameters E, ~, P, Q introduced in chapter 5, then the

mapping to the coefficients of a Fourier expansion in direction 0, an expansion introduced

in chapter 6. The product of these two mappings results in the linear transformation

T{3( K, 0, g) which gives the wave energies s (K, 0, g) in terms of the direction moments

of the spectral parameters e{3' namely,

(8.3.5a)

When the continuous nature of direction 0 is not important, this relation can also be

written as

(8.3.5b)

E,~, P, Q parameterization

At a particular frequency wand vector horizontal wavenumber K(cos 0, sin 0), the internal

wave field can be considered to have three components,

aa(z) upward propagating wave

ba* (z) downward propagating wave

c(ia(z) - ia*(z)) mode

Note that the mode has a zero crossing at the bottom zo: more generally one could

consider i(e;'a(z) - e-;'a*(z)) which has a zero crossing that depends on a phase ~.

In what follows some use is made of a fourth wave called the "anti-mode" which is

simply a mode whose zero crossing is given by ~ = ~. By assumption these three (or

four) internal waves are statistically independent, so the current meter cross-spectra can

be written (omitting the polarization vector factors for clarity),

(d:dj ) = a:aj(a*a + c*c) + a;aj(b*b + c*c) - (a:aj + a;aj )(c*c) (8.3.6a)

= a:aj(A*A) + a;aj(B*B) + a:aj(A*B) + a;a/B*A) (8.3.6b)

= a:aj(E +~) + a;aj(E -~) + a:aj(P - iQ) + a;aj(P + iQ)

(8.3.6c)

As an intermediate step, equation 8.3.6b shows the expansion in terms of the correlated

up and down waves that were discussed in chapter 5. Equation 8.3.6c then uses that
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equation to write the expansion in terms of the spectral parameters E,.6-, P, Q, spectral

parameters that have the following meanings:

E is the symmetric part of the spectrum,

.6- is the difference in energy between upward and downward propagating waves,

P is the modal component of the spectrum, and

Q is the anti-modal component of the spectrum.

These labels follow from the mapping implied by the different parts of equation 8.3.6.

Written in matrix form, that mapping is as follows,

(a*a) 1 1 1 1 E

(b*b) 1 1 -1 1 1 .6-
- -

(c*c) 2 0 0 -1 0 P

(l*f) 0 0 0 -1 Q

and
E (a*a) + (b*b) + 2(c*c) + 2(I*f)

.6- (a*a) - (b*b)

P -2(c*c)

Q -2(I*f)

(8.3.7a)

(8.3.7b)

(I*I) is the energy of the anti-mode. Equation 8.3.7b offers several insights into the

spectral parameters E, .6-, P, Q in particular and the spectral problem in general. Clearly

both P and Q are negative definite because the energy in each mode is positive: this

is consistent with the correlation interpretation given in chapter 5 because P and Q are

the correlation between up and down and negative correlation is required to produce

cancellation at the bottom (reference depth zo)'

E is the only parameter that receives contributions from all modes and waves. As a

consequence if energy at any given wavenumber can be measured at all the E component

will be measurable. The ability to measure .6-, P, Q then determines whether we can dis

tinguish between upward propagating, downward propagating, and modal solutions. The

fact that the GM79 model spectrum is vertically symmetric and effectively propagating

(.6- = P = Q = 0) can thus be considered as more of a statement that .6-, P, Q are diffi

cult to measure rather than a statement that the internal wave field is vertically symmetric

and propagating.
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Direction moments

The wave energy 8 a depends continuously on direction, which means that there are an

infinite number of waves at a particular wavenumber K and frequency w. Because the

polarization relations (equation 8.2.6) depend to leading order only on low powers of cos IJ

and sin IJ, a Fourier series in direction IJ provides an efficient parameterization of the wave

energy's direction dependence. This expansion is the same as that done in section 6.3;

the only difference being that the expansions in chapter 6 parameterize internal waves in

a resting basic state while here the model includes some kinematic shear effects.

Let X represent in tum E, b., P, and Q. Then express X(IJ) as a Fourier expansion

in direction IJ,
00

X(w, K, 0) = Xo(w, K) + 2 L Xcn(w, K) cos nO + Xsn(w,K) sin nO
n=l

This transform is inverted by

r21r

X o = (X) = 2~ 1
0

X(O)dO

X cn = (cos nOX)

X. n = (sinnOX)

(8.3.8)

(8.3.9)

For a resting basic state (no mean shear) internal wave model, the expansions are given

in chapter 6. Those expansions show that

(u*u) + (v*v) depends on (X)

('7*'7) depends on (X)

(v*'7) depends on (X sin 0)

(u*'7) depends on (X cos 0)

(u*v) depends on (X sin 20)

(u*u) - (v*v) depends on (X cos 20)

Here we see that the commonly computed "like" coherences (i.e. coherences of zonal

velocity with zonal velocity, meridional velocity with meridional velocity, displacement

with displacement) are measurements of the horizontally isotropic component of the

spectra: it is the correlations between unlike variables that furnish direction information,

primarily the correlations between velocity and displacement. Note that in this resting

basic state model higher direction moments simply do not contribute to the current meter

spectra.
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If we complicate the model by including the effects of a mean zonal flow, more

direction moments contribute to the current meter spectra. If we include only the shear

effects in the polarization relations and ignore Doppler shift effects (an approximation

appropriate in the low mode limit), the first 9 direction moments (up to cos 4(1) con

tribute, though the higher moments contributions are all proportional to the local inverse

root Richardson number \' so the contributions can be quite small. If one includes a

linearized Doppler shift effect, the first 11 direction moments contribute, but again the

higher moments make smaller and smaller contributions. Appendix D gives the full ex

pansions for the low mode shear effects and linearized Doppler shift models. But the

most important moments are the first five given above.

Summary of spectral model

The main point of this section is expressed in equation 8.3.4. It relates the current meter

cross-spectra to the energies sa of a set of uncorrelated waves. The latter half of the

section considers the resolution ability of a current meter array that has only vertical

separations. These resolution considerations suggest changing the model parameters sa

to the spectral parameters E, tJ., P, Q, each of these spectral parameters being expanded in

a Fourier series in direction II. E is the best resolved of the four spectral parameters since

it measures the combined energy of propagating waves and standing modes. Essentially

only the first five direction moments are resolved by the cross-spectra between the current

meter variables u, v, and TI, though the inclusion of mean shear effects means that there

are other moments that contribute to the cross-spectra as well.

This leaves us the problem of inverting equation 8.3.4. In particular, we would like

to take advantage of the spectral nature of the parameters sa: since the Sa are energies

they must be positive semi-definite, and by assumption the waves are uncorrelated. The

problem becomes a little more subtle when 8.3.4 is rewritten in terms of the direction

moments of E, tJ., P, Q, since it is not immediately obvious how positive definiteness of

the sa and lack of wave-wave correlation constrain E, tJ., P, Q moments. This problem

is solved in the next two sections.
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8.4 Review of wavenumber estimation and spectral estimator statistics

The problem of estimating the internal wave field from current meter data differs only

slightly from the problem of spectral (wavenumber) estimation using an irregular array

(the slight difference arises in using the polarization relations to combine the unlike

measurements u, v, and 1] in determining a single wave field). Wavenumber estimation

is a ubiquitous problem in the geophysical sciences and there is a large literature on

the subject. Bretherton and McWilliams 1980 systematically review the problem of

wavenumber estimation, offering a statistical perspective that encompasses many of the

estimators commonly used. That statistical perspective is used here as well, but the

final choice of estimator differs from that of Bretherton and McWilliams. Rather than

redevelop the rigorous formalism that is presented in that paper, I have chosen to present a

series of increasingly sophisticated estimators, culminating in the estimator that is actually

used in interpreting the PEQUOD data. Unlike earlier estimators, this estimator manages

to both be optimal in a statistical sense and incorporate the positive energy and statistical

independence of the underlying internal wave field.

The spectral estimators discussed here are all generalized least-squares (Gauss

Markov) estimators. These estimators are all based on the idea that the optimal set

of model parameters aa is the set which minimizes a given quadratic norm. In particular,

given the linear model

(8.4.1)

which relates the true values of the vector of model parameters a(O) to the true values of

the measurements d(O), we can define the vector of residuals f j by

f=d-Ha (8.4.2)

as the difference between the data and the prediction from the vector of model parameter

estimates a. A general quadratic norm can be written as,

(8.4.3)

where t denote the complex conjugate transpose and L and W are matrices whose

eigenvalues are all positive definite. As will be shown shortly, in a statistical interpretation

the matrices L and W are each the inverse of a covariance matrix. A simple least-squares

proceedure (Menke 1984) shows that the model parameters a which minimize x2 are

(8.4.4)
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This is the Gauss-Markov inverse. Given this result, all that needs to be done in order to

find an optimal estimator is to make an appropriate choice of inverse model covariance

matrix L and inverse residual covariance matrix W. The beamforming estimator, for

example, solves for the amplitude of a single wave by inverting equation 8.3.1 with L

identically zero and W the identity matrix (see appendix G). While this is a reasonable

choice, by considering the statistical properties of the residuals €i one can choose the

inverse covariance matrices such that the estimates a are optimal in a statistical sense.

Fourier coefficient statistics

Though we are eventually interested in the statistics of the spectral estimates s", a first

step is to understand the statistics of the Fourier transformed data di(w). As discussed in

Bretherton and McWilliams 1980 as well as any spectral analysis text (see Jenkins and

Watts 1968), the Fourier coefficients have random components € j that can be considered to

be joint normally distributed Gaussian random variables. This means that the probability

of a given set of € j occurring is proportional to the exponential

(8.4.5)

where the matrix Qij is the inverse of the true covariance matrix fi~~) that corresponds

to the estimated covariance iij = (didj). This means minimizing 'L,ij €iQij€j returns

the most probable solution. Thus given a linear problem such as equation 8.3.1, finding

the maximum likelihood solution for Fourier coefficients a is equivalent to finding the

least squares solution using Q* as the residual nonn W in equation 8.4.4. The Capon

estimator does exactly that in solving for the amplitude of a single wave by using Q* as

the residual norm W and setting the model space norm L to be zero (see appendix G).

Both the beamforming and Capon estimators estimate spectral energy by squaring

and averaging least-square estimates of wave amplitudes (see appendix G). Thus both

the beamforming and the Capon estimators insure that any energy estimate s" is not

negative. But while the Capon solution is optimal for the problem of fitting a single

wave to data, it is not clearly the optimal estimator for fitting a set of waves.
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Spectral estimator statistics

An alternative to computing wave energy by squaring amplitude estimates is to use

the Gauss-Markov inverse to invert a purely spectral problem such as the one given in

equation 8.3.4.

(8.4.6)
a

where in the case of equation 8.3.4 the model A ija is given by HtaHja' Writing the

model as Aija allows us to use spectral parameters ea that cannot be written as a simple

product. In either case, for a purely spectral problem the residual norm W is based on the

statistical properties of the spectral estimator residuals rather than the Fourier coefficient

residuals.

Define f ij to be the noise in the measured cross-spectral estimate (d7dj)' Appendix

C shows that the covariance between the spectral noise f ij and the noise f kl is given by

C - C ( ) - 1 /(0)/(0)
iikl - ov €ij' f kl - N,. il ki (8.4.7)

where Itl) is the true value of (d7dj). This is a consequence of spectral estimators

being the averaged product of Fourier coefficients (see appendix C). The norm W which

corresponds to the inverse of Cijkl is (Bretherton and McWilliams 1980, Jenkins and

Watts 1968),

(8.4.8)

where Qij is the inverse of lij' The generalization of the norm given in 8.4.3 to double

subscripted data is

(8.4.9)

where all subscripts are summed over. The generalization of the Gauss-Markov solution

given in 8.4.4 to double-subscripted data is

(8.4.10)

where subscripts other than a are summed over, and the number of realizations has been

absorbed in Q~j = VN:Qij' The normalized spectral model Fila is given by

(8.4.11)

The only remaining undetermined quantity is the model space norm MaP'
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The reason that fitting many waves to the current meter spectra is more difficult

than fitting single waves is that it is quite likely that there will be two or more more

waves that to some extent indistinguishable. This introduces the problem of deciding

how the energy should be distributed among the two partially indistinguishable waves.

Bretherton and McWilliams 1980 solve the problem by choosing the model space norm

to be diagonal, i.e. M a{3 = 0a{3[s;;')]-2 and s;;') is the expected size of the energy for

the a th wave. s;;') is the a priori spectrum. This choice of M a {3 means that the matrix

in square brackets in equation 8.4.9 will be invertible and there will be a well-defined

solution ea'

Note the second term in equation 8.4.8 represents the norm that finds the most likely

value of the residuals f ii. The first term is minimum when all the wave energy estimates

are zero. If the a priori sizes (s;;'») tend towards infinity, then the contribution from the

first term is small and the total residue x2 is essentially due to the residuals fir But

if there is a wave a that is poorly resolved by the measurements, then the solution that

minimizes 8.4.8 simply sets that wave amplitude to zero. In the more common case where

two waves a and f3 are indistinguishable, the solution that minimizes 8.4.8 allocates the

energy according to the ratio between their a priori sizes s;;') and s~O). Consequently the

problem of computing the set of all aa is now always well defined, though in interpreting

the results we have to keep in mind that unresolved components are set according to the

a priori notions embodied in M a {3'

Note that in going from the Fourier coefficient representation of equation 8.3.1 to the

spectral representation 8.4.6 the estimator can incorporate the constraint that correlations

between waves are zero. This is an improvement over the beamforrning and Capon esti

mators which, in the case where two waves are indistinguishable, will return a correlation

of one between the two waves, Le. the cross-power between the two waves will be the

same as the power in each of them. The spectral estimator, on the other hand, can leave

the different waves uncorrelated, uncorrelated being a more reasonable choice for the

wave pair than complete correlation. The disadvantage of using the spectral representa

tion 8.4.6 is that, unlike the beamforrning and Capon estimators, the spectral estimates

are not forced to be positive definite so that a lack of resolution may result in negative

estimates of energy. Section 8.5 derives a spectral domain estimator that includes the

positive semi-definiteness of the spectral estimates.
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8.5 Spectral inversion

This section derives the estimator used for fitting the PEQUOD data. It is nearly identical

to the spectral estimator given at the end of section 8.4, the most important difference

being that the model space norm M afJ is no longer arbitrarily chosen: it is a function

of both the a priori spectrum s~) and the normalized model matrix Fija . The model

parameters are the E, fl, P, Q direction moments discussed in section 8.3: combining

equations 8.3.4 and 8.3.5 give the relation between the direction moments efJ and the

measured cross-spectra (did1-1,

(didj ) = L H;*aHjfJTafJefJ
afJ

(8.5.1)

H ia is the structure of the (Xth wave and T afJ is the matrix of tranformation from the

direction moments efJ to the wave energy sa' Therefore the normalized model matrix

Fi1fJ is given by

P IQ = '" Q~ .H~ HI T Q
.,. fJ L..." "'3 30: a OlfJ

ja

The model space metric M afJ is chosen to be

(8.5.2)

(8.5.3)

where UfJa is the left inverse of T afJ , i.e. La UfJaTa'Y = 0fJ'Y' UfJa will be discussed in

more detail later in this section.

Plugging equations 8.5.2 and 8.5.3 into the Gauss-Markov inverse 8.4.9 gives esti

mates of the direction moments efJ in terms of the measured cross-spectra (did,). Thus

equations 8.4.9, 8.5.2, and 8.5.3 together form the basis of the solution used in inter

preting the PEQUOD data. This estimator is similar to the spectral estimator advocated

by Bretherton and McWilliams. It differs in three ways: here a zeroth order model is

not subtracted from the data, the wavenumber parameterization is based on theoretical

predictions rather than a parameterization chosen solely on the basis of resolution, and

the model space norm (inverse model-model covariance) is not chosen to be diagonal.

The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that the choice of model norm M afJ

given in equation 8.5.3 is such that the estimator will tend to keep the energy estimates

S a positive serni-definite.
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The starting point for this derivation is equation 8.3.1 which relates the measured

Fourier coefficients to the wave amplitudes for each realization,

(8.3.1)

If we use the Gauss-Markov inverse to find optimal sets of wave amplitudes a~7) for each

realization, we get

(L H * Q* H ) (7) H* Q* d(7)a + . .. 'a aa = . ...
up l-a "'3 J p p ... a "'3 3 (8.5.4)

where the term in parenthesis is the matrix that must be inverted in order to calculate

a~7), and there is an implicit summation over all the repeated indices i,j, a. Rather than

inverting first for the a~7) and then computing mean square amplitude as is done in the

Capon estimator (see appendix G), consider reversing the procedure so that equation

8.5.4 is squared and averaged before inverting and solving for the wave spectra. It turns

out that the reversed procedure suggests a way of dealing with the general parameterized

spectral problem.

The spectral problem is to find the average value (a~a.5)' i.e. the average over

many realizations of the Fourier coefficient problem. As a first step towards finding a

solution, square and average equation 8.5.4. Since the model stays the same over all the

realizations, only the Fourier coefficients a~ and the data dj are affected by the averaging

process and one is left with

[L:7L p.5 + Hj7QijHiaLp.5 + L:7H~pQlkHI.5 + HiaH~pQijQlkHI.5Hj7](a~a.5)

= HiaH~pQijQ'k(d;d,) (8.5.5)

If we now invert the matrix in square brackets we can solve for the wave amplitude

cross-spectra (a~a.5)' We would get exactly the same answer that one would get by

inverting 8.5.4 and squaring the result. This is not a particularly useful procedure, since

the spectral problem as written in equation 8.5.5 involves inverting a N1: by N1: matrix

while the Fourier coefficient problem as given in equation 8.5.4 involves inverting a N M

by N M matrix. But equation 8.5.5 can be greatly simplified by including the fact that

different waves are uncorrelated.

The constraint that all the waves are uncorrelated means the set of N1: model

parameters (a~a.5) is reduced to the set of N M parameters (a:aa)' Now the spectral

problem has the same number of parameters as the Fourier coefficient problem: to solve
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it a (NM by NM) matrix must be inverted. furthennore, since the statistical independence

of waves is part of the internal wave model, the spectral fonnulation of the problem has

a distinct advantage over the bearnforming and Capon estimators because the spectral

fonnulation can use the statistical independence of waves to help resolve wavenumbers

that are difficult to distinguish.

Equation 8.5.5 modified by the constraint of statistical independence of the waves

becomes

[L:-yLa-y + Hi-yQiiHiaLa-y + L:-yHZaQlkHI5 + HiaHZaQiiQlkHI5H3~-yJ(a~a-y)

= HiaHZaQiiQlk(djdl) (8.5.6)

(There is implicit summation over the data indices ijkl and the model index "I but not

over the model index 0). As long as the assumption that the waves are uncorrelated is

correct, the solution to this problem will correspond to the squared solution where all the

energies are positive. One would thus expect that, while computationally the estimates

of energy are possibly negative, there will not be any significantly negative estimates of

energy. By comparing the solution in equation 8.5.6 with the Gauss-Markov solution

(equation 8.4.10) to the problem given in equation 8.5.4, we see that solving the spectral

estimator corresponds to solving the linear problem

(8.5.7)
a

subject to the inverse covariance

Cii~l = QiiQ1k

Qii = (Ji~·)-l

for the residuals, and the inverse covariance

M = {j [(s(0»)-2 + 2F.. (S(O»)-l]
f3a (3a a na a

(8.5.8)

(8.5.9)

for the model parameters (Fiia will be defined in a moment). The solution to this problem

is

(8.5.10)

where
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8 - (a*a ) is the energy in the OI.th wave,a- aa

8~) is the corresponding a priori value, and

Fila = QijHiaHra is the normalized spectral model.

Note that the first line of equation 8.5.4 gives the covariance of unaveraged spectral

estimators didr (see appendix C or Jenkins and Watts 1968). The (d;dr) are the averaged

spectral estimators: their inverse covariance is given in equation 8.4.8 and the elements are

a factor of N r larger than the inverse covariance of unaveraged spectral estimators. That

suggests replacing Qij in equation 8.5.10 and in the definition of Fija with the normalized

version Q~j defined in section 8.4. Now the estimator in equation 8.5.10 corresponds

to the purely spectral Gauss-Markov estimator defined in equation 8.4.10. It differs in

that the choice of model space norm M a(3 is not purely arbitrary: the norm is dependent

on both the a priori spectrum 8~) and the normalized spectral model Fija . Because

this form of the model space covariance makes the purely spectral problem parallel to

a squared coefficient problem, this form of the model space norm is a mechanism that

returns positive energies whenever possible.
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Model-Model covariance for E,.6., P, Q direction moments

The remaining step is to rewrite the spectra inversion in terms of the direction moments of

E,.6., P, Q. While technically this is a necessary step, it provides no new understanding

of the internal wave field or the estimation problem. The transformation of variables in

the inversion follows directly from the linearity of the relation between the wave energies

8(11, g) and the spectral parameters e(3' Note that in transforming to direction moments of

E,.6., P, Q we are only concerned with the direction dependence II and the modellwave

type index g. The other independent variables (w, K) will thus be emitted for clarity.

As stated in equation 8.3.5, the transformation described in section 8.3 can be

summarized by a linear transformation T(3 (II, g) (the transformation T can also be written

as a matrix T a (3 when the continuous nature of the direction II is not important). The

transformation T(3(II,g) is not strictly invertible (because of the expansion of a finite

series of direction moments to the continuous variable II), but some choice U can be

made so that

'" r"e(3 = LJ io U(3(II,g)8(II,g) dll (8.5.11)
g 0

and

(8.5.12)

i.e. U is a left inverse of T. With these two matrices of transition, the spectral inversion

can be rewritten in terms of the direction moments. As noted in equation 8.5.1, the model

equation 8.3.4 becomes

(8.5.1)
a

= L H:a H 1aT a(3e(3
a(3

so that the measured cross-spectra (d;dl ) are related to the direction moments e(3' The

model space residue is rewritten in several steps. First the matrix of transition Ta (3 is

used to change the model space residue from a function of wave energy 8 a to a function

of direction moments e(3'

(8.5.13)

The next step is to rewrite M a(3 in terms of the true values of the spectral parameters

e~O) and the new normalized spectral model R il(3 = F i1aT a(3' It is straightforward to
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incorporate the new form of the true values,

(8.5.14)

and it is readily verified that

(8.5.15)

Thus the inverse model-model covariance for the spectral parameters ep is

(8.5.16)

which is what was given in equation 8.5.3. The explicit forms and derivations for the

model-model covariance of the direction moments e are given in appendix E. By using

N76 as the model-model covariance, the direction moments ep represent a continuous

field of uncorrelated internal waves.

8.6 Spectral resolution

This section is concerned with how well the inverse resolves the spectral parameters.

Given any fit of an internal wave spectrum to a dataset, it is important to understand

which parts of the solution are strongly determined and which parts of the solution are

a result of no information. While a detailed understanding of the array resolution would

be so tedious as to be useless, some quite useful insights can be gained through some

simple analyses. The first analysis concentrates on simply determining the number of

model parameters one expects to be able to resolve. The second examines the response

of the inverse to a known smooth input spectrum (GM79). The third examines the

response to impulse forcing. These three investigations of resolution provide a basis for

interpreting the results of section 8.7.

A simple characterization of resolution is the number of model parameters that

can be resolved. In the literature of inverse methods this number is called the rank of

the system.* Rough consideration of the array geometries for the Q and U moorings

gives good predictions for the ranks of some simple internal wave models (the ranks are

calculated using equation F.3).

* This is actually a slight generalization of the usual use of the word rank, see appendix

F.
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(8.6.1)

The designs of the first year Q mooring (Q1) and the second year U mooring (U2)

are identical, but instrument failures and timing problems made the usable portions of the

arrays differ. The design was to have three groups of four instruments (see chapter 2):

the top group starting at roughly 500 meters, the center group at 1500 meters, and the

bottom group at 3000m. Each group consists of alternating temperature-pressure (TP)

recorders with current meters, the spacings within the groups being order 50 meters. Both

arrays end up with 20 usable time series out of a possible 24. The Q 1 array is missing a

current meter in the center group and a TP recorder in the bottom group, while the U2

array is missing a TP recorder in the top group and a current meter in the bottom group.

Consider for a moment an isotropic vertically symmetric internal wave model. In

this model, of the four spectral parameters E, t:;., P, Q only E is non-zero, and of its

five direction moments possibly resolved by the array, only its isotropic (zeroth) direction

moment is non-zero. Both the displacement spectra (which is computed from tempera

ture) and the kinetic energy spectrum furnish information about the isotropic moment of

E. Furthermore, since displacement goes as the vertical structure function G(z) while

velocity goes as the vertical derivative Gz (Z), the velocity and displacement furnish in

dependent pieces of information about the vertical structure of the motions. Since there

are displacement measurements at 10 levels and velocity measurements at 5, the largest

number of modes one could expect to resolve is 15.

mfigure 8.6.1 is a table of ranks for a series of isotropic models applied to the Q1

data (similar results are found for the U2 array). The first row gives the results for three

isotropic, vertically symmetric models. The models each have 16 parameters: the energy

in each of the first fifteen baroclinic modes plus a spectral parameter that measures the

level in modes 15 through 45 presuming a spectral slope of -2 (see figures 8.6.2-04). All

the models have an a priori spectrum e(O) (j) which is of the form

(0) • _ 2
e (J) - e. 1 + (jIi.) •

where the roll-off mode number j. is always taken to be 3. When the slope s is taken

to be -2 this is precisely the GM79 prediction discussed in chapter 1. One would like

the results to not depend on the choice of a priori spectrum, so much of this section is

devoted to varying the a priori spectrum and characterizing the resulting changes.

The three models in figure 8.6.1 differ in the slope s presumed for the a priori

wavenumber spectrum. In order to investigate the properties of resolution without the
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complication of including the loss of resolution due to noise, an a priori spectrum that

is a factor of ten higher than the true values is used. The first column in the table gives

the results for a model where the a priori slope is zero. The slope of zero is equivalent

to saying that wave energy is equally likely to be in any of the first fifteen modes. The

rank of that system is 13.2, which is somewhat short of predicted maximum value of 15.

Since the choice of mode spacing was done on theoretical grounds and had nothing to do

with the shape of the array, it is not surprising that the the resolution does not reach the

maximum. This is not a very realistic a priori spectrum, however. First of all, the a priori

spectrum is much higher than that actually observed, thus the effects of noise are smaller

than they would be for more realistic choices of spectrum. Increasing the effects of noise

decreases the effective rank of the system. Secondly, to the extent that one believes that

the GM79 spectrum essentially characterized the internal wave spectrum, there should

be much less energy at higher wavenumbers than low wavenumbers (wavenumber slope

of -2). Thus the less energetic high wavenumbers will be very hard to resolve, and the

rank of the system will again decrease. The other two entries in the first row of the table

demonstrate this effect. With an a priori wavenumber slope of -1 the rank of the system

is reduced by 2.1, and with an a priori slope of -2 the rank is reduced by 2.6 to arrive at

a value of approximately 8. Thus as far as measurements of a red wavenumber spectrum

are concerned, the array is able to resolve half the number of model parameters given

to it. Because noise effects have been minimized, lack of resolution is not so much an

inability to measure energy at a particular wavenumber as it is an inability to distinguish

between waves. This is the generalization of the well-known problem of aliasing that

is found when doing Fourier analysis on periodic arrays. Since the array is far from

periodic (and could never be, since the low modes cannot be characterized by a simple

sinusoid), the confusion between waves is more complicated, but the principle remains

the same. To the extent that the inverse cannot distinguish between waves, it uses the a

priori spectrum to decide how distribute energy among them.

Since the model was presumed to be vertically symmetric, it only uses the real part

of the data cross-spectra. If we complicate the model by allowing vertical asymmetry

(non-zero fl.), then it is possible to model the imaginary part of the array cross-spectra

as well. The imaginary part, however, is much more strongly affected by noise than the

real part. This can be understand by considering the coherence between two like (e.g.

temperature with temperature) sensors. When the two sensors are very close together then
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Estimates of rank for isotropic model fits
Ql data

slope: 0 -1 -2 Number of parameters
E 13.2 11.1 8.4 16
E,t::.. 19.8 16.6 12.6 31
E,t::..,P 22.2 18.5 14.2 46
E,t::..,P,Q 23.3 18.9 14.3 61

Estimates of rank for isotropic model fits
U2 data

slope:
E
E,t::..
E,t::..,P
E,t::..,P,Q

0 -1 -2 Number of parameters
13.2 11.2 8.5 16
19.4 16.4 12.6 31
21.7 18.3 14.3 46
23.0 18.9 14.5 61

Figure 8.6.1 Estimates of rank
The table gives estimates of rank for a series of isotropic internal wave models. All

the models consisted of the first fifteen baroclinic modes plus a spectral parameter than
allowed energy in modes 15 through 45 presuming a spectral slope of -2 (which matches
GM79). The Ql and U2 arrays are used for the calculation. Cross-spectra at .158 cph
were used to calculate the noise structure, though spectra at other frequencies could have
been used to obtain similar results.
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the imaginary part is very small (it must be zero for zero separation). When the sensors

are far apart the imaginary part is also very small. There can be some intermediate

maximum, but the tendency for the imaginary part to be small means that it is strongly

affected by noise. The second row of the table in figure 8.6.1 gives the results for such a

model. At a spectral slope of zero there are 6.6 model parameters added in going from

a symmetric spectrum to a possibly asymmetric spectrum - in the more realistic case

of slope -2 4.2 parameters are added. Thus the difference between up and down (~) is

poorly resolved relative to the sum of up and down (E).

Another component of the wave models (spectral parameter P) allows distinguishing

between modes and propagating waves. Note that the energy of the mode is already

included in the model: adding the parameter P asks whether modes are distinguishable

from propagating waves. The possible modal effects are best understood by considering a

simplified example. In a uniform medium, when the solutions are complex exponentials,

the purely propagating model predicts a cross-spectra that depends only on the separation

between sensors. To the extent that the measurements depend on absolute as well as

relative position, a modal component to the model would be required. In the more

general case the mandate for modes is less clear, though in light of the simplified problem

it is certainly reasonable that some features of the data require a modal character. The

third and fourth rows of the table show the effects of adding the mode and anti-mode

to the model. The anti-mode is so poorly resolved as to be useless in the slope -2 case:

thus it will be dropped from consideration for the rest of the chapter. The mode adds

two resolved parameters to the model for all three choices of slope. Though the modal

resolution is not very good when one considers the entire wavenumber range, to the extent

that the energy at one or two wavenumbers can be separated into modal and propagating

components it is worthwhile to distinguish between the two.
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Inversion results with a known input

A second test of resolution is to look at the response of the estimator to a known input.

A unit energy version of the GM79 spectrum discussed in chapter 1 was chosen as

a test spectrum. The GM79 spectrum is isotropic and vertically symmetric, thus the

only non-zero coherences in the current meter cross-spectra are between like variables.

Furthermore, their coherence as a function of WKBJ scaled vertical separation is given

by a simple exponential (see section 1.6). The GM79 spectrum is a fair representation of

the actual spectrum, so the model's ability to reproduce the GM79 spectrum should be a

pretty good measure of its ability to represent the PEQUOD data. The sensor arrangement

of the U2 array is used in the following calculations.

To verify that the spectral inverse will in fact return the correct level in the absence

of noise and with a large a priori model variance, a one parameter fit was tried, that one

parameter being the level of a GM79 shaped spectrum. Since the model spectral shape

and the data spectral shape match perfectly, one would expect an accurate estimate of the

spectral level, and that is in fact what happens: the spectral inverse returns the correct

level. Note that if the a priori model variance were not set to be quite large, the inverse

would reduce the estimate somewhat and allow some of the energy to be interpreted as

noise. This is because the inverse has been told that there is some noise, and this test

case actually has none, so some of the signal would be misinterpreted. If noise were

added to the test data this problem would be avoided.

The GM79 spectrum was then used to test the somewhat more complicated model

used in the calculations of rank. That model has 16 parameters: the energy in each of the

first fifteen baroclinic modes plus a parameter that gives the energy in modes 15 through

45 presuming a wavenumber slope of -2 and a WKBJ vertical structure. There are two

reasons why the 16 parameter model would not necessarily reproduce the test data even

if it accurately represents the oceanic wave field. One source of discrepancy is that the

test data presumes a WKBJ vertical dependence in determining the mode structure while

the 16 parameter model uses integrated baroclinic modes and thus does not make the

WKBJ assumption in determining the low mode baroclinic structure. The high mode

spectral parameter, on the other hand, is based on a WKBJ approximation, and thus

can be expected to match the test data more closely. A more serious discrepancy is the

inclusion of zero wavenumber energy in the test data, energy that is not expected in the

real ocean. The zeroth mode does not exist in the model, thus the energetic zeroth mode
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is aliased into the modes that are present.

In order to demonstrate that the inversion is not sensitive to the choice of a priori

spectrum, four runs are made which start with the same test data but have different a

priori spectra. A fifth run which uses WKBJ-approximate waves to fit a slightly different

test spectrum is made as well. The first run is shown in figure 8.6.2. Here the a priori

spectrum has been chosen so that the a priori wavenumber slope is the same as the true

slope, but the level is chosen to be a factor of ten higher than the true values. The

result is a relatively poor estimate. Estimates for modes 6 and 14 are much too low and

the estimate for the parameterized part is slightly too high. Unlike the single parameter

problem, which is overdetermined and thus where the a priori spectrum has little effect, the

baroclinic modes are not well resolved and an appropriate a priori spectrum is necessary

to get good results.

The second run is given in figure 8.6.3. Here the a priori spectrum is chosen to

be closer (but still higher than) the expected values. The high mode parameterization is

exactly correct, thus the dotted line that gives its extrapolation to mode 1 gives the true

level as well. There is now distinctly more energy in modes 6 and 10, though there is

still a dip in the spectrum at mode 6. The estimates here are much better, and to the

extent that there are real model differences, may be as close a match as is warranted. The

next two runs, however, show that there are some resolution problems in the baroclinic

modes. This was predicted in the first part of this section which showed that only 8 of

the 16 model parameters were resolved when the a priori slope is -2.

The third run is given in figure 8.6.4. It shows the results when the a priori spectrum

is approximately correct at low wavenumbers, but rather than having a wavenumber slope

of -2 it has a wavenumber slope of -1 so that the high wavenumber values are incorrect.

The estimates are fairly close to the estimates which had a priori slope -2, which is very

good: the estimates are not very sensitive to the choice of a priori energy distribution

among the low modes.

The fourth run is shown in figure 8.6.5. Here the a priori spectrum has a slope of

zero, and the spectral estimates are somewhat difference: the mode 8 value is distinctly

higher than in the a priori slope -2 run and the parameterized high mode level has

increased slightly. But even though the one could get bad estimates by using this a priori

slope, it is quite clear from the results that slope 0 is not appropriate for this test data.

So while the estimates in this case are not optimal, the estimator clearly indicates that
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Figure 8.6.2 Inversion results from GM79 input I
This plot shows the spectral estimates for a GM79 input when the a priori spectrum

is a factor of ten higher than the true spectrum. The light solid line gives the a priori
spectrum, while the heavy solid line gives the estimated spectral level at the reference
depth. The dashed lines are doubled standard deviations, thus they are the 95% confidence
limits. The trapezoid gives the spectral estimate for modes 15 through 45: that set of
levels is determined as a single spectral parameter. The dotted line gives the extrapolation
of the high mode internal wave values to low modes using the spectral form of GM79.
The estimates are noisy and would benefit from a more reasonable choice of a priori
value.
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Figure 8.6.3 Inversion results from GM79 input II
This plot shows the spectral estimates for a GM79 input when the a priori spectrum is

set slightly higher than the true spectrum. The light solid line gives the a priori spectrum,
while the heavy solid line gives the estimated spectral level at the reference depth. The
dashed lines are double standard deviations, thus they are the 95% confidence limits.
The trapezoid gives the spectral estimate for modes 15 through 45: that set of levels is
determined as a single spectral parameter. The dotted line gives the extrapolation of the
high mode internal wave values to low modes. The estimates are similar to the estimates
of figure 8.6.2, but the error bars are much smaller.
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Figure 8.6.4 Inversion results from GM79 input III
This plot shows the spectral estimates for a GM79 input when the a priori slope for

high wavenumbers is set to -1 rather than the true value of -2. The light solid line gives
the a priori spectrum, while the heavy solid line gives the estimated spectral level at the
reference depth. The dashed lines are double standard deviations, thus they are the 95%
confidence limits. The trapezoid gives the spectral estimate for modes 15 through 45:
that set of levels is determined as a single spectral parameter. The dotted line gives the
extrapolation of the high mode internal wave values to low modes. The estimates differ
primarily for modes 8 through 15: The low modes and the high mode parameterization
are essentially unchanged.
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the choice of a priori spectrum is inconsistent with the true values.

By way of comparison, figure 8.6.6 show the fit of a 16 parameter WKBJ spectral

model to a test spectrum that omits the zeroth mode. This is an important difference

because the Desaubies 1976 form of the GM79 spectrum has most of the energy in

the zeroth mode, a mode that Garrett and Munk explicitly exclude from their model.

The zeroth mode is not in the 15 wave spectral model, thus any energy in that mode is

misinterpreted as energy in other modes. The fit to the modified test spectrum is somewhat

better and distinctly smoother despite the a priori level being much higher than the true

value. This shows that most of the discrepancy seen in the other plots is due to side-lobes

of the zeroth mode, a mode which should not be in the test spectrum. Thus one should

be very careful in using the low wavenumber information in the Desaubies 1976 spectral

form.

In conclusion, given test inputs the inverse returns exactly correct values when the

model is identical to the test input, and roughly correct values when the model has a

more approximate match. The model is not particularly sensitive to the choice of a priori

level: it gives roughly the same results for a priori slopes of -2 and -1 and definitely

indicates that an a priori slope of 0 is inappropriate for the test data. To the extent that

the test data (GM79) is a good representation of the data, then, the inverse will return

fairly accurate results for the isotropic vertically symmetric portion of the wavenumber

spectrum.
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Figure 8.6.5 Inversion results from GM79 input IV
This plot shows the spectral estimates for a GM79 input when the a priori levels are

such that energy is equally distributed among the first fifteen modes. The light solid line
gives the a priori spectrum, while the heavy solid line gives the estimated spectral level
at the reference depth. The dashed lines are double standard deviations, thus they are the
95% confidence limits. The trapezoid gives the spectral estimate for modes 15 through
45: that set of levels is determined as a single spectral parameter. The dotted line gives
the extrapolation of the high mode internal wave values to low modes. The estimates
show fairly clearly that a wavenumber slope of 0 is inappropriate for the test data.
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Figure 8.6.6 Inversion results from modified GM79: WKBJ modes
This plot shows the spectral estimates for a GM79 input modified by removing the

zeroth mode energy. The model has been modified in that it used a WKBJ approximation
rather than a pure integration to determine the vertical structures that correspond to low
wavenumbers. The light solid line gives the a priori spectrum, while the heavy solid line
gives the estimated spectral level at the reference depth. The dashed lines are double
standard deviations, thus they are the 95% confidence limits. The trapezoid gives the
spectral estimate for modes 15 through 45: that set of levels is determined as a single
spectral parameter. The dotted line gives the extrapolation of the high mode internal
wave values to low modes. Despite the a priori spectrum being much higher than the
estimates, the estimates are quite smooth, unlike figure 8.6.2.
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Impulse response

A third perspective on resolution is to consider the response to a unit impulse at a partic

ular wavenumber. This is similar to calculating the "beam pattern" when using the beam

forming estimator discussed in section 8.4. Since understanding all the impulse responses

is sufficient to predict all the responses of the model, attaining such an understanding can

be rather difficult. To simplify the problem somewhat, only the isotropic response will

be considered. All the models discussed have the same 16 wavenumbers parameters as

the model introduced in the discussion of model rank: wavenumbers that correspond to

the first fifteen baroclinic modes plus a high mode spectral parameter which represents

energy in modes 15 through 45.

In considering a series of impulses, it is most natural to consider a white spectrum,

i.e. all the pulses are the same size. Note that this does not match our a priori notion that

the wavenumber spectrum is red, but the calculation does provide useful information about

the resolution of the array. Figure 8.6.7 shows the symmetric response (E) to upward

propagating impulses at each of fifteen mode numbers when the a priori spectrum is

white and set very high. Note that the total response to each impulse is fairly close to

one: this means that while there is some confusion between modes, none of the energy

is interpreted as noise in this effectively noise free case. The response is concentrated

along the diagonal as it should be, but the peak value along the diagonal is .8, not the

1 of perfect resolution. There is also a low (.1) off diagonal peak that means some of

the mode 9 through 11 energy is perceived as modes 1 through 3. The fact that the

peak value is .8 means that at best 20% of the energy is spread into other modes: for

the modes that have peak values of .6 40% the energy is lost. Note that much of the

lost energy shows up in neighboring modes which mitigates the resolution problem as

long as we find smooth solutions. The plot suggests that modes 4 though 14 are the best

resolved of the array.

Figure 8.6.8 shows the E response to upward impulses for an E!1P model- i.e. the

correlation between up and down that characterizes modes is allowed. Because the modal

character is poorly resolved, the E resolution is somewhat degraded. The total response

for each upward impulse is not as close to one as it is in the E!1 (purely propagating)

model. This is because two waves that are correlated generate more response than two

independent waves, thus misinterpreting upward energy as modal energy results in a

lower amplitude. The peak values of the symmetric response are now .6 rather than the
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E response to up forcing

19.4 resolved model parameters out of 31.
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Figure 8.6.7 Isotropic E response to unit impulses
This figure shows the E response to unit energy upward propagating waves at

wavenumbers that correspond to each of the first fifteen baroclinic modes. The up
per plot gives the response summed over the first fifteen mode numbers while the bottom
plot shows how that response is distributed with mode number. The total response is
quite close to one, which means that little energy is lost to noise. The response is con
centrated along the diagonal, which means that most of the energy in a particular mode
is perceived as being in that mode, but the peak value of .8 indicates that at least 20%
of the energy leaks into neighboring modes.
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Figure 8.6.8 Isotropic E response to unit impulses
This figure shows the E response to unit energy upward propagating waves for an

E f>.P model. Wavenumbers included correspond to each of the first fifteen baroclinic
modes. The upper plot gives the response summed over the first fifteen mode numbers
while the bottom plot shows how that response is distributed with mode number. The total
response shows some variation from one, which means some energy is misinterpreted as
being modal in character. The response is concentrated along the diagonal, which means
that most of the energy in a particular mode is perceived as being in that mode, but the
peak value of .6 indicates that at least 40% of the energy leaks into neighboring modes.
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.8 of the purely propagating model, which means that as least 40% of the energy can be

misinterpreted as other waves or modes.

Figure 8.6.9 shows the ~ response to unit energy upward propagating waves. While

this plot is calculated for a E~P model, the plot for a purely propagating (E~) model

is nearly the same. This can be understood by recalling that ~ is determined by the

imaginary part of the current meter cross spectra while E, P, Q are determined by the

real part. Thus there is no possibility of confusion between P and ~, and the presence

or absence of P does not affect the resolution of ~.

Were the resolution of ~ perfect, the contours in figure 8.6.9 would be concentrated

near the diagonal and would have a peak value of one. As we know from the calculations

of rank done earlier, the resolution of ~ is not perfect. This is seen in figure 8.6.9 as well.

The total response to each impulse is distinctly less than one for all modes below mode

10, and, while the totals are better for modes 10 and higher, the resolution for higher

modes is not particularly good. The peak values of the contours are somewhat less than

.5, which means that there is really not much ability to distinguish between neighboring

wavenumbers. Note that there is very little aliasing per se: only wavenumbers 5 and 6

are partially perceived as negative (downward) mode 3.

It is also possible to consider the resolution when the a priori spectrum is red rather

than being white. This more closely corresponds with our a priori notions of what the

wavenumber spectrum should be like. A red a priori spectrum means that the higher

modes will be less well resolved because given a choice of putting energy into low

wavenumbers or high wavenumbers the inverse will choose to put the energy into low

wavenumbers. The resulting resolution patterns are much more complicated. Figure

8.6.10 shows the E response to upward impulses for a E~ model when the a priori

spectrum has a slope of -2. Note that the corresponding plot for a E~P model is

pretty much the same though the peak values are slightly reduced: the slope of -2 has

eliminated some of the ambiguity introduced by the modal parameter P. The best resolved

modes are 1 and 2, 4 through 6, and much of the energy put in at high wavenumbers

is interpreted as being in low wavenumbers. Figure 8.6.11 shows the ~ response for

the same model. The integrated response to the three lowest mode numbers is close to

one, somewhat closer than with the white a priori spectrum used to calculate figure 8.6.9.

While the peak response for these wavenumbers is only .5, the contour plot indicates that

most of the lost response is in neighboring modes, so the lack of resolution does not
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Figure 8.6.9 Isotropic .6. response to unit impulses
This figure shows the .6. response to unit energy upward propagating waves at

wavenumbers that correspond to each of the first fifteen baroclinic modes. The up
per plot gives the response summed over the first fifteen mode numbers while the bottom
plot shows how that response is distributed with mode number. This plot confirms the
calculations of rank which predicted that the resolution of .6. would not be particularly
good.
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Figure 8.6.10 Isotropic E response to unit impulses
This figure shows the E response to unit energy upward propagating waves for

a E C1 model which has a red a priori spectrum (slope -2). The upper plot gives the
response summed over the first fifteen mode numbers while the bottom plot shows how
that response is distributed with mode number. Modes 1,2 and 4 through 6 are best
resolved, and most of the energy put in in the higher modes is interpreted as low mode
energy.
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Figure 8.6.11 Isotropic Ll response to unit impulses
This figure shows the Ll response to unit energy upward propagating waves for

a Ell model which has a red a priori spectrum (slope -2). The upper plot gives the
response summed over the first fifteen mode numbers while the bottom plot shows how
that response is distributed with mode number. The plot shows that net vertical fluxes
cannot be resolved at high wavenumbers. On the other hand, since most of the low
wavenumber leakage is into neighboring wavenumbers, net vertical fluxes can be resolved
at low wavenumbers.
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prevent measuring net vertical fluxes at low wavenumbers. High mode numbers, on the

other hand, are strongly aliased into low mode numbers, thus net vertical fluxes at high

wavenumbers are not measureable.

8.7 Inversion results

In chapter 1, the Oarrett and Munk (OM) model is introduced as a universal description

of the world's internal wave field. The calculations in the chapters that follow show

that the OM model cannot fully characterize the internal wave field as measured by the

PEQUOD mooring data. Different inadequacies are demonstrated in different chapters.

In considering coherence as a function of vertical separation, chapter 3 finds that a WKBJ

model with only propagating waves is inadequate and vertical standing modes must also

be included. The single meter cross spectra of chapter 4 show that an isotropic internal

wave field in a resting basic state cannot be considered consistent with the data: either

the effects of horizontal anisotropy or the kinematic effects of a mean shear flow are

necessary. The consistency checks of chapter 6 verify and expand upon the results

of chapter 4, showing that not only are horizontal and vertical asymmetries required,

some shear kinematics are required as well. This section constructs a series of models

that progressively incorporate the spectral features that the earlier chapters suggest are

required. The results of earlier chapters are reproduced in that the simpler models are

shown to be inadequate, but this section goes further by actually constructing internal

wave fields that have the additional structures necessary to improve the fit between the

models and the measurements.

For the calculations in this section, the data has been broken down into eight three

month pieces: four from the first year Q mooring data, and four from the second year

U mooring data (see table 8.7.1). Considering model fits to subsets of the yearlong time

series has two important advantages over considering only yearlong pieces. Since the

usable portions of the U and Q moorings are slightly different, any differences between

the internal wave fields measured by the two moorings could be due to differences in

mooring arrangement or mooring placement as well as actual differences in the ocean

state. However differences between three month pieces taken at the same array are due

to differences in the ocean state. Secondly, the three month pieces offer time resolution

of the internal wave field: long term changes in the mean ocean state (such as the onset

of El Niiio during the second half of the PEQUOD experiment) are potential modifiers of
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Table 8.7.1 Times included in spectral pieces

Piece
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mooring
Q
Q
Q
Q
U
U
U
U

Time
24 January 1981 through 24 April 1981

24 April 1981 through 23 July 1981
23 July 1981 through 21 October 1981

21 October 1981 through 19 January 1982
18 February 1982 through 19 May 1982
19 May 1982 through 17 August 1982

17 August 1982 through 15 November 1982
15 November 1982 through 13 February 1983

the internal wave field, and the time resolution offered by the three month pieces creates

an opportunity to correlate changes in the wavefield with changes in the mean ocean state.

In the PEQUOD data, some features observed in the internal wave field seem strongly

tied to the phase of the EI Nino cycle.

The residuals are the differences between a given model's prediction for the current

meter cross spectra and the measured values. The usable portions of both the Q and U

moorings both contain twenty time series, so the cross spectra to be modeled at each

frequency (and thus the residuals) consist of 400 real numbers. In order to grossly

characterize this large set of numbers, a single number, the residue, is defined to be,

Nt.

X
2

= L EkiQi§QkIE§1
ijkl

(8.7.1)

where E§I is the residual that corresponds to the cross-spectral estimate (d;d/), and the

inverse covariance Q i § is given in equation 5.4.8. There are several important points

to be made about the residue. In order for a model fit to be considered successful, the

residuals should correspond to noise. The noise in the cross spectral estimators can be

considered to be approximately joint-normally distributed in the limit where the amount

of averaging N r is high, where the covariance between the noise in any two spectral

estimators is given by equation 5.4.8. Therefore, if the residuals are due purely to noise

in the cross-spectral estimators, the residue X2 is the properly weighed sum to evaluate

the likelihood of those residuals occurring, i.e. the probability of that set of residuals

occurring is proportional to e-h'.

The maximum likelihood corresponds to the minimum value of the residue. The

estimator used in this section and derived in section 8.5 minimizes the sum of the residue
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and a corresponding model space term, namely

(8.7.2)

(8.7.3)

the second (model space) term being included to insure that the problem is well-posed

(see sections 8.4 and 8.5). Thus as long as MaP is chosen such that the second term

does not dominate the first, the solution produced by the inversion will tend to minimize

the residue X2 •

Figure 8.7.1 presents the residue as a function of frequency from fits of a series

of models to the data of one three month period. Rather than plot x2 directly, it turns

out to be more convenient to plot a normalized version X; = X2!Nt~, i.e. the residue

normalized by the number of real random variables involved. On the plot there are several

lines that are included for reference. The line marked 'Theoretical signal' is the residue

for a null model when the true covariances are known, i.e. the residuals are taken to be

the true cross spectra. It can be computed explicitly, namely

N,.
2 _ '" f[O)Q Q f[Ol!N 2

Xr - L....J ki ii kl il til

iikl

= Nr!Nt ,

Thus the theoretical signal turns out to be the number of spectral realizations divided by

the number of time series one is attempting to resolve. The variation of the theoretical

signal with frequency seen in the plot reflects the increased amount of spectral averaging

used with higher frequencies.

The 'Null model' differs from the theoretical signal only in that it reflects our

imperfect knowledge of the noise statistics of the cross-spectral operators. The residue

as defined in equation 8.7.1 depends on knowing the inverse Qij of the true covariance

fi~~)' In practice Qij is not known and one has to make some choice. The choice made

here was to estimate Qij for the data from any particular three month period from the

year long average which includes the period in question. In particular, Qij is taken to

be the inverse of

(8.7.5)

where the averaging is done over one year and ,\ = I:i (d;d;)!Nt. I.e. ,\ is the mean

energy. Note that the contribution of ,\ is quite small once N r is large. The,\ term
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Figure 8.7.1 Residues from piece 1
The plot shows the residue from a series of model fits to the first spectral pieces,

I.e. the Q mooring from 24 January 1981 through 24 April 1981.
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is included because it is the size of the uncertainty in the estimate of the cross spectra

and thus represents the noise (and thus additional energy) introduced into the problem

by using an estimate for Q rather than the true value. The 'null model' line is thus the

residue from the null model, i.e. the residuals are taken to be the actual data and the

chosen form (8.7.5) is used for Q. For this piece the null model residue is quite close to

the theoretical signal, suggesting that the choice of Qii is appropriate.

The dashed lines give the theoretical value of the noise level: our imperfect knowl

edge of Q means the calculation is not rigorous (the difference between 'Null model' and

'Theoretical signal' suggests the noise level should at least be doubled). The noise level

is derived by noting that X2 is the sum of Nf. squared real Gaussian random variables,

thus it is a random variable distributed according to a chi-squared distribution with Nf,
degrees of freedom. The normalized version of the residue X; is accordingly distributed

as a reduced chi-squared random variable (see Bevington 1969). If the residuals are

purely due to noise, the expected value of X; is one, while the 95% confidence limits

about that value provide the basis of the dashed lines in the figure.

The remaining lines on the figure give the residue for various models of the equa

torial internal wave field. The line marked 'GM model' gives the residue for a one

parameter model that has the same coherence structure as the GM model (figures 1.6.1

and 1.6.2). The internal wave field is thus horizontally isotropic, vertically symmetric and

purely propagating with a WKBJ approximate vertical structure. The one undetermined

parameter is the GM level at the frequency of interest (GM level is defined to be the

spectral level in a 1 cph ocean, see section 4.3). Note that this computation of GM level

differs from the computations done in chapter 4. In chapter 4, the kinetic and potential

energies are measured using a single current meter and combined to form an estimate of

the GM level. Here all of the available cross spectra are considered and the GM level

is chosen to minimize the total residue. Figure 8.7.1 shows that the GM model accounts

for approximately half the null model residue. This result is typical of all eight pieces.

A plot of GM spectral level as a function of frequency and season is given in figure

8.7.2. GM79 predicts that the spectrum should have a slope of -2 with a level such that

it is 6.4 cm2/S2/cph at a frequency of.2 cph. Such a reference is given by the top line of

each trapezoid. The heavy lines give the estimates of GM level: they are quite smooth

with a frequency slope slightly less than - 2. This slope is similar to what was seen in

the calculations of chapter 4. The changes hJ. level from one period to another are of
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Figure 8.7.2 GM spectral level
OM spectral level (erg!cm3/(cph) -2) is plotted as a function of frequency and

period (each spectrum represents an average over three months). The solid lines give the
estimates while the dashed lines give the 96% confidence limits). OM spectral level is
the energy renorrnalized to an equivalent 1 cph ocean, see chapter 1. The top line of
each trapezoid gives the OM79 prediction. The heavy lines are the estimates: they are
quite smooth and have a frequency slope slightly less than -2. The time dependence of
the level at .158 cph shows a 20% variation with highs in the winter and lows in the
summer. The frequency dependence has been computed using 5 equal width (1115 cph)
frequency bins: the lowest bin is centered at .158 cph and the highest bin is centered at
.425 cph (see chapter 3 for details).
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order 20%, with higher values in the winter pieces and lower values in the summer. The

estimated levels are half that of the GM prediction. This difference in level contrasts with

the results of chapter 4 which found that the levels were approximately the same as the

GM79 prediction. The differences occur because the GM model poorly reproduces the

vertical coherence structure of the PEQUOD data. This can be most easily seen in the

vertical coherence plots in chapter 3: for short separations, the PEQUOD coherences are

smaller than the GM predictions, and for very long separations the PEQUOD coherences

are higher than the GM predictions. The fit done here tried to match the entire coherence

structure with a GM model and thus does not include as much of the energy as the chapter

4 calculations where the model only need match energy at a particular depth. To improve

the fit between model and data both the large vertical scale and the short vertical scale

behaviors of the model need to be changed.

In order to better model the short vertical scale behavior of the observations, 'GM

with finestructure' adds a finestructure model to the GM model used above. This finestruc

ture model assumes that the sharp drop in coherence at short separations is an artifact of

the way the measurements were taken. Because the current meters are fixed in position

with finite separations in the vertical between them, small scale vertical structure advected

past the sensors is misinterpreted as high frequency motion. This problem is discussed

in many papers, including the original Garrett and Munk paper GM72, and later papers

devoted specifically to the problem such as Joyce and Desaubies 1977. In considering

mid-latitude finestructure Joyce and Desaubies conclude that, at the frequencies consid

ered here (.1 to .5 cph), finestructure accounts for roughly 10% of the energy. As was

pointed out in chapter 7, the vertical wavenumber spectrum has a much higher level on

the equator: this could extent to finestructure as well. So a priori we might expect a 25%

effect. Here finestructure is modeled as isotropic energy with no vertical coherence, i.e. a

white noise wavenumber spectrum. Thus fifteen finestructure parameters were calculated:

a velocity finestructure level and a displacement finestructure level for each current meter,

and a displacement finestructure level for each TP recorder. As can be seen in figure

8.7.1, the residue is greatly reduced. Figure 8.7.3 shows the changes in the estimates of

GM level. Not surprisingly, the GM level estimates are somewhat reduced.

One possibility for improving the model fit is to change the wavenumber dependence

of the spectral level from the rather smooth shape used by GM79 (section 1.6). The line

marked 'Isotropic' gives the residue for a model internal wave field that substitutes the
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Figure 8.7.3 GM model with finestructure
OM spectral level (ergjcm3 j(cph)-2) is plotted as a function of frequency and (3

month) season for a model that includes both OM level and finestructure. The top line
of each trapezoid gives the OM79 prediction. The heavy lines are the estimates: they
are quite smooth and have a frequency slope slightly less than -2. The time dependence
of the level at .158 cph shows a 20% variation with highs in the winter and lows in the
summer. The frequency dependence has been computed using 5 equal width (1115 cph)
frequency bins: the lowest bin is centered at .158 cph and the highest bin is centered at
.425 cph.
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integrated wave shapes of chapter 7 for the first fifteen baroclinic modes, retaining the OM

spectral form and WKBJ vertical structure for modes 16 and higher. Thus the energies at

wavenumbers corresponding to each of the first fifteen baroclinic modes are determined

as well as a high wavenumber spectral parameter that measures the energy in the higher

modes. The discussion in section 8.6 shows that not all fifteen low wavenumbers are

fully resolved: an a priori wavenumber slope of -2 is used by the inverse to allot energy

between unresolved modes. Figure 8.7.1 shows that the residue for this model is not

much smaller than the residue from the OM model with finestructure at a frequency of

.158 cph, but there is a distinct residue reduction for higher frequencies.

This isotropic model is similar to the OM model in that the wavefield is presumed

to be horizontally isotropic, vertically symmetric and purely propagating (spectral param

eters Ll, P, and Q are identically zero). Figure 8.7.4 presents the vertically symmetric

spectral level estimate (E) at a frequency of .158 cph. The spectra has been normalized

to correspond to energy at the ocean bottom: 4250 meters for the Q mooring and 4400

meters for the U mooring. For the OM model (and thus for the high wavenumber portion

of the isotropic model) this means multiplying the OM level by the local buoyancy fre

quency. For both the U and Q moorings the buoyancy frequency at the bottom is .32 cph.

The thin line near the top given the a priori level. The level chosen is 10% smaller than

the OM prediction plotted in figures 8.7.2 and 8.7.3. The heavy line gives the spectral

level estimates while the dashed lines give the doubled standard deviations (roughly 95%

confidence). The shaded portion of each trapezoid gives the high wavenumber portion of

the wavenumber spectrum that has been parameterized by a OM model (i.e. the mode

number slope is fixed at -2). The remaining points are the energies in the wavenumbers

than correspond to the low baroclinic modes. Comparing the estimates to the a priori

line shows that the estimates are slightly larger than half the OM prediction, which is the

same size as the prediction of the OM model that includes finestructure.

Because the residue was not significantly reduced at .158 cph by allowing the modes

to separately determine their individual energies, one suspects that the solution should

be very much like the OM spectral form. The dotted line is the extrapolation of the

high wavenumber energy parameterization to low wavenumbers using the OM spectral

form. Except for the wavenumber that corresponds to the first baroclinic mode, the low

wavenumber energies tend to be statistically indistinguishable from the dotted line. Thus

to the extent that the PEQUOD arrays can resolve the lower modes, the OM spectral
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Figure 8.7.4 Symmetric energy from an isotropic model
The symmetric spectral level E at a frequency of .158 cph is plotted as a function

of wavenumber and season (each spectrum represents an average over 3 months). The
light line (top of each cutout) is the a priori level, and the shaded trapezoid gives the
wavenumber range that has been parameterized with a OM spectral form. The heavy
line gives the estimates themselves while the dashed lines are the doubled standard de
viations. The dotted line gives the extrapolation of the high wavenumber OM level to
lower wavenumbers. For the most part the low wavenumber estimates do not deviate
significantly from the dotted line, showing the OM spectral form is a good representation
of the distribution of isotropic and symmetric internal wave energy.
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form is a fairly good representation of the isotropic energy. While the energy of first

baroclinic mode is consistently lower than the OM extrapolation, the difference is not

particularly great and is possibly due to array resolution: the array resolves the second

and third modes somewhat better than the first.

Both the single current meter calculations of chapter 4 and the consistency checks

of chapter 6 show show strong evidence for horizontal anisotropy in the internal wave

field. The line marked 'anisotropic propagating' modifies the isotropic model by allowing

some horizontal anisotropy and vertical asymmetry in the first fifteen baroc1inic modes.

This anisotropy is introduced by allowing the first five direction moments of E and ~

(moments through sin 20) to be non-zero (see section 8.3 for a discussion of direction

moments). The residue for the anisotropic model is distinctly smaller than the residue

for the isotropic model at all frequencies.

The estimates of isotropic symmetric energy E for this model are essentially the

same as the estimates for the isotropic model. This is not surprising since the isotropic

moments of the internal wave spectral level are given by the real parts of the 'like' current

meter spectra (zonal velocity with zonal velocity, displacement with displacement, etc.)

while the anisotropy is given by the 'unlike' components and the vertical asymmetry is

given by the imaginary part of the 'like' spectra (this is discussed further in section 8.3).

Thus adding anisotropy to the model enables it to model a new portion of the current

meter cross spectral matrix, and does not change the modeling of the portion of the cross

spectral matrix that was modeled by the isotropic model. But the presence of anisotropy

does change other aspects of the internal wave spectral level.

In a vertically symmetric wavefield there is no net vertical energy flux because the

amount of energy propagating upwards is the same as the amount propagating downwards.

Plotted in figure 8.7.5 is the net vertical energy flux for this asymmetric purely propagating

model. The flux has been integrated over mode number so that it is only a function of

frequency and time. The vertical flux is strongly dependent on time, being significantly

different from zero only during the first year (1981). Since the two years are measured

with different moorings one cannot be certain that the difference signifies a change in the

oceanic state: it is possible that the results are due to mooring differences. 'This difference

between 1981 and 1982 vertical flux can also be seen in the vertical coherence calculations

of chapter 3: phase differences in first year large separation coherences computed from

velocity are roughly -1350 while the second year large separation velocity coherences
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Figure 8.7.5 Vertical flux from a propagating model
The vertical energy flux density is plotted against frequency and season (each spec

trum represents a 3 month average). The solid lines give the estimate while the dashed
lines are doubled standard deviations. The zonal flux has some dependence on time,
being significantly different from zero only during the first year. This could be due to
mooring differences or 1982-83 EI Nmo effects.
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are -180°.

In an isotropic wavefield there are no net horizontal energy fluxes because the

same amount of energy is propagating in all directions. Allowing the wave field to

be anisotropic introduces the possibility of a net horizontal energy flux. Plotted in figure

8.7.6 is the net vertically averaged zonal energy flux for this model. The flux has been

integrated over mode number so that it is a function of frequency and time. The zonal flux

shows a strong dependence on both time and frequency. For the periods where the flux

is significant the lower frequencies contribute most of the energy with a frequency slope

somewhat steeper than the -2 of the isotropic energy, suggesting that lower frequencies

carry proportionally more of the zonal flux of energy. The time dependence shows a

dramatic difference between pieces from the first year and pieces from the second year.

While pieces 1 and 5 both show eastward fluxes that are slightly larger than one standard

deviation, the remaining pieces from the second year show successively stronger zonal

fluxes as the year progresses while the first year pieces show no significant flux at all.

The increase in zonal flux as the second year progresses correlates well with the onset

of the 1982-83 El Nmo event, a point that will be explored further once it has been

demonstrated that including kinematic shear effects does not significantly alter the flux

estimates.

With the anisotropic model, it is also possible to get a net meridional flux. But the

calculations reveal that the meridional flux is not significant, and rather than show two

sets of null results, discussion will be postponed to a later model.

The coherence calculations of chapter 3 showed that modal effects must be included

in the GM model in order to explain the large vertical separation coherences. 'Anisotropic

modal' modifies the propagating model by allowing modal effects (spectral parameter P

is possibly non-zero). Figure 8.7.1 shows that the change in residue resulting from

that modification is not particularly large, showing that the model modification is not

statistically important as far as fitting the entire data set is concerned. But the estimates

of modal component are significantly non-zero. Figure 8.7.7 gives the percentage of the

isotropic energy the inversion has characterized as modal for period 1 (24 January 1981

through 24 April 1981). The estimates tend to be close to 50%, with a slightly higher

value of 65% at mode 1. Far more important that the estitnates are the 95% confidence

lines, lines which show that only the very lowest estimates are distinguishable from zero at

95% confidence. The high wavenumber estimates are at 50% simply because the a priori
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Figure 8.7.6 Zonal flux from a propagating model
The zonal energy flux density is plotted against frequency and season (each spectrum

represents a 3 month average). The solid lines give the estimate while the dashed lines
are doubled standard deviations. The zonal flux has a strong dependence on time, being
much greater as the 1982-83 El Nino event progresses. This flux is confined to the lower
frequencies, the higher frequencies showing little change between the two years.
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Figure 8.7.7 Percentage modal from the shear kinematic model
This figure shows the percentage of the isotropic energy that the shear kinematic

model characterizes as modal. The heavy solid line gives the estimate of this percentage.
as a function of mode number; the dashed lines give the doubled standard deviations
(96% confidence) about the estimates. The plot indicates that the modal component is
resolved only for the very lowest wavenumbers.
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value of the percentage is 50% (energy is equally likely to be modal or propagating).

Two conclusions can be drawn: the modal character is marginally resolved by this array,

and the low wavenumbers have a significant modal component.

In chapter 4 it is shown that the observed strong zonal velocity-temperature correla

tions could be due to either a strong zonal asymmetry or the kinematic effects of a mean

shear flow. In chapter 6 it is shown that in fact some shear effects are necessary. The line

'Anisotropic modal with shear kinematics' gives the residue for a model that modifies

the anisotropic modal model by including kinematic shear effects in the structure of the

low wavenumber waves. While the change in residue is very small, it does show that the

model with shear kinematics does better than the model without shear kinematics. Note

that the two models have exactly the same number of model parameters to be determined

by the inversion: only the structure of the lower modes has been changed.

The residues in figure 8.7.1 are from model fits to the first period of data (24 January

1981 through 24 April 1981). For comparison figure 8.7.8 gives the residues as a function

of time for both the shear kinematic model and the null model. While there is some time

dependence in both the null model residue and the shear model residue, the residues in

the frontmost piece of each plot do not differ in structure from the residues in the later

pieces. Thus the residues in figure 8.7.1 are typical of the residues from all eight pieces.

Throughout this series of models, only the physics of the fifteen low modes has been

changed: the high mode model is identical to the OM model that started the sequence. The

fact that the shear effects are more strongly expressed at higher wavenumbers (the Doppler

shift in particular) means that shear effects should be included for high wavenumbers as

well. This was not done on the PEQUOD data set because the instrument spacing is such

that the array resolves both low and very high modes but there is a lack of resolution at

intermediate scales. While it might be possible to deal with the problems of resolution

when there is an intermediate scale gap, it seems more prudent to concentrate on low

wavenumbers and roughly parameterize intermediate and high wavenumbers. This is

especially reasonable to the extent that the wavenumber spectrum is red, a prediction that

the OM79 model makes and thus is consistent with a large number of measurements.

Figure 8.7.9 gives the isotropic and symmetric spectral level (E) at a frequency

of .158 cph for the model that includes shear kinematics. The level is the energy at

the reference depth, thus it is equivalent to figure 8.7.4 which presents the results of

the isotropic model. The difference between the two figures is primarily in the first
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Figure 8.7.8 Residue for the shear kinematic model
This figure presents the residue for both the null model and the shear kinematic

model as a function of time (the frontmost curves are a subset of the residues presented
in figure 8.7.1). The heavy solid line gives the residue for each model, while the dashed
lines give the theoretical 95% confidence limits for noise (see the discussion of figure
8.7.1 for more details). The plots show that figure 8.7.1 is indeed typical of the ensemble
of eight pieces.
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Figure 8.7.9 Isotropic symmetric spectral level from shear kinematic model
The isotropic moment of the symmetric spectral level E at a frequency of .158

cph is plotted as a function of wavenumber and season (the spectra are averaged over
3 month pieces, see text). The light line (top of each cutout) is the a priori level; the
shaded trapezoid gives the wavenumber range that has been parameterized with a OM
spectral form. The heavy line gives the estimates themselves while the dashed lines
are the doubled standard deviations. The dotted line gives the extrapolation of the high
wavenumber OM level to lower wavenumbers. For the most part the low wavenumber
estimates do not deviate significantly from the dotted line, showing the OM spectral
form is a good representation of the distribution of isotropic and symmetric internal wave
energy when the integrated wave structures are used.
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baroclinic mode, which has higher energies in the shear kinematic modal model. This

suggests that the first baroclinic mode shows significant modal character, the fit being

distinctly improved by the addition of phase-locking P. Note that the error bars for the

modes 10 through 15 are a much larger proportion of the estimate than the error bars for

modes 1 through 5: this is due in part to a lack of resolution which has been resolved by

the a priori spectrum being red. Thus the low group of modes is favored over the high

group.

Figure 8.7.10 presents the high wavenumber OM spectral level as a function of

period and frequency. While the quantity plotted is the same as in figure 8.7.3, the

calculation is quite different: in figure 8.7.3 the OM model is used to fit the entire data

set, while in figure 8.7.10 the model is used only to fit the energy that corresponds to

modes numbered higher than 15. The estimates are much closer to the OM prediction,

suggesting that using OM for high wavenumbers is more appropriate than using OM to

model the entire wavenumber spectrum. The error bars are much larger as well: this is

due to difficulty in resolving high wavenumber energy in the presence of the energetic

low wavenumber waves. The time dependence of the estimates, however is very much

the same as in figure 8.7.3: the time dependence at .158 cph shows a 20% variation with

highs in the winter and lows in the summer.

Figure 8.7.9 gives the spectral level at the reference depth for the frequency bin

centered at .158 cph. It is possible to use the vertical structure of each wavenumber

to translate those values to be the spectral level at any depth. Figure 8.7.11 gives the

spectral level averaged over the entire depth and integrated over all wavenumber. Only

the energy in the finestructure estimates and in the residuals is excluded. This can be

compared to the OM spectral level estimates by multiplying the OM spectral level by the

vertically averaged buoyancy frequency (~ 1 cph). The dependence on time is roughly

the same as the dependence shown by the OM level in figure 8.7.10, which means that

the entire wavenumber spectrum shows a 20% variation with lows in the summer and

highs in the winter.

Plotted in figure 8.7.12 is the net vertical energy flux for the shear kinematic model.

The figure is comparable to figure 8.7.5 which gives the vertical flux for the anisotropic

purely propagating model. The results are fairly close, demonstrating that the additional

degrees of freedom in the shear kinematic model introduced by allowing some modal

character did not affect the vertically asymmetry. This is not surprising, since modes
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Figure 8.7.10 GM spectral level from shear kinematic model
OM spectral level is plotted as a function of frequency and season (each spectrum

represents an average over three months). The top line of each trapezoid gives the OM79
prediction. The heavy lines are the estimates: they are quite smooth and have a frequency
slope slightly less than -2. The time dependence of the level at .158 cph is projected on
the yz plane. It shows a 20% variation with highs in the winter and lows in the summer.
This figure corresponds to figure 8.7.3, the difference being that here the OM level is
the high wavenumber component of shear kinematic model while in figure 8.7.3 the OM
level is used to represent the entire internal wave spectrum.
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Figure 8.7.11 Vertically averaged energy from shear kinematic model
Vertically averaged energy density is plotted as a function of frequency and season

(each spectrum represents an average over three months). The solid lines give the estimate
while the dashed lines are doubled standard deviations, The vertically averaged energy
shows time dependence with a variation of order 20%,
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Figure 8.7.12 Vertical energy flux from shear kinematic model
Vertical energy flux density is plotted as a function of frequency and season (each

spectrum represents an average over three months). The solid lines give the estimate
while the dashed lines are doubled standard deviations. The size of the fluxes during the
first year are consistent with the generation of internal waves by tidal currents flowing
over a rough bottom. The disappearance during the middle of the second year suggests
a counterbalancing flux.
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by their very nature have no net vertical flux. At the beginning of the first year the

vertical energy flux is significantly upwards at 96% confidence (error bars are doubled

standard deviations) the vertical energy flux is also upwards at the beginning of the

second year, though the flux then is not significantly different from zero. Pieces 6 and

7, which correspond to the periods where the 1982-83 El Nino is setting up, show zero

to downward fluxes, though the sizes are not significantly different from zero.

The vertical energy flux in each of the first three pieces integrated over the five

frequencies (the total bandwidth considered is 1/3 cph) is roughly 1 erg/s/cm2, the same

size as many of the possible sources of energy of the internal wave field (Olbers 1983,

Thorpe 1975). The fact that the flux is upwards suggests that the source should either be at

the bottom or that there is a sink near the top. One bottom source of roughly 1 erg/s/cm2

is the generation of internal waves by tidal currents going over bottom irregularities (Bell

1975,Olbers 1983). This mechanism generates internal waves at the tidal frequency, but

non-linear effects could transfer the energy to neighboring frequencies. This is consistent

with the fact that figure 8.7.12 shows that the vertical flux is strongest at .158 cph, the

bin closest to the tidal frequency. The disappearance of this flux during the onset of

El Nino suggests that a counterbalancing downward flux has been introduced during the

transition from the non-El Nino oceanic state to the El Nino oceanic state.

While the measured flux of 1 erg/s/cm2 is the same size as many of the possible

sources of internal wave energy, it is much smaller than the vertical flux would be if the

entire internal wave field were propagating in the same direction. This vertical energy

flux can be computed by integrating the product of energy density and vertical group

velocity over frequency and wavenumber: such a computation using the GM79 spectral

form gives

j

.458CPh 00 j.458CPh 00

dw ~)Cg' z)E(w,j) = dw ",£(2.16m/s)!i wB(w)H(j)
.125cph j=l .125cph j=l (8.7.6)

=30erg/s/cm2

Thus the measured vertical flux is roughly 4% of the maximum vertical flux the GM79

internal wave field can carry. The fact that such a small percentage of the internal

wave field can carry a dynamically significant energy flux underscores the difficultly of

measuring dynamically significant energy fluxes.

Figure 8.7.13 gives the meridional energy flux as a function of frequency and time.

It shows that the net meridional flux is not significantly different from zero. at 96%
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Figure 8.7.13 Meridional energy flux from shear kinematic model
Meridional energy flux density is plotted as a function of frequency and season (each

spectrum represents an average over three months). The solid lines give the estimate while
the dashed lines are doubled standard deviations. The estimates are not significantly
different from zero, so that the assumption of symmetry about the equator seems fairly
reasonable.
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confidence. This is not particularly surprising, since a priori we expect the wave field

to be symmetric with respect to the equator, and thus expect zero net meridional energy

flux in the internal wave field.

Plotted in figure 8.7.14 is the net zonal energy flux for the shear kinematic model.

This is comparable to figure 8.7.6, which gives the zonal energy flux for the purely

propagating anisotropic model. The figure shows that the inclusion of shear kinematics

has not reduced the zonal flux estimates. Therefore, while both the shear kinematic

effects and the zonal asymmetry lead to the correlations between zonal velocity and

displacement observed in chapter 4, the shear kinematic effects are not sufficient and

some zonal energy flux is required to match the data.

In the earlier discussion of zonal flux, it was hinted that the flux may be due to the

onset of the 1982-1983 EI Nino event. While any statement made here about forcing is

pure speculation, the wind events that herald the start of E1 Nino in the western Pacific

seem to be a likely forcing mechanism. It has been shown that such wind events generate

eastward propagating Kelvin waves, and indeed such Kelvin waves have been followed

across the Pacific (Lukas et at. 1984, Eriksen et at. 1983). It would not be particularly

surprising if a corresponding energy transport could be seen at higher frequencies as well.

As in figure 8.7.6, the zonal flux in figure 8.7.14 shows a strong dependence on both

time and frequency. For the periods where the flux is significant, the lower frequencies

contribute most of the energy with a frequency dependence somewhat redder than the -2

of the isotropic energy. This suggests that lower frequencies carry proportionally more of

the zonal flux of energy. The zonal flux shows is significantly eastward during the second

year, but it also shows a significant eastward flux at the beginning of the first year. This

correlates well with the Western Pacific zonal wind index presented by Lukas et at. 1984,

which shows eastward anomalies in February March of 1981 as well as strong eastward

winds from June until December of 1982.

The estimates of energy level given in figures 8.7.11 and 8.7.15 show little depen

dence on time, a result that at first seems to contradict the zonal flux results that show

a strong dependence on the phase of the EI Nino cycle. The resolution of this apparent

conflict is that the zonal flux observed is a small fraction of what the zonal flux would be

if the entire internal wavefie1d were propagating in the same direction. The latter flux is

computed by integrating the depth-averaged product of energy density and zonal group

velocity over frequency and wavenumber. Using the GM79 spectral form for energy
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Figure 8.7.14 Zonal energy flux from shear kinematic model
Zonal energy flux density is plotted as a function of frequency and season (each

spectrum represents an average over three months). The solid lines give the estimate
while the dashed lines are doubled standard deviations. The flux shows a strong time
and frequency dependence, properties that are consistent with remote forcing by Western
Pacific wind anomalies.
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density gives the following estimate of zonal flux,

J

.458CPh 00 J.458CPh 00

dw L(cg • x)E(w,j) = dw L(2.16m/s)!i NB(w)H(j)
.125cph j=l .125cph j=l (8.7.7)

=130erg/s/cm2

where N is the buoyancy frequency averaged over depth (approximately 1 cph). Thus the

measured zonal flux is roughly 10% of the maximum zonal flux the internal wave field

can carry, which is consistent with the 10% variability in energy level shown in figure

8.7.15.

As a summary of the energy and flux results, figure 8.7.15 presents the energy

and fluxes integrated over the five frequency bins. The energy plot shows a minimum

in the 1981 summer but not during the 1982 summer. If the minimum in the 1981

summer is part of a regular seasonal cycle, then the 1982-1983 El Nino results in an

excess of internal wave energy for that part of its cycle. The vertical energy flux is

significantly positive through much of 1981, but is indistinguishable from zero in 1982.

A simple model suggests that the upward fluxes in 1981 are due to non-linear spectral

transfer from the current-topography interaction given in Bell 1985, and El Nino forces a

counterbalancing downward flux for 1982. The vertical fluxes are, of course, consistent

with other sources as well. The meridional energy flux tends to be indistinguishable from

zero as noted earlier in figure 8.7.13. The zonal flux appears to have a simple seasonal

cycle in 1981, but is consistently eastward throughout 1982. This time dependence is

similar to the time dependence of the Western Pacific zonal wind index presented by

Lukas et at. 1984, but the index more closely resembles the behavior of the first mode

zonal flux density shown in figure 8.7.14 than the behavior of the integrated zonal flux

in that the winds increase towards the end of 1982 while the integrated flux tends to be

relatively constant throughout 1982. The presence of the 1982-83 El Nino seems to have

significantly altered the zonal flux of energy carried by the internal wave field.
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Figure 8.7.15 Total energy and fluxes from shear kinematic model
These four plots present the energy and net fluxes integrated over the frequency

band from .125 to .458 cph. They are thus integrations over frequency of the densities
presented in figures 8.7.11 through 8.7.14, and show basically the same results.
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8.8 Summary

This chapter presents results from the spectral inversions applied to the PEQUOD current

meter data, in the process reviewing many of the results of earlier chapters. The results

reveal several previously unmeasured properties of the internal wave field. The first

point is that with the year long time series available now (and not available during the

formulation of the OM models), an isotropic and vertically symmetric WKBJ propagating

model is not adequate to model the data. Nor should it be on theoretical grounds: many

of the assumptions were made simply because lesser amounts of data were unable to

show the contrary. In particular, the modal character of low wavenumber waves can

be seen even at the relatively high frequencies considered here. The modal character

is clearly evident in the chapter 3 comparisons of velocity and temperature coherences.

The chapter 3 results are supported in section 8.7 which shows that the differences in

the coherence patterns can be attributed to the difference between purely propagating and

partially modal models even when the models include fairly general vertical structures.

This result should be fairly universal, though the deeper thermocline in the Atlantic ocean

means that coherences over long separations with smoothly varying buoyancy frequency

profiles cannot be calculated there.

The results also show that there are significant vertical and horizontal asymmetries.

The vertical energy flux is upwards during 1981 of a size that is consistent with the flux

expected from the interaction of tidal currents with a spectrum of bottom topography.

This flux disappears in the middle of the second year, suggesting that there may be a

counterbalancing downward flux brought on by the onset of the 1982-83 E1 Nino event.

The zonal flux is significantly eastward during the first three months of 1981 and all of

1982, with the flux increasing from the beginning of 1982 to the end. This behavior is

consistent with remote forcing by the Western Pacific winds in the sense that anomalously

eastward winds are observed at the times necessary to cause the enhanced zonal fluxes.

What is not observed in the data are large changes in the isotropic and vertically

symmetric portion of the internal wave field (E). For that aspect of the spectrum, then,

the OM models models provide an accurate summary of the internal wave field when

combined with integrated (non-WKBJ) modes.
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Chapter 9: Summary

This thesis uses data from the two central moorings of the PEQUOD current meter

array to examine the equatorial Pacific internal wave field. The analysis reveals several

previously unmeasured properties of the internal wave field, properties that are both

difficult to measure and important for understanding the dynamics of the internal wave

field.

The details of the PEQUOD current meter array are given in chapter 2. The thesis

analyzes the data from moorings Q and U, both being instrumented with six current

meters and six temperature-pressure (TP) recorders organized into three widely-spaced

groups of four closely-spaced instruments (instrument failures reduced the arrays to five

current meters and five TP recorders). Because the groups are widely spaced and are

located outside of the dynamically complicated upper ocean, the array is well suited for

looking at low mode internal waves. As pointed out in section 8.6, because temperature

and velocity measurements contain complementary information, such an array can resolve

up to fifteen modes: ten modes because temperature is measured at ten depths, and five

more modes because velocity is measured at five depths. This gain in modal resolution

is one of several advantages accrued by considering velocity and temperature spectra

together rather than the more common practice of considering temperature and velocity

spectra separately.

The internal wave spectra produced by Garrett and Munk provide the modeling

starting point for the thesis; the latest version (GM79) is compared to the physically more

sophisticated models in analyzing the PEQUOD data. The GM79 model is horizontally

isotropic, vertically symmetric, purely propagating, and universal in both time and space.

It is also highly parameterized, predicting a smooth dependence of internal wave energy

on both frequency and wavenumber. As Wunsch 1975 points out, this set of properties

effectively eliminates all the interesting physics, since such a model cannot have forcing

that varies from place to place or time to time. Thus an important step in understanding

the dynamics of the internal wave field is to make measurements of deviations from the

simple GM79 spectrum.

Chapters 3 and 4 use subsets of the current meter cross-spectra to show that GM79

is not sufficient to model the PEQUOD data. Chapter 3 examines the coherence as a

function of vertical separation. Calculations using PEQUOD data show that for large
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separations coherence computed from velocity is distinctly different from the coherence

computed from temperature. This difference is inconsistent with the purely propagating

nature of the GM79 model, and can be explained by the inclusion of standing modes

in the internal wave model. Section 3.3 shows similar differences between velocity and

temperature coherence can be seen in mid-latitude (LOTUS) data as well, showing that the

partially modal character of the internal wave field is not limited to the equator. Though

the modal character has not been observed prior to this thesis, the result is expected

on theoretical grounds since there are no strong dynamical reasons why the very lowest

modes should be purely propagating.

Chapter 4 shows that single current meter cross-spectra from PEQUOD are also

inconsistent with GM79 internal wave model. The strongest deviations observed are

the strongly non-zero uT coherence for the middle instrument cluster. As shown in

later chapters, particularly chapter 6, such spectral features can be modeled by both

including the kinematic effects of a mean shear flow and allowing horizontal and vertical

asymmetries.

The demonstrated inadequacy of GM79 prompts chapter 5, which derives the tools

necessary to construct more general internal wave models and understand how the new

model features are expressed in current meter cross-spectra. As shown in chapter 3, the

difference between WKBJ standing modes and WKBJ propagating waves is expressed in

current meter spectra as a difference in the coherence computed from velocity and the

coherence computed from temperature. As shown in chapter 6, horizontal and vertical

asymmetries are expressed in that 'like' coherences (velocity with velocity, temperature

with temperature, etc.) depend on the isotropic component of the internal wave spectrum,

'unlike' coherences (zonal velocity with temperature, etc.) only depend on the horizon

tally anisotropic component of the internal wave spectrum, and the imaginary parts of

the cross-spectra only depend on the difference between upward propagating energy and

downward propagating energy.

The more general internal wave models fit the PEQUOD data better than the simple

GM79 model. This is first shown in chapter 6, which uses the consistency check tech

niques of Muller et at. 1978 to check models against the full set of cross-spectra from

each mooring. The time series in PEQUOD are much longer than those Muller et at.

1978 had in IWEX, thus it is not particularly surprising that in PEQUOD the deviations

from the simple symmetries of GM79 are more significant than deviations in IWEX.
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Chapter 8 also shows that the more general models do better than GM79 in modeling

the PEQUOD data. The chapter considers a series of models, starting with a model almost

as simple as the GM79 model and culminating in a low wavenumber model that includes

horizontal and vertical asymmetries, a mixture of modes and propagating waves, and

some shear kinematic effects. The more complicated models have smaller residues than

the simple models, suggesting that the additional physics contained in the more general

models is appropriate.

In chapter 8, the more general models concentrate on low vertical wavenumbers. This

is for several reasons. First of all, the arrangement of instruments into three groups of

four means that the array can resolve low wavenumbers (.1 cpkm) and high wavenumbers

(10 cpkm) but not medium wavenumbers. This spectral gap makes resolving both low

and high wavenumbers rather complicated. Secondly, earlier measurements (such as those

incorporated in GM79) show that wavenumber spectra are red: low wavenumbers contain

more energy than high wavenumbers. Thus to the extent that the analysis must arbitrarily

decide (because of a lack of resolution) that some energy is either low wavenumber

energy or high wavenumber energy, the energy probably belongs to low wavenumbers.

Finally, while the effects of scattering on low wavenumbers are weak, scattering becomes

quite important for high wavenumbers (see section 2.2 and section 7.5). High scattering

means that it is not entirely appropriate to model high wavenumber energy with a simple

linear model, thus it is not possible to learn much about high wavenumber physics by

considering the linear wave structure.

The models of chapter 8 reveal several important features of the internal wave field.

The energy content and fluxes of the internal wave field averaged over the frequency

band from .125 cph to .458 cph are shown in figure 8.7. In 1981, the vertically averaged

energy shows a seasonal cycle with a 10% amplitude and minimum in the summer. This

is consistent with other observations of a seasonal cycle in the internal wave field (Briscoe

1984). The seasonal cycle is not apparent in the 1982 data, but 1982 is the beginning of

the 1982-1983 El Nino event and thus is quite likely to be anomalous.

The net vertical energy flux also shows differences between the two years. The first

nine months of 1981 all show a net upward flux of 1.2(±.4) x 1O-3w1m2, while the

following year and a quarter do not show a significant net vertical energy flux. This is

a small fraction of the 30x 1O-3w1m2 that the GM79 spectrum would carry were all

the internal wave energy propagating in the same direction. On the other hand, it is
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the same size as many of the postulated sources of energy for the internal wave field.

Olbers 1983 reviews many of those sources of energy, most of which are approximately

1x I0-3WIm2• The measured vertical flux is the same size as some of the other energy

fluxes expected in the ocean: Fofonoff 1981 estimates that the energy flux from the gyre

scale winds to the geostrophic flow is roughly 2x 1O-3W1m2. Therefore, despite being

a small fraction of the maximum flux the internal wave field can carry, the measured

vertical fluxes are large enough to be dynamically important.

The net zonal energy flux is also different in the two years. 1981 shows what

appears to be a simple seasonal cycle with a significant eastward flux only in the first

three months. On the other hand, there is a significantly eastward flux throughout 1982

of roughly 12{±3) x 1O-3W1m2. While this is a small fraction of the 130x 1O-3W1m2
that the GM79 spectrum would carry were all the internal wave energy propagating in

the same horizontal direction, it is much larger than the internal wave energy sources

reviewed by Olbers 1983. The size of the energy flux into the internal wave field from

the wind during parts of JASIN is roughly 4x 1O-3W1m2 for a wind of 8 mls (Briscoe

1983). It is conceivable that the large net zonal fluxes are due to the anomalous winds

observed in the Western Pacific during early 1981 and most of 1982 (Lukas et al. 1984)

since there is a geometrical concentration effect that could make the zonal fluxes greater

than the vertical fluxes. If the horizontal extent of wind anomalies is much greater than

the depth of the ocean, a vertical flux applied to the ocean surface over a zonal extent of

1000 kIn could result in a flux out of the sides of a depth averaged box such that there

is a factor of 40 increase between the flux through the top and the flux out the east and

west ends of the box. The meridional flux is not enhanced by the same mechanism both

because the meridional extent is not as great as the zonal extent and because the wind

anomalies are fairly symmetric with respect to the equator.

All of the deviations from GM79-the modal character, the zonal and horizontal

asymmetries, the shear kinematic effects-are a fairly small percentage of the internal

wave spectrum. Aside from the shear kinematic effects, which are small by assumption

because only low wavenumbers were allowed to deviate from GM79, and the modal

character, which is small because of a lack of resolution, the smallness is a property of

the internal wave field. But the small deviations from GM79 are important in that they

are related to the sources and sinks of energy in the internal wave field. The situation

is much like that of geostrophy and quasi-geostrophic motions: while geostrophy is a
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very good first order balance and it is quite difficult to measure large-scale deviations

from it, it is the small quasi-geostropic deviations that give us information about how

the geostrophic flows evolve. In the internal wave case, the small asymmetries and time

variability of the internal wave field give us the information about how the internal wave

field evolves and interacts. It is only through further analyses of the sort performed in

this thesis that the flow of energy in the ocean will ever be adequately measured and

understood.
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Appendix A: RVCM measurements of equatorial data

The PEQUOD moorings were instrumented with temperature-pressure (TP) recorders

and Aanderaa current meters, the latter measuring speed, direction, and temperature. The

Aanderaa is a standard rotor-vane (RV) current meter: it measures velocity by periodically

storing direction and rotor count. By differencing rotor counts, an averaged speed is

calculated, this speed can then be combined with the instantaneous direction to calculate

velocity components. Because the direction measurement is unaveraged, it is subject

to aliasing error, and because the direction information is used in a non-linear way

to calculate velocities, it is not immediately obvious how that aliasing affects the two

components of velocity. This appendix calculates the errors in velocity components

induced by aliasing of the direction measurement. Because of the non-linear nature of

the problem, the error is dependent on the true mean as well as the variance of the

measurements. By sorting through the possible error sources, and running simulations

on data sets similar to PEQUOD, these errors can be estimated. This discussion will

first look at the relevant characteristics of Aanderaa current meters, then examine some

possible sources of error other than the direction aliasing problem. Finally, the aliasing

problem is examined in detail, both theoretically and with simulations that use records

similar to those in the PEQUOD data set.
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RVCM description

The properties of the Aanderaa current meter that are considered here are properties of

an idealized RVCM current meter. (This is not an important assumption, since other

errors are considered as well, and the relative error sizes compared.) Rather than give a

complete description ofthe instrument (a description which can be found in NOIC 1974),

I will concentrate on the features that are considered in the error analysis.

The RVCM measures current speed (water displacement, actually) and direction.

Displacement is measured by counting rotor revolutions. Direction is measured in a

two-step process: A vane orients the instrument into the current, and the direction of the

instrument is measured by a magnetic compass. Temperature, rotor count, and direction

are recorded once a sampling interval. Since speed is calculated by differencing rotor

counts, it is effectively averaged over the sampling interval, unlike temperature and di

rection. Consequently the speed is not as sensitive to aliasing. Likewise, the thermistor

has a finite mass, which tends to average the thermal measurement. In addition to alias

ing, there is another possible problem in that speed lags direction by half a sampling

interval. This phase lag can be eliminated by differencing every other rotor count, which

unfortunately decreases time resolution. This is only necessary when the frequencies of

interest approach the sampling frequency, and there are enough other problems with the

high-frequency measurements that this lag is not a real issue.

Competing effects

The literature on systematic errors in RVCM's has focused on pumping-up of near

surface instruments by wave action. The pumping-up occurs because the rotor rectifies

high frequency variability and distributes that energy over the spectrum. The general

consensus is that such pumping-up is minimal for subsurface moorings. There also is

evidence of the opposite problem: mean flows altering high frequency flows. In analyzing

RVCM data at high frequencies where there was a strong mean, (the same situation as

the PEQUOD data set), Barry Ruddick 1977 found a completely artificial enhancement

of high-frequency cross-current spectral energy. To understand how this enhancement

comes about, define the following variables:

u along-(mean) current

v cross-(mean) current

S speed
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o direction

Ruddick shows that the errors in direction and speed resUlt in errors in u and v of

the form

where

du = dB + h.o.t.

dv = udO + h.o.t.

u = BcosO

v = BsinO

(A.la)

(A.lb)

(A.2a)

(A.2b)

so that if there are significant directional errors one would expect more error variance in

the cross-current component. He further points out a possible source of such directional

error is a high-frequency (.1 Hertz) torsional oscillation found on some moorings. These

errors, however, are clearly white-noise in nature (see figure A.I), and thus the mechanism

cannot account for anisotropy seen at lower frequencies (where the spectra are clearly

red in nature).

Theoretical error estimate

A rigorous error calculation quickly becomes ridiculously complicated; an approximate

calculation is much more useful. Such an exercise has two benefits: it gives an ap

proximate error estimate, and it provides a framework for understanding the numerical

simulation. Since a large fraction of the calculation's utility comes from the light it sheds

on the numerical calculation, the conventions used in the theoretical calculation are close

analogs of the numerical conventions, and the early discussion will focus on choosing

these conventions. The discussion then looks at the approximations necessary to make

the problem analytically tractable. Finally, the distribution of error with frequency is

calculated, both theoretically and using measurements.
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Figure A.l Power spectra with enhanced cross-current component
The spectra shows an artificial enhancement of cross-current spectra which can be

explained by instrumental error. From Ruddick (1977).
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Variables

The variables used in the discussion are:

u

v

R

(J

(10

where

east velocity

north velocity

speed (velocity magnitude)

direction

cos (J

sin (J

length of time series (after averaging)

frequency

Nyquist frequency

u(t) = R(t)D.,(t) (A.3a)

(A.3b)

The choice of D., and Dy rather than the direction (J is simply to make the calculation

more tractable. It also makes the calculations for u and v entirely parallel; so that the

calculations need be done explicitly only for u. The first six variables are separated into a

mean plus deviation: x' denotes the deviation, while (x) denotes the mean. The spectral

convention is such that the one-sided (0 to 00) integral over frequency contains all the

energy. It follows that the spectral density can be considered twice the Fourier transform

of the auto-correlation integral, making it well defined for both positive and negative

frequency.
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(AA)

Removing means

Spectra and their corresponding correlation integrals are usually calculated on demeaned

data. So equation A.3a needs to be translated to relations between the spectra ((u*u)(a),

(R* R)(a), and (D;D,,)(a)) and the means ((u), (R), (Dx))' To make things as simple

as possible, all the manipulations will be made first in the time domain, then the final

relation will be transformed into the spectral domain.

The auto-correlation function is

1 jT/2
C(r) = T (u(t) - (u))(u(t + r) - (u))dt

-T/2

which is more concisely written

C(r) = ((u(t) - (u))(u(t + r) - (u)))

The mean velocity is given by the average of equation A.3a,

(u) = (R) (Dx) + (R'D~)

Rewriting the correlation function is somewhat more complicated.

lowing shorthand

A(t) = R'(t)D~(t) - (R'D~)

(ab)(r) = (a'(t)b'(t + r))

Then the auto-correlation function can be written as

(A.5)

(A.6)

First define the fo1-

(A.7a)

(A.7b)

C(r) = ([A(t) + (R)Dx(t) + (Dx)R(t)][A(t + r) + (R)Dx(t + r) + (D.,)R(t + r)])

(A.8a)

= (AA)(r) + (R)2(DxDx)(r) + (DY(RR)(r) + (R)[(Wx)(r) + (DxA)(r)]

+ (Dx)[(AR)(r) + (RA)(r)] + (R)(D.,)[(RDx)(r) + (DxR)(r)]

(A.8b)

This is the correlation integral version of squaring a trinomial.

Given some assumptions about the distribution of R and Dx' the higher moments 

(AA)(r), (ADx)(r), and (AR)(r) - can be calculated. Assuming that (R(t), R(t + r),
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D",(t), and D",(t + r) are joint-normally distributed means the fourth order moments

can be rewritten in terms of the second order moments (see appendix B).

('\(t)'\(t + r)) = (R'(t)D~(t)R'(t + r)D~(t + r)) - (R'D~)2 (A.9a)

= (R'(t)R'(t + r))(D~(t)D~(t + r)) + (R'(t)D~(t + r))(D~(t)R'(t + r))

(A.9b)

= (RR)(r)(D",D",)(r) + (RD",)(r) (D",R) (r) (A.ge)

Joint-Normality means the third order moments are zero.

('\R)(r) = (W",)(r) = 0 (A.lO)

While there are cases where the assumption of joint-normality is clearly false (the speed

spectra of two zero mean independent random velocities, for example), in the case of

strong mean flow the assumption seems reasonable.

In terms of the shorthand defined in equation A.7b Fourier transforms are particularly

simple; the transformation to the spectral domain becomes the following transcription:

Fr( (ab) (r)) = !(a*b)(a) (A.1l)

By using the equality that relates the Fourier transform of a product to the convolution

of Fourier transforms (Bracewell 1978)

FT(a(t)b(t)) = a(a) *b(a) (A.12)

(where * denotes convolution), the velocity spectra can be expanded in terms of the

measured quantities.

(u*u)(a) = !(R*R)(a) * (D;D",) (a) + (R)2(D;D",) (a) + (DY(R*R) (a)

+(R) (D",) ((D;R)(a) + (R* D",)(a)) + !(R*D",) (a) * (D;R)(a) (A.13)
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Aliasing estimate

To estimate the effect of direction aliasing on velocity spectra, separate the direction

spectrum into a true spectrum plus an error.

(A.14)

The resulting error in the velocity spectrum is found by plugging equation A.14 into

equation A.13.

A < u*u > (0) =! < R*R > (0) * A < D:D", > (0)

+ < R >2 A < D:D", > (0) + h.o.t (A.15)

The cross-power terms have been dropped since the aliased energy is not expected to be

coherent with the unaliased speed measurements. Thus the velocity spectrum error has

two parts, a lump at the Nyquist frequency scaled by the mean speed, and a part which

is spread out over the spectrum by a convolution with the spectrum of speed.

Aliasing error form

To write out the velocity error explicitly, the form for the aliased spectrum and the speed

spectrum must be known. Rather than choose an arbitrary form for aliased energy, it is

better to choose a spectral form for which the aliased energy can be calculated. Aliasing

occurs as a consequence of finite sampling of a continuous time series, f(t). This process

of finite sampling can be represented by

III(x) = L o(x - n)
n

nE[-oo,oo) (A.16)

in that

III(t/At)f(t) = L f(nAt)o(t/ At - n) (A.17)

In the Fourier domain this becomes

AtIII(OAt) * f(o) = L f(t - nAt)
n

(A.18)

However this is not a good representation of the original function f ,. since it has the

function vanishing between sampling points. A representation that connects sampling
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points smoothly seems more appropriate. An interpolation such that no energy is added

to the spectrum beyond what is measured (i.e. there is no energy beyond the Nyquist

frequency), is one such choice. In the Fourier domain this is written as

II(O'~t)~tIll(O'~t) * 1(0') (A.19)

where II is a rectangle function (equal to unity on the interval [-!,!J and zero elsewhere).

In the time domain the function becomes

which can be rewritten

~t sinc(t~t) * Ill(tj ~t)/(t)

:L I(n~t)sinc(tj ~t - n)
n

(A.20)

(A.2l)

A distinctly better interpolation than equation A.18. The sampled Fourier transform is

then

II(O'~t) :L 1(0' - nj~t)
n

Koopmans 1974 shows this is also true for the power spectra.

(/*1)(0') = II(O'~t) :L(/*I) true (0' - nj~t)
n

(A.22)

(A.23)

For red spectra, the terms in the sum become rapidly less important. The first three terms

suffice for most purposes (n = -1, 0, 1). Solving for the difference from the true spectra

then gives

where

~(/*I) (0') = 2II(2~t)~tIl(2~tO') * (/*I) true (0')

II(x) = !(S(x - !) + S(x + m

(A.24)

(A.25)

Equation A.24 and equation A.25 together can be used to calculated the aliased fraction

of the direction spectrum.
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Model Spectrum

Since the PEQUOD spectra have a slope of roughly -2 at high frequencies, choose

model spectra of the form

(A.26)

where "/ is a small constant. In fact, if the spectra is sufficiently red so that a small

inverse spectral range, f, is expected, where

f = /(ao)/ /(0)

then the normalized roll-off frequency "/ is such that

(A.27)

(A.28)

an expression for "/ in terms of the expected spectral range in amplitude. Realistic

values of f are 10-3 to 10-4 , so realistic "/ are indeed small. A spectrum of this form

corresponds to the following auto-correlation function:

(A.29)

A few basic theorems for Fourier transforms (Bracewell 1978) give the convolution of

equation A.26 with itself:

(A.30)

Choose model spectra

(R*R)(a) = 2 ~/ )2 (A.31a)"/ + a a o

(D*D )(a)- D", (A b)
'" '" - "/2 + (a/aoF .31

Equation A.30 combined with equation A.24 gives the error ~(D;D",)(a). The expres

sion for velocity error can then be completed to give

where

~(u*u)(a) = G(a + 2ao) + G(a - 2ao)
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Clearly this is well approximated by

(A.34)

where

An approximate expression for velocity spectra then follows

(u*u)(o-) = !(R*R)(o-) * (D;D.,) (0-) + (R)2(D;D.,) (0-)

(A.35)

(A.36)

an expression which ignores contributions from several terms. A percentage error can

also be calculated

(A.37)

This goes from 100% at 0-0 to 10% at 0-0 /2 and 2% at 0-0 /4. As 0-0 approaches zero the

percentage error goes to "/2 X 100%. This would indicate the effects of aliasing could be

ignored two octaves below the Nyquist frequency and lower.

Simulation using VACM's

VACM's, while using the same physical apparatus for measuring currents as standard

RVCM's, use a quite different sampling scheme. They average east and north velocity

components separately, usually every 1/8 rotor count, which eliminates some of the

problems found with standard RVCM's. They are interesting in light of interpreting

RVCM's because they also record the same information as a standard RVCM (rotor

count and direction). This allows a direct comparison of the two averaging schemes,

and taking the vector averaged version as 'truth', gives a handle on the errors induced

by the RVCM's sampling scheme. Such an intercomparison has already been done for

instruments modified to measure wind (see Weller et ai. 1983). Their results show

that the spectra calculated using the two different methods but with the same data are

significantly different in the top several octaves (see figure A.2). So one might expect

problems in interpreting data within two octaves of the Nyquist frequency. Since· the

problem is so non-linear, however, to estimate errors in particular records it is prudent

to consider records which have similar spectra. The relevant features for the PEQUOD

dataset are:
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Figure A.2 Wind velocity autospectra from JASIN
Autospectra of wind velocity records from 27 August to 2 September 1978. The

coverage of the high frequencies differs because of the different sampling rates of the
instruments; all autospectra have been calculated from the original time series and band
averaged in the same way. Instrument B1 has a 3.5 minute sampling period, W2 and H2
have 2 minute sampling periods, and K2 has a 10 minute sampling period. 95 percent
confidence limits are shown at the bottom. (From Weller et at. 1983).
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• they are on subsurface moorings

• there is a fairly constant mean current

• there is enhanced spectral energy in the cross current component

Though the PEQUOD moorings are equatorial, there is no strong dynamical effect at

sufficiently short scales and sufficiently high frequencies. So the above criteria should

be sufficient to insure a useful comparison.

Results

Figure A.3 shows an intercomparison made using a 200m record from INDEX79, an

equatorial experiment in the Indian ocean. The spectra are enhanced in both components

when averaged as a RVCM, which is as expected in the presence of aliasing. At 0"0

the enhancement is 100%; at 0"0/3 the enhancement is 30%. Note that the error is

systematic: the RVCM spectra are always greater than VACM spectra. Furthermore, the

enhancement is not the same for meridional and zonal velocities: At 0"0 RVCM zonal

velocity is 1.1 (cm/s)2/cph larger than VACM zonal velocity, while RVCM meridional

velocity is .8 (cm/S)2/ cph larger than VACM meridional velocity. This results in a 40%

increase in the difference between the spectra. That is expected with aliased energy, since

larger spectra should increase more.

Conclusions

In sampling oceanic currents dominated by mean flows (such as are found at the equator),

the standard RVCM seriously alters the data. Theoretical estimates using a simplified

. spectrum indicate that the error generated by the RVCM sampling scheme is spread

throughout the spectrum at a fairly constant level. Because of the red nature of the spectra,

however, such a noise level becomes inconsequential at frequencies below roughly 0"0/4.

The simulations run on VACM data bear this tendency out: they also indicate that the

error is much reduced at two octaves below the Nyquist frequency, (though the actual

numbers are only in rough agreement with the theoretical simulation). An important point

is that the error is such that it enhances differences between zonal and meridional spectra

that may already exist, possibly making a non-significant difference appear significant.

In light of this, it is seems wise to avoid depending on autospectra at frequencies higher

than 0"0/4.
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Figure A.3 Current autospectra from VACMIRVCM

Autospectra of current comparing a vector averaged version of an INDEX79 record
to a standard rotor-vane version of the same record. The top plot compares zonal kinetic
energy calculated from vector-averaged data (VACM) to the rotor-vane version (RVCM).
The rotor-vane version shows excess energy. The bottom plot compares meridional kinetic
energy calculated from vector-averaged data (VACM) to the rotor-vane version (RVCM).
Just as with the zonal kinetic energy case, the rotor-vane version shows excess energy.
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Appendix B: Fourth order moments for joint-normal variables

Calculating the fourth order moments of real joint-normal variables is fairly straight

forward, it only requires some simple matrix manipulations. The moment is needed both

in appendix A (which deals with RVCM current meter aliasing), and appendix C (which

calculates the covariance of cross- spectral estimators). Define the following variables:

z a vector of joint-normal, zero mean random variables

dz dZ1dZ2 ... dZn

C covariance matrix (ziZj)

C -1 inverse of the covariance matrix

The probability distribution for joint-normal random variables Zi is

(B.l)

The expected value for the fourth moment is then

(B.2)

where repeated indices denote summation. To evaluate this integral, perform a change of

basis from z to the normalized eigenvector basis y (i.e. the Yi are all independent with

unit variance). Therefore

(B.3)

where 2 is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues aT, and U is the matrix of eigenvectors.

Thus equation B.2 becomes

The Yi are all independent, so the integral is non-zero only if the Yi are pairwise identical,

or if all four indices are the same (m = n = 0 = p). The univariant moments for zero

mean, unit variance random variables are

(yy) = 1 and
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so that the fourth moment for joint-normal (Gaussian) independent variables is

(B.6)

Plugging this into equation B.4 and performing the change of basis gives the desired

result,
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Appendix C: Covariance of cross-spectral estimators

The covariance of the cross-spectral estimators is a straight-forward result of their being

the covariance of complex joint-normal random variables. To see this, start with a vector

of complex joint-normal random variables mi' They are zero mean variables, so that

(mi ) = 0 for all i. Thus their covariance is given simply by (mtmj). Consider for a

moment the fourth moment of these complex quantities, (mtmjm'km(). Since the mi

are joint-normal (Gaussian) quantities, this fourth moment can be rewritten in terms of

second moments,

This is derived by first writing the complex variables in terms of their real and itnaginary

parts, then using the results for real variables (appendix B). The covariance of the

unaveraged cross-spectral estimators can be written in terms of this fourth moment,

((mtmj - (mtmj))*(m'km(- (m'km())) = (mimim'km() - (mtmj)*(m'km()

(C.2a)

= (m'kmi)(mim() + (mim()(mi,m'k)

(C.2b)

The second term in equation C.2b is identical to the first term if the m i are real. If the

m i are complex, however, the term is zero. The latter follows from the assumption that

the m i can be represented as a linear transformation of an underlying set of independent

complex random variables Yi' Complex random variables are sitnply a special case of

linear conibinations of real random variables (real and imaginary parts have equal variance

and are uncorrelated). Thus if we write

Y· = R. +iI., , , (RJj) = 0 (C.3)

we find that the second moments of Yi are simply

(CA)

Therefore, if the linear relation between m i and Yi is m i = utjYj' the second moments

of m j are

(C.5a)
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and

(C.5b)

Thus as long as the m i are complex numbers,

(C.6a)

(C.6b)

There is only a small difference between equations C.6a and C.6b. In the first case,

the conjugate of the mimi differences is averaged, while in the second case the unal

tered differences are averaged. Both are acceptable definitions for covariance, but it is

somewhat less confusing if the complex conjugate is put in explicitly, i.e.

and

In the case of averaged estimates of the cross-spectral matrix, the variance is reduced

by the amount of independent realizations averaged together, N r • Denoting the averaged

estimate by Iii' and the true value by 1':1" = (mimi)' this results in an amended version

of equation C.6,

(C.7)
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Appendix D: Current meter spectra in terms of El1PQ direction moments

The starting equation is the polarization relations for an internal wave Ae;(k.,+ly-wt)G(Z)

in a mean zonal shear flow,

u cosO - sin2 OUz/No
v sinO

G:(z)A+
sinOcosOUz/No KNo .

0 N-1
--G'(z)A (D.l)

11 a0
pi ". ".u, cos 0

K KNo

where a = w - UK cos 0 is the intrinsic frequency. This is rewritten in terms of normal

ized variables as

u cosO -sin2 0\

v sinO sinOcosO\
- 1/1;A + </>;A (D.2)d 0 1

p 1 cosO\

where

(D.3a)

(D.3b)

(D.3c)

(D.3d)

(D.3e)inverse root Richardson number

vertical derivative of lX

normalized displacement

normalized pressure

normalized vertical structure

d = N11

p=pIK/a

A. _ KN(z;) ( )
'Pi - Uj a zi

1/1; = lXz (z;)
A - U,(z;)

; - N(z;)

pi is the reduced pressure; p is the reduced pressure normalized by the phase speed. Low

modes (which are the most energetic) are such that their lXz and </> only weakly depend

on direction 0 (a ~ Uk). Thus we proceed to expand in terms of the direction moments

of E l1PQ, ignoring the effects of direction on 1/1 and </>.

The first step in computing spectra for these waves is to rewrite equation D.2 in

vector notation

(D.4)

This equation can be squared to get the cross spectra

which is the same expansion found in chapter 5. What follows is merely the explicit
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algebra implied by this matrix equation. Note that

u*u u*v u*d u*p

v*u v*v v*d v*p
(U~U2) =

d*u d*v d*d d*p
(D.6)

p*u p*v p*d p*p

The matrices in figure D.l are subsets of what was given in chapter 5 (w has been omitted

since it is proportional to the normalized displacement d). Plugging D.7 into D.5 and

using the direction moment expansion given in equation 8.3.7 gives the expansions in

figure D.2. Note that since products involving reduced pressure p are only needed to

compute energies (see sections 5.9 and 5.10), the forms given for those products do not

include shear effects.

Linearized Doppler shift

In assuming that <Pi does not depend on direction (), the derivation so far assumes that the

Doppler shifts that differentiate the intrinsic frequency u from the true frequency w are

essentially zero. By doing the following linearization the first order effects of Doppler

shift can be included in the above expansions.

(D.8)

(D.9)

where Ti is the Doppler shift U{zi)K/w, <p' is the vertical structure function that includes

the effects of Doppler shift, and <P is the vertical structure function that does not include

those effects. Going from <p' to <p modifies two of the three types of vertical structure

function products
tPl<P~ = tPl<P2 + tPl<P2T2COS()

<p~<p~", <Pl<P2+ <Pl<P2(Tl +T2)COS()

where terms in squared Doppler shift have been dropped. The expressions in equation

D.9 can be substituted into equation D.5 to get expansions that include the effects of

small Doppler shifts on the low modes.
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Figure D.l Coefficient matrices

[

cos2 0
cos 0osinO

cos ()

cos () sin ()
sin2 (j

o
sin 0

~ ~::]
o 0
o 1

[

1 + 1 cos 20
2 2

! sin 20
o

cos 8

! sin 20 0
1_lcos20 0
2 2

o 0
sinO 0

COSO]sin ()
o
1

(D.7a)

[

-cos 9 sin
2

OAl - sin
3

OAl 0 - sin2 OAl ]
sinOcOS2 0Al sin2 0COSOAl 0 sinOCOSOA1

cosO sinO 0 1
COS2 0A1 sinOCOSOA1 0 COSOA1

[

i (- cos 0 + cos 30)A1 i (-3 sin 0 + sin 30)A1
= HsinO+sin30)A1 HcosO-cos30)Al

cos 0 sin 0
HI + cos 20)Al Hsin 20)A1

o H-l+COS20)A1]
o Hsin 20)A1
o 1
o COSOAl

(D.7b)

[

-COS(JSin
2

(jA2 sin9cos2(}A2 coso COS2 ()A2]
- sin3 OA2 cos 0 sin2 OA2 sinO sinO cos OA2

o 0 0 0
-sin2 0A2 sinOCOSOA2 1 COSOA2

[

i(-cosO+cos30)A2 t(sinO+sin30)A2
i(-3sinO + Sin30)A2 • (cos 0 - COS30)A2

o 0
H -1 + cos 20)A2 ! (sin 20)A2

cos ()
sin 0

o
1

HI + cos 20)A2]
Hsin29)A2

o
cos f)).2

(D.7c)

[

sin' OA1A2
* T _ -sin3 (}cos8).lA2

r , r 2 - ·2.,
-SIn (71\2

- sin2 0 cos OA1A2

[

(i -! cos 20 + i COS40)A1A2
(-i sin 20 + i sin40)A1A2

(! + ! cos 20)A2
H - cos 0 + cos 30)A1A2

- sin
3

0cos OA1A2 - sin
2

OA1 - sin
2

0 cos OA1A2]
sin2 0cos2 0A1A2 sinOcosOA1 sinOcos2 0A1A2 _

sinOcosOA2 1 COSOA2-
sinOCOS2 0A1A2 COSOAl COS2 0A1A2

(-i sin 20 + i Sin40)A1A2 (-! + ! cos 20)A1 i (- cos 0 + cos 30P1A2]
(1 _ 1 cos 40)A1A2 ! sin 29A1 Hsin 9 + sin 30P,A2s ,S

;;; Sin20A2 1 COSOA2
i(sinO+sin30)A1A2 COSOA1 !(I+cos20)A1A2

(D.7d)
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Figure D.2 Expansions in terms of EAPQ direction moments

(Ui U2)= (!!JlI.pil/>2) + iAlA2!JlI~i~2»Eo - (iAl!Jll~i.p2) + iA2!JlI.pi~21)El' + a!JlI.pi.p2) - tAlA2!JlI~i~2»E2' + (iAl!Jll~i.p21 + iA2!JlI.pi~21)Es, + tAlA2!JlI~i~2IE"

+ (t"l.pi.p21 + P'A2"I~i ~2»iLl.o - (iA, "I~i .p2) + !A2"I.pi ~21)iLl.lO+<t"l.pi.p2) - tAlA2"I~i ~2»iLl.2O+ (iA, "1~i.p2)+ i A2,,(.pi ~2)iLl.3' + P,A2"1~i ~2)iLl.,;

+ <t!Jll.p,.p21 + iA,A2!JlI~1~2»PO - (!Al!JlI~1.p2) + iA2!Jl(.pl~21)Pl' + (t!JlI.pl.p2) - tAlA2!Jl1~1~2»P2' + (iAl!JlI~,.p2) + iA2!JlI.pl~21)P3' + PlA2!Jl1~'~2)P"

- <t"l.pl.p2) + ~AlA2"1~1~2»QO + (!A,"I~""2) + iA2"I.pl~2»Ql' - (t"l.pl.p2) - plA2"1~1~21)Q2' - (!A,"1~1.p2) + iA2"I.pl~2»QS' - tAlA2"(~1~2)Q"

(Uill2)= (-~Al!Jll~i.p2) + !A2!JlI.pi¢2)E.. + <t!Jll.pi.p2) - iAlA2!JlI~i~21)E2. + (!Al!Jl(~i.p2) + iA2!JlI.pi¢21)Es. + tAlA2!JlI~i~2IE,.

+(- ~Al"1~i.p2)+ i A2"l.pi ~2»iLl... + (t"l.pi.p2) - !AlA2"I~i ~2)iLl.2. + (iAl"I~i .p2) + iA2"I.pi ~2»iLl.s. + PlA2"I~i ~2)iLl.,.

+ (-~Al!JlI~1.p2) + iA2!JlI.pl~2»P.. + (t!Jll.pl.p2) - !AlA2!Jll~1~2»P2. + <!Al!JlI~""2) + !A2!JlI.pl~21)Ps. + tA,A2!JlI~1~21P"

- (-Pl"(~1.p2) + iA2"l.p'~2»Q .. - (t"I.p""2) - iAlA2"1~1~21)Q2. - (iAl"I~1.p2) + iA2"I.pl~2))QS. - tAlA2"1~1~2IQ,.

(uid2)= -tAl!Jll~i~2)Eo+ !Jll.pi~2)El' + !A,!JlI~i~2IE2'

= - t Al"l~i ~2liLl.o +"I.pi ~2)iLl.l'+ !Al"l~i~2)iLl.2'

= -!Al!JlI~1~2)PO + !Jll.pl~2)Pl' + tAl!JlI~1~2)P2'

= kAl"I~1~2IQo - "l.pl~2)Ql' - kAl"I~1~2)Q2'

(Vi U2)= (iAl!Jll~i.p2) - tA2!JlI.pi~2)E.. + (k!JlI.pi.p2) - iAlAc!Jll~i~2»E2' + liAl!Jll~i.p2) + iA2!JlI.pi~2»Es. + tAlA2!JlI~i~2)E,.

+ (!AI "1~i.p2) - t A2"I.pi~2»iLl. .. + (!"I.pi.p2) - iAlA2"I~i ~2»iLl.2. + (iAl "(~i .p2) + !A2"I.pi ~2)iLl.s. + P,A2"1~i~2)iLl.,.

+ (iA,!JlI~1.p2) - P2!Jll.pl~2»P.. + (k!Jl(.pl.p,) - iAlA2!Jl1~1~2»P2. + (iAl!JlI~1.p2) + !A2!JlI.pl~')PS. + PlA2!Jl1~1~2)P,.

- (iA'''1~1.p2) - tA2"I.pl~2)Q.. - <k"l.pl.p2) - iAlA2"(~'~2»Q2. - (iAl"I~,.p2) + !A2"1.p'~21)Qs. - tAlA2"1~'~2)Q,.

(Vill2)= (!!JlI.pi.p2) + tAlA2!JlI~i~2»Eo + (iAl!Jll~i.p2) + iA2!Jll.pi~2»E" - !!JlI.pi.p2)E2, - (iAl!Jll~i.p2) + !A2!JlI.pi~2)Es, - tAlA2!JlI~i~2)E"

+<k"l.pi .p2) + tAlA2"l~i ~2)iLl.o + (i Al"I~i .p2) + i A2"I.pi ~21)iLl.l' - !"l.pi.p2IiLl.2, - IiA, "(~i .p2) + iA2"r.pi ~2)iLl.s, - t A, A2"1~i ~2)iLl."

+ (k!Jll.p,.p2) + tA,A2!JlI~1~21)Po + (!Al!JlI~1.p2) + !A2!JlI.p'~2»P" - k!JlI.p,.p2)P2, - (iAl!Jl(~1.p2) + iA2!Jlr.p'~2)Ps, - tAlA2!Jl1~1~2)P"

- <!"I.pl.p2) + tA'A2"1~1~2»Qo - (iA'''1~1.p2) + iA2"I.pl~2)Q" + !"I.pl.p2)Q2, + (iA,"I~""21 + iA2"I.pl~2»Qs, + tAlA2"(~1~,)Q"
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Figure D.2 Expansions in terms of ED.PQ direction moments (cont)

(vr d2) = 1R(1fJrrf>2)E18 + !'\1 1R(rf>rrf>2)E28

+ 'is' (1fJr rf>2)i D. 18 +!,\1 'is'(rf>rrf>2)iD.28

+ 1R(1fJ1rf>2)P18 + !'\1 1R (rf>1 rf>2)P28

- 'is'(1fJ1rf>2)Q18 - !'\1'iS'(rf>1rf>2)Q28

(dr U2) = -!'\21R(rf>rrf>2)Eo+ 1R(rf>r1fJ2)E1c + !'\21R(rf>rrf>2)E2c

- !'\2'is' (rf>r rf>2)iD.o +S'( rf>r1fJ2)iD. 1c+!'\2 'is' (rf>r rf>2)iD.2c

!'\21R (rf> 1rf>2)PO + 1R(rf>11fJ2)P1c + P21R (rf> 1rf>2)P2c

+ !'\2'iS'(rf>1rf>2)QO - 'is'(rf>11fJ2)Q1c - !'\2'iS'(rf>1rf>2)Q2c

(dr v2) = 1R(rf>r1fJ2)E18 + !'\21R(rf>rrf>2)E28

+S'(rf>r1fJ2)iD. 18 +! ,\2'iS'(rf>r rf>2)iD.28

+ 1R(rf>11fJ2)P18 + !'\21R (rf>1 rf>2)P28

- 'is'(rf> 11fJ2)Q18 - !'\2'iS'(rf>1 rf>2)Q28

(wr p 1) = 'is'(rf>r1fJtlD.oU / N 1
where the vertical velocity w is given by
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Appendix E: Model-Model covariance for the EliPQ direction moments

The theory needed to compute the model-model covariance of the direction moments so

that they properly represent a field of statistically independent waves is given in section

8.5. What follows here is an explicit derivation of the model-model covariance needed

to calculate the results of chapter 8.

Because the linear relation Ta(O, g) between the direction moments e{3 and the wave

energy S(O, g) factors into separate functions of direction 0 and wave/mode index g,

(E.1)

it suffices to consider the EliPQ transformation Tag and direction moment transforma

tion T a (0) separately.

First consider the EliPQ transformation. The transformation matrix Tag is given by

equation 8.3.7a and the inverse transformation Uag is given by equation 8.3.7b. Plugging

these two matrices into the expression for model space norm 8.5.16 gives the model space

norm for the direction moments N a {3 in terms of the model space norm for the wave

energies M a{3'

1

4

M ll +M22
M ll -M22

(Mll +M22 )

(Mll +M22 )

M ll -M22
M ll +M22

(Mll -M22 )

(Mll -M22 )

(Mll +M22 )

(Mll - M 22 )

(Mll + M 22 + M 33 )

(Mll +M22 )

(Mll +M22)

(Mll - M 22 )

(Mll +M22 )

(Mll + M 22 + M 44 )

(E.2)

The diagonal (and only non-zero) elements of M",,,, are

M ll =4[E(0)+1i(0) + p(O)+ Q(0)]-2+ 2[RiiE + Riie.][E(O)+1i(0) + p(O)+ Q(0)r1

M =4[E(0) - Ii(0) + p(O) + Q(0)j-2+ 2[R.. _ R.. ][E(O) _ Ii (0) + p(O) + Q(O)j-l
22 ..E ..e,. (E.3)

M 33 =4[p(0)r2 - 2[2RiiE - 2RiiP ][p(0)r 1

M 44 =4[Q(0)]-2 - 2[2RiiE - 2RiiQ][Q(0)r1
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(EAa)

Derivation of model model covariance matrix for direction

The derivation of the model-model covariance for direction moments is somewhat com-

plicated by the continuous nature of the direction O. But by using continuous analogs of

the equations in section 8.5 it is possible to treat the discrete set of direction moments

so that they represent a continuous field of statistically independent waves.

To simplify the problem somewhat, I am going to presume that I have already

transformed into the energy space of some vertical structure, and now all I have to do is

go from a set of moments {aO,a1.,a 1c""} to energy as a function of direction a(O).

Consider the Fourier transform relations,

1 12
.. .a =- a(O)e-mOdO

n 21f 0

00

(EAb)

(E.5)

n=-oo

These Fourier transform relations are written in terms of complex Fourier coefficients an'

These can be translated to coefficients of sines and cosines by

anc =(an + a_n)!2

an. =i(an - a_n)!2

Also very important is the finite delta function relation

~ (2" ei(m-n)OdO = 8 (E.6)
21f 10 nm

The continuous version of the model model covariance product given in equation 8.5.13

is

f2 = ~ (2.. a(O)M(O)a(O)dO (E.7)
21f 10

There are two important features of this expression. First of all, unlike the covariance

product for the Fourier coefficients there is no complex conjugate on a(0). This is

because a(0) is real (energy). The single integral over direction is a result of presuming

that difference directions are uncorrelated.

Substituting the Fourier expansion of a(0) into equation E.7, we get

1
2.. 00 00

f2 = ~ '" '" a a M(O)ei(n+m)OdO
21f L..J L..J n m

o n=-oo m=-oo
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M(O) is the model model covariance for an independent mode/wave, i.e. it has the form

(E.g)

where a is the a priori value for the energy a(O), and F;;(O) is the sum over the diagonal

elements of the model prediction for the wave at O. If the wavefield is presumed to be

isotropic, a is to be independent of direction. Our understanding of F;j (0) comes from

the linear expression of the problem, namely

(E.lO)

where we have written {Fn} as the Fourier transform coefficients of F;;(O). This means

we can write the Fourier transform of M{O) as

1 2FnMn = ""0;0no + -,- (E.1l)
a a

This allows us to rewrite the residue f2 in terms of Fourier coefficients

2 = Loo
ana_n + Loo Loo

2F_(n+m)
f '2 a am Aa n a

n=-oo n=-oo m=-oo

(E.12)

The problem remains to translate this result so that it is in terms of the cosine and sine

moments rather than the complex Fourier coefficients.

The translation is

F_ n =Fne + iFn•

Do the first term first, since it is simpler. The answer becomes

(E.13)

00 2 2 {= L ane~an. 1

n=O a 2

n=O
otherwise

(E.14)

The second term is more complicated. First expand the object of the double summa

tion,

anamF_(n+m) = (ane - ian.)(ame - iam.)(F(n+m)e + iF(n+m).)

= (ancamc - an8 am8 - i[anCam8 + an./lamcDF(n+m)c

+ (ancam./l + ansamc + ifancamc - an,aam ... J)F(n+m)s
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Next consider applying the double summation. Since the sine coefficients are odd under

index reflection while the cosine coefficients are even under the same transformation, any

term that has an odd number of sine coefficients will sum to zero. This eliminates both

imaginary parts. This leaves us with

00 00 00 00

L L anamF_(n+m) = L L (ancamc - an,am,)F(n+m)c
n=-oo m=-oo n=-oo m=-oo

+(ancam, + an,amclF(n+m), (E.16)

The next simplification involves changing the sums to go from 0 rather than -00. As is

usual with sines and cosines, n = 0 is a special case.

00 00

L L anamF_(n+m) =
n=-oo m=-oo

00 00

L L (ancamc - an8 am,,)F(n+m)c + (anC am8 + ansamc)F(n+m)"
n=Om=O

n=m=O

n = 0 or m = 0

nfOandmfO
(E.17)

Gathering terms so that the terms correspond to the desired matrix product

00 00

L L anamF_(n+m) =
n=-oom=-oo

00 00

L L (F(n-mlc + F(n+m)c)ancamc + (F(n-m)c - F(n+m)c)an,am,
n=Om=O

n=m=O

n = 0 or m = 0

nfOandmfO
(E.18)

The final result is then

n=O
otherwise
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2 00 00

+a; L L (F(n_=)c + F(n+m)c)anca=c + (F(n-mjc - F(n+=)clan,am,
n=Om=O

+(F(n+m), - F(n_=).)anca=, +(F(n+=), +F(n_=),)an,amc {2~ : :or : = 0
n#Oandm#O

(E.19)
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Appendix F: Generalized rank

In chapter 8 rank is defined to be the number of model parameters that can be resolved.

In the literature rank is used to characterized unbiased estimators and thus is always an

integer: the rank is the number of non-redundant equations or the number of model

parameters, whichever is smaller. A somewhat better definition that encompasses both

possibilities is that rank is the number of non-zero eigenvalues (or singular values) of

the model matrix A. The definition used here is that the rank is the trace of the model

space resolution matrix: given a linear forward problem that gives data d as a function

of model parameters m,

and a linear inverse to that problem,

d=Am,

m=Bd,

(F.I)

(F.2)

then the model space resolution matrix is the matrix product BA, and the rank r is given

by

r = LBjiAij
ij

(F.3)

If an unbiased estimator such as the Singular Value Decomposition (Lanczos 1963) is

used to find the generalized inverse B, then equation F.3 returns the number of non-zero

eigenvalues. If a biased estimator such as Gauss-Markov (Menke 1984) is used to find B,

then F.3 returns the number of model parameters that are significantly greater than noise:

i.e. eigenvalues much greater than the noise count as one and eigenvalues much less than

the noise count as zero. Thus r is again roughly the number of parameters that can be

resolved, though with the biased estimator the effects of noise have been included. Since

equation F.3 coincides with the standard use of the word rank in all situations where the

standard use is applicable, and measures a similar property in the biased case where the

standard usage is not directly applicable, equation F.3 is taken to define rank.
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Appendix G Beamforming and Capon estimators

There are two commonly used wavenumber estimation schemes that can be classified

as single wave methods: beamforming and Capon (maximum likelihood) (Capon 1969,

Bretherton and McWilliams 1980). These are single wave methods in that they fit one

wave at a time to the data, repeating the process with many wavenumbers to arrive at a

wavenumber spectrum. Equation 8.3.1 thus reduces to the vector relation which relates

the measurements to single wave amplitude

(G.l)

(G.2)= N- 1 '\' e-imzj d(.7)
til L.,; 3

j

Note that in wavenumber estimation the effects of non-trivial polarization relations are

absent and the vertical structure equation has propagating solutions that are simple ex

ponentials. Consequently the model vector H j is given by a simple exponential eimzj ,

where m is the wavenumber that corresponds to the wave a being considered.

Equation 8.3.3 shows that the spectral energy sa can be considered to be the mean

square value of the wave amplitude a~7), that average being computed over all realizations.

The beamforming estimation scheme effectively estimates a wave amplitude for each

realization by a simple least squares inversion and then calculates the mean square wave

amplitude,

(Note that H is actually a vector and not a matrix). This estimator is the same as the

Gauss-Markov estimator (equation 8.4.4) with model space norm L identically zero and

residual norm W being the identity matrix. When this relation is squared and averaged

a more familiar form for the beamforming estimator is recovered,

NtB Nh

(a'a) = Nt~2 L L eim('j-Z,) (d;d/)
j=ll=l

(G.3)

While the beamforming estimate is essentially a best fit of the wave amplitude to the data

for each realization, no attempt has been made to consider the covariance structure of the

data. As it turns out, the beamforming estimate treats correctly the data noise covariance

if the noise in each Fourier coefficient is uncorrelated. To the extent that the data is well
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modeled by a small set of waves, the data noise covariance will be more structured, a

structure that should be considered in forming an optimal estimator.

The Capon wavenumber estimator (Capon 1969) differs from the beamforming esti

mator only in that a different residual covariance matrix W is used to estimate a(7) from

the data in each realization: equation G.2 is replaced by

(GA)

so that the complex conjugate inverse Q;j of the true cross-spectral matrix fg J is used

for the residual norm W;j'

Q;j = Ig)-l

f;j = (d;d j )
(G.5)

(G.6)
t
~ -1

Sa = (a*a) = H Q*H

= (2: e;(Zj-ZIlmQjl)-l
jl

f;j is the estimate of the true value fgJ• A more familiar form of the Capon estimator

is found by calculating the mean square amplitude as was done for the beamforming

estimator. In addition, rather than using the inverse Q;j of the true covariance, the

inverse Q;j of the estimated covariance is used. This simplifies the algebraic form of the

estimator greatly,

As show in section 8.4, choosing the residual norm W;j to be the complex conjugate

inverse covariance Q;j means that the Capon estimator is optimal in a statistical sense.

But while the Capon estimator is optimal for the problem of fitting a single wave to data,

it is not necessarily the optimal estimator for fitting a set of waves to data.
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